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ABSTRACT
Borderline Personality Organization:
A Family Perspective

(February 1979)
Eva Schoenfeld, B.A., University of Rochester
M.A., University of Massachusetts, Ph.D., University of Massachusetts

Directed by:

Alvin Winder

This study was an in-depth examination of the families of origin
of two patients diagnosed as borderline.

Each family, consisting of

father, mother and borderline offspring, was studied in three contexts--

historically and developmental ly,

i

ntra-psychical ly

,

and interactional ly

with the goal of identifying themes evident within all three contexts.
In addition evidence was sought supporting or inconsistent with existent

theories about families of borderlines.

The patients included in the study were hospitalized on psychiatric
units of large New England hospitals.
tion on the basis of

a

They were screened for participa-

previous diagnosis of borderline and on their

score on the Diagnostic Interview for Borderlines.

given

a

structured interview focusing on the history of the family and

each family member was administered
tests.

Each couple was then

a

full battery of psychological

The families were given an unstructured family interview in

which they discussed anger, rules and discipline, dating and family
bonds, and events of separation.
in
Eight themes were viewed as consistent among the two families

the historical,

individual

and interactional contexts.

The parents

vi

showed difficulty with tasks associated with the cognitive structuring
of experience.

The family members showed

a

predominance of anger, and

depression as major affects and these affects formed the content of alliances between family members.

The families were characterized by

their use of denial and projection as major defensive maneuvers.

They

also showed evidence of the components of splitting intra-psychically
and in interaction with one another.

Impulsive expression of affect

typified the fathers and somewhat less the mothers.

The borderline ap-

peared to take on the role of mourner and to be the recipient of parental

issues over separation.

that was tied to generational

origin.

The parents showed an inability to parent
issues over loss in their own families of

Finally the parents and borderline related in an ongoing rota-

ting system of alliances in which the child allied with one parent and
then switched to an alliance with the second.

The themes identified re-

quire further substantiation through research with larger populations

coupled with continued analysis of family interaction.

vii
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CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION

Statement of Prob1 em

The diagnosis of "borderline" has been used for several decades and yet
the symptoms are

order are unci ear

s

til

.

1

debated and the hypotheses about dynamics of the dis-

The role of the f ami ly in the etiology of broderl ine pa-

thology is virtual ly unexplored.

This thesis is an exploratory study

aimed at generating hypotheses about families of borderlines^ and looking
for evidence supporting or inconsistent with existent theories about these

families.

The study focuses on the developmental history of the family,

individual personality characteristics of family members and patterns of

family interaction.
logical

This is done via a developmental interview, psycho-

testing of the family members

,

and an unstructured family interview.

The literature on borderline symptomatology reflects attempts to
identify affective, cognitive, and relational components of the syndrome.
as

There has been controversy over the symptoms themselves as well

the existence of a stable personality organization underlying these

symptoms.

Some of the most recent literature suggests that borderlines

often
tend to demonstrate adequate levels of social adaptation despite

They have a history of impulsive

low levels of academic achievement.

dysphoria.
behavior and their affect is characterized by anger and

have

a

They

by thought
potential for brief psychotic experiences evidenced

dissertation when remale gender will be used throughout this
ferring to the borderline patient.

Hhe

1

2

disorder on projective tests.
perficial

Their object relations are intact in su-

relationships and pathological in close relationships.

Spe-

cifically, they tend to see those close to them as all-giving or power-

fully destructive (Gunderson & Kolb, 1978).

Very little has been hypothesized about families of borderlines.
While there is agreement that pathology at the family level exists, the

literature suggests few and conflicting theories about the degree and
type of pathology.

One theory suggests that one or both parents of bor-

derlines are themselves borderline (Masterson & Rinsley, 1975) and an-

other postulates that one healthier parent corrects the cognitive distortions put forth by
1965a).
lates

a

a

second, less healthy parent (Singer & Wynne,

One investigator postu-

Theories of etiology conflict as well.

constitutionally excessive amount of rage which leads to an in-

ability to integrate positive and negative aspects of internalized relationships and suggests that the parents of borderlines may additionally
hinder this integration in their children (Kernberg, 1967, 1972).
Others note a developmental arrest as the child separates from the mother (Masterson & Rinsley, 1975; Mahler

et_ al.

,

1975).

Finally, several

parents
investigators working with borderline adolescents postulate that

autonomy from
of these adolescents have failed to resolve conflicts over
child (Zinner &
their parents and re-enact their conflicts with their

Shapiro, 1972; Shapiro et al.

,

1975).

support or refute
Thus far no empirical attempts have been made to

these hypotheses by observing family interaction.

Nor has the degree or

extensively through the
type of pathology in the parents been examined
use of psychological testing.

borBy looking at test results from two

3

derline patients, and their mothers and fathers, by collecting historical

data, and by observing present family interaction

I

hope to generate

hypotheses about the type and degree of pathology in these families and

about the process by which this pathology develops at the family level.
This thesis explores this problem from
tic framework.

In doing so,

I

a

developmental, ego-analy-

realize that genetic and physiologic fac-

tors may also influence the etiology of the syndrome.

Nevertheless,

much of the existing literature on borderlines grows out of such
velopmental and analytic framework and thus offers

a

de-

a

basis from which to

generate new theories.
The following review of the literature initially discusses the his-

tory of the concept of borderline pathology.

This is followed by

a

re-

view of the empirical studies and then an overview of psychological
Finally, present theories about families of

testing of borderlines.

borderlines are discussed.

These include information from individual

case studies, theories based on historical -developmental approaches to

families and finally interactional approaches to the families of borderlines.

Review of the_ Literature

The Borderline

:

History

qf_ the_

Diagnosis

The term "borderline" dates as far back as the late 1800's and
fell beearly 1900's when it was used to refer to those patients who

tween the designation of psychosis and neurosis.
(1890), and Jones

Hughes (1884), Rosse

differentia
(1918) were among those who attempted to

4

these patients from schizophrenic patients and neurotic patients at

time when, as exemplified by Kraepelin's (1912) development of

a

a

psy-

chiatric classification system, psychiatry was primarily concerned with
diagnosis (Grinker, 1968).

Early attempts to classify borderlines continued into the first
half of the 1900's, with

number of arguments developing about the di-

a

agnosis of these patients.

Some argued that as they most often pre-

sented compulsions, phobias, obsessions and hysteria, and they were in
fact not clearly psychotic, it was important not to confuse them with

schizophrenics about whom
develop.

In an

a

far more concise literature had begun to

attempt to differentiate them from psychotic patients.

Stern (1938) defined the borderline syndrome as

a

group of neuroses; al-

ternately, Clark (1919) noting "mild dementia praecox" in his patients

argued that if psychosis was present at all this should be recognized
by an appellation that reflected that fact.

Similarly, Glover (1932)

suggested the term "transitional psychosis" and Bleuler (1955) the term
"latent schizophrenia" to underscore the psychotic or pre-psychotic aspects of the syndrome.

Others, such as Zilboorg (1941) did not believe

such an entity even existed.

Zilboorg preferred that patients on the

"borderline" between neurosis and psychosis be labelled schizophrenic
intensity
as schizophrenia included a variety of processes of varying

and symptomatology.
important noAside from the conflict over classification, however,
and these clinical
tions about these patients appeared in case studies

borderline, greatly
descriptions of patients, who would today be called

broadened the psychiatric understanding of the syndrome.

The most his-

5

torically precocious of these descriptions was Helene Deutsch's paper
on the "as-if" personality (Deutsch, 1942) in which she clearly outlined

both aspects of the syndrome and dynamic formulations about such patients.

This focus on dynamics would not be a major focus again until

ten years later when Knight (1953) reasserted the need for

derstanding of borderlines.

a

dynamic un-

Deutsch (1942) described a group of patients

whom she called "as if" because as she observed,

[Their] relationship to life has something about it which is
lacking genuineness and yet outwardly runs along "as if" it
were complete (p. 302).

On first impression, Deutsch reported, they appeared normal and
But she said they lacked

often showed excellent intellectual powers.

true warmth, demonstrating instead a passive mimicking attitude toward

their environment and affects that did not fit with their present circumstances.

And, as they were extremely suggestible, this mimicking

quality often led to their expression of a variety of conflicting mores
and ideals.

The mild and passive attitude of these patients, she added,

also served to cover the expression of aggressive feelings.

although these patients could profit from

a

strong identification with

an analyst, analysis was largely unsuccessful

veloped emotional states.

Finally,

in changing their unde-

Deutsch felt that this syndrome was primarily

for
related to devaluation of the person serving as the primary model

personality development.

In addition,

interference in sublimation, per-

be the model for
haps caused by sexual ization of the parent who should

caring, was also
the child's ego ideal or by too much or too little

contributing factor.

a

6

Fenichel

(1945) pointed to another quality of borderlines when he

noted that the borderline was normal when in

a

structured situation but

when in an unstructured interaction showed mild signs of thought disorHoch and Pollatin (1949) described "pseudoneurotic schizophrenic"

der.

patients as having no evidence of delusions or hallucinations but later

follow-up studies showed that some of these same patients experienced
short psychotic episodes (Grinker, 1968).

Wolberg (1952) focused on the characteristic childlike quality of
borderlines, noting that one minute they feel like good children and the
next minute they are negati vistic.

In

addition she saw them as lonely

and empty, self-punitive and often anxious and depressed (Grinker,
1968).

According to Schmideberg (1959) borderlines presented

a clinical

picture that was lifelong and affected many areas of their functioning.
She characterized the syndrome by:

(a)

shallow object relations with

an intermittent awareness of an inability to experience real emotions,
(b)

depressive, schizoid and/or paranoid features, (c) an inability to

function consistently at work, (d) thought disturbances expressed
through an inability to judge social situations, accept rules and foresee consequences,

(e)

sexual difficulties ranging from impotence to pro-

miscuity, and lastly (f) talkativeness and hypochondriacal complaints.
conBy the mid-fifties the literature was focused mainly on the

describing
flict of the classification of borderlines, and secondly, on
the symptomatology associated with the syndrome.

Summarizing the state

Knight (1953) comof the psychiatric understanding of these patients

mented that:

7

the label "borderline state" when used as a diagnosis, conveys
more information about the uncertainty and indecision of the
psychiatrist than it does about the condition of the patient
(p.

1).

Indeed neither the attempts to relate the borderline patient to psychosis or neurosis nor the attempts to delineate symptoms had provided much

clarity, and those symptoms that had been delineated were unclear and

poorly documented.

Knight's work returned the direction of the litera-

ture to an ego analytically oriented exploration and with this he her-

alded an attempt to incorporate the symptoms outlined by earlier authors
with observations about the patient's defensive operations.
Knight proposed several ideas which clarified the misconceptions
that had hindered the previous work.

First, that rather than focusing

on borderlines as demonstrating (or not demonstrating) a "break with

reality," contact with reality should be seen as

a

continuous process.

He observed, for example, that borderlines showed no evidence of formal

thought disorder on structured mental status exams although they might at

other times.

Second, that rather than seeing borderlines as either psy-

chotic or neurotic, they be seen as demonstrating elements (including
defenses) of both psychosis and neurosis.

Third, Knight criticized the

psychoanalytic reliance on libidinal stages of development proposing
greater focus on formal personality structures.

a

He pointed out that the

the point of
borderline patient presents symptoms that if seen only from

view of psychosexual stages might suggest
picture.

a

deceptively healthy clinical

symptoms,
For example, symptoms such as obsessive-compulsive

healthiest part of
hysteria or phobias might, in fact, represent the

patient's ego

while much of the ego has regressed.

Knight

then

a

pos-

8

tylated that from the point of view of personality structure, borderlines represent a picture with some varying ego functioning.

Some ego functions have been severely impaired— especially integration, concept formulation, judgment [and] realistic planning.
.while others, such as memory, calculation and certain
habitual performances, may seem unimpaired (p. 6).
.

The next major contributions heralded by Knight's move away from

a

descriptive analysis came from the work of Modell (1963) and Kernberg
(1967), who focused on

a

structural analysis of borderline patients.

Kernberg defined structural analysis as (a) the psychic structure (the
ego, id, and superego),

(b)

an analysis of the ego itself, particularly

of cognitive functioning and defensive structure, and (c) an analysis
of object relations.

Modell focused primarily on the analysis of object

relations in borderlines while Kernberg's extensive work included all
three aspects (a, b, and
line pathology.

c)

as well

as a descriptive analysis of border-

Kernberg's and Modell's work on borderline psychic

structure and object relations was greatly influenced by object relations theory, which simply stated was an attempt to explain the inter-

nalization of interpersonal relationships through psychoanalytic theory.
Object relations theorists undertook to describe the process by which
the infant learns to relate to objects.

Their theory postulates that

psychic
out of the child's separation from his mother the child develops

structures to aid in relating to those around him.

Specifically out of

representathis separation process the child develops an internalized
how he sees himtion of himself and of objects that profoundly affects

self and the outside world.

9

Model

1

(1963) noted that though presenting a variety of symptoms,

borderline patients showed similar patterns in object relationships.
He postulated that the borderline was arrested at the stage {in object

relations theory) referred to as the "transitional object stage."
is

This

where the child can see the object as outside of himself but not

fully separate.

The object is not separate in that the child attributes

qualities to the object that he sees himself as having.

Specifically,

the child sees himself and the object as alternately powerfully de-

structive and all -giving.
Of import was Modell's notion that this type of object relationship
The patients re-

was expressed in the transference with these patients.

lated to their therapists as though they believed them to be powerfully

benevolent one minute and powerfully destructive the next.

If the ther-

apist was seen as benevolent, the patient felt magically safe in his
presence but the next moment he could see the therapist as dangerous
and fear closeness with him.

Modell described the borderline's characteristic way of relating to

objects by referring to Schopenhauer's story of the "freezing porcupines"

(Modell, 1963) who were huddled together to get warm but were

forced to retreat to avoid the pain of their quills.

In the same way,

Modell postulated, the borderline sees an object as all -giving and

rushes to attain closeness.

Once close, the borderline fears that his

aggressive feelings (his quills) will destroy the object.
himself as

a

Unable to see

separate being, he projects this aggressiveness into the

object and then identifies with the aggression.

Fearing the destruc-

tiveness of his anger and of the object's, he retreats.

10

Model

1

also observed that these patients did not have widely vary-

ing ego states and that their defenses operated extremely well.

In

addition, he saw their occasional lapses into psychosis as not encom-

passing large parts of their personality structure.

Modell's contribution to the notion of the borderline was

a

step

beyond the previous collection of symptoms that Knight had criticized.
Moreover, Model

1

had bridged the etiology of the illness (an arrest at

the stage of transitional objects) and the patient's behavior in treatment.

Other attempts to explore the transference and countertransfer-

ence issues of treating borderlines have provided clinical material to

further the understanding of the borderline (Main, 1957; Kernberg, 1968;
Adler, 1973; Freedman, 1969; Zetzel

,

1971).

Otto Kernberg (1967) has made perhaps the most comprehensive conIn his work.

tribution to the understanding of borderline pathology.

Borderline Personality Organization (1967), he first offered

a

descrip-

tive analysis of borderlines, presenting the following diagnostic ele-

ments: 1) chronic diffuse anxiety; 2) the presence of two or more neurotic symptoms--mul tiple phobias, obsessive-compulsive symptoms, dissoci-

ative reactions, chronic hypochondriasis or paranoia;

deviations with concurrent perverse symptoms; 4)
hypomanic personality;

5)

vere character pathology.

a

3)

manifest sexual

paranoid, schizoid or

impulse neurosis and addictions; and

6)

se-

Kernberg said that two or more of these fea-

tures strongly suggested an underlying borderline personality.
speciKernberg next described the borderline's psychic structure,

of the ego,
fically, the cognitive functioning and defensive structure

and the patient's level and type of object relations.

In discussing

n
these structural aspects Kernberg pointed to three specific ego weaknesses of the borderline— an inability to tolerate anxiety,

Impulse control and

a

a

lack of

lessened ability to use subl i minatory channels.

Kernberg agreed with Knight's observation that borderline patients us-

ually showed no evidence of
exams.

a

thought disorder on informal mental status

Rather, they tended to show primary process thinking, peculiar

verbalizations and primitive fantasies on unstructured projective tests.

According to Kernberg, the major defensive operation characterizing
borderlines is spl itting--whereby the patient keeps apart conflicting

aggressive and loving representations of objects.
keep apart opposite

i

And this tendency to

ntrojections is reinforced by denial; that is bor-

derlines will discuss an object in an angry manner, for example, and
then later in a positive way but on this second occasion deny the ear-

lier aggression.

In addition, agreeing with Modell,

borderlines tend to defend by

a special

Kernberg noted that

type of projection.

This mec-

hanism, "projective identification", is projection that is not well

maintained.

That is, borderlines begin to project as

a

defense but ra-

ther than projecting a feeling and denying its relevance to himself, a

borderline typically projects and then due to

a

loss of boundaries, sees

himself and the object as both having that feeling.
Finally, with regard to the nature of their object relations, Kern-

berg described the borderline as unable to differentiate between himself
and an object in a close relationship.

In close relationships the pa-

recent work Kernberg (1977) has suggested that if a therapist
in
interprets such a defense the borderline patient shows a decrease
thought disorder while the schizophrenic patient does not.
2 In

12

tient is unable

to

see himself as an integrated being--i.e., as being

both angry and affectionate— and cannot see objects as integrated

either.

In addition, Kernberg noted that borderlines show an inability

to empathize with others or to feel

guilt.

The notion of the borderline syndrome as having consistent traits
was aided by the work of Deutsch, Knight, and Modell, whose writing

pointed to etiologic factors of borderline personality and suggested

stable personality structure.

a

Kernberg's rich contribution in particu-

lar served to synthesize prior writing and more importantly to support

the notion of

a

stable disorder that was

a

result of

a

developmental ar-

His focus on the importance of ego defects and pathologic object

rest.

relations aided further attempts to identify symptoms of the syndrome.
In an overview of the borderline syndrome, Gunderson and Singer

(1975) attempted to compile the criteria for the diagnosis of borderline

cited in the literature.

Their goal was to define criteria that indi-

cated borderline pathology on the basis of an initial interview.

They

suggested the following features as characterizing most borderline patients:

1)

intense affect often of an angry or depressed nature,

2)

a

history of impulsive behavior including self-mutilation, sexual acting
out, and excessive drug use, 3) superficial relationships that were

maintainable and appeared appropriate, 4)

a

potential for, or presence

of, brief psychosis appearing in unstructured situations, during drug

use or in close relationships, 5) the presentation of

a

thought disor-

more
der on projective tests with no presence of impaired thinking on

structured psychological tests,

and

finally

6)

a

ten-

intense condency to have either superficial relationships or extremely

13

tacts involving demandingness and self-depreciation on the part of the

patient.
Until more recent empirical work by Gunderson and Kolb (1978), this

list provided the clearest synthesis of symptoms available to the inter-

viewer in an initial contact.

While it did discriminate borderlines

from other matched groups, characteristics which were highly discrimin-

ating were yet to be isolated.

The Border! ine

:

Empirical Studies

While the term borderline became somewhat more common by the late
1960's, few inroads had been made in the investigation of etiology.

While many of these problems continue today, recent research has attempted

a

more empirical method of delineating the descriptive aspects

of borderline pathology.
A major study undertaken by Grinker et

al_.

(1968) proposed to col-

lect data on hospitalized borderline patients with the goal of observing

them to distinguish the attributes of borderlines from those of schizo-

These investigators intended to categorize the borderline pa-

phrenics.

tients into clusters according to attributes that appear to characterize
each group.

Grinker et al. followed the developing preference for

a

fo-

cus on ego functions, used by those writing on structural analysis of

borderline pathology.

Rather than theorizing about ego functioning,

however, these authors observed and rated behaviors of the patients

while in

a

hospital setting.

The overall characteristics of border-

lines found by this group were:
(b)

a

(a)

anger as

defect in affective relationships,

(c)

a

main or sole affect,

the absence of indications

(Grinker, 1968).
of self- identity, and (d) depressive loneliness

The

14

authors discovered that the traits describing these patients fell into
four clusters, thus delineating four groups of borderlines.

Group one

consisted of those patients who were most close to being psychotic.

These patients were characterized by an angry attitude toward

others and

tendency to make only meager attempts at relationships.

a

The next group (two) presented a cycle of behaviors beginning with

a

move towards others which was followed by anger and then withdrawal into
an isolated stance.

Group three patients were extremely passive and

compliant and had little identity.

Finally, group four patients were

most similar to neurotic patients.

These patients typically sought

a

symbiotic relationship with someone to recreate one they had with an

early object.

When unable to replicate this experience, they became

severely depressed.
In their review of the literature on borderlines in 1975 (dis-

cussed above), Gunderson and Singer noted that the description of bor-

derline pathology depended on the population studied.
lems with studies such as Grinker's

chosen biased the study.

dologic problems as well.

They cited prob-

on the grounds that the population

Gunderson and Singer pointed to other methoNot only does the context in which patients

are seen bias the results, but so do factors such as how the sample is

selected, the methods used to collect the data, who describes the pa-

tient and when in treatment the description takes place.

Aware of these

problems, Gunderson (1976) and Gunderson, Carpenter and Strauss (1975)

continued

a

systematic approach to defining the syndrome.

Gunderson et al-

and
(^^75) studied a matched group of borderline

preschizophrenic patients to compare them on clinical characteristics,

15

morbid functioning and characteristics at outcome.

selected from

142

severely

one of three hospitals.

ill

patients

The two groups were

admitted

to

The borderline group picked from these were pa-

tients who had not had severe or continuous psychotic symptoms, and who

were not diagnosed schizophrenic, manic-depressive or neurotic.

The

schizophrenic group was selected for the presence of Schneiderian symptoms associated with schizophrenia.

Results showed that the two groups

did not differ significantly in their pre-morbid or follow-up functioning.

They did, however, show differing symptoms, with the borderline

patients showing less prolonged psychotic episodes,

a

higher frequency

of dissociative episodes, and high anxiety (though less than the schizophrenics).

In addition the borderline patients had particularly tumul-

tuous lifestyles, experienced difficulty in their interpersonal rela-

tionships, and had a high rate of somatic complaints.

While depression

did not discriminate borderlines from schizophrenics, dissociative ex-

periences and anger were identified as useful discriminators of borderlines from other groups.
In the concluding paragraph of their 1975 study, Gunderson et

suggested that further work be done with
derline patients,

a

al_.

well-defined sample of bor-

schizophrenics and non-schizophrenic controls.

an attempt to do so, Gunderson

In

(1976) compared a group of depressive

neurotics, schizophrenics and borderlines on characteristics described
in the literature as typical of borderline pathology.

study were selected from among those admitted to
hospital
1975.

a

Patients for this

private psychiatric

November,
in Boston, Massachusetts, between October, 1973, and

study
Subjects were diagnosed by the admitting physician and the
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excluded patients with
as well

as

a

primary diagnosis of alcoholism or drug abuse,

those showing evidence of organicity.

Within one week of ad-

mission, all patients were given the Diagnostic Interview for Borderlines
(DIB) which was developed to assess areas of
functioning considered

characteristic of borderlines.

These included the areas of social adap-

tation, impulse-action patterns, affects, psychotic symptoms and inter-

personal relationships.

With regard to social adaptation the results showed that borderline
patients were similar to neurotics in their tendency to lead active social lives.

However, like the schizophrenic controls, these patients

were not particularly stable in their work history.
were almost all involved in impulsive behavior.

Borderline patients

Self-directed destruc-

tive acts and repeated abuse of illicit drugs discriminated them from
all

control groups.

Sexual practices were more extensive among border-

lines than schizophrenics, but the borderlines were not significantly

more antisocial or assaultive than the controls.

Borderline patients

most often reported anger, anxiety, and depression but appeared to the
interviewers to be more anxious than depressed or angry.

They did not

appear to have severe psychotic experiences and rarely had dissociative
experiences.

Finally, "functioning in interpersonal relations" most

discriminated these patients.

The borderlines differed from both com-

parison groups in their manipulative and hostile interpersonal style, in
their inclination to be care givers, and in the intensity and instability of their close relationships.

They differed from schizophrenics in

their difficulty with being alone, in their high degree of dependency,
and in their masochism.
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The Diagnostic Interview for Borderlines developed by Gunderson

worthy of mention in its own right

& Kolb,

it provides a reliably discrimin-

as

ating interview on initial contact.

is

In its most recent form (Gunderson

1978) the interview consists of 123 questions about the pa-

tient's functioning with regard to social adaptation, history of impul-

sive behavior, major affects, evidence of psychosis and style of interpersonal relationships.

In the form of a guided interview,

the ques-

tions provide data from which the clinician then rates the patient on
29 summary statements which are subsequently tallied to provide state-

ment scores on five areas of functioning.
In a paper presented to the American Psychiatric Association in

May, 1977, Gunderson and Kolb (1978) attempted to develop a more dis-

crete list of highly discriminating characteristics of borderline pathology.

Using both the summary scores and the final scores of the DIB,

borderline patients were compared to
a

group of neurotic depressives and

noses.

a
a

group of schizophrenic patients,
group of patients with mixed diag-

Borderlines were most easily discriminated from schizophrenics

on the basis of statement scores by their lack of flat affect, devaluation and manipulation in their interpersonal relationships and by their

lack of social isolation.

When compared to neurotic depressives on sum-

mary statements, borderlines showed higher drug abuse, were more likely
to have psychotic experiences on drugs as well as drug-free brief para-

noid experiences, were more apt to be dysphoric (rather than have manic

tendencies), were more devaluated and manipulative in interpersonal re-

lationships and were less likely to be isolated.

When compared to all

three groups on the basis of final scores, the borderlines were most
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easily discriminated in all cases by scores on interpersonal relationships and on history of impulsive behavior.

Gunderson and Kol b conclude

that these two areas represent more enduring characteristics and comment
that present symptoms (reflected in final scores on affect, recent social adaptation and psychosis) are less reliable discriminators.

The study by Grinker and his associates (1968) has been cited in
1975 as "the only prospective, systematic one" (Gunderson & Singer,
1975), yet it had several flaws.

The three Gunderson studies that fol-

lowed relied on more systematic approaches to discriminating borderline

characteristics.

The 1975 Gunderson study is questionably biased, how-

ever, in that some of the selection criteria used as independent variables were also the dependent variables cited in the results.

For exam-

ple, all of the patients who were consistently psychotic were removed

from the borderline sample and the authors cite in the results that the
borderline patients did not in general demonstrate consistent psychotic
thinking.

The later Gunderson study (1976) does not suffer from the

same problem and is of value since it identifies interpersonal patterns

and impulse-action patterns as good discriminators in defining the syndrome.

Also the study notes that the type of affect and history of psy-

chosis may not be good as primary discriminators in an initial interview.

The most recent paper (Gunderson & Kolb, 1978) additionally sug-

gests that present symptoms are less useful discriminators than the more

enduring behavioral patterns.
The difficulty with conflicting diagnostic criteria is of continuing concern, as the most recent comparative analysis of diagnostic cri-

teria attests (Perry & Klerman, 1978).

These authors recently compared
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the diagnostic criteria used by Knight, Kernberg, Grinker et

al_.

and Gun-

derson and Singer's synthesis of diagnostic criteria listed above.
total

Of

a

104 criteria, 55 were present in only one of their four sets of di-

agnostic criteria.

Such conflict in definitions of borderline pathology

among four groups of authors who have so influenced this area of study
suggests the need for clear delineations of the definition of borderline
in all

research.

In

addition the joint use of an accepted interviewing

o

diagnostic procedure would aid in comparing results of future studies.

Generally the contribution of more empirical work was

a

positive

There had existed, however, an empirical clinical attempt to ob-

step.

serve border! ines— psychological testing--prior to those studies just
cited.

Psychological testing provided a medium for the observation of

primary psychic structure.

And, the test findings were consistent with

the idea of an enduring personality disorder.

The Borderl ine

:

Test Findings

The earliest contribution to our understanding of psychological

testing of borderlines dates back to Rorschach's discovery in 1921 that
some normally functioning patients gave Rorschach percepts that resembled responses of schizophrenics (Gunderson, 1975).

Rapaport, Gill and

Schafer (1968) extended this notion about the Rorschach with their observation that borderlines gave Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale (WAIS)

responses with no evidence of thought disorder but showed circumstantial
reasoning, and gave arbitrary associations on the Rorschach.
Since then certain patterns of psychological testing have come to
be seen as consistent with borderline pathology.

Specifically, three
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psychodi agnostic indices have been associated with borderlines
(Weiner,
1966).

First, these patients tend to produce an intact Wechsler Adult

Intelligence Scale (WAIS), but show thought disordered material on projective tests.

Second, they tend to show extremely bizarre behavior on

those tests that do not support their "compensatory mechanisms" (Weiner,
1966, p. 405).

compensating for

That is, borderlines tend to have developed methods of
a

chronic thought disorder and to the degree that these

defenses are not supported by the test (i.e., by structured questions)
the patients display their disorder in a direct manner.

Third, border-

lines can tolerate deviant test responses because they have been chron-

ically disturbed and thus tend not to show alarm at the bizarre content
that they produce on the testing (Weiner, 1966).

The first index of disorder noted is based on the levels hypotheThis concept, as explained most clearly in the work of Stone and

sis.
Del lis

(1960), proposes that

psychological tests reach different levels of consciousness,
some tests reaching conscious or preconscious behavior while
others demonstrate principally unconscious behavior (p. 233).

Testing 20 borderline patients. Stone and Dellis (1960) found that the
more highly structured the test, the more likely the material was from
a

conscious level of personality and the less highly structured, the

more unconscious the material.

In over 200 borderlines,

none showed a

gross thought disturbance on "surface tests"— the WAIS, and Sentence

Completion Test, whereas on the Thematic Apperception Test (TAT), Rorschach and Draw-A-Person (DAP) there was evidence of thought disorder.
earlier
The notion of differential functioning had been supported
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by David Shapiro (1954) who offered the case of Miss R., a
borderline

patient whose structured interview, WAIS and TAT offered little "loose
material" but who gave extremely negative responses, confabulations and
a

contamination (see Appendix C,

p.

333) response on the Rorschach.

And, Schafer (1954) noted that borderlines tended to produce relatively

orderly responses on intelligence tests, gave TAT stories that were
well organized but perverse and morbid in content, and produced Ror-

schachs with severe evidence of thought disorder.

The work of Stone and Del lis (1960), McCully (1962) and Zucker
(1952) supported the second index--that is, that borderlines gave par-

ticularly bizarre percepts on projective tests.

Stone and Dellis (1960)

noted that in their experience, the patients had Rorschach protocols and
DAPs showing extreme psychopathology while clinically the patients

showed good reality contact and presented few and mild symptoms.

McCul-

ly (1962), presenting an analysis of the Rorschach on one borderline pa-

tient, also pointed out the discrepancy between the patient's apparent
level

of adjustment in the psychiatric examination and the patient's be-

havior on

a

test such as the Rorschach.

He went on to observe (as did

Zucker, 1952) that the clearly schizophrenic patient often showed less

disturbance on the Rorschach than did the borderline.
A final characteristic of borderline protocols is these patients'

tolerance for their own deviant respones.

In describing Rorschach rec-

ords of borderlines, Fischer (1955) noted:

the unique
for and an
tients, in
turbance.

feature of these records seems to be a tolerance
acceptance of the pathology present. These padisa sense, manifest an acceptance of their inner
their
with
comfortable
are
they
One might say that
_
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pathology

(p.

87).

Fischer (1955) added that borderlines seemed to have become desensitized
to their own frightening experiences.

And Zucker (1952) commented that,

in fact, borderlines overemphasized their fantasies and peculiar day

dreams
In a summary of the literature on psychological

testing of border-

lines Margaret Singer noted the agreement on the test patterns of bor-

derlines cited above (Singer, 1977).

Interested in the test findings of

families of borderlines she compared the test findings of parents of

borderlines, normals, neurotics and remitting and non-remitting schizophrenics.

In a series of studies conducted from 1968 to 1977 on the

families of 114 patients, Rorschachs were administered and viewed for

information about cognitive and affective communication styles.

Of in-

terest here was her finding that the parents of borderlines had more af-

fective connotations tied to their Rorschach responses and often the

specific affect was not clearly identified.
patients themselves gave

Appendix C,
groups.

p.

a

Secondly, the borderline

larger number of fabulized combinations (see

333) on the Rorschach than did the patients of the other

Finally the fabulized combinations given by borderlines were

composed of poorly defined percepts while those given by the schizophrenics were not.

This supports the notion that borderlines tend to have

islands of unrealistic but enduring ideas.
In summary,

then, the psychological

fairly consistent pattern among patients.

testing literature suggested
It indicated that they show

intelligence
ordinary reasoning in highly structured situations (as on

a
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tests).

It demonstrated their tendency to show disordered thinking
in

unstructured situations as on projective tests.

On the Rorschach, they

tend to elaborate,

It pointed, as well, to

combine and reason oddly.

the borderline's tendency to express bizarre thinking in

and with little alarm.

The testing literature not only contributed,

then, to the notion that

borderline pathology was

disorder but the indices became
ogy.

a

pan

a

stable personality

of the definition of that pathol-

Furthermore psychological testing began to serve as

with which to focus on the cognitive styles in

The Borderline

:

direct manner

a

a

a

useful

tool

family setting.

Summary

The study of the borderline syndrome spans from the late 1800's

when patients were first described as neither classically neurotic nor
psychotic, to today's attempts at

Viewing this history

systematic delineation of symptoms.

a

one senses progress

derline remains unanswered.

and yet much about the bor-

As information was gathered from case stu-

dies, it became unclear early on whether authors were referring to

collection of consistent symptoms,

a

a

transient state or whether in fact

the term represented a stable personality organization.

The notion of the

borderline syndrome as having consistent traits can be attributed to the

work of Modell, Kernberg, and Knight whose writing, along with that of
Helene Deutsch, pointed to etiologic factors of borderline personality
and suggested a stable personality structure.

The writing on psycho-

logical

testing supported the notion of an enduring, borderline person-

ality.

The most recent literature attempts to empirically delineate

that disclinical characteristics of borderlines, and to find symptoms
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criminate these patients from others.

Authors continue to increase our

understanding of the individual borderline patient.

These attempts in-

clude papers on the treatment of borderlines (Adler, 1973; Freedman,
1969; Zetzel, 1971; Kernberg, 1977) and on the borderline syndrome in

adolescents and in children (Masterson, 1972; Rosenfeld

&

Sprince,

1963; Fast & Chethic, 1972).

Fami

1

ies of Borderlines

:

An Overview

The notion that the family is

a

viable context in which to study

psychopathology is an accepted fact in present-day psychology.

Yet, few

contributions have been made to the understanding of the etiology of

borderline pathology through family study.

This may be due to confusion

still present about the individual syndrome, confusion about exploring
the etiology of an as yet not clearly defined entity.
In reviewing the literature on the development of individual

bor-

derline pathology, it was evident that the apparently differing complex

of symptoms presented by these patients led to attempts to differentiate
borderline pathology from schizophrenia.

Just as the early definitions

of individual borderline pathology were tied to our understanding of

schizophrenia, so is the history of research on families of borderlines
rooted in the theories about families of schizophrenics.

Those studying schizophrenia have long recogni zed the family as
primary source for exploring the etiology of the illness.

a

Heralded by

Haley,
the work of communications theorists such as Bateson, Jackson and

the importance of the family as

recognized (Bateson et ai-

,

a

1956).

context for studying communication was
In 1967, Watzlawick et al. wrote:
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schizophrenia viewed as the incurable and progressive disease
of an individual mind and "schizophrenia" viewed as the only
possible reaction to an absurd or untenable communication context.
.are two entirely different things.
.(Watzlawick et
al., 1967, p. 47).
.

—

.

The notion that schizophrenia was

a

viable reaction within the family

had multiple repercussions for therapy and theory.

And there followed

treatment and theory about schizophrenia based not only on psychoanalytic theory, such as the work of Ackerman (1959) and Boszormenyi-Nagy
(1965), but also on the family as
1974).

a

system (Haley, 1963; Minuchin,

A family system was seen as "two or more communicants in the

process of, or at the level of defining the nature of their relationship"

(Watzlawick et

al_.

,

1967, p. 121).

Analyses of family interaction

and non-verbal communication came to be seen as viable data for observation.

If family members defined their relationships by communicating

within the family system, both the pattern of communication and the
structure of the system were vitally important in understanding the development of pathology within the family.
The view of the "schizophrenic family" from

a

systems' perspective

taught about the richness of viewing the entire family in the etiology

of pathology.

Systems theorists believed that the patient played a par-

ticular role in the family system and that in playing this role, the patient served a function for the family.
tain the system by that role.
al

for the system as well.

In a sense, he helped to main-

Psychosis could then be seen as function-

This denoted a drastically different way of

approaching pathology because it meant that the family members did not
simply complement

a

genetic impasse from early childhood, but rather.
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that the family maintained itself by certain rules, and that
events put
stress on the equilibrium of the family.

Of interest was the discovery

that the process of the system, that is, who allied with whom, or
who

spoke for whom, could be of more importance than the content of the ex-

changes between family members.

And, that work with subsystems, sibling

units, or marital units could affect the content.

Strengthening one

subsystem and weakening another could affect the amount of psychotic verbal

content among family members.
Among the first to attempt to differentiate schizophrenic families

from those of borderlines were Wynne and Singer (1963a, 1963b; Singer &
Wynne, 1965a, 1965b) who, among others (Wildet

al_.,

1975; Lidz et al_.,

1965), noted that in families of schizophrenics family members' roles

could hinder or promote growth and individuation.

More importantly, as-

pects of communication affected the characteristics of these families

and thus their styles of communication were worthy of study.

In an at-

tempt to link family patterns and structural aspects of schizophrenic

thought disorder, these authors utilized projective techniques to look
at families' styles of communication.

subgroup of families of borderlines.

One series of studies included a

Wynne and Singer noted that:

communication in the families of schizophrenics was disturbed
at the attentional level whereas in families of borderlines,
neurotics and normal individuals communication disorders were
more prominent later on, after an attentional focus has been
shared (Singer & Wynne, 1965a, p. 191).

Thus families of borderlines were able to focus on something but showed

conflict over the meaning of the objects of their attention.
Singer observed that family members communicated in

a

Wynne and

turbulent manner
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and that in these families, one parent had disturbed
thinking and tended to distort meaning while the other corrected or
counterbalanced

these distortions.

Their continued work involving the comparison of

families and siblings of patients who were normal, neurotic,
borderline,
and remitting and non-remitting schizophrenics confirms this theory.
a

In

summary report of these studies (Singer, 1977), parental differences

in communication deviances were noted.

These deviances were defined as

changes in conversation which distracted or confused the listener.

Par-

ents of borderlines were observed to have one parent with great evidence
of these communication deviances and one with relatively little.

Both

parents of neurotics and normals, by comparison, had little and parents
of the schizophrenics both showed high evidence of communication deviance.

The most recent work on familial precursers of borderline and

schizophrenic pathology suggests the importance of continued research
on parental interaction.

In examining intrafami lial

relations in fami-

lies of patients at risk for schizophrenia and borderline conditions,

five-year follow-up study of non-psy-

Goldstein and Jones (1977) did

a

chotic disturbed adolescents.

Early trends in the analysis suggested to

these authors the relationship between parental communication deviances
and borderline and schizophrenic pathology in early adulthood.

More-

over, the absence of parental communication deviance was associated with
a life

course of improving adjustm.ent.

We can thus see the importance

of a family focus as well as the richness of studying family interaction.

The notion that there is

a

process and structure to the family

and that tne "patient" plays a role in that process may be helpful in
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progressing beyond the presently limited knowledge of
borderline pathology.

Viewing the process within the family rather than only
focusing on

individual dynamics and symptomatology may help clarify our
understanding of the etiology of borderline pathology in the same way
that doing

so promoted understanding of schizophrenia.

The literature of families of borderlines has in some respects not

proceeded far beyond

a

psychoanalytic-genetic framework.

Still in de-

bate over the content and definition of the illness, little work has
been done on the family as

a

view the work done to date.

system.

It is important, however, to re-

Individual case studies suggest

a

wide

range of characteristics in the mothers and fathers of borderline patients.

Both parents have been described as "phobic"

(Atkin, 1974),

"narcissistic and transciently paranoid" (Masterson, 1972) and as "acting out'^ (Rosenfeld & Sprince,

1963).

The mothers have been variously

described as passive, cold and aloof or intensely close to the child.
In addition they are seen as communicating sadism but acting kindly and

of being narcissistic but feigning involvement.

Fathers are noted to be

passive and weak or angry, hostile and dominant (Last, 1972; Houck,
1972; Chessick, 1972; Suslick, 1962).

While little can be said of

a

conclusive nature, in the majority of case studies the parents demonstrated pathology of

a

characterologic type.

And, descriptions of the

parents suggest that struggles with issues of closeness and aggression

appear to have been expressed in interaction with the child.

The ex-

pression of conflict over separation and individuation more often was

described in the mother-child relationship and overt aggression in the

father-child relationship.
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A notable exception to these case studies is one by Mendel
baum
(1977) which focused specifically on the treatment of the family.

discussion accompanying

a

description of the therapy of

a

The

borderline

adolescent and her family suggests that qualities of the structure of
the family prevent development in the child.

He suggests that it is

characteristic of borderline families that dependency and nurturance are
seen as unacceptable and that autonomy is also viewed as unacceptable.
He further suggests that a child in the family may be selected to ex-

press this dual, unacceptable behavior.

Finally he notes that the

spouses in such families engage in a pattern of seeing certain qualities
in one another

(rather than in themselves) in order to keep

a

focus away

from their own conflicts with autonomy.
As one would expect when viewing

a

patient's history on a micro-

scopic level, the family histories above varied immensely.

these data presented a number of problems.

In addition,

First, it was difficult to

assess whether the symptoms of borderline children, adolescents and

adults were comparable.

Although some investigators described symptoms

in adolescents and children that were very similar to adult borderlines

(Masterson, 1972; Rosenfeld & Sprince, 1963; Mendel baum, 1977), the lack

of prospective longitudinal work prohibits the assumption that borderline children will remain borderline as adults.

Second,

much of this

material grew out of a treatment context and was therefore biased.

Al-

though it involves an adolescent in therapy, the recent work by Mendel
baum does reflect an important shift.

That is it describes interaction

leading to pathology rather than focusing on several individual family

members from an intra -psychic point of view.
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Famil ies of Border] ines

;

Recent Theories

In addition to case studies, there is some literature that directly discusses family patterns of borderlines.

One of the earliest at-

tempts at characterizing families of borderlines was made by Wolberg
(1952) when she noted that these families did not provide a cohesive

unit in which the child could learn to mimic roles played by family

members.

Theoretically if the child was to adapt, he had to identify

with other family members who had already assimilated into the culture.
But, mothers of borderlines did not conceive of their families as an

organized unit, Wolberg noted, and did not see it their job to explain
their understanding of the present culture to their children.

Wolberg

described mothers of borderlines as obsessive, narcissistic, paranoid,
They distrusted the world and communicated this

passive and schizoid.

mistrust to their children.
Wol berg's initial

eral

.

Later

:

discussion of families appeared to be quite gen-

papers discussed family patterns in

a

1

more specific way.
|

Five such papers to be discussed represent a variety of approaches to
^

the exploration of

Kernberg's work (1967)--an out-

family pathology.

j

growth of object-relations theory--was based on

a

constitutional factor
|

in the child (increased aggression) around which the family interacted.

The Grinker study follows with an attempt at an empirical assessment of
family pathology.

Wolberg (1973) sees the borderline as expressing the

hostility of the parents, and develops

a

family theory based on the ac-

ceptance-rejection patterns in the family group.

The work of Masterson

work of
(1972, 1976) and Masterson and Rinsley (1975) and the related

Mahler (1972, 1975, 1979) presents

a

developmental theory of borderline
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pathology based on the premise of
child relationship.

a

developmental arrest in the mother-

Finally, the work of Zinner and Shapiro (1972,

1975) and Shapiro et al.

(1975) focuses on the mechanism of projective

identification in families of borderlines.

most advanced look at the family as

a

Their work represents the

system as it explores the process

of projective identification by a careful analysis of family interaction.

Otto Kernberg (1967) offered the initial detailed theory of the
family's role in the etiology of borderline pathology.
lated that both male and female borderlines had

a

Kernberg postu-

constitutionally de-

termined excessive amount of pregenital aggression, especially oral aggression, and that this

tends to induce a premature development of oedipal strivings
and as a consequence a particular pathological condensation
between pregenital and genital aims under the overriding influence of aggressive needs (Kernberg, 1967, p. 681).

During the first few years of life, the borderline experiences this extreme amount of frustration and aggression, projects it onto the mother
and then views her as dangerous.
to

This aggressive view of mother extends

the father and both parents are experienced as a united group.

the male and female borderline tend, though in

a

Both

somewhat different man-

ner, to develop genital strivings prematurely in order to allay the in-

tensity of their experience of aggression and their fantasies of their
parents' anger.

The "normal" oedipal stage is experienced differently because of
the added anger perceived by the patient from the parents.

Kernberg
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postulates that the condensation of pre-genital and genital strivings
results in a simultaneous variety of "perverse" sexual

trends.

Border-

line men and women tend, therefore, he says, to become promiscuous,
ma-

sochistic, or to attempt homosexual or sado-masochistic relationships.
In Kernberg's work,

largely influenced by object relations theory,

he postulates four stages of the development of object relationships

(1972).

At the third stage, the separation-indi viduation stage, the

child separates the good images of himself from the object (mother).
This step is

a

prerequisite for later integration of good and bad self

and object images.

The pre-borderl ine child cannot integrate the gross-

ly contradictory self and object images due to his view of his object

as extremely angry (Kernberg,

1970).

Rather than integrating good and

bad internal representation of the self and thus developing an integrated self concept, the borderline develops two self images--an over

idealized self and an angry self.
as

There is no stable ego identity and

the good and bad images have not been well

periences contradictory internalized demands.

integrated, the person exThe borderline fails to

integrate good and bad images of objects and likewise experiences contradictory internal demands.

This self and object "splitting" is symp-

tomatically evident when observing the object relations of adult borderlines whose intrapsychic world appears filled with caricatures (horri-

ble or all-giving) of important people and who view themselves as shameful

or alternately all-powerful.
In summary,

Kernberg postulates that a constitutional factor in

pre-borderl ine chil dren— thei

r

predominance of oral aggression— leads to

the development of negative views of both parents.

The extent of this
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projected anger onto important objects is highly contradictory with

positive images of the object.

So too are the child's positive and

negative self images contradictory.

As a result, the child never fully

integrates these opposites and thus develops neither
superego.

In addition,

a

stable ego nor

in an attempt at distancing from the negative

values of the parents, the child moves prematurely into the genital
phase of development.

The influence of the perceived angry parents con-

tinues, however, and this fusion of pre-genital and genital phases leads
to "perverse" sexual
Wol berg's

trends.

(1973) theory about family dynamics and borderline states

attempts to relate the aggression and oedipal strivings in the borderline to the dynamics of borderline families.

Her major premise is that

pathology can be best understood by examining the patterns of rejection
and acceptance in the family unit.

She sees siblings within the family

as ordered from most to least rejected.

Wol berg also points to the va-

lidity of studying sub-units in the family.

Wol berg identifies a pat-

tern of alternating rejection and acceptance in the borderline-parent

dyad, which results in expression of aggression and sexual

behavior.

She suggests that the borderline patient is more rejected by the parent

of the same sex while simultaneously pushed toward that same sexed parent by the opposite sexed parent.

For example the mother of a border-

line male pits her son against her husband to act out her hostility

toward men.

The child identifies with the same sexed parent and parti-

cularly with the hostility in this relationship.

But this identifica-

tion is a protection against the initial rejection by that parent.

The

child thus has more hostility and yet is more closely identified with
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the same sexed parent; the borderline is more ambivalent about the
par-

ent of the opposite sex.
is driven to a mate

In

adulthood, Wolberg observes, the borderline

of the opposite sex (the less threatening sex) but

acts out the unresolved feelings of being rejected by the same sexed

parent and feeling strongly identified with that parent.

This is done

in female borderlines by acting as a woman who is seduced but who must

ultimately reject the man.

Male borderlines act out the seduction

and then rejection of women.
Wol berg's

theory is noteworthy for a variety of reasons.

It points

to the fact that in borderline families the parent-cliild relationship is

an affectively heightened one with anger as a major affect which is pro-

tected against by family dynamics during oedipal and preoedipal develop-

Secondly, the patient is seen as an instrument for the parents'

ment.

projection, specifically as

a

transference object for the parents.

Although the original goal of Grinker

et_ al_.

(1968) was to deter-

mine the attributes of the borderline syndrome and to delineate subcategories of the syndrome, a study of families of the subjects was later

added to the original design.

The results of the initial study were the

development of overall characteristics of borderlines and then the sub-

classification of those with borderline syndrome into one of four
groups.

In the additional

family study, social service data were col-

lected on family members and analyzed to examine differences in family
types for each of the four groups.

tions to the patients'

Grinker studied the families' reac-

illnesses, their methods of maintaining integra-

tion and their ability to function in the larger social system.

The investigators found three distinct family types.

Type one, the
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discordant, conflictual, non-protective family could not
resist disintegration.

Type two was characterized by

a

smothering, static, overpro-

tective style and this functioned to resist disintegration.

Finally,

type three families tended to deny conflict but showed extremes of
parental affect.

Although the four patient types identified did not fall

into any particular group, some trends were evident.

Patients who were

closest to psychotic (group one) were more often from families that were

characterized as denying (type three).

Borderline patients who tended

to move close to others and then move away by acting out (group two pa-

tients) and those patients who were most passive and behaved in

a

com-

plementary manner (group three) tended to come from discordant, nonprotective families who could not prevent disintegration of the family
(type one).

The group four patients who were closest to neurotic did

not appear to come predominantly from any one family type.

Finally,

family group two--the overprotecti ve families, resistant to disintegra-

tion--most often produced unmarried male borderline patients.
In summary,

then, the Grinker work points out that the families of

borderlines are themselves pathological units but does not delineate the
nature of that pathology.

Though the data correlating family type to

patient type were not statistically valid, the study indicates that

family denial of problems more often produced the most severely disturbed borderline patients.

One of the most detailed theories specifically delineating borderline family patterns has been put forth by Masterson and Rinsley (1975)
in their v/ork with borderline adolescents and by Masterson

work on psychotherapy of the borderline adult.

(1976) in his

Masterson and Rinsley
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postulate

a

developmental arrest at the time the infant attempts
to

separate and individuate from the mother.
The authors postulate that the parents of borderlines are themselves borderlines.

That is, these parents have experienced

a

"lack of

parenting" in childhood, and repeat particular parenting roles with the

children

that their own parents used with them.

Specifically, they

misperceive the child, seeing him as an "object, peer or adult" rather
than in the role of their child.

The mother of

a

borderline is particularly threatened at the time

of her child's first efforts toward separation-individuation, as doing
so

recreates anxiety from her infancy when her mother was threatened as

she attempted to separate.

At this developmental stage, the mother of

the borderline is:

available if the child clings, and behaves regressively, but
withdraws if he attempts to separate and individuate (Masterson & Rinsley, 1975, p. 167).

At the same time, the father of

a

borderline neglects his normal func-

tion, that of extricating the child from the symbiotic relationship with

mother developed in early infancy.

Rather than introducing the child to

external reality, these fathers suffer from severe character pathology

themselves and are often passive and immersed in their work.
ther's absence supports mother's close tie with the child.

The fa-

Mother tol-

erates a great deal of father's absence in order to satisfy her need to
control the child (Masterson, 1976).
a

developmental arrest in the child result-

ing from a specific relational

pattern between mother and child is based

Masterson's notion that
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largely on the work of Margaret Mahler.

Mahler's (1968) observations of

mothers and children point to the importance of the mother's ability
to

allow normal development and she notes that as the child begins to
separate from the mother, the association of pleasure with separate func-

tioning is important and helps the child overcome separation anxiety.
Each mother and child have a unique cueing system developed prior to

separation-individuation during the earlier, symbiotic stage.

At the

end of this earlier stage, the child begins to grow alert to his envir-

onment (Mahler, 1975).

At six months he experiments with separation by

visually exploring the mother's face and later by checking back with the
mother visually.

This marks the end of the first step of separation-

individuation and is followed (at ten months to eighteen months) by
practicing behavior in which the child crawls away from mother and becomes involved in his own body and in his new visual, outside reality.
He is impervious to frustration unless mother disappears (Mahler, 1972).

The third stage of separation-individuation, "rapprochement" (from
about sixteen to twenty-five months) is reached when the child charac-

teristically follows or "shadows" mother and alternately "darts away."
Mahler notes several danger signals at this point:

1)

the mother's con-

stant shadowing of the child, 2) the child's constant shadowing of the

mother, 3) unpredictable availability on the mother's part, such as oc-

casionally grabbing the child when he darts away, or 4) the mother's
inability to adjust to the disengagement and resulting tendency to become unavailable if the child darts away.

erated

a

While Mahler's work has gen-

focus on interactional difficulties at the rapprochement phase,

Mahler (1977) points out that difficulty at any one subphase should not
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be overemphasized.

The pathogenic influences of other phases of the

separation process as well as corrective influences of such phases
should be considered.

Although the work of Masterson, Rinsleyand Mahler focuses largely
on the mother-child relationship, recent papers by Shapiro et

al_.

(1975) and Zinner and Shapiro (1972, 1975) utilize data from family in-

teraction in families of adolescent borderlines.

Shapiro et

al_.

(1975)

support the notion of a developmental impasse at the separation-individuation stage in infancy and see the adolescent's attempts to become au-

tonomous as

a

replication of the earlier psychological event.

addi-

In

tion, however, these authors note important factors about the family as
a

system.

They point out that the period of adolescence becomes

od of regression for the family.

a

peri-

That is, that mother and father re-

gress to the use of splitting in response to the child's early moves

toward autonomy (Zinner & Shapiro, 1975).
A study of a subgroup of families at the National
tal

Institute of Men-

Health (Zinner & Shapiro, 1972) led to their hypothesis that the

parents responded to attempts of adolescents to separate in one of two
ways.

One group showed intolerance of the adolescent's need for sup-

port, perceiving these needs as draining demands, the other type of fa-

mily refused to accept autonomous behavior on the part of the adolescent.

Shapiro

et_ al_.

(1975) point out that the same psychological mech-

anism exists in either case.

That is, the parents of such patients can-

not tolerate their own dependent or autonomous strivings and associate

positive affect to one and negative affect to the other.

In

either type

of family, the parents view themselves as having the positively affect-
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laden behavior and project the negatively-laden behavior
onto the

child.

When the adolescent in the first type of family demonstrates
ap-

propriate dependent needs, the parents, seeing autonomy as positive,
view dependency in the adolescent as draining.

And alternately, in the

other families described by the authors, where autonomy

is

expressed by

the adolescent, the parents view this appropriate move as overinvolve-

ment outside of the family.
The process by which parents of borderline patients project an un-

acceptable part of themselves on the borderline is called projectiveidentification.

(This is the same defense utilized by borderline pa-

tients themselves.)

The notion that, in caretaking, parents rely on

their own needs is not

a

new one.

Erikson notes that caretaking is an

interplay of the response to the child taken care of and the specific
needs of the caretaker (Erikson, 1959).

And Zinner and Shapiro (1972)

note that all parents communicate their images of the child to him.

Furthermore, for many parents the communication of these images serves

defensive needs of the parents.

As Stierlin (1973) noted, the concepts

of identifying and introjecting the object have become central to psy-

choanalytic theory.

Though much about this process remains ambiguous,

Stierlin comments on the importance of distinguishing between the inter-

nalization of objects for defensive reasons versus growth.

And, Zinner

and Shapiro (1972) note that the process by which parents of borderlines

communicate images of themselves for internalization

is

in large part a

defensive one.
The process of internalization has other qualities in these families as well.

The parents relate to the projected part of themselves in
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the child as if it were still a part of themselves.

And, the recipient

of the projection, the borderline, colludes in this
process.

The pro-

jected part is often an aspect of the parent that is unresolved
in his
own family of origin and by projecting it onto the child, the
parent can
both defend against an unacceptable part of himself and keep that
part

alive.

That is, not only is the recipient of the projected identifica-

tion imbued with an unaccepted part of the parent, but he can actually

represent an aspect of the parent's lost object.
child can be both infantalized and

viewed as

a

Thus, the borderline

parent.

Zinner and Shapiro note that not only does the process of projec-

tive-identification characterize families with borderline adolescents,
but because of this, families in addition cannot provide a holding en-

vironment
et_al_.

,

in the face

1975).

of the adolescent's attempts to separate (Shapiro

The infant's, and later the adolescent's, attempts at

separation and individuation naturally involve assaults on the family
system.

In

normal

families, the parents endure these assaults but par-

ents of borderlines, because they themselves have unresolved issues

about separation and individuation, become extremely vulnerable
face of the child's pre-separation moves.

in the

The child's expression of de-

pendency or autonomy, Shapiro states, reminds the parents too easily of
their own unresolved issues and thus they use their child's behavior to

embody the negatively charged parts of their identities.
A corollary of the process of projective identification is that if

these mechanisms correctly describe parental behavior, the couple must
show evidence of the same mechanism in their relationship.

Zinner gives

an example of how this process is expressed between the couple and sug-
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gestshowthe child's addition to the system may serve an interesting
purpose.

The authors described a father who viewed his wife as a de-

plorably helpless woman.

The wife through overtly accepting this per-

ception of herself as dependent, covertly believed herself to be autonomous.

She attempted to act on her autonomy overtly by looking for a job

and then "unexpectedly" found herself to be pregnant with her daughter.

When the child was born, both father and mother put their denied rage

associated with dependency and/or autonomy onto her.

Thus, projective

identification worked in the marital system until threatened by mother's

overt expression of her autonomy.
pected birth.

The system responded with an unex-

Mother did not go to work but the child became the reci-

pient of projected identification intolerable to the parents.

Shapiro

et_ aj[.

thus note that both parents of borderlines appear at

least to show some features of borderl ine pathology in that the notion of

split-object relations is seen as
father.

a

psychic structure in the mother and

And, it is due to the fact that the family system is extremely

dependent on the maintenance of this mechanism that the family is

threatened by attempts to separate and cannot provide
ment in the face of such threat.

a

holding environ-

However, unlike the Masterson theory

where the father plays an essentially complementary role to the relationship between mother and child, and where that relationship consists

of the association of withdrawal to aggression and libidinal supplies to
symbiosis, Shapiro et
tem.

al_.

see both parents in active roles in the sys-

Both parents assign positive (libidinal) or negative (aggressive)

affect to autonomy or dependency.

And, the parents can either join in

their projection onto the child or project differing images.
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Fami

1 i

es of Borderl ines

:

Summary

Though scant, the literature on families of borderlines suggests
some notions about the type and degree of pathology in parents of these

patients, the interactional patterns between family members and points
to critical

issues for these families.

First, the writers concur that

there is pathology at the family level, though they suggest conflicting

notions about the degree and type of this pathology.

Kernberg (1967)

and Wolberg (1973) point to the role of aggression in family dynamics.

Wolberg suggests that protection of this aggression is translated into
oedipal patterns and that the patient becomes an instrument for the parents' projection of anger.

Kernberg sees the family dynamics as

sult of an attempt to split off aggressive affect.

a

re-

Masterson (1972,

1976) identifies both mothers and fathers of borderlines as themselves

borderlines.
mothers.

He gives less clear evidence of this in fathers than in

The individual case studies seem to support this level of pa-

thology, describing parents in phrases suggestive of character pathology,

rather than as psychotic or neurotic.

There is disagreement over whe-

ther both parents are equally limited in their functioning with the Singer and Wynne studies (1965a; Singer, 1977) on communication patterns

suggesting that borderlines have one relatively healthier parent who
corrects the distortions presented by the other less healthy parent.
The literature on projective identification in families of borderline

adolescents notes that the parents both project unacceptable self-images
onto the borderline (Shapiro etal.

,

1975; Zinner & Shapiro, 1975; Sha-

piro, 1972).
In

retrospect, there has been little empirical work testing the
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theories thus far articulated about families.

Much of the previous work

has centered on the mother-child dyad or on abstract theories of
parent-

child relations and in general has focused less on the interaction among

family members.

The major focus on individual dynamics has shadowed at-

tempts to observe the process by which families deal with issues of sep-

aration and individuation— of their dependent feelings and of their desires for autonomy.

Rationale

The literature on borderline pathology has moved from an early at-

tempt to differentiate borderlines from schizophrenics to

a

focus on

differentiating the syndrome through symptoms and psychological test
variables and finally through enduring behavioral traits.

This was fol-

lowed by work that focused on the family, first through an historical
developmental approach and then through observation of family interacBoth the changing direction of the literature and the data pro-

tion.

duced by studies on borderlines, in

a

variety of settings, provided the

rationale for the present study.

The study of borderline pathology began with an attempt to differ-

entiate schizophrenics from borderline personality disorders.

The work

of Knight, Kernberg, Deutsch, and Modell led to the identification of

aggression and depression as major affects associated with the syndrome.

These authors also noted differential functioning in close versus superficial

relationships, and identified impulsivity as characteristic

borderline pathology.

More importantly they suggested the notion of

of
a
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consistent underlying personality structure that was
characterized by
such symptomatology.

The onset of empirical work in the field brought
more systematic
approaches to the discrimination of borderline characteristics
from
those of other disorders.

Primarily through reviewing criteria for bor-

derline diagnoses in the literature, those criteria that
differentiated
borderlines from schizophrenics and neurotics were selected.
The most thorough set of criteria were those developed by Gunderson
and Kolb (1978).

Their work suggested that the two best sets of differ-

entiating criteria were those associated with relational patterns and
poor impulse control.

In

their interview (the DIB), developed to

identify patients with the syndrome, they included impulsive behaviors
such as suicide attempts, accidents, assaultive behavior and drug and

alcohol abuse.

Included among relational patterns typical of border-

lines were the presence of conflictual but intense one-to-one relationships and a wish not to be alone.

In

addition, borderlines were seen to

have problems with devaluation, manipulation, hostility and masochism,

and were characterized as unable to simultaneously experience positive

and negative affects about others.

In

could not imagine good and bad aspects

complementary fashion they also
in

other people.

While many of the diagnostic criteria characterizing borderlines
have varied from study to study (Perry & Klerman, 1978), there has been

agreement on those criteria observed through psychological testing.

Through comparisons of borderlines' test protocols, they have been identified as showing differential functioning on structured versus unstruc-

tured tests.

They demonstrated thought disorder that was similar to.
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and often more severe than, that of schizophrenics on
unstructured tests
and little or no evidence of psychotic thinking on structured
tests.

On

the Rorschach they gave percepts reflecting contamination and
fabulized

combinations (see Appendix C,

p.

333) as well as diffuse affective re-

sponses (Singer, 1977).

The use of psychological testing has recently been broadened to include the testing of parents of borderlines.

These couples have been

seen to include one parent who showed a high frequency

of communication

deviances on the Rorschach and one who showed few such deviances.

By

comparison both parents of schizophrenics showed high numbers of such

communication deviances while parents of neurotics and normals showed low
numbers (Singer, 1977).

Finally following the tradition established in the study of schizophrenia, the literature on borderlines turned to the family as a viable
unit for study.

The earliest such focus was a developmental one in

which the history of the family was characterized by an impasse occurring during "rapprochement", after self-object differentiation and before object constancy.

various ways.

The nature of this impasse was conceptualized in

Kernberg (1967) suggested that to successfully complete

the rapprochement stage the "good" and "bad" introjects of the mother

and infant had to be integrated.

Kernberg postulated that due to

a

con-

stitutionally large amount of anger in pre-borderl ine infants, the infant isolated extremely positive feelings about himself and his mother.

Wolberg (1973) suggested that through projection

established to protect against aggression.

a

family dynamic was

She stated that the parent

of the opposite sex pitted the same sexed parent against the child.
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Masterson and Rinsley (1975) suggested

a

theory in which libidinal

affects were tied to regression in the infant and aggressive affect
and

abandonment to his attempts at separation.

Thus they saw the mother as

rewarding for symbiotic behavior and rejecting angrily for independence.
This pattern resulted from the mother's inability to separate from her
mother.

As a result she wished to maintain her child at a level of

functioning that involved symbiotic closeness.
this symbiosis the mother

In

order to maintain

often encouraged and at best tolerated dis-

tance between the father and the child.

Moving beyond speculation from an historical -developmental point of
view, the work of Zinner and Shapiro (1972) studied borderline adoles-

cents and their parents and hypothesized that these parents projected

their own conflicts over dependency and autonomy onto their children
during adolescence.

The parents associated positive (libidinal) or ne-

gative (aggressive) affect with either autonomy or dependency and pro-

jected the negative affect onto the adolescent.

They were also observed

to project conflicts over autonomy onto one another (Mendelbaum, 1977).

Thus family members were seen to play

tioned as

a

a

role in the way the family func-

system and the role of the borderline was seen to serve

a

function for the family.
As a whole then the literature has viewed the borderline in three

arenas, the historical -developmental
the interactional.

,

the intrapsychic and most recently

To date, the information provided and theories de-

veloped in these three areas have been inadequately tied to one another.
While attempts have been made to gain agreement on presenting symptoms,
to clarify psychological

testing patterns, to observe mother-infant
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interaction, and recently to observe family interactional
patterns, the

large scope of such work has, of necessity, limited the depth
with which
a

particular family could be assessed.
It was the intent of this

research to look at these three arenas

through an extensive study of the families of origin of two borderline
adults.

The historical -developmental data were compiled from an infor-

mation gathering interview with the parents and

written from these data.

a

history of the family

Intrapsychic data were gathered in the form of

psychological testing done on the parents and borderline patient.

Fami-

ly interaction patterns were explored by analyzing, from a systems per-

spective, a semi -structured interview with the borderline patient and
his parents.

The goal was to establish themes that cut across the three

areas of study.

The initial pool of patients for the study came from

a

group of

hospitalized patients who were diagnosed as borderline by their therapists and a therapy supervisor in one of two New England teaching hospitals.

The Diagnostic Interview for Borderlines (DIB) was used to

screen the two patients for the study.

It was chosen because it differ-

entiated borderlines from other diagnostic groups with statistical reli-

ability and offered interviewers the opportunity to make
a brief period of time.

independent rater.

a

diagnosis in

The responses to the DIB were filled out by an

As the patients were hospitalized, they had been

given a battery of psychological tests.

However, supplementary tests

were given to assure both recent and consistent testing of both the parents and the patients.

Expect ed trends

in_ the_

historical -developmental data

.

The content
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of the three parts of this study, the historical -developmental
interview, the psychological testing and the interactional

interview pro-

ceeded from information provided from the literature.

The following

trends reflected those studies done on individuals and families.
First, it seemed important to look at how the couple functioned

prior to the birth of children in the family.
goal of observing how the couples
ber.

In this

This was done with the

unit came to necessitate a new mem-

regard it was expected that the birth of the first child

either effected

a

separation of the parents from their families of ori-

gin or was a way of stopping a move toward autonomy made by one parent

within the couple.
Second, the literature suggested the importance of historical data
on the family during the time when the borderline patient was in the

rapprochement phase of development.

While data about the mother's man-

ner of responding to the first attempts at separation might have been

unreliable because they involved retrospective data through self-report,
the memory of basic facts about the family at the time of rapprochement

seemed worthy of note.

For example, it was expected that at this time

the father would have been absent in the family (due to increased hours

at work, outside interests or involvement in his own family of origin)
and that the mother's relationship with her mother would have involved

conflicts with regard to separation.

For example, there may have been

change in the amount of contact between mother and grandmother that resulted in conflict.
Third, the mother may have shown tolerance of the father's absence

at this time.

Or,

she might have spoken with relief about his absence.

a
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As the move from the focus on the mother-child bond
to a focus on

family systems had shown

a

repetition of difficulties with separations,

it seemed important to review not only the earliest
separations but sub-

sequent separations as well.
these separations.

!n

The child may have had difficulty with

addition, if the notion that parents project dif-

ficulties of their own onto the child held true, the child's view of

separations from his parents and that of the parents

may have differed.

Finally it was expected that the history would show some general

characteristics of borderline pathology, specifically those reflecting
impulsivity and relational styles of borderlines.

The family history

was expected to include stories about impulsive behavior on the part of

various family members.
a

variety of ways.

Relational styles might have been reflected in

As borderlines'

relationships are characterized by

extremely positive views or negative views of people and little ability
to simultaneously see good and bad aspects in others, the family history

might have likewise revealed "good" and "bad" family members or such attitudes toward families of origin.

One might have seen

a

pattern of

a

"bad" parent and a "good" relative seen as someone to offset the effects

of the negatively viewed parent.

Consistent with the borderline's abil-

ity to function better in structured than unstructured situations the

history of the family was expected to include at least one parent who
relied heavily on compulsive behaviors to order the activity in the
family.

Finally, consistent with the enduring relational patterns, it

was expected that evidence of devaluation, hostility and manipulation in
the history of the family as well as some historical evidence of diffi-

culty with dependency and hostility would exist.
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In

order to explore the issues discussed above, the
historical-

developmental interview included the history of the
couple's relationship, information on the parents' families of origin,
the births of

their children and events in the family from marriage to the
present.
A specific focus on developmental milestones was included
to aid in ob-

taining information about parental attitudes toward the birth, and the

rapproachement phase of development.
tions were discussed.

In

addition all physical separa-

Where possible, each parent was asked for opin-

ions separately to offer the interviewer a chance to observe differences
in

attitude toward stages of family development.
Expected trends in the intra -psychic data.

The psychological test-

ing of the borderline adult and his parents provided the information

about these individuals from an intra-psychic standpoint.

The general

format included the administration of a full battery of tests, the Wech-

sler Adult Intelligence Scale (WAIS), the Thematic Apperception Test
(TAT), the Rorschach, and the Draw-a-Person Test (DAP).

these data,

a

In

studying

specific focus was put on types of thinking, major af-

fects and defenses used, and the nature of the individual's object

relationships.
The identified pattern of differential functioning on structured

versus unstructured tests suggested the importance of administering
range of tests to the patients included in the study.

a

Second, despite

the conflicting theories about the diagnoses of parents of borderlines

there was agreement that it was of

a

characterologic nature, perhaps as

severe as borderline pathology and that one parent showed

disturbance

in

unstructured situations.

In

a

thinking

looking at the traits of
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borderlines it became apparent that the patterns that
best characterized

borderlines were those that represented enduring behaviors.
ed,

appear-

therefore, that it would be more fruitful to explore
parental pa-

thology with
al

It

focus on ways in which those enduring patterns (relation-

a

and patterns of impulsivity) were present, rather than
to assume that

parents of borderlines would show all of the behavioral patterns
associ-

ated with borderline pathology.

Assuming that the parents of border-

lines showed some aspects of borderline pathology, these aspects were

identified as described below.
First it was expected that there would have been evidence of psy-

chotic thinking in one or both parents on the Rorschach.

This would

have been consistent with the noted communication disturbances of parents on the Rorschach and with evidence of thinking disturbances in the

parents' children.

It was thought that evidence of a thinking disturb-

ance might have appeared in the parents in
in one parent

a

complex manner rather than

showing an ongoing psychosis and the other not.

For exam-

pie, one parent might appear openly disorganized while the other was at
,

times more severely thought disordered but often well defended.
;

I

I

Second, with regard to their thinking, some reflection of the bor|

derline's inability to recognize
the parents.

a

thinking disturbance was expected in

It was thought that this might appear in the form of one

or both parents not recognizing aspects of their thinking which was dis-

ordered or by

a

combination of disordered thinking on one parent and ex-

treme forms of denial in the other.
Third, the parents of borderlines were believed likely to show anger and depression as primary affects.

That is, as intense aggressive
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and depressive affect was

a

primary personality characteristic in bor-

derlines, it might also have been present in their parents.
Fourth, evidence of the impulsive expression of affect was an ex-

pected characteristic of one or both parents in each of these two families.

As impulsivity had been seen as one of the two enduring patterns

that discriminated borderlines from other groups, it seemed also

a

like-

ly personality characteristic of their parents.

Fifth, defenses of projection and denial were predicted to be the

primary defensive patterns used by these parents.
that these defenses would exist in primitive forms.

And it was expected
As parents of bor-

derlines had been seen to project intolerable feelings of dependency and

autonomy onto their adolescents and they saw themselves as free of these
conflicts rather

seeing them as conflicts in one another, projec-

tion was thought to play a major role in helping to control unwanted
feelings.

To do so involved denying their own feelings.

Thus denial

was expected to exist to large degrees as well.

Finally, if the patterns of object relationships, seen to differ-

entiate borderlines from other diagnostic groups, were present as well
in their parents, and autonomy and dependency v^ere conflictual

issues

for the parents, the following trends would emerge in the intra-psychic
data:

(1) that themes of hostility,

devaluation, manipulation and de-

pendency would appear in the stories and percepts on the projective
tests (Rorschach, TAT and DAP) of the parents; (2) that a sado-masochistic style would be present in one or both parents; and (3) that issues

with dependency and/or autonomy would be present in the test results of
the parents.

This last behavior might appear in the form of fears of
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engulfment (conflict over closeness and dependency) or
conflict over
wishes to flee impulsively.

Expected trends

in_ tine

interactional data

.

The goal of the final

interview, a less structured interview with the borderline
patient and
his parents, was to observe the process of interaction in the
family.

Libidinal drive and aggressive drive had been viewed as the two
components of the mechanism of separation-individuation.

Therefore family in-

teraction about issues related to aggression and libidinal drive seemed

worthy of isolating and observing.

Important as well was the observa-

tion of interactions about separations.
In this

inal

final

interview, then, issues involving aggression, libid-

drive and separation were discussed among family members.

As such

topics were themselves constructs, they were translated into questions
about:

anger, rules and disciplines;

(1)

(2)

dating and family bonds;

and (3) events of separation in the family (see Appendix D, pp. 337-339).
It was,

of course, difficult to guarantee that

onstrate anger or alliances in

a

a

family would dem-

structured interview.

The questions,

therefore, served as guidelines and styles of interaction and non-verbal

behavior were important as well as the content.

To help insure that

such data were available, this interview was audiotaped.

In addition,

the interviewer was prepared to create interaction if the questions ap-

peared to be constricting rather than promoting interaction (see questions (A),

(B), and

(C)

in Appendix D, pp.

337-339).

Finally, to clari-

fy affect related to separation, family members were asked to recon-

struct

a

scene.

For example, one family was asked to replay the discus-

sion they had when their son left home to go into the service.

Then the
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family was asked to talk about their feelings as they
replicated the
separation
This last interview was

a

potentially useful method for observing

interaction, yet, it was the most difficult data about which
to hypothesize.

While authors can pose constructs about interaction, the
process

by which families interact is extremely complex.

Nevertheless the lit-

erature suggested some limited trends about family interaction.
First, evidence of an impulsive pattern of expressing anger and/or

libidinally charged affect was expected.

It seemed likely to appear

either through content (descriptions of impulsive behavior by participants in the interview) or through the interactions themselves (impulsive expression of affect in the interaction).

And as impulsivity was

an enduring pattern, some tolerance for the impulsive expression of af-

fect was expected in the family interaction.

That is, it seemed likely

that the family would condone impulsive expression while they discussed
the topics in section one and two of the interview.

Second, it was expected that evidence of the enduring relational

patterns (seen as discriminating in the DIB) would be evident in discussions of rules, dating, and closeness.

Evidence of manipulation, deval-

uation, and sado-masochistic patterns seemed likely in these interac-

tions.
With regard to interactions over content related to separations it
was predicted that this topic would be tied to the first two.

That is,

that as with interactions with borderline adolescents and their parents,
that aggressive and libidinal drive would be apparent in the family in-

terview while discussing separations.

The family members were expected
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to show anger or sexually-tinged aspects of their relationships
while

describing separations.
In

addition, with regard to the family members' discussion of sep-

aration it was expected that the interaction would suggest clues to the

borderline's wish not to be alone.

Specifically, a complementary pat-

tern in the parents, that is their wish not to let the borderline leave
the family, was predicted.

Such

a

theme was consistent with the notion

of the patient being needed in the family sphere to play the role of re-

cipient of parental issues of dependency and autonomy.

In

complementary

fashion, the parents were expected to project issues of autonomy and/or

dependency onto one another.

This might happen by one parent speaking

of the other as the one who has trouble "letting go" of the child.
Finally, some general

interactional patterns were

to emerge in the interview as a whole.

family interaction would be based on

a

thought likely

First, it was expected that the

pattern that necessitated the

presence of the borderline in the family setting.

Second, as was char-

acteristic of borderlines outside of the family arena, interactions between family members were predicted to be composed of unstable one-toone relationships.

That is, a pattern in which pairs of family members

formed repeated, unstable subunits of two members among the three of

them was expected.

CHAPTER

II

METHOD

Introduction

The subjects for this study were recruited from two inpatient
psy-

chiatry units.

Included are two families of patients who were diagnosed

as borderline.

The families were defined in a limited manner to include

Mother, Father, and borderline offspring.

lected on the basis of

a

The two patients were se-

diagnosis of borderline by the patients' thera-

pists and the therapy supervisor.

The patients were then screened by an

outside psychologist to determine their diagnosis on the basis of their
scores on the Diagnostic Interview for Borderlines (DIB).

Once judged

to be borderline on the basis of the DIB, their parents were contacted to
be in the study.

After the patients and their parents had agreed to participate in
the study, the parents were administered full batteries of psychological
tests.

Both patients had received partial or full test batteries prior

to their involvement in the study.

Where more recent tests were consid-

ered necessary, the patients were administered additional parts of
full

battery.

tured,
ly.

The parents in each family then participated in

information-gathering interview to obtain

a

a

a

struc-

history of the fami-

Finally the family members participated in an interview focused on

rules, patterns of dating and family bonds and events of separation.
To follow is a review of the procedure from recruiting the families
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to terminating with them at the end of the
study.

The recruiting pro-

cess is described and information learned from
this process is summarized.

The screening process is then reviewed with

a

focus on the pro-

cedure, description of the instruments and a summary
of the responses.
A presentation of the three segments of data collected,
the psychological

testing, the couples' interviews and the family interviews
follows,

with an explanation of the procedure, description of the
instrument and
a

description of the analysis.

Finally, the termination phase, the

feedback sessions to the families, and

a

description of the separation

from them are discussed.

The Recruiting Process

In

order to recruit patients for this study the help of two inpa-

tient psychiatric facilities was requested.

Once reviewed and accepted

by the Human Studies Committees associated with each facility, the pro-

posed study was presented to the nursing staff, social work staff and

psychiatry staff of the units.

Therapists (social workers, psychia-

trists and psychologists) on each of the units (four units in one faci-

lity and one in the other) were requested to look for patients whom both
the therapist and therapy supervisor considered borderline and whose

parents were both living and presently married.

Although the investigator's prior contact with the units suggested
to her that many patients with this diagnosis were treated in the two

hospitals, families were extremely difficult to find.

Although some pa-

tients who were appropriate for the study were refused on the basis of
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evidence of organic dysfunction,

a

pressing medical problem or difficul-

ties such as the family's distance from the
hospital, a large number of

therapists had patients who were appropriate for the
study and did not
refer them.

Many would note that their experience indicated
that bor-

derlines did not come from intact families.

(While a crude review of

the charts of one inpatient facility over a two-month
period indicated

that the majority of borderline patients admitted to one
of the facilities did in fact have parents who were divorced, this rate of
divorce
did not discriminate the borderlines from more severe
psychiatric dis-

orders.)

Closer scrutiny revealed other problems that seemed associ-

ated with the type of patient being requested.

First, both therapists

and supervisors were extremely hesitant to publicly make the diagnosis.

Although freely labeled

borderline on the ward, confusion about the

definition of the diagnosis left therapists heistant to call

borderline outside of the ward setting.

a

patient

Second, therapists seemed wary

of referring their borderline patients for such intensive study.

They

often felt that the process of getting involved in the study would allow

patients a longer hospitalization (which the therapists did not wish
j

them to have).
presently in

Though at

a

a

Often the therapist commented that these patients were
crisis and therefore not appropriate for the study.

later time the last crisis would have passed, another would

have taken its place.

Patients expressed concerns as well.

Some who were screened for

the study and who had intact families feared that participation would

prolong their hospitalization.

Often they refused to allow their par-

ents to be contacted because they wished to spare the investigator the

i
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difficulty associated with meeting their parents, whom
they viewed as

volatileor unavailable.
dynamics would cause

a di

Some voiced concern that investigation of family
vorce.

On one occasion this was expressed in para-

noid proportions as a patient screened and accepted into
the study commented
to his therapist that he did not wish to have that "spy come
around" to his

house.

The underlying message was that the home situation was so fragile

that an intruder was considered a spy.

In summary,

then, there was

a

sense

of volatility associated with these patients expressed by therapist and
patient, as well as

sense of impending disaster.

a

In addition,

between pa-

tient and family members anger seemed to be both expressed and projected

with marked ease.
The two families finally selected, the

CI

arkes and the Donahues,^ both

came from Caucasian, lower-middle class. Catholic backgrounds.

The Clarkes'

daughter. Donna, aged 20, had been hospitalized in one facil ity for half
year.

The Donahues

'

a

son, John, aged 32, had been hospi tal ized in the other

facil ity for one and a half years

.

The Clarke family first met the

tor as a whole family in the hospi tal

;

i

!

I

nvestiga-

the Donahues were first seen individi

ually— son John

in the hospital and the parents in their home.

!

I

I

Both families were told that their involvement in the study was
|

voluntary and would not affect their son's or daughter's right to treatment.

With the families' permission, the data would be shared with the

therapists involved.

The Clarkes were in family treatment with

worker and Donna in individual treatment with

a

a

social

ward psychiatrist.

The

Donahues were not in treatment; however, their son had both an inpatient

administrator and an outpatient therapist.

Neither family requested

Names and identifying data are changed to protect confidentiality.
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that information be withheld from the therapists
involved, and each

signed permission slips in accordance with the affiliated
hospital's research requirements (see Appendix

E,

pp.

340-349).

Screening

Prior to requesting parents'
patients was administered

a

involvement in the study, each of the

screening interview, the Diagnostic Inter-

view for Borderlines (DIB), by an outside psychologist (see Appendix A).
The DIB was explained to the outside psychologist and the investigator
by one of the psychiatrists who had devised the scale.

gave several

His coworker

interviews with the investigator to explain guidelines for

administering the interview.
The DIB is a questionnaire that explores patients' functioning with
regard to five areas--social adaptation, history of impulsive behavior,

major affects, evidence of psychosis and style of interpersonal relationships.
areas.

ogist,

The ratings are made on specific behaviors reflecting these

Where the validity of an answer was questionned by the psycholshe probed for further information given, and where there was

further question about the validity of

a

response the ward staff was

asked about the patient's behavior.
Immediately upon gathering specific answers to each of the five
sections, the psychologist then rated summary statements about each area
of functioning.

Within each section the ratings of these summary state-

ments were then added and

a

scaled score, based on the total statement

scores within a section, was recorded.

The summary statement scores and
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scaled scores for each section were recorded
at the end of an interview
and added across sections to give two total
scores, a total statement

score and
Ms.

a

total

scaled score.

Clarke scored at

a

borderline level on all subtests.

Her re-

sponses throughout were typical of borderline pathology
with the exception of the presence of vegetative signs associated with
her depressive

affect and the occasional presence of derealization.

In

addition, her

report of an incident of bizarre delusions was uncharacteristic
of borderlines.

These exceptions, however, must be considered within the

overriding evidence of borderline pathology particularly apparent

in two

subsections of the DIB, the impulse-action section and the interpersonal

relationships section.
The diagnosis of borderline personality organization was judged by
the outside psychologist to reflect Mr. Donahue's behaviors as rated on
the DIB.

Particularly striking were his splitting of ward staff, evo-

king of countertransference problems and his conflict over giving and

receiving care.

Inconsistent with this diagnosis was mild evidence of

grandiose thinking and the patient's perception that he occasionally considered himself to be

a

loner.

Mr. Donahue's abuse of alcohol, while

not atypical of borderline pathology, resulted in the need for extensive

interaction with staff and therapists to identify his functioning while
not under the influence of alcohol.

As the patient had not been drink-

ing for a year prior to the screening and pre-alcohol behaviors were

consistent with those after he began to drink, he was cleared for participation in the research.

It should be noted,

however, that regardless

of the alcohol abuse, this patient was considered by the outside rater
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to be more seriously ill than was Ms. Clarke.

Psychological Testing

The initial part of the procedure involved psychological
testing of
the parents in each family.

In all

four cases the psychological testing

battery included the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale (WAIS), The The-

matic Apperception Test (TAT), the Rorschach, and the Draw-a-Person Test
(DAP).

The psychological testing of the parents was done by the inter-

viewer in from one to three sessions.

In each case the tests were ad-

ministered in the family home with only the parent and examiner present.
The two patients were tested initially while in their respective hospitals by psychologists associated with their inpatient units.

In the

case of Ms. Clarke the testing was administered only months before the

family agreed to participate in the study.

TAT cards and

a

Thus only a few additional

DAP, all not administered previously, were administered.

Mr. Donahue was tested by a psychologist one full year before his family

joined the study.
a

For this reason he was retested with the exception of

few TAT cards previously administered.
All

six family members, then, had a WAIS administered, and TAT

Cards 1, 2, 5, 10, 12, 13MF and Card 16.

In addition males

(fathers and

the male patient) were given TAT Cards 3BM, 6BM, 7BM, 8BM, and 9BM and

females (the mothers and the female patient) Cards 3GF, 6GF, 7GF, 8GF,

and 9GF.

The six participants were administered all ten cards of the

Rorschach with an inquiry and determination of location following each
card.

They were also all given the Draw-a-Person Test.

The testing
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sessions done by the investigator were
taperecorded to insure correct

transcription of responses.

Raw data and test reports were available
on

those items administered to the patients previously,
by

a

ward psychol-

ogist.

Following the administration of the tests, the tapes
were reviewed
and transcribed.

(Rapaport,
battery.

Each test was scored according to the

1968) and a psychological

Rapaport Method

report was written from each test

A description of the scoring and analysis of the
psychological

testing appears below.

The reports were written in three sections— be-

havioral observations, intellectual functioning and personality func-

tioning.

The behavioral section focused on the appearance and style of re-

lating observed during the testing sessions.

Here the person's reac-

tions to the testing situation were recorded with a specific focus on

any unusual aspects of an individual's behavior.

The section on intellectual functioning was based on results from
the WAIS.

These results were determined according to the procedure out-

lined in the WAIS manual accompanying the test (Wechsler, 1955). Individual scores were computed on each of

11

subtests of the WAIS.

The six

subtests that made up the verbal part of the WAIS were compiled to give
a Verbal

I.Q.

and the remaining five subtests to give a Performance I.Q.

(measuring visual-motor intelligence).

The Full Scale I.Q. was computed

on a standardized basis for each family member according to age.

The

material was then viewed for evidence of thought disorder and for dyna-

mic issues that affected intellectual functioning.

The personality functioning section included information drawn pri-
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marily from the results of the TAT, Rorschach and DAP.

This section

contained an assessment of the family member's diagnosis,

thinking based on formal Rorschach scores, and

a

a

summary of

discussion of affects,

defenses and object relationships.
The first section under personality functioning included a diagnosis based on all of the test results and a description of thinking
on

unstructured tests.
cording to the

The diagnosis presented first was determined ac-

Rapaport method

(Rapaport

et_ al_.

member was considered neurotic if the person had

,

1968).^

a

normal and rational

A family

way of handling the world but was experiencing disturbing symptoms.

These symptoms were experienced as foreign and uncomfortable.

A diagno-

sis of character disorder implied maladaptive behavior that pervaded the

personality and was not experienced by the individual as problematic.

And

a

diagnosis of psychosis was given if the individual's functioning

represented

a

significant parting with reality.

As the family members all fell

into the diagnosis of character dis-

order it was necessary to describe them further as high, middle and low
level

characters.

Kernberg's (1970) method of viewing character disor-

ders on a continuum from high level characters to low level characters

provided

a

framework with which the subcategories were determined.

This

classification was made on the basis of psychic development, the type of
coping mechanisms used and the nature of the individual's relationships
with people.
High level characters (for example hysterical characters) appro-

'^This

is

further elaborated upon in the introduction to Chapter III.
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priately seek relationships outside of the
family.

They have an inte-

grated moral sense; however, their conscience
severely limits their
functioning.

They cope with conflicts by never allowing
conflictual is-

sues into conscious awareness.

differentiated from others.

They have

a

stable view of themselves as

Middle level characters (for example, pas-

sive-aggressive characters) are fixated on dependency
and needs for nurturance.
ing.

Their consciences are not well integrated into their
function-

Thus impulsive behavior comes through in their attempts
to defend

against conflicts.

While they continue to have a stable notion of them-

selves and others, their relationships with others are notably
conflictual.

Finally a diagnosis of low level character disorder (for example,

borderline personality organization) suggests

a

person with primitive

aggressive impulses and feelings, who freely experiences and expresses
aggression without perceiving

a

recipient of the anger.

They do not

have an integrated moral sense, but rather view constraints to their be-

haviors as external and sadistic.

They have little ability for guilt or

concern and can exhibit paranoia.

Their defenses are often impulsive in

nature and they dissociate conflicting feelings from one another.
As noted above, a description of the family members' thinking fol-

lowed the diagnosis.

This was based largely on data derived from the

formal scoring of the Rorschach.

Each percept was scored for the area

of the blot perceived, the determinant of the percept, the content of
the percept and for evidence of thought disorder.

The following were considered thought disordered responses.

A re-

sponse was considered to reflect contamination if the person was unable
to separate multiple percepts from the same blot area, or condensed
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overlapping images in an illogical way.

For example, if

a

person per-

ceived the same blot as an internal organ and as an
authoritarian man and

therefore gave the response "the liver of

a

respectible person" the per-

cept was considered to reflect contamination.

Fabulized responses were

those in which an extensive or mild elaboration of the blot
was given,
for example seeing "wierd faces."
a

confabulized response

.

Extensive elaboration was scored as

The response was rated as

a

fabulized combina-

tion if the individual related two separate percepts in an arbitrary fashion.

For example, seeing sheep and then identifying

bining the percepts into "two sheep nursing on
this manner.
sonal

a

a

bottle and com-

bottle" was scored in

When responses were given that were inappropriately per-

such as "I see a man with strong shoulders, my husband has strong

shoulders," it was scored self reference

.

A response was scored fluid

if it included lapses of train of thought or distorted recall of

sponse.
eral

If,

re-

a

for example, a person identified a horse and then saw sev-

horses but could not locate them on the card this indicated fluid

thinking.

Finally,

a

response was scored symbolic logic if a determin-

ant of the blot was used to represent an abstract idea such as

".

.

.the

black represents trouble to me."

Though not always evidence of thought disorder, another aspect of

thinking assessed and discussed was loss of distance

.

A response was

scored in this way if an individual failed to stick to the task at hand
but instead used the percept as a springboard for his own internal

thoughts.

For example, one family member noted that she saw "two women"

on card VII of the Rorschach.

Forgetting the task and an understanding

that the blots were there merely to project upon, she commented at
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length that she saw her aunt and mother
on the cards and that they were

always quarreling.

Thus she lost distance from the task of
giving per-

cepts and went off into her own internal
thoughts about her aunt and

mother.

Following the diagnosis and description of thinking
on unstructured
tests, a section reviewing the family member's
affects was written.

This section reflected the primary feelings that
were expressed

content of the TAT, Rorschach and DAP.

in the

These included the affect pre-

sented both stylistically and in the content of the
responses.

This

section contained an identification of primary and secondary
affects,
how well the family member integrated feelings with other aspects
of his

or her experience, and the intensity of these feelings.

The next part of the section on personality functioning, on defensive style, was also derived from material on the projective tests.

De-

fenses were defined as the intrapsychic maneuvers by which the family

member tried to block the expression of feared feelings and impulses.
The range of defenses considered were those identified in psychoanalytic
1

iterature--denial

,

projection, represssion, introjection, isolation,

intel lectual ization, reaction formation, undoing and repression.

A wide range and effectiveness of defenses was considered to be

congruent with healthier functioning, and

a

small

range of defenses, and

failure of defenses linked to more severe pathology.

Therefore the ef-

fectiveness and range of defenses used by the family member were considered.
ly member.

Considered as well was the type of defense utilized by

a

fami-

This was important because defensive operations such as in-

tel lectual ization,

reaction formation, and repression often have been
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linked to healthier functioning and extensive
use of projection (parti-

cularly of

a

paranoid nature) and denial to be linked with
more patho-

logic functioning.

Finally, the test protocols were considered
for information related
to object relationships.

others was described.

That is, the manner of perceiving the self
and

The material for this final section of the test

report was largely drawn from the TAT, Rorschach
and DAP tests.

content of the stories told on the TAT and specifically
the way

The
in

which

the family member chose to identify the people, what
feelings and

thoughts were attributed to them and how they were described in
interaction with one another, was reviewed.

The Rorschach was also utilized

for affects associated with each human percept given.

The family member

had each drawn a woman, a man and a self portrait on the DAP and these

were subjectively viewed for style of drawing and for particular types
of drawings associated with different pathologic orientations.
In summary,

then, the tests were scored for each family member and

then a report written about each family member.

compared across family members and
written.

a

The tests were then

summary of these comparisons was

For each family this was followed by a set of hypotheses about

how the three family members' personality characteristics might interact with one another.

Couples

'

Interview

Following the psychological testing of the parents and partial

testing of the two patients, the parents in each family participated in
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a

structured information-gathering interview.

The interview was audio-

taped with the goal of allowing the interviewer the chance
to record
clinical

impressions of the interaction.

in the families'

Also the interviews were held

homes, in both cases around the dining table, with the

hope that interviewing in the home would foster more open
interaction.
Both the home environment and a request that parents refer to
photo-

graphs of the family aided the parents in recalling specific details.

The interview with each couple covered the history of the couples'
relationship, the births of their children and events in family life

from the early days in their marriage to the present.

The interview

questions were divided into three sections--developmental data, developmental milestones, and physical separations.

The first section included

questions about the period of time prior to the birth of the borderline
offspring, about the marriage, pregnancy and birth of previously born
siblings, about parents' occupations and finally about the feelings

prior to the birth of the son or daughter participating in the study.

The discussion then turned to the pregnancy and delivery of this son or
daughter, each parent's role in the birth, and the effect of this birth
on the family.

Next, early infancy (the child's experience from birth

to five months) was discussed, again with a focus on each parent's invol vement

Section two of the interview, on developmental milestones, included

discussion of family experiences around each developmental milestone.
It also included discussion of a transitional

toy), and the child's expression of upset.
sical

object (blanket, bottle or

In the final

section on phy-

separation, each parent was asked to identify the first separation
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from the child.

The parents then discussed separations during
infancy,

childhood, adolescence and early adulthood.

In each case the couple

focused on feelings about the separation, how it affected
their rela-

tionship and how it affected the parent-child relationship.

At the end

of the last section, the couples discussed their most difficult
separation from their son or daughter.

The recorded interviews were transcribed into written form and
then

written in prose.

When information about events was unclear, this his-

tory was augmented by individual discussion with one of the three family
members.

The taped interview and written transcript

were repeatedly

reviewed to note parents' affect around issues discussed and to note

their reactions to one another.

The process of analyzing this inter-

view, then, involved repeated listening, reading and notetaking, with

the goal of transforming the interview into

a

family history that would

reflect the development of the family from the family members' points of
view.

Fami 1 y Interview

The last section of data was collected in an interview with the
mother, father, and son or daughter in each of the two families.
final

This

interview, the family interview, focused on three areas of func-

tioning--expression of aggression, closeness and sexuality, and separation.

These areas were discussed by asking the family members to talk

about 1) anger, rules and discipline, 2) rules about dating and family
bonds, and 3) events of separation between the child and his or her
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pa rents.
It was hoped that again both interviews
could be held outside of

the hospital.

In the

case of the Clarkes this was feasible and the
in-

terview was held in Donna Clarke's own apartment.

John Donahue, an in-

patient during the time of the study, had recently
violated
and was restricted to the ward.

a

ward rule

The interview was conducted in the of-

fice of his ward administrator.
The general format was to explain that as interviewer

ested in hearing family members discuss certain topics.

any family member could discontinue
table with the question.

was inter-

noted that

topic if he or she felt uncomfor-

The interviewer generally stated a question

and let the family respond.

After one person responded, other family

members were encouraged to answer.
er,

a

I

I

At the discretion of the interview-

if family members seemed either to dominate the interview or to be

left out, certain questions were directed first to certain family members to counteract this.

Secondly, when there was concern that ques-

tions did not generate interaction, the interviewer focused on observations she had made about the family, in an attempt to generate interaction about a certain topic (see Appendix D, pp. 337-339).
In section one,

on anger, rules and discipline, the family was

asked who made the rules when the patient was young and how they were
enforced.

cused upon.

One particular rule was selected by the interviewer and foHere the family was asked to discuss this rule together.

Then the three family members were asked how each of them typically ex-

pressed anger.

The final question in this first section was a request

to discuss, among themselves, the biggest fight they had had.
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Section two, on dating and closeness, focused
on the patient's dating patterns, who made and enforced rules
about dating and how such

rules were applied to other siblings in the family.

The son or daughter

was asked where he or she learned about sex, and
the parents, how they
felt about being physically demonstrative in
front of their children.

Finally all three family members were asked to talk about
family bonds,
discussing which family member was special to which other
family member
and in what way.

Section three began with

request of the son or daughter to dis-

a

cuss the first separation from home.

Family members then talked about

the worst and the longest separation they had had from one another.

Re-

cent separations--to the hospital, service or college--were then reviewed.

Finally, the patient was asked how easy it was for

separate in this family.

child to

a

The final question was followed by

a

request

that the family members return to a discussion of the worst separation

and explain in detail how the event progressed.

Of necessity each of the two family interviews took on
its own.

The importance of

a

life of

particular event led to increased focus on

one subsection rather than another.

curtailed because of stress on

a

a

In addition,

some questions were

particular family member.

The family

members also controlled the questions asked, and the extent to which
they were discussed.

On numerous occasions, family members overtly and

covertly blocked discussion of

a

particular question.

The family data were audiotaped, and, as with the couples' interview, transcribed into written form.

The content of each section was

analyzed for a) the family's overt response to the topic,

b)

covertly
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expressed information about the content gleaned by
listening to the
tapes, c) roles played by each family member, and
d) the relationship

between pairs of people.

Finally an analysis of the interplay of the

individual dynamics in the family was made and recorded.

The Separation

At the end of the data collection, feedback on the interviews
and

psychological testing were presented to each of the four therapists in-

volved with the families.

In addition,

the families were each offered

an opportunity to meet again with the interviewer to hear feedback
and
to ask questions about the study.

The Clarkes had been given some feedback after the family interview, but they were offered

a

formal meeting two months later.

Clarke noted that he did not wish to meet again.

plaining that anger aroused by

a

Mr.

He apologized, ex-

subsequent hospitalization of his

daughter had left him hesitant to discuss or hear about family problems
at that time.

Mrs. Clarke spoke with the interviewer on the phone; how-

ever, she spent this time relating several recent family crises.

Clarke was hesitant to speak with the interviewer.
interviewer's phone number and told to call at

wished to meet.

a

Donna

She was given the

later date if she

The Donahues requested feedback; both the couple and

John met at the hospital with the interviewer.

While the feedback ses-

sion was to be the last with both families the mothers each requested

more contact.

While feedback sessions were built into the procedure, both the
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families' resistance as well as the interviewer's
resistance to a 'last

contact' was apparent.

When terminating with the families they
present-

ed crises, a direct wish for continued
contact or a depressed, needy

stance.

Even Mr. Clarke's explanation of his anger
upon termination was

presented in

manner that indicated resistance to closure.

a

this was the expression of last-minute questions
to
ever, it had an additional quality.

demand that

I

a

In part

professional; how-

It was as if there were a covert

remain the recipient of dependent and aggressive feelings.

As interviewer my difficulty terminating was coupled
with surprise
at how important the contact with the families had become.

One prospec-

tive subject, a father, who agreed to the study and later was
not used

for the research, expressed a warning to me during our first meeting.
He said,

"You'll just get close and then you'll have to say goodbye."

Indeed it was my experience that

I

felt very involved not only in the

history of these families but also in the day-to-day lives of those who

ultimately participated in the project.

They shared their past memor-

ies, both joyful

and painful, with more openness and frankness and in

more detail than

I

had expected.

And,

I

found that the material shared

set off thoughts about my own family of origin.

came for two months,
"job" was over,

I

in each case,

an entry into a new family.

When the

had to admit close ties, concerns, and interests in

the Clarkes and the Donahues--that indeed, as

realized how close

What began as a job be-

I

had become,

I

I

had been warned, when

did have to say goodbye.

I

CHAPTER

III

PRESENTATION OF DATA

Introduction

In this chapter the data from the test reports,
couples'

and family interviews will be presented and analyzed.
each family will be presented as

a

unit.

interviews

The material on

A family history compiled

largely from material gathered during the couples' interview

is

pre-

sented first, followed by summaries of the three individual psychological
a

test reports.

Finally the family interview will be described with

focus on both the content and process of family interaction. Excerpts

from the data will be presented to support notions put forth about the

material

Before proceeding with the analysis of the data itself, an under-

standing of the thinking that informs the analysis of the testing material and family interviews is necessary.

The theoretical framework

upon which the analysis of psychological testing data is based is pre-

sented first with

a

history of its development followed by those princi-

ples that are the underpinnings of this diagnostic tradition.

The ana-

lysis of the psychological test materials presented in this chapter is

based on the diagnostic tradition developed by David Rapaport and his

associates at the Wenninger Foundation and at the Austin Riggs Center in
the 1940's and 1950's.

It relies as well

on his work done in collabora-

tion with Merton Gill and Roy Schafer and the revision of their work by
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Robert Holt in 1968.
Rapaport's knowledge of testing and his later
developed theory of

diagnostic testing grew out of the 1930's when
psychologists first began
to break with the traditional

view of themselves as child therapists.

Along with other immigrants to the United States
(Klopfer and Piotrowski) and American psychologists (Beck and
Benjamin) Rapaport joined the

newly developed practice of administering projective
and later non-pro-

jective instruments to adult psychiatric patients.

While at the Men-

ninger Clinic he developed his own meshing of theory and
test administration through his practice of testing each patient admitted
to the
clinic prior to learning about the patient.
terial with clinical and historical

He then integrated this ma-

data, returning to the tests to

amend his notions about the relationship between test responses and personality structure.

Theoretically he attempted to conceptualize the

data in terms of psychoanalytic theory, adding those psychologies that

could be made "consistent with it" (Rapaport, Gill & Schafer, 1968).

Finally in collaboration with Merton Gill and Roy Schafer, Rapaport carried out a research project aimed at systematizing principles of test

procedures.

The result of this work, the two volume Diagnostic Psycho-

logical Testing , was published and then revised in 1960 by Robert Holt.

Rapaport's theory is based on the notion that diagnosis be seen as
a

"construction of

a verbal

model

of a personality", rather than as a

classification (Rapaport, Gill & Schafer, 1968).

According to Rapaport,

diagnosis uses a model of ego structure based mainly on defenses and

secondarily on dynamics.

The concept of diagnosis is seen as

ence point used to aid in

a

a

refer-

description of personality by means of in-
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terpersonal comparisons.

The process of diagnosing within this tradi-

tion involves observing the patient empathically
and making inferences

directly from the test data.

Personality variables (major affects and

defenses) are identified and then patterns of variables
are noted.
is

done by referring to empirical

knowledge of what affects, defenses

and styles of thinking often accompany one another.

the importance of using

a

This

Rapaport stressed

battery of tests to evaluate

a

patient.

He

advocated blind testing but placed some value on demographic data
as
well as behavioral observation of the patient.

The basic notions of psychological testing have been broadened and

refined by the subsequent work of Roy Schafer and by Holt's revision of

Diagnostic Psychological Testing

.

Schafer notes that testing is based

on the proposition that a person's response process represents an end

product of thinking, stimulated initially by the test item.

Testing im-

plies that the specific style of thinking is indicative of character

makeup, that is

a

person's traditional modes of meshing external prob-

lems with internal demands.

Thus the diagnostician can infer features

of character from the response process.
The examiner must view the patient's responses to

a

variety of

problems in order to hypothesize about the individual's pervasive modes

of adjusting his internal and external demands.
Rapaport tradition, therefore,

a

Consistent with the

range of tests is always used.

The

tests are considered for thinking that reflects both past and present

efforts at adjustment as well as both adaptive and maladaptive modes of

adjustment.

Conclusions about

The probability that

a

a

response are considered hypotheses.

hypothesis is correct is increased only if infor-
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mation from several tests leads to the same
hypothesis.

Schafer uses

scores, content, formal aspects, verbalizations
and extra-test behavior
to make such hypotheses.

More recently the effect of the examiner's in-

terpersonal style is considered as it affects the testing
process.

The Rapaport tradition, then, suggests two discrete
processes of
test analysis— interpretation and diagnosis.
a

The individual

is

offered

variety of problems (in the form of test items of different
content

and structure) to which he applies an individual style of
thinking.

These responses reflect
racter make-up.

a

variety of modes within the individual's cha-

Those that are pervasive, that is apparent across

a

va-

riety of types of stimuli, are seen as enduring ways of integrating internal and external demands.

Interpretations are hypotheses about those

highly enduring behaviors which are concretely evident in the test data.
The second process, that of diagnosis, involves the examination of
a

patient's particular pattern of responses viewed side by side with em-

pirically identified patterns of ego function.

Both successful and un-

successful characterologic efforts are noted in this verbal model of an

individual's personality.

In applying a diagnosis,

the clinician sub-

scribes to a nosology in which he has used typological concepts
as reference points to aid in describing the personality.

Itwas hoped that the individual testingwould provide information
about the intra-psychic make-up of each family member.
above, the theoretical framework for Rapaport
cal

's

As described

analysis of psychologi-

testing views the individual as the unit of study and psychopathol

ogy as a result of

a

genetic impasse in the individual's maturation.

The analysis of the family interaction, however, involves the use of

a
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very different theoretical framework, that
of systems theory.

study the material on the individual testing
was used as

a

In this

complementary

vantage point to that used in the analysis of the
family interviews.
Family systems theory views the family as "an
intricate emotional
and communicational as well as a cognitive
system" (Winder, 1978) in

which the family members are constantly defining their
relationship with
one another through their communication.

Rather than viewing individ-

uals as the focus of study, systems theorists see the
family as a unit

that maintains its equilibrium through certain rules.

The family is
I

composed of subsystems (such as the marital unit and the sibling unit)
I

I

and changes in one part of the system cannot occur without some kind of
I

reorganization of the rest of the system.

Pathology is defined as weakj

ness in certain subsystems.
|

The theoretical framework that informed the analysis of the family
j

interviews was an ecclectic one among systems theorists.

It represented
|

I

a

composite of the work of Boszormenyi-Nagy

,

Haley, Bateson and Watzla-

wick as well as psychologists commenting on systems theory such as Winder and Baker.

I

I

A variety of concepts were chosen from among varying
j

theorists to form the analysis of the family interviews.

These appear

(underlined) below.

The analysis of the family data involved the examination of family
rules

,

that is those assumptions that govern the communication between

family members.

A stable family system is one in which these rules lim-

it change in the system (Haley, 1962).

However, as family members

change developmental ly, earlier rules must be rendered obsolete and new
ones instituted in order to recreate homeostasis

.

The notion of homeo-

I
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stasis, an outgrowth of the influence of
cybernetics on family theory,

suggests that there are rules that keep
(Baker, 1976).

family system in balance

a

The rules are used to communicate both the
particular

content of an interaction and the process of the
relationship (Bateson,
1960).

Rules within systems theory, therefore, include
such assumptions

as who is to be allied with whom in the family
and what the nature of
the relationship is to be at a given time.

They include as well how

family members are to relate to events and people outside
of the system,
for example, which family member serves as spokesperson to
an outsider.

Finally, it is in the nature of family rules that most are not
articu-

lated covertly and the family's inability to metacommunicate, to speak

overtly about their relationships,
thology (Watzlawick, 1967).

In the

is the

primary cause of family pa-

analysis of the family data the con-

tent communicated on topics initiated by the interviewer, as well as the
relational

rules, were identified.

As stated, both content and the negotiation of relationship are

communicated in any family interaction.

Watzlawick et

al_.

(1967) noted

that exploration of the content of interaction involves far more than
the simple noting of the information expressed.

That is, in analyzing

content one can look at the tone, as well as the language or choice of
words.

In

doing so it becomes clear that there is often an incongruence

between messages and the manner in which they are gual ified (Baker,
1976).

Careful exploration of content has led systems theorists to

identify the double bind

coupled with
expressed.

a

.

This is an interaction in which content,

rule that one cannot communicate about the content, is

Most recently systems theorists have analyzed sentence
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structure and choice of words to gain information
about interactions
(Bandler & Grinder, 1975).
In

examining the communication about rules that
express the state

of family members' relationships with one
another, the notion of family
bonds, borrowed from the work of many systems
theorists was used.

Who

was allied with whom, how and when that alliance changed
and what types

of communication supported or challenged such an
In

al

1

iance were examined.

communicating about relationships, family members' rights and
obliga-

tions vis

a

vis one another were also identified.

The notion that

a

balance sheet of what the rights and obligations of family members are
and what each family member is entitled to from another family member
has been called the revolving slate (Winder, 1978).

particular type of balance sheet, in which

a

In

addition one

member of one generation is

seen as the parent to his or her parents, the notion of parentification

became

an important concept for this analysis,

,

Parentification, as

defined by Boszormenyi-Nagy, implies "the subjective distortion of

a

re-

lationship as if one's marital partner or child were his parent" (Bos-

zormenyi-Nagy, 1973,

p.

151).

This idea became particularly important

in looking at the parents and borderline offspring in the two families

under study because it became clear that in issues of mourning and care-

taking members of a generation would not only be inappropriately seen as
parents or surrogate mourners but they actually became accountable for

working out relational negotiations between members of another generation or between members of two other generations.
In

summary, then, the family data were analyzed through an ecclec-

tic point of view from among family systems theorists.

This involved
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continuous review of the material to ferret out
family rules of interaction.

The content expressed through these rules
was analyzed for use of

language and qualifications

.

The concepts drawn from systems theory to

ar

lyze the negotiation of relationships between family
members included
the identification of family bonds
bers' obligation and debts

(

,

double binds

,

viev/ing of family mem-

revolving slate) and the identification of

parentification between family members.

Finally the interactional pat-

terns were viewed as they complemented one another to create
homeostasis

within the system.

The Clarkes

:

Family History

The material presented in this first section is a compilation of
material from the interview with Mr. and Mrs. Clarke on the history of
the Clarke family.

It

represents both the facts reported on family de-

velopment as well as the opinions of family members expressed while describing these events.

It

is written with a primary focus on the

Clarkes' life as they view it without including the interviewer's inter-

pretations.

The data were collected in

a

two-hour interview and supplemented by

information on the family provided by individual interviews given in

conjunction with the psychological testing sessions.

Donna spoke about

her family when given the second half of her testing battery, and Mr.

and Mrs. Clarke provided information on their families of origin during
interviews following their psychological testing sessions.

A two-hour ride from the closest metropolis leads you to the
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Clarkes' home on Marks Street,
a

New England shipping port.

distinguishable by

a

a

large green cape located in Portowne,

In a

row of similar capes the house is

"Beware of Dog" sign attached to the
gate.

The

dog, Blackie, a large 150-pound retriever,
died just over a year ago.

His death, which closely followed the
death of Mrs. Clarke's brother,

Lawrence, marks the family's first perception
of their daughter. Donna,
as having emotional problems.

Entering the house, one walks through an enclosed
porch and into
hallway.
a

small

a

A living room is set off to the right; Mr.
Clarke's workroom,

crowded room with

a

view to the street, is on the left.

The

kitchen and dining room (the family's usual gathering
places) are situ-

ated toward the rear of the house.

Three bedrooms— one shared by Don-

na's younger brothers Donald (age 18) and Paul
Mrs.

(age 15), one for Mr. and

(Denise and Ralph) Clarke, and Donna's room— are upstairs.

The house is filled with over 150 clocks.

stairwell, shelves and door frames.
times chime to mark the hour.
the shape of owls.

They line the walls, the

They are all running and at varying

Most are banjo clocks but several are in

One owl clock, which hangs in the dining room, has

eyes that shift left and right with the seconds.

ticking and chiming of the clocks anymore.

It

No one notices the

is now an

integral

part

of their experience at home— so integral, in fact, that Donald sleeps
with his wristwatch under his ear whenever he sleeps away from the
house.

That is the only way he can get a good night's sleep.

Mrs. Clarke's father invited the Clarke couple to an antique sale

when they first moved to Marks Street.

purchased his first clock.

It was there that Mr. Clarke

He repaired it and sold it and has collected
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and repaired clocks ever since.

tently in his hobby.
the exteriors.

Mrs. Clarke has joined him intermit-

He fixes the interiors, she shellacs
and repairs

At times of financial stress the clocks
have served as

the family's only source of income.
Mr. Clarke's workroom, the "clockroom",
became his own special

place into which he retreated evenings to repair
clocks.

room to view people entering and leaving the house.

He uses the

He also talks on

his CB radio there and has a phone in the room so
that he can monitor

incoming phone calls.
The clocks represent different things to different
people in the
family.

Donna claims that her father withdrew from the family after
he

purchased his first clock.
part of their livelihood.

Mother and Father feel, rather, that this is
Mother says that in the last few years the

clocks kept her at home and "that was where

I

wanted to be."

"Also,"

she adds, "it is one of the only means we have of being together."

The town is not new to the Clarkes.

With

a

few exceptions both

Denise and Ralph have lived in Portowne all of their lives.
up only ten minutes away from Marks Street on Renway Road.

at home in a small town just outside of Portowne.

monts, originally French Canadians, spoke French at home.

came home and read the paper.

a drill

The Tre-

William is

a

factory and then, typically,

It was only in important family matters

that he would express his point of view.
ion was law.

She was born

She is the second

oldest and only daughter born to Rene and William Tremont.

quiet man who worked all day in

Denise grew

And when he did so, his opin-

Denise was not very close to him; it was this way with all

of the children.

Rene, or Meme, as she is called, was much more easy-
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going than Denise's father.

She and Denise have always been very
close.

Meme's mother, Denise reports, went blind
when Meme was young.

As a re-

sult Meme served as primary caretaker for her
own siblings.
When Denise was five years old the family
moved to Renway and

bought a three-family house next to

father's parents.

average student.

a

three-family house owned by her

Denise attended the local parochial school and
was an
Her social activities always involved the family.

spent a great deal of time with her grandparents.

She

Her grandfather was

dying of cancer and she nursed him after school until he
died when she
was

11

years old.

who lived nearby.

She played primarily with her brothers and cousins
She was closest to her brother, Lawrence, who was

four years younger.

Lawrence.

As with her grandfather, she often looked after

He was diabetic and Denise felt always needed special atten-

tion.

When Denise was 14 years old she was raped by a man on her way home

from school.

She was extremely frightened and hid this from her family

at first, but then discovered that she was pregnant.

She dropped out

of school to have the baby and put it up for adoption, and then returned
to complete another year.

At age 16 she went to work in

a

nearby fac-

tory, and hoped to finish her degree after earning some money.

She has

never yet fulfilled this hope.
Extended family has played an ongoing and important role for Denise,
She says it was "the different families that made up the big family.

And it's always been

a

way of life."

the same three-family house on Renway.

Her parents still own and live in
In the

years since Denise left

home, various brothers have lived with their families on the same

,
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street.

At holidays the entire family
gathers together at Mime's.

These gatherings are taperecorded so that
any family member not able to
attend can share in the festivities.
Denise has said that one of the biggest
conflicts has always been

trying to get Ralph's side of the family
together, but Ralph adds,
"That's impossible."

The Clarkes have always been as disparate
as the

Tremonts have been close.

Ralph was born in Portowne's general hospital

and lived in Portowne until he was 10 years
old.
two children born to Louise and Charles Clarke.

holic with a violent temper.

harrassing his father.

He was the younger of

His father was an alco-

Ralph saw his mother as distant and as

He was close to neither as a child.

Ralph re-

members constant fighting and physical battles between his
parents until
their divorce when he was 10.

He sat in the courtroom for the divorce;

it was an ugly scene with many battles from home re-enacted
before the

judge.

Ralph attended public school in Portowne.

He had wanted to study

auto mechanics but his mother did not approve and he studied carpentry
instead.

His education was very choppy, however, because Ralph repeat-

edly ran way from his mother's home to New Hampshire to live with his
father.

Charles had remarried several months after his divorce and he

and his new wife, Corrinne,

had two children, Sally and Roger.

the constant running Ralph felt he never really had a home.

With

At times

when he felt wanted in neither house he stayed with his father's mother
who lived in Portowne.
in the service two years

Ralph dropped out of school at 16.
later.

He enlisted

He moved in with his grandmother and

would stay with her when home on leave.
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The Clarke and Tremont families knew one
another when Denise and
Ralph were young children.

Denise feels that she actually knew little

about Ralph but he remembers chasing after her
when she was
girl.

a

young

He was friendly in elementary school with
her oldest brother,

Louis, and when he reestablished contact with Louis
in the service,

Ralph and Denise began to correspond.

The two wrote during his first

year and he visited the Tremont home and began courting
her.
Louis,

Denise remembers, then traveled

Ralph and

home together and visited the

family, both staying in the Tremont house.

Donna was conceived on January 10, 1956, when Ralph visited
Denise

over Christmas vacation.

On leave between two posts, he spent Christmas

and New Years with the Tremonts and then returned to his station in Alabama.

Denise was quite distressed to learn she was pregnant.

hoped to marry Ralph after she finished her schooling.

He, however, was

very happy— "she was mine" then, he said about the pregnancy,
her and

I

She had

"I

wanted

nailed her."

Their families' reactions were mixed.
ing, the Tremonts were later accepting.

Though at first disapprov-

Denise

's

mother forbade her

a

white wedding gown, but she invited the couple to have the wedding reception in the Tremont home.

Mr. Clarke's mother and father were very

distressed and Ralph claims that his mother, Louise, did not accept
Denise until many years later.

Following the wedding in March of 1957

the couple flew south to Ralph's army base and upon arriving and intro-

ducing Denise to his superior officer, Ralph was handed papers to go
overseas.

He left two months later.

Mrs. Clarke was on the base in Alabama for the first few months of
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her pregnancy but returned to her
parents' home and then had an uncom-

plicated delivery on October

3,

1957.

five weeks following the delivery.

began to work several hours

a

Denise was depressed for four or

Her depression was relieved when she

day when Donna was two months old.

and Donna lived with the Tremonts while
Ralph was overseas.

Denise

Denise re-

calls it was like a new sister had been
born into the family; so much
so,

in fact,

ably.

that Donna was cared for by Denise and Meme
interchange-

And, unbenownst to Ralph, Donna was spoken
to and learned to

speak in French.

While Donna's caretaking was shared primarily between
Denise and
Meme, Denise's brothers joined in as well.

daughter became
over everything.

a

Ralph recalls that his

mascot in the Tremont household; she had free reign
Donna was good natured during her first year and gave

her mother "no problems."

She sat up, Mother recalls, at four and

a

half months, took her first step at "nine months and two days" and was

toilet trained at 15 months.

During this first year Mother remembers

the baby as most attached to her but says Donna felt comfortable with

strangers.

Through corresponding Denise and Ralph chose their daughter's name.

Her middle name, Denise, after her mother, was picked by Meme.

Denise

sent Ralph pictures of Donna while he was overseas and he sent back
pictures of himself for her to see.

He says he felt that Donna was in

good hands but he was somewhat anxious to return to the states and see
her.

At one point Ralph contemplated having Denise and the baby fly to

his base.

Mother says that she feared the baby would "die on her" or

"something terribly would happen" because of the environment overseas.

and she decided to remain at
her mother's.

Both parents agree that Donna had
"no problems" until, as Ralph
notes, "the ogre walked into the
house" at 15 months.

returned from the service.

That is, Ralph

Rushing to greet his daughter, he
said

"hello" to Donna in English and found
that "the^ had taught her French."
"She wouldn't come to me, she wouldn't
let me feed her, she wouldn't

have anything to do with me."

Soon after Ralph's return to the states the
couple was sent to
base in Illinois and they remained there
for
the most difficult years for the family.

caring for Donna.
her."

a

year.

a

This was one of

They had extreme difficulty

She refused to sleep at night "unless Denise rocked

She had continuous tantrums from the moment her
father returned

home in the evenings and they became "violent" when she
was put to bed.

Mother says of her behavior,

"I

actually think she'd shove her finger

down her throat and make herself throw up."

During the day she was

calmer although Mother feels she missed the "free reign" she had had at
Meme's house in Portowne.

Donna was cared for only by her parents.

Mother said she feared anyone's involvement with Donna other than members of the Tremont family.

Ralph developed bleeding ulcers in Illinois and was sick intermit-

tently that year.

Denise became pregnant with her second child, Donald,

and he was born prior to their leaving the Midwest.

Weeks prior to his

birth Father developed a prostate inflammation and reports that his

wife's obstetrician had to care for both of them.
for two weeks immediately prior to Donald's birth.
deal of diff icul ty wi th thi

s

second pregnancy.

He was hospitalized

Denise had

a

great

She almost lost Donald
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several times.

Mother was worried about leaving Donna
when she went into the hospital

to have Donald.

downstairs neighbors.

When he was born. Donna was taken
care of by the
The neighbors were needed because of
Ralph's ill-

ness. Mother thought; but Father recalls
that these people insisted on

caring for Donna and refused to let him near
his daughter.

"They just

decided on the fact that she screamed alot and
blamed it on me and said
I

was

a

child beater."

Ralph was discharged from the service several weeks
after Donald
was born and when their second was one month old the
family left to return to Portowne.

They moved to McGrath Street where they lived for

three and a half years.

Both Denise and Ralph were quite relieved to be

home again; Denise had her mother's help once again with the children.
Ralph began looking for work.

wares for

a

He worked for

a

company that sold house-

couple of months and then at an office supply store for

month until he had an attack of ulcers.

a

Once recuperated from that, he

went back to work for them for seven years.

During the years on

McGrath, Ralph was more comfortable with Donna.

He remembers being

closer to all of his children during this period than at any other time.
In 1961

Denise began to notice that Donald was growing increasingly

cranky and at 24 months he began to bang his head and purposefully hold
his breath.

Worried, the couple consulted their family doctor who told

them to allow Donald to hold his breath until he passed out and then

when he "came to, spank him."

This "cured" him after two attempts, Mo-

ther says, but the problems with Donald did not cease.

what slow in

He seemed some-

his development and Mother feared that he had

a

hearing
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problem as he could not talk at age
two and

half.

a

She took him to

doctor who told her she was holding
onto him too much.
cut the apron strings" and "put him
in nursery school."

a

"He told me to

He learned to

speak in the next year but Denise felt
there was still something different about him.

She kept her concern to herself.

Donna was cared for again intermittently
by her grandparents and
uncles.

around

Memories of her on McGrath Street were
always of her dragging
a

yellow blanket, which she began clinging to
soon after the

move, and did not throw away until she was
six and

a

half.

constant companion and could only be washed when she
slept.

It was her

Her play-

mates were in great part her uncles, the youngest of
whom was only five

years older than she was.

She was eager to be with them or her cousins;

and, as she wished to go to school as they did. Mother
allowed Donna to

enter Catholic school at age four and

a

half.

Today she feels this was

too early.

Paul, the youngest Clarke family member, was born on McGrath Street

on Donna's fifth birthday.

Paul's birth was

Donna decidedly did not like.
was upset to find a brother.

She wanted

a

a

birthday present that

girl, Mother recalls, and

Mother vividly remembers trying to make

Donna's birthday cake the night before and just as she finished it, she

went into labor.

As when Donald was born, she worried about Donna while

she was in the hospital and wanted her informed of her mother's where-

abouts as soon as she woke up the next morning.
told Donna of Paul's birth.

returned home.

Ralph recalls that Meme

Meme stayed at the Clarkes' until Denise

After Mother's difficulties with Donald's birth, she

viewed Paul's delivery as relatively easy.

He was a very active and
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lively infant.

And both Mother and Father remember
him as "always ag-

gressive" during his first few years.
With Mr. Tremont's help the Clarkes bought
their first home in

While in this new house on Darnell Street,
Ralph left the office

1963.

supply company and began working for

a

tire manufacturer in Portowne.

He had an auto accident and afterwards went to
work for an insurance

company and got

a

license to sell

insurance.

credit union and collected bills.
a

Except for

From there he moved to
a

a

year of unemployment and

nine-month bout with tendonitis he has done this for two
other com-

panies, one for four years and another for three years.

Father's ulcers which had given him difficulty on McGrath Street
flared up in 1960 soon after the move.

dizzy spells.

In 1965 he had chest pain and

This was diagnosed as related to "bad nerves" and he be-

gan to take

Valium.

Ralph was in

a

He has continued to do so ever since.

car accident and hospitalized for one week.

In 1970

He had prob-

lems with balance and his memory immediately after the accident.

was home for two months afterward.

nine months after the move.

He

Denise had her gall bladder removed

During Mother's hospitalization her mother

cared for the children along with

a

neighbor.

Donna continued in parochial school while on Darnell Street.

Al-

though her mother remembers her attending eagerly, she recalls that she

hated school and felt continually humiliated there.

She recalls being

ridiculed in front of the class by teachers and by other children.
was active and vocal and often spoke back to the nuns.

extremely traumatic experience at age
During

a

11

She

Donna had one

while in parochial school.

dance she was forced into the bathroom by some school girls and
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was beaten.

Both Father and Mother recall
the event vividly; Donna is

reluctant to talk about it.
cipal

Father was outraged and furious
at the prin-

and at the dance chaperones whom
he remembers were his half-sis-

ter Sally and Mother's brother,
Lawrence.
all

three as well as the police.

He was verbally abusive to

Neither parent knows why Donna was

singled out.

Outside of school. Donna's attentions were
largely filled with
caring for Paul.
ing.

Her participation in caring for him was
quite strik-

Both parents describe him as in conflict
with his father and say

that he would run to Donna or Denise for
protection.
na's primary interest was in animals.

and nursed them.

Family aside. Don-

She constantly brought in strays

Mother claims Donna can remember all of the names of

some 20 animals that the family has owned.

Donna joined Girl Scouts in elementary school and developed
an in-

terest in camping.

Mother was very concerned about the possibility of

disasters on her daughter's trips and only reluctantly allowed her
to
go.

For Donna, however, these camping trips became very important.

Her

family began to camp as well while on Darnell Street, and Donna enjoyed
their trips together very much.

In fact, she claims they provide her

with her clearest memory of family harmony in the midst of years of conflict between all three children and their father.
Donald entered school while on Darnell Street, and within
of months was seen as having severe learning problems.

approached by

a

a

couple

Mrs. Clarke was

school counselor to sign a note acknowledging his diffi-

culties so that he could be put in special classes.

She refused and

kept him home for several months feeling that his problem

was not like
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those of children who "look funny."

making decisions about Donald.

She deeply resented other people

She enrolled him therefore in

chial school for the deaf, two hours away.

a

paro-

He attended Monday through

Friday returning home for weekends, from the
ages of seven to twelve.

Denise was extremely upset about his time away from
home but felt he

made great strides in the school.
With Donald gone, Paul became the "only son" at least
during the
week.

He and Donna grew close during the next few years.

nursery school and parochial school for two years.

He attended

He was then put into

public school, where he did well academically and socially.

His major

tensions were with his father who punished him and his brother often and
severely.
In these years back in Portowne the Clarkes became reintegrated

into the Tremont
big family."

Mr.

home— becoming "one of the families that make

up the

Clarke feels that he became "a son" to the Tremonts.

They joined Denise's brother at holidays in the Tremont home and the
couple's social life centered around the family.

Most of their soci-

alizing involved drinking and Ralph, in particular, drank heavily.
Donna often joined him drinking.

Ralph's mother lived in Portowne as well and he began now after
several years to have some closer contact with her.

with his father remained conflictual.

His relationship

He did visit occasionally with

his stepsister and brother, Sally and Roger, who were close in age to

Donna.

Due to conflicts with her parents, Sally came to live with the

Clarkes for their last summer on Darnell Street and they introduced her
to Lawrence,

Denise's favorite brother.

The two of them were married
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in 1970 and moved to a
house near the Clarkes'.

gan spending much of her free
time with them.

Within months Donna beWhen Sally miscarried

with her first two pregnancies.
Donna cared for her in her
home for
several weeks at a time.
The move to Marks Street in 1965
was made possible by the active
support and participation of Denise's
brothers. Lawrence, in particular,
a

carpenter by trade, made

a

monumental contribution as he joined
Ralph

and Denise in building the kitchen,
front porch, and an extra room which
a

few years later became Ralph's "clock
room."

time, Ralph felt, like a brother to him.

Lawrence became at this

Of the three children, the

move was most difficult for Donna who was
upset about leaving her
friends.

She therefore continued attending her
parochial school near

their old house.

After eighth grade she switched to the local high

school

The years at Marks Street were years of great turmoil
in the family.

Donna remembers constant conflicts between her parents
and between

the children and Ralph.

The fights were characterized by extreme anger

and by her father throwing things and banging walls.

father withdrew from the children except to yell.

She feels that her

Mother served as me-

diator in these conflicts, but particularly Donna's with her father.
Ralph recalls being very strict with the children but also states that

while living on Marks Street everyone was always going off and doing
things away from the family--scouts

,

friends, school acti vi ties--and

that this made family closeness impossible.

He also feels that the kids

"saw my father's temper in me," that they saw him express anger as his

father had.

They did not understand that, like his father, Ralph was
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just

a

"hard person to get close to."

While on Marks Street Donald was
reintegrated into the Portowne
school system and seemed to function
better than Mother had expected.
He was ostracized by his brother
and sister who saw and labeled him

openly as "retarded."

In his move toward adolescence
Donald was closely

assisted by his parents who made extreme
efforts to praise his accomplishments, particularly his involvement
in Scouts.
have any social contact with girls.

He did not date or

Paul, by contrast, grew extremely

independent, announcing his whereabouts only
superficially.

His pattern

was to leave the house whenever possible.
In the new house Ralph had repeated
hospitalizations for a variety

of ailments.

He developed

tis in 1973.

He was hospitalized in 1973 and 1974 for
two hernia opera-

tions.

a

sciatic nerve problem in 1971 and had ilei-

And in late 1974, he developed bursitis.

of 1977 carrying their dog, Blackie, to the vet.

severe back and neck pain.

in February

As a result he had

And, in 1977, he developed tendonitis and

was unemployed for over nine months.
on him and the rest of the family.

he wished only to see his wife.

tremely angry.

He fell

Ralph's illnesses were

a

strain

He reports that when in the hospital

The sight of the children made him ex-

And, although he felt that he could speak most easily

to Denise, she reports that any physical relationship between them was

impossible for long periods of time during and after his illness.
Denise was sick twice during this period--in 1975 with pneumonia
and in 1976 she had a car accident.

In the last

back and stomach problems and often takes Ralph's

overcome the pain and to relax her.

year she has also had

Valium to help her

Both Mother's and Father's ill-
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nesses were

a

great worry to Donna.

hospital, she always cared for
the..

When they returned ho.e
fro. the
She was particularly
attuned to

Mother's illnesses and would
be very angry if she found
her to be sick
and she had not been notified.
Donna spent her preadolescent
and adolescent years on
Marks
Street.
She spent most of her time
with Sally and Lawrence, often
sitting for their two younger
children with whom she became
extremely
close.
Mother and Father believe that
Sally introduced her to drugs
and
alcohol.
Donna spent much time with
girlfriends and met her first and
only boyfriend, Charlie.
Donna feels that her father monitored
her

comings and goings quite closely and
that only through her mother's assistance was she able to smoke cigarettes
and sneak out of the house

with her friends.
Donna graduated from high school in 1974
and enrolled in

college the next fall to study to be

a medical

technician.

a

local

While going

to school she began to work as a waitress
and, having saved money, found
an apartment with another girl and showed
it to her parents.

vinced her that she could not afford the apartment.

They con-

Her perception is

that they did not approve of her move and of her
choice of roommate.

Donna had difficulty academically after her freshman year
and dropped
out of school.

She worked for

a

period of time as

a

security guard.

She did not attempt to move out of the house again until
1977.

Mother had

a

saying about her children's independence:

"You can go

anywhere across the country alone, but you can't go across town unescorted."

She felt, it seemed, that her children needed to be close to

home and yet it was with Father that Donna came into conflict about is-

sues Of independence.

They fought largely
about curfews and these

fights took on major
proportions.
bers occurred on May
30. 1976.

The .ost extreme fight
Mother re.e.-

Donna and her father
disagreed about

When She should return ho.e
fro.

a bar.

Disobeying hi., she ca.e

ho^

late and after an angry
exchange Donna left the house
and went to Sally
and Lawrence's. She returned
home several times to pick
up the rest of
her clothes.
Very hurt by the argument.
Donna cried constantly while
away and lost 20 pounds.
She was there for six weeks
and then returned
home at Mother's request.
Donna perceived this has her
having n,oved
out.

Mother thought that Donna was, in
fact, angry at

(they had planned

a

a

girlfriend

camping trip and the girl had
backed out) and had

taken this out on her father.

Father was very surprised to hear
later,

after Donna finally returned, that
this was an attempt at leaving
home
perma nently.
Marks Street will be most remembered
for events of fear and tragedy
in the family.

In 1974 Lawrence had his first
heart attack and was ill

at home or in the hospital for several
years.

His illness was extremely

difficult for both Denise and Ralph, but it
was Donna who responded
his bouts with heart disease most dramatically.

house whenever he had

a

She moved into

to

h^'s

heart attack; she babysat for the children and

was Sally's constant companion.

Denise and Ralph saw Donna's involvement with the
couple as yet an-

other instance of her ability to care for others.

In the mid

they became extremely upset, however, when Donna got
into

and it was Sally who took her to the hospital.

a

1970's

car accident

When Sally failed to no-

tify them until several hours later (they were at

a

party), Ralph be-
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came enraged and accused Sally
of taking over the role of
™ther with
his daughter.
Fron, that point on. he
was extremely antagonistic
toward
his half sister.
In 1975 the family experienced;
another frightening event when
Don-

na's car was set on fire in the
Clarkes' driveway.

Their daughter had

just returned from an evening out
and after entering the house
the car
was set on fire by a group of boys.
Ralph, Denise and Donna all witnessed the fire and tried to aid the
police in apprehending the arsonists.

The fire was followed by phone call
threats to burn down the

house and rape Donna.
the telephones.

Father responded by attaching taperecorders
to

These tapes which remain on the phones
today record

every conversation made in the house.

Mother found herself staying in

the house almost all of the time although it
was not until four years

later that she realized that this was in response
to the fire and phone
threats.

clocks.

She had thought it was due to her involvement in
repairing
The principal in Donna's parochial school gave her

protection.

a

dog for

As she had with all previous animals, she grew very
close

to Blackie.
In December of 1976 Lawrence's condition grew worse.

He began

having continuous heart pain and had two heart attacks in one month.

After the second heart attack he remained unconscious.

He was kept

alive for several weeks with the aid of machines but was finally pro-

nounced dead in mid-January.
Sally.

Donna immediately moved in with

Although Ralph and Denise reportedly took the loss well, as the

funeral approached their daughter became very dazed.

And when Ralph's

father and half-brother, Roger, refused to attend the funeral

(due to
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conflicts with Sally), Mother
remembers that Donna tore
a picture of
Roger into many pieces.
Blackie died during the first
week of February.
A day later Donna went to
Sally's and overdosed on
Sally's pills.

Donna was admitted to

a

nearby state hospital by
Sally from the be-

ginning of February to mid March.
and was readmitted for two days.

psychiatric ward of

a

Once discharged she overdosed
again
She was discharged and admitted
to the

local general hospital

at the end of March.

She

was discharged and readmitted to
the state hospital for three
days in

April.

Discharged after

a

few days, she was readmitted in
June.

She

signed out this time against medical
advice.
In July Donna was admitted to
a university-affiliated
hospital

the large metropolis north of Portowne.

in

When she entered this hospital

she was extremely depressed, anxious and
her thinking was quite disturbed.

She thought that others were plotting
against her and there

is

some question as to whether she felt she could
communicate with her
dead uncle.

When she was questioned about her disordered
thinking, she

could recover her ability to test reality very
quickly and would try to

explain away or deny any unrealistic ideas.

She was often mute but de-

veloped special attachments to some of the staff which
resulted in in-

termittent staff conflict.

Within several weeks she had made

tract not to attempt suicide but to talk about her feelings.

a

con-

She

would threaten suicide, however, when there was discusssion of discharge.

While at University Hospital she began individual psychotherapy and

slowly began to discuss Lawrence's death and events of family life.

She

revealed that her father had sexually assaulted her at age 12 and dis-
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cussed her fear of repeated
assaults as well as her
general difficulty
in relating to him.
Denise and Ralph also
began couples therapy with
the hospital.

stantly.

social worker at

Denise was desperate to
understand what was happening
to
Ralph was quite suspicious
about the need for their

her daughter.
treatment.

a

It was he, however, who
called on the social worker
conIn addition to their weekly
couples therapy meetings he would

call her several

times a week to give information
about his daughter or

to ask how to handle an
interaction with her.

Slowly, Denise and Ralph

began to discuss their marriage,
the history of their childhoods,
and
the births of the children.
The social worker and Donna's
therapist
also met with the three of them together.

Here the fire and the deaths

of Lawrence and of Blackie were discussed.

After six weeks on the inpatient unit, Donna
attended the hospital

program during the day and lived at home at night.

In September she

moved into an apartment in Meme's house and
continued to attend the day
hospital.

During the months of December and January she
became more

suicidal.

Mother interpreted this as related to the anniversary
of

Lawrence's death.

Her therapist and the family's social worker were

taking vacations during the end of December and January.
the suicidal

They felt that

ideation was related to the entire family's loss of their

therapi sts

Breaking

a

contract to talk about her feelings rather than hurt

herself. Donna took an overdose of her own medication in mid January.

The University Hospital refused to readmit her and she admitted herself
to

the psychiatric ward of the general hospital near Portowne.

The
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family stopped their
contact

with the two therapists
at University

'

Hospital although both
therapists had offered
ongoing fa.ily treatment
for the rest of the
year.

While in the general hospital.
Donna at first refused
to see her
parents and then would call
Denise and tell her that
she was going to
kill herself.

She revealed again to
her inpatient psychiatrist
at this

hospital her memory that her
father had assaulted her and
the doctor
helped her present the memory
to her parents in a family
meeting.
Ralph
was outraged and threatened to
sue the hospital. After two
months Donna
was discharged and moved back
into her parents' house.

When last in contact with the
family Donna had been discharged,
Ralph had been laid off from work.

He attributed this to his
willing-

ness to be vocal about illegal
activities on the job.

planned to get more involved in their
clocks again.

He and Denise

They had not been

involved in the clock market for some
time and expected it would be dif-

ficult to re-enter.

Denise felt, however, that it would
be nice for the

two of them to spend time together
again.

The Clarkes

:

Psychological Testing Data

The next section reviews the individual psychological
testing of
the three Clarke family members.

Denise and Ralph Clarke were tested in

their home; Donna Clarke was observed at home and
tested in the hospital.

Mother's report, presented first, is followed by that of her
husband and
daughter.

The reports are then integrated in an attempt to hypothesize

about the interplay of the three individual's personality characteris-
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ties.

Psychological, Test Report

Behavioral

:

Mrs

observa^

.

Clarke

Denlse Clarke Is a
37-year-old Caucasian

woman of French Canadian descent.

She carries

a

round figure on her

n^dlun, frame, dressing neatly
and practically in
polyster pants and pastel Short-sleeved shirts.
Her speech Is loud and rapid,
often

accented

by somewhat forced outbursts
of laughter.

round, animated face.

which gives her

a

Her short dark hair caps

a

Most noticeable 1s Mrs. Clarke's
constant motion

somewhat harried look.

She drinks coffee, smokes ci-

garettes and rearranges articles
lying around her.

Despite her simple

clothes and cropped hair, there is
a wish, usually concealed, to
appear

more feminine.
Mrs. Clarke was extremely anxious
during the testing.

Her anxiety

was largely manifested by compulsive
cleaning prior to and intermit-

tently during the visits.

demonstrated

a

In addition to constant anxiety,
Mrs. Clarke

free-association-like manner of verbalizing.

She would

jump from topic to topic in an idiosyncratic
manner and often end up in
tears about a personal experience.

Her behavior was remarkable for the

ease with which this behavior was set off by the
most benign of stimuli.
For example, while repeating numbers said to her on
the Digit Span Subtest of the WAIS, she suddenly became silent and then
said, "The license,
that car, it reminds me of the car."

Upon exploring this Mrs. Clarke

explained that the series of numbers reminded her of
This led in turn to thoughts of

set a fire in her driveway.

a

a

license plate.

getaway car that was used by boys who

Thus a totally neutral task, that of re-
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peating a series of numbers,
immediately stirred up her
feelings and
stimulated her own personal
associations.
On each occasion of the
free-association-like thinking she
would
show surprise at her associations.
However, one senses that Mrs.

Clarke makes frequent efforts
to structure her racing
thoughts and associated feelings. This happens in
the midst of perfectly normal
be-

havior and

a

rather engaging, interpersonal
style.

Intellectual functioning.

On the WAIS Mrs. Clarke received
scores

indicating intellectual functioning
within the low-average range.

On

individual questions, her intellectual
functioning is most quickly

stressed by material related to anger
and depression.
to aggressive material

Stress related

can lead her to concrete thinking
although in

general Mrs. Clarke is able to abstract
well on structured tasks.

For

example, when asked what the proverb "strike
while the iron's hot"
meant, she answered:

I
never heard of that saying.
It would represent anger to
me
.If somebody got angry like that, with
a hot iron somebody d get hurt. You hear of child abuse.
I've read where
people do that to children.

Thus she became concrete around an aggressive stimulus,
unable to re-

spond without bringing in extraneous material.
The fact that Mrs. Clarke was stressed by material related
to de-

pression was evident in generally lower scores on all subtests except
one (the Vocabulary Subtest) which is little affected by emotional factors.

Depression was reflected as well by anxiety expressed when view-

ing the achromatic blots on the Roschach.

She often handled her anxiety
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by denial.

For example she missed
credit on the Picture
Arrangement
subtest (Which involves ordering
pictures so that they tell
a meaningful story) by arranging
the cards so as to create
a happy ending.
In summary, then, Mrs.
Clarke demonstrates low-average
intellectual
functioning with some interference
by depression and conflict
over issues of anger.
Her emotions are aroused
by neutral material and
she
has the capacity to distort
reality in the service of
denial.

Personalitv functioning

most suggests

a

Mrs. Clarke's functioning
on the tests

low-level character disorder
with depressive and sec-

ondarily hysterical features.

There is more evidence of
psychotic func-

tioning on unstructured than on
structured tests.

She elaborates in un-

realistic ways, loses distance and her
thinking can easily become fluid.
The most striking aspect of her
thinking
is the fact that she is so

easily at the mercy of her feelings.
she often focuses on

a

small

When set off by neutral stimuli

part of her experience.

The clearest ex-

ample of this was her personal response
(cited above) about the license
plate on the Digit Span of the WAIS where
she focused on the fact that
there was

a

series of numbers.

Most typically when thus stimulated, Mrs.
Clarke loses distance
from the task at hand.

On the Rorschach, for example, she would
quickly

lose sight of the fact that the cards were simply
parts of
tery.

a

test bat-

On Card VI she said,

.

.

.is

colors?

there a purpose for having these things in these dark
I got to get past the black.

Her loss of distance and her difficulty expressing feelings in

a

modu-
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lated way suggest that she is
a woman ruled by impulse
and affect and
that she can control affect
only with intermittent
success.

Meets aM

defenses
.

The content of her overwhelming
feelings is

largely depressive in nature.

Her depression is related
to an inability

to feel

satisfied; her percepts often
expressed competition for oral
supplies.
It appears in part as well
to be related to a traumatic
in-

cident during her adolescence,
having been raped as
is

a

teenager.

Anger

the other equally important affect
with which Mrs. Clarke feels over-

whelmed.

Mrs. Clarke's usual

pattern is to project her own'aggression

and then identify with it in the other
person.

Overwhelmed by feelings of depression and
aggression she defends

against them by extreme forms of projection
and by denial.

Outside of

her use of denial, Mrs. Clarke is capable
of few other defensive styles.

Her manner of coping with feelings, then,
is both very primitive and
limited.
On the projective tests, Mrs. Clarke was blatant
in her use of de-

nial, commenting, for example, on Card VII of the
Rorschach, "Oh, Jesus,

black again," and then denying her feelings by giving
nign percept, "cupids."

a

childish and be-

Her use of projection was evident to

a

paranoid

extent in her suspiciousness, such as in commenting that the
blots were
"ugly" as if they themselves embodied ugliness.

And it was evident in

her suspicious concern (cited earlier) that perhaps there was

a

secret

reason for giving her achromatic blots.

Object relations
terized by

a

.

Mrs. Clarke's object relationships are charac-

pervading attitude that people are not real nor do they

have intense or deep connections with one another.

Rather she views
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those around her as .ere
caricatures.

She feels very confused
about

other people's feelings and
appears confused as well
about whether certain affects are within
her or outside of her.
Mrs. Clarke views herself
as far younger than
her chronological age

of 37.

Sheseesherselfashurt, afraid,

and extremely sad.

In addition she perceives her Identity
as linked to her children
without who.
She would feel "empty."

Women are perceived by Mrs.
Clarke as young and in competition
for
nurturance. They are superficial
figures for her, benign on the
surface
but cold or angry underneath.
One percept given suggests that
she perceives her own mother as childlike.

able to act like adults.

Men are perceived as young and
un-

Mrs. Clarke's percepts of men
showed them to

be angry, impulsive and in need of
control by women.

Alternately she

views male figures, and particularly
fathers, as overinvolved in their

work and attempting to gain distance
from their daughters.
With regard to object relationships,
then, one can surmise that
Mrs. Clarke has severe difficulty
regulating distance between herself

and others.

This boundary problem is associated with
her perception of

men and women as either frightening and
intrusive or cold and distant.
SummaiX.
level

Mrs. Clarke presents a picture of

a

woman with

a

low-

character disorder and intermittent psychotic thinking
with de-

pressive and hysterical features.

She has difficulty with depressive

and aggressive feelings which she defends against by
denial and at the

most primitive level by paranoid projection.

Her thinking is charac-

terized by instability, and her experience by continual impulsivity
and

affect which she can only intermittently control.
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Psychological Test Report

Behavioral
white man.
wears

:

Mr

obs^^

.

Clarke
Ralph Clarke is a heavy-set,
AO-year-old,

Casually dressed, typically in
plaid slacks and

a neck

brace to relieve pain from
bursitis.

a

shirt, he

With his head thus

stiffly erect above his collar he
has an imposing stance.

His thinning

black hair is cut short and worn
away from his full, round face.

chronic back trouble, he walks rather
uncomfortably.
a

Due to

And occasionally,

rash appears on his otherwise lightly
complected face-a symptom, he

says, of "bad nerves."
Mr.

Clarke makes his presence known as soon
as he enters

a

room.

He is quick to interrupt, quick to
announce his displeasure with someone

and equally quick to apologize for his
behavior.
ing the testing was evident as he told
of

a

he gave a brother-in-law a plastic male
doll

A typical example dur-

family Christmas party where
that urinated.

He quickly

apologized for any "off-color" aspects of the gift
and within several
seconds he furiously threw the cat outdoors.

Thus he changes from mo-

ment to moment, from anger to laughter, from
telling racy jokes to expressing fury.
Mr. Clarke asked to do the psychological testing in
one day, ra-

ther than two sessions.

We met in his tiny workroom— a space filled

with clocks that chimed throughout the testing session.
testing he was very attentive and cooperative.

During the

Yet, while earnestly in-

volved in the task he simultaneously noted phone calls, and carefully
listened for family members who might be eavesdropping outside the door.
He appeared to be completely at home with his keen observing as if he

had done so for

a

long time.
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Beneath constant, loud
interactions with others
around h1. and his
watchfulness. Mr. Clarke appeared
to be both worrrled
and sad.
He tearfully described being affected
by his daughter's illness
as 1f he himself were ill. For example,
when she beca„,e despondent,
he says that he
lost all of his interest In
sex and when she became
suicidal he relied
on
Valium and alcohol to cal™
his nerves.
He is thus an imposing man
who wears his feelings on his
sleeve, particularly his anger.
His mood
changes constantly, he is abrasive
one minute and very sad the next.
In
all stances he is somewhat
engaging.

He is a man who acts first and

thinks about his actions later,
though always observant of himself
and

others
Intellectual functioning

.

Mr. Clarke's responses on the
WAIS

placed him in the average range of
intelligence.

His intellectual

functioning is clearly lowered by his
impulsivity and his thinking disrupted by sexual and aggressive concerns.

This interference was re-

flected on the scoring on the WAIS through
mildly greater ability in

visual-motor than verbal tests,
It was also evident in personal

a

pattern consistent with impulsivity.

references in his responses and at ex-

tremes through paranoid verbalization.

For example, when asked what to

do if you find a stamped, addressed envelope
on the street, he answered,

that he had had

order

a

a

letter "ripped off" by "some turkey."

set of pictures so that they told

a

When asked to

story on the Picture Ar-

rangement Subtest he missed the correct order because he was pulled
by
his own aggressive and sexual

follows:

issues.

He answered one such item as

no

Thus he Showed

something he

a

is

distortion in observing an
interpersonal relationship
likely to do when set off by
sexual and aggressive con-

cerns
Mr. Clarke uses projection
to deal with aggressive and
sexual

themes and it is this that leads
to distorted perceptions.

For example,
when asked to define the word
"ominous" (Vocabulary Item
25) he said,
"Shady, look out, he's trying
to take you.
Be careful
be leary.
A guy
,

might be trying to suck you in."

He saw aggression as outside of
him-

self, responding to it with fear.
In summary,

then, Mr. Clarke is a man of
average intelligence whose

functioning is lowered by impulsivity
and personal concerns about aggression and sexuality.

The interference is expressed most
benignly

through personal associations to
stimuli, but this can take the form of

outright paranoid verbal ization and through
projection can lead to distortions of interpersonal situations.
Pe rsonality functioning

dicates

a

.

Mr. Clarke's functioning on the tests in-

diagnosis of impulsive character with aggressive
and paranoid

features and an underlying depression.

There is evidence of psychotic

functioning expressed through loss of distance and
paranoid ideation.
He shows slightly more thought disorder on
unstructured tests than

structured.

Most characteristic of Mr. Clarke's thinking is the fact

that he experiences his world primarily through impulsive
expression of

m
affect.

When he Is overwhelmed
by his lack of control
he focuses on a
sniall part of his
environment, often doing
so in a paranoid manner
Affects and defenses. The
content of the projectives
suggests that
Mr. Clarke is extremely
impulsive but beneath his
impulsive expression
of anger is evidence of
depressive affect. This
my be related to
neediness due to abandonment
by a eternal figure.
His response to TAT
Card 13B reflects this
depressive theme:

''''' ''''''

and thi third't^L^irmo^he^iei
ne-go!

Mr. Clarke's impulsive
expression of aggression shows that
his de-

fenses against his sadness do
not

mrk

well.

He largely relies on

paranoid levels of projection when
overwhelmed by his depression.

doing so he often elaborates in
unrealistic ways.
cept reflecting
is

a

view from

a

X

For example, his per-

height above the card on Rorschach
Card

typical of people with a paranoid
orientation.

zation of percepts on Card

In

was all

inclusive.

II

His paranoid organi-

Here he saw two spiders

that "grabbed the grasshopper" while
the grasshopper tried "to escape"

and "black widows" were "ready to
come down on 'em if the two spiders
(didn't) get 'em."
Mr. Clarke's use of paranoid
projection such as in this example ex-

cedes his use of any other defensive maneuver.

world with

a

And he may approach the

great deal of suspiciousness and organize his
relationships

in a paranoid manner.

Object relations

.

Mr. Clarke views himself as both strong and ag-
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9ress1ve and as vulnerable
and Infantile.

Ms

on the surface, his
vulnerability beneath.

strength and anger
appear

He 1s capable of
Intermittent Close contact with
others but his fear of
getting engulfed. If
close to another person,
leaves hi. hesitant and
often unwilling to let
go of his angry front.

Mr. Clarke views wo.en
as aggressive and the
projectlves Indicated

boundary problems with
„.en.

In addition. Mr.

Clarke perceives women
as responsible for
controlling .en^s aggressive
Impulses, and specifically he sees daughters as
responsible for caring for
fathers.
He has
an underlying need to be
close to a «,man but fears
too much closeness.
Men are perceived as
aggressive and Mr. Clarke accordingly

expressed
percepts and stories Involving
men and often fathers who
were angry and
accusatory. He also alternately
perceives men as benign and
ineffective.
One percept on the TAT
suggests that, to Mr. Clarke, a
father-son
relationship either Involves
vulnerability which can lead to death,
or

aggressively maintained distance.
Mr. Clarke, then, can view
people in realistic ways and express

feelings between people but he
strongly fears engulfment If too
close to
women, and harm (expressed by
death) if too close to men. He sees
closeness of a nurturant nature as
possible with a daughter or contact
with
vvomen, through their control

of his anger, as acceptable.

males is largely possible through
aggression.

Contact among

One may surmise that an

angry stance aids Mr. Clarke in
avoiding engulfment and lets him remain
engaged with men and women.
Sumnari.-

Mr. Clarke thus presents a picture
of a man with a low

level character disorder that is
primarily Impulsive in nature with ag-
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gresslve and paranoid features.

He 1s a very angry

his hostile Impulses by
projecting the™.

who deals with

This leads to unrealistic

paranoid distortions in
Interpersonal situations.

Beneath his angry

stance and impulsive behavior,
Mr. Clarke is quite
depressed.
However
to avoid his fear of
closeness with others, he
continues to adopt an
angry stance.

Psychological Test Report :

Behavioral

Ms

.

observe

Clarke
Donna Clarke is

a

tall, heavy-set woman.

Dressed in jeans and a tee-shirt
her straight hair hangs in
lines beside
her face and down over her
shoulders. She has a tough
look about her
and at times appears slightly
unkempt.
She walks and speaks slowly and
del iberately.
She was observed in the hospital
and in her parents' home.
she had her own apartment while

a

Though

day patient she spent most of
her time

at her parents' house sitting at
the dining room table.

She would re-

main sitting and sipping coffee for
long periods of time, holding one
of
the family cats on her lap and
caressing it gently.

Simultaneously, she

would get into short arguments with her
father often over which one of

them drove more recklessly or drank more
alcohol.

She and Mother often

argued over times or dates of significant
family events.
In

marked contrast to this argumentative stance she
at times ap-

peared quiet and fragile.

Her face, usually tense, would then soften,

and she would appear to be in closer contact
with those around her.

Of-

ten, however, she would abruptly shift to her
more angry posture.
Ms. Clarke was tested on two occasions.

On both she was depressed
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and anxious though she was
capable of opening up.

constantly tapped her foot
while taking the tests.

She chainsmoked and

'

Speaking in short

sentences, she was reluctant
to elaborate on various
topics and when she
became openly angry discussing
conflicts in her family she
abruptly

ended her remarks, announcing
that she did not wish to say
any more.
During the administration of
the WAIS she had difficulty
concentrating on the performance subtests
showing particular difficulty
analyzing
tasks into component parts.
When unable to successfully
complete an
item she withdrew.
On several items she showed
considerable perseverence attempting to struggle with
the task.
She appeared to show a withholding quality while taking the
Rorschach. She had to be prodded
to
give responses and seemed involved
in struggling over her degree
of par-

ticipation.

Her obstinancy was coupled with
a nonchalance in reaction

to her percepts, even though these
were at times bizarre in nature.

In

contrast, on the WAIS. she noted her
mild thinking disorder.
Intellectual functioning.

Ms. Clarke received WAIS scores placing

her in the low-average range of intellectual
functioning.

There is

evidence that were it not for interference by
personality characteristics
could function at an average or above average
level.

A wide range be-

tween Verbal and Performance I.Q. scores indicates
marked interference

associated with concerns about heterosexual closeness and
withholding and avoidant attitude.

a

generally

The interference, with one excep-

tion, was not manifested in psychotic thinking.

Her intellectual func-

tioning is also lowered by her marked concern for control of anger.
Interference with intellectual functioning was manifest in her ten-

dency to miss full credit on items by not elaborating or carrying out
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the task full,,

Closeness led

on one occasion
Interference due to concerns
about
to a loss of distance
where she confused a

n^nnUIn with

a

real wo^an.

On this task (on the
Picture Arrangement
Subtest) she or-

dered the cards correctly
but gave

a

story 1n which

a

™n

sat physically

close to a ™nnik1n and
then got confused as to
whether It was
person or not.

a

real

Ms. Clarke's wish for
external control of affect
was evident In her
definition of the word "sanctuary",
a "controlled environment.
.controlled so as to let things
live." She
wish for control of intense
affect and feel a lack of this
control actively affects her
wellbeing.
.

™y

She often tries to counteract
the fear of uncontrollable
affect by
adopting an over-alert stance.
This was evident in her high
score on a
task measuring visual acuity.
In summary,

lectual level.

then, Ms. Clarke is functioning
at an average intelShe shows interference in
intellectual functioning due

to a withholding and avoidant
style and concerns with issues of
close-

ness and loss of control.

There is almost no evidence of
psychotic

thinking on structured tests although
she may attempt to deal with her
fear of loss of control through
overalertness associated with paranoia.

Personality functioning.
suggests
features.

a

Ms. Clarke's functioning on the
tests

borderline personality disorder with present
acute depressive
She shows psychotic thinking on unstructured
tests and, to

minimal degree, on structured tests.

a

Her thinking can be quite variable

although it is overridingly typified by

a

tendency to perceive her ex-

perience in an impressionistic and uncontrolled
manner.

Her thinking

ranges from infrequent but often successful
attempts at controlling af-
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feet and some ability for
fantasy and ideation to
an overall impulsive
reaction to her experience.
This latter tendency,
involving a heavy reliance on affect, suggests
that Ms. Clarke is likely
to have e^tional
outbursts without any distance
from her experience.

Affects

aM

defense^

Ms. Clarke appears beset
with intense ag-

gression and is largely unable
to control it.

This tremendous aggres-

sion is seen as existing both
inside and outside of her.

self as perpetrating aggression
and as

a

She sees her-

victim of other people's anger.

And this sado-masochistic
view is one in which she at
times alternates
between the role of masochist
and sadist.
Her TAT responses, for example, included stories about
people killing themselves (Card
3BM), wanting to "go after someone"
(Card 4), "showing a violent
temper" (Card 6),
and being beaten (Card 13MF).
Ms. Clarke often used her anger
as a vehicle for the expression
of

other affects including depression,
phobias, and infrequently paranoia.
Her depression was most directly
expressed through her association of
achromatic blots to rotting,

a

typical percept for a depressive.

Often

she cannot tolerate the frustration
associated with direct expression of

sadness and her depression is presented
angrily.

At times she becomes

phobic, externalizing her sadness and
seeing her own feelings as outside

of herself and the world, thus, as scary.

At an extreme these phobic

ideas become more paranoid and she feels frightened
in response to her

projected anger.
Ms. Clarke attempts to defend against aggression
and dysphoria by

denial and projection as well as avoidance.
as a defense in more structured settings.

She is able to use ideation

Her use of projection is not
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consistent but rathe, she

™ves interchangeably

sion to Identifying with
It.
'ast TAT card

fro. projecting
aggres-

Her denial often falls
as well, as on her

blank card) onto which
she first projected an
Idyllic
Picture that turned gulckly
into a lonely and
frightening one. At tl^s
to decrease her anxiety
she simply avoids doing
a task.
(a

Ms. Clarke also defends
by splitting, that Is
expressing Intensely

positive and negative affects
only separately and In
unmodulated for..
Thus she v«uld present
aggressive percepts in an
unmodulated way without
acknowledging accompanying
positive affect. Generally
she denied any
contrasting feelings to the one
presently expressed.
Object relations
.

Ms. Clarke Is capable of
relating, yet her rela-

tionships are so riddled by
aggressive and depressive affect
that she
often feels the need to withdraw
to a distant stance.
Presently she
sees herself as a woman who
is damaged and mutilated;
this perception
reflects preoccupation with a
recent loss.
Beneath this she sees her-

self either as an angry and destructive
person or as someone intruded
upon and violated.
She also perceives herself alternately
as orphaned
and as very needed in the family.

Sexually she appears most identified

with a male figure, largely viewing
a mother as unable to provide

connection with a daughter.

And yet, an identification with

a

a

true

male is

troubling for her because she so strongly
associates aggression and intrusion with males.
Ms. Clarke sees men as aggressive and
uncontrollably violent.

Ad-

ditionally she fears invasion by a man and
fearing that men will harm her
wishes for someone to protect her.

She perceives daughters as caretak-

ers of fathers, and women as needed to control
male Impulsiveness.

Her
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relationship with

wo^„

is troubling i„ ,et
a different way.

wo.en as "breakable" and
Ineffective.

She views

She feels the absence
of a nur-

turing fen^le figure and
characterizes the relationship
between a daughter and a mother as having
a dreamlike unconnected
quality due to mther's need for her own
nurturance.
Thus for Ms. Clarke there
is

child roles.

a

generational confusion of parent
and

Mothers cannot provide nurturance
being so needy them-

selves.

And she simultaneously
perceives contact with men as
aggressive
and intrusive.
She can accept closeness
from a man if she nurtures him
or controls his aggression.
closeness from

One may surmise that, unable
to gain

maternal figure, she must chose
closeness with a male,

a

based on aggression, or on her
giving nurturance.

Smmr^i.

In

summary, then, Ms. Clarke's test
responses reflect

borderline personality organization.

a

Her thinking is variable with

evidence of thought disorder in
unstructured situations.

She is over-

whelmed by affect, largely aggression
and secondarily depression.

Her

anger is poorly and intermittently defended
against by denial and projection.

Summary of the Clarke Family Testing Patterns
The psychological tests administered to the
Clarke family members

provided them with

a

medium onto which each could express his character-

istic manner of thinking, affective experience
and style of defense

against affect.

And it offered

tionships, that is

his

tionships with others.

a

view of the individuals' object rela-

self-concept and way of conceptualizing relaThe following section begins with

a

comparison
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Of the fa.1ly ™e™be.s.
intellectual functioning
on structured tests
and
unstructured tests. This is
followed
their use of

affect and defen-

sive operations.

Their object relationships
are then described and
compared.
Finally, hypotheses about
patterns of personality
characteristics between family members
are considered.
Several points of congruence
are evident in the Clarkes'
intellectual functioning In structured
situations as on the UAIS.
First, all
three famly members sho«
consistently adequate abstracting
ability on

structured tasks.

Concern with closeness is
reflected 1n loss of dis-

tance in Donna Clarke.

Mother shows free-association-like
thinking and

Father can become over-alert
and at ti^s paranoid.

Nevertheless though

clearly stressed by personal
Issues all three show far more
Intact
thinking on the structured part
of the psychological tests.
Second, there is evidence of
interference in intellectual functioning due to impulsive expression
of affect.

Father's Intellectual func-

tioning is directly affected by his
aggressive and sexual concerns.
the WAIS Mother's thinking is
easily stressed by benign stimuli.

On

When

stressed she would talk about impulsively
laden material such as child

abuse (on the Comprehension Subtest) and fire
setting (on the Digit Span
Subtest).

Donna's Interference, by contrast, is
affected by her fear of

loss of control.

One may surmise that Ms. Clarke's fear of
lack of con-

trol may be a direct reaction to her
parents'

inability to teach control

of feel ings.

Finally Ms. Clarke and Mother share a
free-association-llke or impressionistic approach to their thinking.

Mother does so on both struc-

tured and unstructured tasks; Daughter moreso on
unstructured tasks.
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Daughter and Father share

a

hyperalertness on the

ViAlS.

With regard to thinking on
the unstructured tasks,
the projectives,
an three family members show more
thought disorder on unstructured
tests, with the clearest
difference evident in the
daughter's test protocols. All three show loss
of distance and gross elaboration
in their
thinking.
Overwhelmed by his own lack of
control. Father loses distance
on the task at hand and deals
with his intense uncontrolled
affect by
focusing on small parts of his
experience and interpreting these
in
bizarre, often paranoid, ways.
Mother's impulse problem is, rather,
that she is easily stimulated by
almost any aspect of her environment.
She too loses distance easily on

a

task, at times elaborates on
small

parts of her experience and becomes
fluid in her thinking.

Donna has certainly been witness
to both poor control of impulses
and extremely variable thinking.

In

structured situations she is able

to use ideation to control affect,
however she often perceives her en-

vironment in an impressionistic and uncontrolled
manner.

And her think-

ing is characterized by impulsively reacting
to her experience.

This is

likely to involve loss of distance from her
experience as well.
With regard to affects it is noteworthy that
for each of the

Clarkes depression and aggression are important.
related to feelings of not being satisfied by

a

Mother's depression is
maternal figure.

anger is alternately viewed as inside and outside of her.
teristically projects anger, often
tifies with it.

in a

Her

She charac-

paranoid manner and then iden-

Father's impulsive experience of aggression is perhaps

his primary personality characteristic.

In an

unstable sado-masochistic

stance he fluctuates from viewing himself as either angry or as the vie-
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t1. Of other's aggression.

TMs

impulsive aggressive
stance serves to
cover an underlying
depression, due to feelings
of abandonment.

Donna
concern Is the control
of aggressive affect,
which she
sees as Inside and
outside of herself. She
too maintains an unstable
stance In a sado-masochistic
expression of aggression.
Her depressive
affect, presently associated
with the loss of an
Important person, refleets themes of fear ana
and destmrtinn
n* a
aestruction. At
characterological level,
however, she too perceives
mothers as non-nurturant.

Clarke's

™in

Three points seem worthy
of attention with regard
to the family
-n,bers' expression of affect.
First impulsive expression
of anger is
characteristic of all three Clarkes.
Second, there is a theme
of depression related to neediness and
deprivatlon-a childlike needy
stance
-evident In the parents In this
family.
It appears that Donna
my be
the recipient of this
depressive neediness. Finally,
and perhaps most
importantly. Donna appears to be
the recipient of her parents'
projected
anger. As a result she does
not know whether aggression is
within or
outside of her and she lacks any
sense of external or Internal
control

of aggressive impulses.
The family members' defensive
styles also suggest an interesting
pattern.

All

three rely largely on primitive
levels of defense, speci-

fically denial and projection.

Father relies mostly on paranoid levels

of projection to defend against
aggression.

Mother uses denial most

heavily, and often effectively, and
with the exception of occasional use

of extreme forms of projection, has little
use of other types of defense.

Donna's defensive styles include both
projection and denial and

she utilizes them together in her most
successful

defense, splitting.
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The Clarkes' patterns
of object relationships
offer the ™,st
strikingly complementary
patterns.
Father, though capable
of relating,
'

has a serious problem with
boundaries.

He both fears and wishes
for

Closeness and as a result
personal contact can be safely
expressed only
through certain patterns.
Men must fight or be
separated from one another. A man^s aggressive
impulses are to be controlled
by a woman when
he is angry and when
vulnerable he is to be cared
for by her.

Clarke also has
and others.

a

Mrs.

serious problem regulating
distance between herself

She too wishes for nurturance
but fears she will not be

nurtured if close to women or
will be harr^d if close to
men.
Her solution is to see people as caricatures
and relate to them only superficially.
Finally, Ms. Clarke is capable
of relating, but left with her
perception of men as aggressive and
impulsive and women as distant she
tends to withdraw.
She feels a pull to remain home
although this is
coupled with a perception of herself
as an orphan.
The primary personality characteristic
with regard to object relations in this family, then, is the
consistent problem with regulating

distance between family members.

Both Mother and Father share a problem

with boundaries, fearing and wishing for
closeness.

The second import-

ant characteristic is that the negotiation
of boundaries appears inte-

grally tied to the shared problem of impulse
control.

Each family mem-

ber's notion of closeness is based in some manner
on an avoidance of an

explosive confrontation.
In

addition to these two major points about relating in
the Clarke

family several dynamics about the interplay of personality
characteristics may be evident.

First, Ralph Clarke has severe issues around sexu-
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al

and aggressive concerns.

He 1s an Impulsive

existing for the control of
his rage.
Of a

who sees

wo^n

as

This fits Mrs. Clarke's
concept

™,e

figure; however, her own
fear is of intrusion by
such .en and
she thus my wish and
my expect distance fro™ her hostile
husband
Presently she is basically
unable to ™intain a close
relationship with
".en and she certainly
cannot fulfill Mr. Clarke's
needs.
She wishes to
maintain the notion that he
is impulsive so that
she does not have to
get close.
He must maintain aggression
in order to avoid his
notion of
a woman's wish to fuse
with him.
Both then have a reason to
see and
maintain Father as Impulsive
and angry and secondly to
^intain distance
between the couple.

The maintenance of this picture
of Father requires that another
family member be the recipient
of his impulsivity. His intolerance
of
male-male closeness and his need
(along with his wife's) to maintain

distance between the marital couple
suggests that he would look to a female to meet his childlike, depressive
needs and his wish for control of
his aggression.
fill these needs.

Donna Clarke, his only daughter, is in

a

position to

She can relate with him in a
sado-masochistic manner

or she can care for him when he is
feeling vulnerable.
A second dynamic involves Mrs. Clarke
and her daughter.

Clarke has intense unmet oral needs.
wishes mothering.

mother as needy.

Mrs.

She is herself a "child" who

She is little gratified and continues to see
her own

She needs either to relate to

a

daughter superficially

(because otherwise her own issues around nurturance
are stirred up) or
to gain closeness by identifying with her daughter
(being a little girl

along with her).
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Third. With regard to

Hs. Clarke's relationship
with her family

her parents, own
perceptions of themselves

tification with men.
men

™y

explain her primary iden-

Fir«:t
mc
Urst,
Ms.
Clarke sees women
i

as fragile and burdened and as responsible
for the cont^l of male
aggression. She sees
™n as intrusive. It is possible
that Ms. Clarke's primary
identification with nen is in part
a response to feeling
abandoned by a ™«ther who
cannot provide her with
nurturance. Additionally, it
^y be a response
to a father who alternately
sees himself as vulnerable
and needing to be
taken care of (fitting with
her value of supporting
others) or aggressive and volatile (thus her
sense that ™en are too frightening
to relate
to directly).

Fourth, the testing results
shed light on Ms. Clarke's
use of
splitting. There is evidence
for some of the components of
splitting
in the family.
First the parents offer the use
of projection and denial, both components of splitting.
Second, they offer (through lack
of
control) pure expression of affect,
characteristic of splitting. And

finally, both parents project
aggression and a desire for closeness in
a

childlike manner onto their daughter.

These are viewed separately in

the parents and may be projected
as separate entities onto their daughter.

Thus while the exact mechanism for
the defense of splitting is not
clear, the building blocks for such

a

defense are present.

Finally the testing of these family members
may shed some light on
issues of separation for Ms. Clarke.

Daughter demonstrates

she is both orphaned and feels a pull to
stay home.

It

a

is no

sense that

wonder

that she feels this way as both parents wish
for nurturance and neither

can give it.

In a

sense then, Ms. Clarke is needed for mothering, com-
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Plet,ng the generational
confusion about parenting
In the fa.lly
a„,
second the fa.lly ^.bers
are in a rather delicate
balance with one another, in Which ns. Clarke
plays an important role.
It rr^y be that she
senses that she is both
pulled and needed-pulled
to be the recipient of
projected anger and needed
to help maintain distance
between her parents
and to nurture father.
In

sugary, then, one .ight expect
severe problems with
regulation

Of distance in the Clarke
family with
interconnected patterns of relating.

a

set of prescribed and
carefully

Second, one can expect that
this

pattern Is based largely on
a shared problem with
impulsive expression
Of aggression. One dynamic
may be that Hother controls
distance between
herself and both her husband
and her daughter. All three
family numbers
may have an Investment in a
notion of Father as the "impulsive
family
member" although Daughter and
Mother share his problem with poor
control
of impulses.
It is probable that all three
of the Clarkes need to have
a close relationship exist
between Father and Daughter. This
may be of
a

sado-masochistic nature or one whereby
Daughter nurtures Father.

would provide Hother with distance
from both, and Father with
gain a modicum of closeness with

a

woman.

a

This

place to

There Is some evidence for

component parts of splitting as originating
in the parents' character
structure.

Finally, what is most striking about the
interplay of object

relations is the jnerational confusion in
the family.

This confusion

may explain Daughter's paradoxical believe
that she cannot leave home
and yet that she feels orphaned.
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Ihe Clarkes_:

Famny

Inter^

Introduction
The Clarke family
interview was conducted
in Donna's apartment
Where she lived while a
day hospital patient at
University Hospital
She rented the apartment
from her maternal
grandparents who lived on
the
first floor.
I arrived at
the apartment with
Denise and Ralph whom 1
had met a half hour
earlier at their home.
Donna's is a s™il fourroom apartment. We sat
around her kitchen table
for the interview.
Immediately upon entering.
Ralph began walking through
the rooms
and complaining about the
gas and heat problems.
Denise asked Donna to
make coffee. Donna's response
was to ask us If we wanted
"Instant coffee or instant beer."
Father loudly replied that
he and his daughter
would have a beer, although the
family knew that because
Donna was on
medication she was not allowed
to drink.
Donna proceeded to put water
on for coffee and served
coffee to .Mother and to me.
As we talked she
and her father each had two
beers.

During the interview. Donna was
extremely tense.
short responses.

She gave terse,

She often disagreed with what
her parents were saying

but unless encouraged to continue,
would back down from her stance with

quiet resignation.

The withholding, angry quality in
her voice was odd-

ly countered by the constant
stroking of her cat which lay in her lap
for most of the interview.

Alternating between resignation and nervous-

ness she was rarely able to maintain

a

strong stand on any topic.

A

noteworthy exception to this, however, came
at the end of the Interview
when she refused to replay her most difficult
separation between herself
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and her father.

Demse was

loud, vivacious and
did .ost of the
taUing.

she often
responded in a tone that
indicated he. response
was the fa™ii,.s
opinion
on the subject.
She directed both the
interview and other fa™i„
.e.bers in their responses,
calling on people to
speak or suggesting
incidents they might wish
to discuss.

Ralph was jovial and
spontaneous; however, his
anxiety was apparent.
He kept his Pipe in his
^uth for .ost of the interview
and bit on
nervously. He left the
table several ti.es to check
on the utilities
and to see if the cars
were safe outside. His
responses were ^rked by
loud outbursts of laughter.
He watched his behavior
carefully, noting
when he would "put his foot
in his mouth" and
warning that he was "not
going to blow his cool."

n

As interviewer

I

was extremely nervous about
how the interview

«>uld proceed and additionally
concerned about the mechanics of
recording the conversation.
I informed the family
that I would provide topics
for discussion.
If they wished at any time
to stop discussion of a particular incident, we would do so.
I made references
to my family several times when

I

feared

I

was asking threatening questions.

cerned about Donna's nervousness
and often came to her aid.
times when

felt as though

I

I

I

was con-

There were

was being blocked from asking
questions by

the family, although during the
interview it was not clear which family

member was resisting the most (in
retrospect it was often Mother).
interviewer

I

made two errors in procedure, both
a result of my reac-

tions to pressure from the family.
in the family)

As

I

During the first section (on rules

forgot to ask the family to discuss their
biggest
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ly.

As descnbed below this
reflected the tone of the
fa.i„.s attitude
toward sex.
The interview questions
were divided into three
sections. Questions on rules were asked
to get a reading on how
the fa.ily .embers experienced anger. This was
followed by questions on
dating patterns and
family bonds and then by
questions about events of
separation in the
fami ly.

The content of the interview
is presented by
subsection and each
section is followed by
salaries about the content and
process of the
interaction within the subsection.
Then, the interaction
patterns between the participants and
family dynamics are summarized.

Section X:

Rules and Expression of Anger

The first question asked of
the Clarkes was, "What type
of rules
are there in this family?"
Mother was the first to speak. She
quickly
pointed out that we were in Donna's
apartment and therefore must abide
by her rules.
Father agreed and Mother asked
whether I meant rules concerning Donna's home or her parents'
home.
When she understood that I

meant their home. Mother told Donna
to respond to the question.

Father

quickly inserted that he was going
to be quiet and "not blow (his)
cool

.

Though she had called on Donna, Mother
gave the first rule-that
the children had to be home when the
street lights came on.

Donna added
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to retu.„ hon.

see.

LaugMng. Ra,ph Injected
that co™i„, .o.e d™„.

was seething only he
could do.
had to .ake their beds,

a

Ralph also suggested
that the children

rule Instituted when
Mother was "worMng for

the children had to take
care of themselves.
The street light rule
was selected for further
discussion and I
asked Donna who made this
rule.
Donna answered that her
father ™de It
and enforced It. The
role of father as ..enforcer"
was quickly supported
by Mother.
contention that she ..bends
s
easily...
Father added that he
was "the heavy" in the
family.
It was established through
questioning Donna that there
were numer-

ous arguments over the rule
and, curious about how
these proceeded, I
asked the family.
Donna and Mother, on Mother's
initiative, began'to
replay the fights, with Donna
playing the adult and Mother the
insistent
child.
Father suggested at this point
that Mother was also an enforcer
of the rule but Mother explained
that she did not uphold the rule
for as
long as Father had.

Denise felt rather that her role
was as mediator and began describing herself in the middle of
arguments between Ralph and the kids
seeing

herself as sitting on a seesaw.

Before she could finish her sentence

Father said she sat ona "powder keg
full of dynamite."

Intending not to

be interrupted, Denise continued
with her description of her role.

In

an interaction with Ralph she explained
that she wore many hats in the

family-that of chauffer, cook, maid, painter and
gardener.
The questions then turned to each family
member's manner of ex-
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pressing an.e.

'

Denlse ,uicK,y noted
that she .ne,. gets
angry but
Ralph countered that when
she did. she screaked
and swung at h1..
,a,ph
-d she ,u1cMv began to argue
but Donna Intervened.
She asserted that
Mother hollered and hit
walls when angry. Ralph
left the roo. at this
--nt to go to the bathroo. and Donna
continued, saying that her
parents fought "over us"
(the cmidren).
^
\^ne
c:h« «
childrpn^
She
explained. that her Mother
always sided with the kids.

Turning then to Donna's
expression of anger. Mother
was the first
to speak, „«nt1on1ng
that Donna was easily
angered by difficulties with
her car.
Father, who had returned
In t1.e to hear Mother's
re.ark, i.-

^diately

:„ent1oned a recent proble.
with Donna's car.

by telling the cat to calm
down and striking It.

tinued, Often walked out of
roo.s when angry.
that loud expression of
anger was

a

Donna responded

Donna. Mother con-

Laughing, Father asserted

habit of his learned by all
of his

children.
This section of the interview
ended by my mentioning two
observations about the family interaction
patterns.
First I commented that

Mother and Father often laughed
about anger.

Mother thought this was

simply because the family argued
about such "picayune" things.

Disa-

greeing, Ralph suggested that as
a result of family therapy they
could
laugh about previously hurtful events.

But with encouragement. Donna

stated quietly that, in fact, she felt
the family always laughed at
things she felt angry about, and that
she did not find 1t funny "one
little bit."
The second observation was that father
saw himself as expressing

anger in the same way his children did,
and that they had learned to do
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so fro. HI.,

oonna and Pathe.
1.„.,,,tel, .e,a„ to a.,ue
eve.

rupted and as.ed if she
was allowed to

wHte

^

„Mch o.

observations down

Pa-

tention to bring ho.e pads
of paper for Donna fro™
the office
Oenise began a rather
long discourse on how
all three children
were
individuals. Trying to
tie this to the topic
I asked her
if she disagreed with the notion that
Father and the children
were similar in
their expression of anger.
She si.ply continued,
however, with her explanation Of unsuccessful
attempts to instill co.pro.ise
in other fa.ily
n».bers.
She ™de a very tangential
reference to a conversation
about
tnangles. held two weeks earlier
during her psychological
testing.
She
began to discuss her
notion that "the center of
a triangle is a
compro""se." She said she felt
defeated by the word Vompromise,"
and that
lack of compromise was
typical of Ralph's side of the
family.
Ralph
ended this section by
asserting that his side of the
family was "cold."
Mother answered:

Mother:

Well
tdKe.

I

don't put it "cold".
It s a one-sided.

.

.there is no give and

.

Father:

Mother:

One way strip.

.

.street.

Right, it is my (ostensibly
referring to Ralph) way
or no way and of course this has
been the basis of,
uh, maybe many arguments.

(Interrupting Mother)

In

It's been the taming of the

reviewing the first part of the interview
one learns about the

expression of aggression through the content
as presented by the family
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-.e.s

(.e.ea«e. to .e ..e.e.

servatlons about the
content

.de

to as t.e

an. t...,,

the Interviewer.

,n addition. Information en^rges about
each fa.lly .e.ber
as well as patterns
of Inter
act.on an^ng fa.lly
.e.bers and between fa.lly
.embers and the Interviewer.

The family ll„e about
anger Is built largely
around Father as an

ther enforced the street
light rule longer than
she did.

-tter. Denlse suggests that

And even Dad

his whole family was
always unable to com-

promise, thus Ralph's strong
angry and enforcing style
hereditary.

Is

spo.en of as

secondly the Clarkes wish
us to know that Father
and the kids fight
about rules, with Mother
painfully caught „«d1at1ng.
Try as she might.
Father's word Is law. Donna
adds, she always had to tell
him where she
was going and with whom.
Third, the family notes that
aggression

is

expressed loudly.

ther needs to watch out "not
to blow [his] cool."

Fa-

He slams doors, and

he tells us that his children
learned to have a loud, angry
temper from
him.
Mother's anger is

expressed by screaming and swinging
at her hus-

band.

She modifies this image by
noting that she rarely gets angry.

The family further contends
that the anger is tempered by
growth in
therapy (Father states this) and by
understanding the "picayune" nature
of the arguments. After all, our
laughter about anger, the parents say,

tells you that this is just the kind
of bickering every family has among
its members.
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AUhou,H the .a™n,

exp.essed oven,,, othe.
content and

,3

process

,-n

the Interview se.ve
to

the

.a.„,

„-„e.

9ene.a, observations
about the content.

P.^t. see

The.e Is evidence of
a bind on
Oonna with regard to
her expression of
anger.
I„ the fa.1„ the
rule Is

and yet the fa.ll,
.embers laugh at It.

And .ore speciflcal,,,
if oonna

gets angry her anger is
simultaneously legltl^te and
not important
I.e.. picayune...
,„ addition, anger is largely
Dad.s domain anyway
He and his daughter
can drin..
fact he encourages this
drive-related
activity in the interview,
but only Dad can co^
home drunk and rowdy.
Second, the words used
In the discussion of
anger are v«,rthy of
cogent. The language In this
section Is very impulsive.
Father '.hits

m

walls... Mother is .'sitting
on a powder keg of
dynamite." Mother ..swings",
at Dad. and the children

angrily walk out of rooms.

gests the sense that there
is

The language sug-

al^st constant potential

for loss of

physical control.

Third, there Is evidence for

a

rule that certain feelings
get com-

pletely attributed to particular
people-Mother

is good,

compromising

and on the side of her children;
and Father is presented as an
angry,
impulsive man. Feelings are also
projected into things.
Heat and oil

fixtures cause Mr. Clarke
consternation and Donna, rather than
responding angrily to her Father, calms
the cat down as if the cat were
excited.
In addition to observations
about the content,

patterns have emerged here as well.

family interaction

One learns both about roles and

about family members in interaction with
one another.

First, Father.
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Mo-

ther is the spo.espe.son
and 1s In clea. cont.l
of the Interview
Patherms supposed role
as controlling other's
actions allows her
covertly
to control fa.il,
interaction. So.e of
Mother's „.ne.vers for
control
are apparent in the
first
section.

and then answers the
question.

-bers

disagree with her.

She signals when Oonna
is to spea. '

Second, she grows silent
when family

And she st.ngly suggests
that Father

is

i„.

pulsive When she. in fact,
is herself very
impulsive.
Father gives a
clue to this when he says.
"Ifs been the ta.ing of
the shrew
Although overtly taUing
about his fa.ily he is
indicating that his i.pu,.
siveness forms a cover for
the shrew in the fa.ily.
Mother.
Thus far Donna has been
fairly quiet. She appears
very conscious
of her obligations vis a
vis her parents, however.
Her opening line
•instant coffee or instant
beer" Indicates the family
dynamics as she
sees them. That is. either
one sides with the beer
drinker (Father) or
the coffee drinker (Mother
drinks about eight cups a day).
Donna is

referred to as if she were
similar to one parent or the
other at any given
time.
Father says. "My daughter and
I will
have beer." and notes that
Donna is impulsive like he is.
And Mother's interaction with
Oonna indicates that they have a "routine"
going.
Donna projects her feelings,
in like fashion, onto the
cat.

She does so in this section when
she is

in danger of a major confrontation
with one of her parents.

Father and Donna's relationship begins
to unfold here as well.
First they have

a

clear bond over drive-related Issues.

He invites her

to drink and he argues with her about
who drives more recklessly.
as if they gain some closeness through
being impulsive together.

It is

And
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there 1s evidence of

see

sadls. as Father
»nt1ons

probU. with the

a

tender side to their
relationship, however,
and this ,ets expressed
thus
by Father helping her
with external problems-car
repairs, heat and

011 problems.

Their obligations (their
Individual family slates)
Involve an exchange of
helping behaviors and a
joining In ImpulslvUy.
The first section also
gives Insight Into Mother
and Donna's relationship. They relate
thus far as sisters.
In fact Mother plays
the
daughter In the dialogue
over the street light
rule and thus parentlfles
Donna. And In enumerating
her hats. Mother never
^ntlons being a ™ther.

There Is a theme In their
contact, then, that Mother
plays the
child.
And. there Is another hint
that Mother Is suggesting
that Donna
Play "Mother" when she recalls
that she was sick, so the
kids had
to

take care of themselves.

The bond between Father and
Donna and the childlike stance
Mother
takes with her daughter Is
complimented by Mother's relationship
with
Father.

What Is most striking Is

a

rule against their role as a
couple.

When Father tries to get
Mother's support as an enforcer of
rules she
undercuts his attempt by noting
that he enforced the rule longer
than
she did.

Finally, the interviewer was related
to in

a

number of ways, and

these may suggest information about
how the Clarkes perceive one another.

Mother's major maneuvers were 1) to ask
me for

and 2) to make

a

a

pad of paper

reference to our private conversation about
triangles.

Prior to both of these interventions Father
was getting interested concern from me over his notion of himself
as

a

tyrant.

Mother said, "Am
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tnangle business co.es In..

This second .efe.nce
left the othe.

two fa.1,, .embers
out of the conversation
and the first reference
parentlfled the Interviewer
as Oenlse became a
little girl asking a
parent
for permission.

second. Father established
an angry childlike
alliance with
when
He said that the
Mds took care of themselves
when Denlse was "working
for the dews... father
had previously ascertained
that I was Jewish
He
putting .e then in the
role of someone he has
"to work for," establishing himself as less
powerful than "the boss"
but also, one guesses,
derogating that power.

»

u

Section n_:
When

I

MM M

EhLLLI!.

Bonds

stated .y wish to change
to

a

new topic, at the beginning
of

section t«,. Mother said,
"O.K.". as if giving
gin.

her permission to be-

asked Donna to review rules
in the family about dating
and she
repeated the rule that she had
to be in on time and had
to come home
sober.
Dad expressed surprise at the
fact that drinking was even
an issue at age 16 and Mother and
Donna responded by laughing
and whispering.
Father, understanding that Mother
and Donna colluded in their
knowledge
that Donna drank at this age.
laughed, saying. "You's was secretive
I

about it."

Donna was then questioned about
her dating habits and re-

ported briefly on

a

boyfriend she had had in high school.

The extent of

the relationship was quite limited
and Donna's voice showed reluctance
to talk about it.
I

then asked where Donna learned about
sex, and her parents gave
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loud, startled responses
coupled with laughter.

What

a

leave."

loaded question!" and
Father co^ented.

Mother re.ar.ed twice

think we better
0°nna noted that sex was
never discussed In the
house
She
..I

rules about dating would
be applied differently
to the boys
Father
disagreed but noted feebly,
•i: putting
foot in „^ .outh.
,.
.j
-I
don't
know; I',
•
•
the .iddle right now."
Mother ca^e quickly to
Donna's aid. and to prove
the point, set up a
hypothetical situation
(their youngest son wishing
to date).
She then argued about
this with
Father.
Father ™intained that he
would impose the sane
rules on Paul
as on his daughter.
Arming herself with more
coffee (which she directed
Donna to ™ke for her).
Mother insisted repeatedly
that Father was already treating the children
differentially and that he was
more lenient
with the boys.
He repeated that he would
act the sar^ way with all of
the children when Mother
caught him on a present discrepancy
in his

^

.

m

childrearing.

He finally said,

"If

I

say anything else you'll blow
my

head off," and she retorted,
"You mean I've tamed you!"

Father warn,ly called for aid
from the Interviewer.

I

In desperation

complied by chan-

ging the subject.

The questions then shifted to
expression of affection in the family
and

I

asked both parents if they felt it
important to be demonstrative

in front of the kids.

Ralph began to stutter over the word
"demonstra-

tive" and Denise sarcastically noted
that her husband gives her

goodbye and hello "unless he's late."

were demonstrative, to

a

degree.

a

kiss

Father felt that he and Denise

Donna stated timidly that they were

not really very demonstrative at all.
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The next question-.-Who
is

a

special

fa.il,

^™ber

to

who.'"-

tion and began to say
that she resented
"people" who as.ed it.
Feeling
a struggle on
.y hands. I began to explain that
the question was not
"Who loves Who. «,st...
But Mother was not
satisfied and did not
speak
for several minutes.

Turning to Donna.

asked again about fa.ily
bonds and she began to
explain the fa.lly bonds
between the children. She
and Paul were closer
than either was with
Donald, she said, but she
refused to discuss any
bonds between the children
and parents.
Reluctantly a few .inutes
later
She said that her Mother
spent .ore ti^ with the
boys than did Father
Father supported this, stating
that he used to play with
the children
when they were very young but
then beca„« involved in
repairing clocks.
This he felt my have undercut
the respect the children
had previously
for him.
,

Mother then repeated her position,
that family bonds did not reflect favoritism, and,
contradicting both
Father and Donna, said she

felt Father and the children
shared two bonds.

very visual, that there is

a

.

.it is

special bond between all the
children with

their Father, when it comes to
animals."
agreed.

She said,

Both Donna and Father politely

Mother then became confused and
engaged the family in trying to

help her remember what else she
had to say on the topic.

Then, remem-

bering her second point, she said that
Ralph was close to the children
when it came to advice on financial
matters or when major things came
up.
I

then asked Mother and Donna about their
bond, having observed
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that thei. conversation
about the street light
rule Indicated clo..„„.
seness
Donna was very reluctant
to say what their
bond consisted of and
Denlse
redirected the conversation
to an Incident 1n
high school.
She began to
pun information fro. Donna
about her "senior skip
day," relating
through Donna, the fact
that Donna had had an
accident with her car and
with Mother^s pennlsslon
disobeyed Father's decision
that she return
Hon. after the accident.
Mother sent Donna off to
the beach with her
fr,ends.
"They're co-conspirators
against ne,^ Father cemented,
and
explained that Mother and
Donna also planned surprises
for hi™ like
bringing hi. a pet kitten
when he was In the hospital.
Mother added she
had allowed Donna to
smoke behind his back as
well.

Having previously forgotten
to ask about the biggest
fight the
family had ever had, I asked
them now to discuss this.
Donna i^edi,

ately identified the event,
one Me^rial Day when she
"mved out of the
house." Mother, trying to
put structure on the discussion,
asked Donna
for the year and exact date
of the fight. Donna related
that she and a

friend had stayed out at
agreed, taken her car.

a

bar later than expected and
she had not, as

When she returned she and her
father had an ar-

gument and Ralph tried to call her
friend and "tell her off."

The next

day, she said, she was very
angry, fought again with her father
and

moved to her aunt's house.

Mother Immediately expressed her memory
of being very upset, but
Father noted that this was not even the
biggest fight.
Father laughed
as he remembered Mother's upset and
his laughter caused Donna to get

quite angry.

Ralph and Denise continued to discuss
the event with Mo-

ther noting that it was impossible at
the time to reason with either of
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leave her keys when she
left for her aunfs.

a

amounted to Hhrowlng Oonna
out of the house...

request Denise
..your

feU

ho.e Is your ho.e..

She stated.

Hother then developed

a

-nosebleed and Father tended
to her

.o^„-

tanly.

The final question-„ho
flirts with who.?-was
accidentally
omitted by the interviewer
at this point.

In the

section on dating and family
bonds the goal was to
observe
the content and pn^cess
of family interaction
around issues of sexuality
and closeness. The family
line on sexuality is that
one can joke
about it as there is little
or no infor^tion to disclose
anyway.
Donna
quietly notes that sex was
never discussed at home. And
she reports

Httle sexual activity herself

in terms of dating
patterns.

tell jokes when the topic
is introduced.
it comes to rules about dating
Father is

girls.

Mom and Dad

Hother and Donna feel that when

mre

lenient with boys than with

This is affirmed over Father's
loud protestations.

With regard to expression of
affection the

over Father's disagreement,

is

family line

that there is little.

again,

Donna sees her

parents demonstrate affection very
infrequently, she says.

Mother adds

there is almost no affection expressed
from her husband toward herself.
In discussing family bonds,
those bonds agreed upon by the family

are Donna's and Paul's (against
Donald) and Mother and Donna's playful

bond over allowing Donna normal teenage
activities-driving to the beach

and smoking behind Dad's back.

Also expressed and sanctioned

is

Mo-

ther's contention that Father interacts
closely with all of the children
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over .ajor decisions or
financial matters.

Father expressed distance
fro. the Children, due to
his involvement in
his clocks; and, although
Donna even agrees. Mother
again gives the final word,
trying to underplay the distance between
her husband and her
children. She states that
they have a bond in their
love for animals.
In discussing the most
difficult argument, we learn
from Donna that

this fight between herself
and her father was an
argument over a curfew.
She states that she got very
angry when Ralph tried
calling her girlfriend to yen at her.
It was this. Donna says,
that prompted her to
leave home.
Mother is quick to add that, in
fact, she, Denise, was the
one in need of consolation at
that time.
Ralph, having heard Donna's

strong affect on the matter, rather
angrily, says that he does not
even
consider this the biggest fight the
family has ever had!
Mother gives
the last word on the topic
however, saying that the two of them
just

would not compromise thus leaving
Mother in her usual predicament.

Secondly she adds that the issue was
not really Donna's defiance of

a

rule but rather that Ralph was trying
to throw Donna out of the house
and that Donna's home is her home and
simply because she is angry this
does not warrant her having to relinquish
her house key.

Beyond the family line the data in this section
provide information
on the family's feelings about closeness and
sex.

New information is

also available on family members' rules of
interacting with one another.

The most striking aspect of this interaction is
the absence of material.
There is

a

rule that one does not discuss sex.

While there was

a

great

deal of content presented about aggression, there
was little presented
in this second section.

The parents'

initial

responses indicate both
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Pan>c and then

message that not on,,
was sex not discussed
at ho.e it
-not going to .e discussed 1n
the interview,
It .a, .en .e that
ihe
question about ..^.tin,"
was o.Uted In reaction
to a covert .u,e
that
i t was
a taboo subject.
a

second, the affects
associated with the topic
of sexuality are
worth noting.
For Father, aggression
appears Cose,, imked
with sexually. For Mother, the
topic Is discussed with
an excited, glogllng
tone-that of a teenager who
is herself sneaking
behind her father.
This is evidenced by
Father's impulsive remark
to Mother while discussing the hypothetical
case of Paul wishing to
go on a date.
Ralph says
to Oenise, "If I say
anything else, you'll blow my
head off." Her gigglylng teenage attitude is
apparent in her decision to
take on the cause
of the children and fight
with Ralph over curfews.

The affects associated with
sexuality-Father's aggressive and impulsive affect, and Mother's
stance as a rebellious
teenager-comes into

interplay in their conversation
about Paul's (hypothetical) wish
to go
on a date. Ralph's comment at
the beginning of the argument
that he is
in the "middle," may be a
correct assessment of the subsystems
estab-

lished on this topic.

It reflects the fact that with
regard to sexual-

ity and closeness one does not
have a couple in a bond on one hand
and

the children in

a

separate subsystem.

midst of two teenagers.
ly,

than Mother.

Rather, Father appears in the

In fact, he may be closer to
Donna,

libidinal-

She is quick to note that he is not
affectionate to-

ward her, but she emphasizes bonds
between Donna and Father.
interaction Mother, as she has before, takes
on the role of

arguing with Dad.

And anger,

a

In this
a

teenager

fight over Father's treatment of the
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children, becomes the
medio, for discussing
the topic.
The topic Of Closeness
again brings loud
protestations. Mother
does not li.e "people"
(covertly the interviewer,
who as. questions
about favorite family
.embers. When she finally
does consent to discuss

that

this

closeness

has

very regressive quality
to it

a

In a

Sing-song manner Denise has
the following interaction
with her daughter:

Mother
I

mind.
•

.

.

.

can read one another's
^sunn^ day
another clearly?

n!^''
Uh
jumor year, high school.
Do you and I read one

.

Donna:

No,

Mother:

It was senior.
Well, I had the wrong year
but
you and I both know what
we're talking about

that was my senior year
of high school.
.

.

.

Donna:

Yes.

Mother:

^'^

Donna:

Yes.

Mother:

Now wo.id you ra.
Why don't you tell the story
of the traditional skip day,
your father, to this
day, doesn't know the story.

Now it was traditional "skip
day"

.

Here Mother treats Donna like

a

young child.

And she acts as if they

are so close they can read one
another's minds,
A second aspect of the family's
discussion of closeness is that

there is

a

shared mechanism involving animals and
closeness.

Mother

does not explain the mechanism; however,
she tells us that there is

something about caring for animals that
Father and Donna share.

In the

previous section there was evidence of projection
of angry affect by
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Ponna onto He. cat.

There 1s an Indication
that hoth a,,ress1on
ana
nurturance .ay get projected
onto animals and that
Father does so as
well as his daughter.

The roles of the family
members singly and In
Interaction with one
another, explored 1n section
one, are clarified and
expanded upon in
th,s section on sexuality
and closeness.
First 1s a new aspect of
Father's covert role of
tyrant in the family.
Father appears here as
fragile and somewhat more
capable of warmth.
By virtue of his sexual
distance from Mother and his
drive-related bond with Donna,
it may be
that the only warmth available
for him is whatever he
allows himself
with Donna. He does not
express sexual closeness with
her in the interview; however, his treatment
of the Interviewer, discussed
below, may
provide insight Into the affective
bond he attempts to have with
his
daughter

Mother continues in this section
to serve as spokesperson,
controlling the interview.

She appears slightly rigid in
her attempts to block

the discussion of sex and gets
far more rigid when asked about
family

bonds.
a

Although there is no secret disclosed.
Mother's comment-"That's

loaded question"-indicates that on
the family level there is as yet

undisclosed information about sex in this
family.
"loaded" sexuality is for Mother.

It also speaks to how

She states that she does not get af-

fection from Father and in her initial
responses to questions on sex and

closeness she indirectly indicates her own
difficulty with these topics.

Together these indicate an isolated position for
Mother which has not
previously been apparent.

Additionally, her description of closeness

around her, that is her notion that Father is
close to the children, is
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qualified as it

is

described by her in

a

superficial way.
It is "visu
She says, it has seething
to do with big
decisions, but he. view
Of
does not reflect war.th.
We see. therefore,
an addition to Mother's Character.
Besides her controlling
nature, we see a wo^an
who is
'solated. we also learn
of her primitive ways
of defending when she
is

U

fnghtened.

m

and then uses

a

discussing bonding Nether
loses her train of thought
nosebleed to end conversation
on the topic.

In the section on
sexuality Donna regains very
quiet and withdrawn
in discussing her own
dating patterns and parents'

and children's bonds.

But She is animated as
she joins Mother in fighting
Dad on the subject
of curfews or discussing her
fight with hi. on Me^rial
Day.
Unavailable for Observation in a
written transcript is the
qualifying impact
of Donna's appearance, which
is noticeably masculine.
Thus she is protective Of her sexuality,
physically and verbally, not only
with regard
to her own dating patterns
but with the family as well.

Turning now to the interactions
between pairs of participants in
the interview, one sees that
^tother's and Father's interactions
are very

competitive and impulsively laced when
discussing sexuality.
not volunteer

a

bond between them.

They do

They may best be summarizing their

relationship as a couple when Father says,
"You'll blow my head off,"
and Mother says, "I've tamed you!"

pulsive interaction.

They are always in danger of an im-

At the end of this discussion Father makes

a

re-

quest of the interviewer to be bailed out
of his interaction with Mother.

He expresses a need for someone outside
of the couple to bail

him out.

Father and Donna's relationship was seen in the
last section as
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—

centered on drive-related
material

:

\^

he,p,n,. .ehavlo.

-te.v1..

(aqqression^
.
aggression) and
.nH as having
question•

so.ea.™to..osen.ss,.oa.e.1„

SI.IU. components are
evident

in the1. discussion
of the

1„ this pa.t of
the

M.gest .1g,t, Tathe.

ts

,ets sadis-

When he states that
although sh, .ee,s It
was ve.. Lpo.tant,
the.
were .o.e horrlMe fights
between the.. The.e 1s
son. fu.the. suggestion Of a dn-ve-related
component to thei. Interaction
1n the discussion
Of the difference between
being Father's daughter
and his son.
This Is
never overtly identified
as sexual
^
hct
fh.
.
sexual, but the confusion
over whether their
Closeness Is sexual or not
Is evident.
F1„a,„ the aspect of warmth
between Father and Daughter
Is suggested through
a triangle with
anl^ls
They are close to one
another. Mother suggests,
by both being close to
animals.
•

In section one Donna
and Mother's relationship
was seen to have

sister-like qualities with
role as Mother.

a

hint that Mother plays child
to Donna's

Denise again demonstrates the
regressive quality to

their attempts at closeness.

She plays the role of Donna's
sister and

fights with Dad over rules about
dating.

She overtly pulls for mother-

ing for herself when she keeps
reminding the group that she was
upset

when Ralph and Donna fought.
In relating to the interviewer,

of their maneuvers with Donna.

Father and Mother may reveal some

Ralph's clear and warm request to be

bailed out of his fight with Denise
suggests that he may use Donna in
much the same way.
that if

I

Mother withdraws when

I

ask about bonds, signaling

am going to discuss information that she
does not wish to have

discussed, she can withdraw from me.

And she pulls for mothering (par-
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entlfying .e) as she speaks
to her upset and worry
that Father was going
to throw Donna out of the
house.

Section III:

Separation
V

The final set of questions
centering on issues of separation
included questions about the most
difficult and longest separation,
recent
separation events, and finally a replay
of the mst traumatic separation.

It began with a question to
Donna about when she first remembered

being separated from her parents.

As

I

had asked the parents this ques-

tion previously (during the couples'
interview),

I

asked them to refrain

from responding.
Before Donna could respond to the question,
Mother began protesting, saying that

earlier.

I

had phrased the question differently
with the couple

Ralph told her to keep her mouth shut because
the interviewer

wished her to!

Mother grew

quiet for several minutes.

to identify her first weekend at her aunt's
and uncle

lier, as the earliest separation from her parents.

-"s,

Donna proceeded
seven years ear-

She said she felt

good about it and that Lawrence and Sally let her do
"what she wanted,

when she wanted."
It was then Mother's turn to discuss her first separation
and she

immediately returned to her earlier point, that during the couples' interview

I

had asked the question differently.

tion, Mother said, was when Donald was born.

The first real separaFather's first, he said,

was at Donna's birth.

Family members where asked then for the most difficult separation

and Father said it was the fight on Memorial Day (which Donna had pre-
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vlously Identified as the
biggest fight).

Mother agreed.

Then Donna

very openly stated that on
that occasion she was
".adder than hell at
them."

At this point Mother engaged
Father in

a

discussion of the dates of

this separation, arguing that
Donna had returned after the
death of

Ralph's step-father in June.

Mother mentioned several times
that she

found the whole separation very
difficult and that her daughter had
been
away for her (Denise's) birthday.
To gain more understanding of the
specific feelings surrounding

this fight,

I

asked them to put the content of
the fight aside and focus

on feelings each had while apart
from one another.

Father said, "Sad-

ness," noting that he had called her
on Father's Day and asked her to

come home.

Mother repeated that it was difficult for
her and that she

had tried to busy herself doing projects.

I
tried to make myself busy by doing a project,
a very biq
project.
Project is still not done to this day. And I have
that, on my piece of paper that says,
"unfinished projects,
^
^
and why."
'

Donna began to discuss both her anger and hurt.

As she began to iden-

tify what had been said to her. Mother quickly asked for
dates.

When

Donna had correctly identified the day of the fight. Mother
asked the

date of

a

fire (Donna's car had been set on fire) and proceeded to argue

about the timing of this disaster.
The questions now turned to present separations.

Father stated

that Donna's present move was "O.K." as she can always reach them and
they her.

Mother returned the topic to Donna's decision to move after
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the fight, saying:

She added that, "She (Donna) may
have her own home but she always
has
her original home that she can
always fall back on." Donna
stated that

she feels "alright" about this
separation.

Turning then to specific separations
in the recent past. Donna
was
asked about her decision to go to
college.
Though she thought that going to school was "great" she
explained that once she had started
school

she "did nothing but have accident
after accident and end up flat on my
back."

Once things settled down, she began looking
for her own apart-

ment with

a

friend and soon found one and went to show
it to Denise and

Ralph.

The family members began discussing Donna's plan
to move while in
college.

Donna said that she had wanted to move out but
"just couldn't
I

4.

With prodding she added that finances and her parents'
feelings about
the move interfer

with the plan.

Father began to explain that lim-

ited finances made the move impossible that he "didn't
truthfully mind"
if she moved.

He and Denise finally decided however that Donna should

not leave home.

At the time

He explained:

can't say that I was relieved in the sense.
I was
relieved that she wasn't moving at that
I
knew that she couldn't handle it financially
And plus I wasn't sure that the girl (Donna's prospective roommate), that she was going to go into.
.didn't
know how they would be compatible with one another.
I

.

of.
.spite.
time, because
.

....

.

.

.

.

.

II
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father's primary concern was
neither finances nor roommates
but
Donna-s safety.
Donna had to drive across
a bridge without
siderails to
get to the apartment and the
water. Mother said, washed
right over the
bridge.
In addition, Denise added.
Donna might not be able to
eat or
take care of herself due to lack
of funds.

At this point Donna began speaking
loudly to her cat and she was
asked about this. He kept her
company, she explained, "he's
a big baby"
and "he yowls at me (and) sits on
my head."
She noted that she often
took animals with her when she
angrily walked out of the house
and would
go to a girlfriend's house and
play with her girlfriend's cat or
dog.

The next separations discussed were
Donna's hospitalizations.

Don-

na said she missed the family pets
when she went into the hospital.

Fa-

ther said he became sad but that it was
his wife who felt "deeper toward

hospitals."

Mother noted that Donna's first hospitalization
(in

hospital) put her (Denise) into

her experience on that ward.

a

"panic."

a

state

She asked Donna to explain

Donna described staff that "beat the liv-

ing hell" out of another patient and then "knocked
me out with

a

shot."

Mother encouraged her to explain further, but Donna
said she did not

want to.
hospital
I

Mother's final comment on the topic was that at the present
they "would not brutally harm her."

asked Donna how easy it was for

Clarke home.

a

son or daughter to leave the

Donna said that her parents could make it difficult by

saying, "I don't want you to move in there."

To her surprise. Mother

had not objected to the move to her present apartment.

When done pro-

perly, that is "without bitterness," moving out is agreeable to her.

Mother said.

But she added.
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my
iy'childre'n^"'
cniidren.
e

i

childreJ!

Z'tnyLTe

a^^n^

'''' ^as revolved around
don't I''
know what I want in the
outside

^I'^^l^Z ITloKlVrZlfT

'T.l'

^''''^'^ don-'t°nL'd^'L'^

ey

]^e%r[onna)has\-S^^Lr:e.^:rth^^
^-^^ a^dtr^^-^^?L
9Jn^n.^rh:r;n1]?L^°^^
When

I

asked if Donna and Denise would
talk together about this

"stage" Denise began to discuss the
first meal Donna had ever cooked
in
her new apartment.
She noted that both she and Donna
burned a dish re-

cently and how anxious Donna was about
cooking dinner for her friends.
The Father was asked about his
difficulties "letting go."

speech was inaudible as his pipe was in
his mouth.

His

Asked to speak more

clearly, he removed the pipe, saying,
"That's my pacifier."

that Donna "can stand on her own two feet
pretty well.

.

He reported

.but

won't have anybody to take out my garbage
barrels for me."

just

I

Mother added

that taking out the garbage was her job!
Ralph went on to describe the fact that he had
left home three
times before he was 16 years old:

Father:

(The) third time I left, my mother let me go.
I
found out 26 years later what a bad mistake I made

doin'

it.

Interviewer:
You had the same kind of struggle— coming and
going?
Father:

Well, I had quite a bit of different upbringing.
my father was a drunk.
.he treated my mother wrong,
and I couldn't see it, her way.
.1 could only see
it his way and that was wrong.
.

.

.

And he added.

.
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The final question asked of
the Clarke faniily was
they recreate the most
difficult separation scene.

And

request that

a

Again they picked

the argument between Donna
and Father on Memorial Day.

Donna began de-

scribing that she was in the cellar
with her Dad and Mother was
upstairs.
Denise began to argue that she
was in the cellar as well.
Donna disagreed.
go into it."

Donna then quietly announced
that she did not "want to

And Ralph added, "I'd just as
soon let

it lay, as a dead issue."

I

a

dead issue, leave

clarified that there was disagreement
over

where Mother was and that perhaps
Donna wished her mother had been
more
available.
Mother then quickly changed the subject
to the topic of her
"unfinished projects" and identified the
project she had been doing when
Donna and Father fought.

She ended the interview saying:

When

I
look around the house, urn, I have unfinished
projects
and many of the unfinished projects
I
can relate to some very
bad incidents. And for some reason,.
.1 can actually put a
reason to an unfinished project. Now maybe
I'll be able to
finish my projects!
.

In viewing the third section, on separation,
we will

the

family line

on the topic first.

again review

Donna is given permission to have

the first word when she is asked to give her version
of the earliest

separation.

She reports that as

a

young adolescent she spent

with her aunt and uncle who allowed her to "do everything."

a

weekend

Mother at-

tempts to invalidate all of this information by repeatedly noting that
as interviewer

I

had asked Donna

a

different question than

I

did the two
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of them.

Father tells her that

I

want her to keep her mouth
shut.

Though there is disagreement
over the first separation
the family line
is clear, that the
information to be presented is
invalid and that the

interviewer is responsible for this.
If there is disagreement on
the first separation, however,
there is

agreement on the most difficult,
as the three family members
concur that
the fight between Donna and
Father discussed in section two
was the most
difficult separation.

Mother's point has now been
accepted- that this

was an argument over separation,
not curfews.

extremely angry at the time.

Donna notes that she was

Ralph rather movingly explains that
his

daughter was gone for Father's Day and
Denise explains that Donna was
away for her (Denise 's) birthday.
In discussing present separations,

the family agrees that this move

into her grandparents' house is an
acceptable separation whereby Donna

can see her parents and they can see her.
line

Mother explains the

family

on what makes for an acceptable separation
when she says it must

not have "bitterness" and it must be "orderly."
In discussing Donna's first attempt to move
out the reason for the

failure of this attempt according to
ficulties.

family line

Mother says that safety was

a

was financial dif-

factor as well as finances.

She adds her concern that Donna would have such great difficulty
with

money she might not be able to afford food.

At this point in the interaction Donna turns to her cat and
directed to discuss her use of animals.
leaving the house, usually after
friend to play with their pet.

a

is

thus

She clearly states that when

fight, she would go to

a

neighborhood
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Moving on to separations due
to Donna's hospitalizations.
Mother
presents the family line,
through Donna, as she encourages
her to express the horrors she witnessed
there.
The two-fold message is
clear.
Mother was panicked and in need
of help with her upset and
the hospital
was dangerous.

Mother adds that Donna is presently

pital where she will

not be "brutally haraed."

a

patient at

a

hos-

One must thus watch

carefully, the family says, to
protect against the horrors possible
in
the outside world.

Mother and Father then discuss their
difficulties with separation
from Donna.

Father says of himself that he
experienced repeated unsuc-

cessful attempts at running away from
home and that the last time his

mother "let (him) go."
na,

Father is quick to point out that,
unlike Don-

he lived with extremely difficult
parents.

He says of them that one

parent was always correct (that is, his mother
was treated "wrong" by
his father) and the other, his father,
was a drunk.

As a child, when his

parents fought, he thought that his mother was
wrong and that his father

was right.

And, Ralph adds, when he finally was "let go" by
his mother

he largely regretted the leaving because he had
such strong feelings

about the dog he had left behind.

Mother then explains her reaction to Donna's attempts at separation
noting that she and her daughter are at the same stage with regard
to
separation.

She adds that it is hard to realize that the children are

not infants any longer.

When asked to discuss the similarity in their

"stages" Mother quickly moves to examples of cooking food, describing
that her daughter and she both burnt
tion, then, the

family line

a

dish recently.

In

this interac-

suggests that Donna has appropriately left
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home and she is learning skills
from Mother to help her with
the separation.
In the family's response
to the final

question, the request to play

out the fight between Father and
Donna, the family wishes to
make several points.
The major issue that develops is
disagreement between Donna
and Denise over whether Denise
was present the next morning as
the
fight was discussed.

This was not an intended focus,
as Mother tells

us by switching the topic to
"unfinished projects."

Donna tries to bury

the incident by announcing that she
does not wish to continue talking

about this and Father states that it is

interview by discussing, in

a

a

dead issue.

Mother ends the

rather animated fashion, the fact that

there is an unfinished project connected
to every catastrophe in the
family, and if she could identify the unfinished
projects related to

each event perhaps she could finish them.

^

As in the two previous sections the family reveals
a great deal

more about the topic of separation than the

family line

suggests.

A

salient aspect of this section is the crisis quality to life
that appears in both the use of language and in the content of the interactions.

Mother transforms discussion about the date of

date of a fire set in the driveway of the house.

a

fight to the

The discussion of sep-

arations due to hospitalizations brings forth descriptions of people

having the "living hell" beaten "out of them."
into an apartment with

and starvation.
sical accidents.

a

Donna's wish to move

friend literally brings forth images of floods

And her attempt to go to college is punctuated by phyFinally, the most blatant connection between separa-

tion and crisis is Mother's discussion of her notion that unfinished

]
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projects mark crises in the family.

ongoing crisis quality to life.

Thus, in this family, there

iIS

an

In the interview it
appears to be dis-

cussed largely around issues
of separation.
An accompanying notion is the
relationship of rage to separation.
Mother says separation is -CK."
if there is no "bitterness.It should
be done in a quiet and "orderly
fashion. Anger too is expressed
in
talking about both hospitalizations.
And finally, the fact that the

biggest fight was also the worst
incident over separation speaks to
the
interrelated aspects of aggression and
separation for this family.
If rage and disaster are associated
with separation, what makes the

present separation so tolerable for the
Clarkes?
ther's old home.

First, Donna is in Mo-

While Father casually mentions that
Donna and her par-

ents can see one another when they wish to
do so, all members present
at the interview are aware of an unspoken
aspect of this separation-

that Donna spends virtually all of her time
in her parents' home.

This

then may be acceptable because it is not a real
separation for Donna

and because visiting her represents

a

return home for Mother.

A final, speculative observation on the family's
discussion of

separation is related to Mother's notion of unfinished projects.

Denise

mentions this following several interactions between family members
over
separation.

She does so for the first time when the family is discuss-

ing the fight and later when Donna accuses Mother of not being present

during the argument.

Ostensibly the projects may be Mother's way of or-

dering impulsively laden events.

The unfinished projects may represent

another aspect of the family system.

It may be a metaphor for Mother's

unfinished project with her family-- that of separating.

She tells us

C:
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that she is at the same stage
as Donna, and Donna has
clearly not separated from her parents
Several new aspects about individual
family members' roles and

about their relationships are
revealed.

We learn that Mother has to
put

structure on events in an attempt to
control what is
view of life.

a

crisis-oriented

She speaks to her own difficulty
leaving home and one can

imagine this actually is

a

reference to her parents' home.

And, she

tells us that she fears this stage and
that for her separating has to
do with inadequate feeding

(she talks about cooking when discussing
this

similar "stage") and with "bitterness" or anger.
Two new aspects of Father's nature are
revealed.

First, he clearly

projects his anger at Mother onto the interviewer
at the beginning of
this section.

Thus we have now seen Father and Donna do so.

Also he

shows himself for the second time (first in the
section on closeness) to
be available to show true affect when he notes his
sadness over Donna's

leaving home.

Finally, Father describes himself as attributing bad par-

enting to his father and good parenting to his mother and states
he had
done the reverse when he left home.

He also confuses his leaving with

being "let go."
Donna shows herself to share this notion of viewing people as good

or bad, when she describes her uncle and aunt as letting her do anything, as opposed to her own family.

Donna also shows impulsive and ag-

gressive affect associated with separation.

Impulsivity is demonstrated

by her repeated accidents when leaving for college and her aggressive

affect is displayed in her use of volatile language to describe what

happened when she moved out to her uncle's and aunt's house.

She says
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of this, "It was the worst,
because

I

was madder than hell at them.

and they were mad at me and all
we did was fight."

.

.

Donna tries to

point out her hurt associated with
this separation but Mother
stops her
and does so again when Donna^ries
to explain how her parents
hinder her

separations.
to animals.

Finally she tells us that at times
of separation she turns
And, in the interview she does
just that-caress the cat

when her mother is discussing the
safety factors involved in her wish
to
move in with a girlfriend. One can
only conclude that Donna is blocked
in expression of anything but
anger with regard to separations and

blocked in her attempt to state that her
parents interfere with her attempts at leaving.

She must therefore project support and
warmth miss-

ing from her parents onto the animal.
gives herself the caring she needs.
says, "cause he's got quite

a

And through caressing the cat she
"The cat keeps me company," she

personality.

.

.

.

He's a big baby."

He

may, in fact, be her baby at a time when she
feels she is lacking closeness.

Mother and Father are for the third time not seen as
ple.

This time it is around issues of separation.

a

united cou-

Mother has previous-

ly identified with the child (Donna) being thrown out of the
house by

Father.

Now she clearly has stated that she is going through Donna's

"stage" with her.

Thus this is not a couple separating from a daughter

but two daughters separating from one parent.
With regard to Father and Donna' relationship one sees at least

struggle around separation.

a

Little else is added to our picture of

their relationship except for two speculations about Father's possible

resistance to Donna's leaving home.

First, his interaction with the in-
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terviewer-a projection of his anger
at Mother onto
quests he makes of Donna.

^

may duplicate re

He may set her up as angry
at Denise for hi m,

And Father may wish not to lose
her support as someone on
whom he can
project his rage. She may in^ fact
literally "take out the garbage
barrels"

(Father's anger) for him.

Second, Father may see Donna's
separa-

tion as a desertion, just as he
confused his own leaving with his
Mo-

ther's letting him go.

Mother's relationship with Donna around
issues of separation is
once again regressive.
turns to food.

That is, their conversation about
separation

Mother also shows her control over
Donna's expression of

hurt and vulnerability.

She interrupts her when Donna discusses
her

hurt at going to her aunt's and uncle's by
switching the conversation to
dates.

But the most salient aspect of the
Mother-Daughter interaction

in this section is at the end, over the
fight.

Previously their relationship has had

a

regressive symbiotic qual-

ity, with Mother setting Donna up to speak like
to read her mind.

a

puppet and attempting

Mother has also been seen as being isolated herself

with regard to sexuality and closeness.

The interesting aspect apparent

in this fight about separation is that Donna feels Mother
was not avail-

able to her.

This interaction has larger implications than Mother's

presence in one argument.

Mother withdraws.

When there is distance as in

a

separation,

In this interaction Donna is really saying that her

mother has not been available to her emotionally with regard to separation.

That is, when there is some attempt at moving out of Mrs. Clarke's

sphere of influence one becomes emotionally deserted.

This may explain

Mother's resistance and withdrawal from the interviewer when the ques-
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tions about separations began.

The interviewer was punished
for not

agreeing to Mother's rules (the family
rules) and to being in her control

.

Summary

The Clarke family interview offers

a

medium through which to learn

about family members' roles and about the
dynamics of their relationships with one another.

Just as the family communicates about the
three

topics at two levels, overtly (through the
family Tine) and covertly, so
do family members play both overt and
covert roles.

Overtly Father

is

an impulsive tyrant, yet covertly, he is the
family member of the three

most capable of openly expressing warmth.
both of himself and others.

Second, he is very watchful

And he is dependent and can maintain close-

ness most easily when he is being helped or helping his
daughter.

Mother, overtly in the role of

a

harried compromiser, covertly con-

trols both the content and often the patterns of family interaction.

Underneath she appears to be

a

woman who greatly fears aggression and

closeness, for whom separation is associated with anger and lack of nurturance, and who adopts an isolated stance to protect against these
fears

Donna is overtly angry, like her father, and is purported to have

begun to separate from her family.

Covertly, we see that Donna has lit-

tle voice in the family and is rather a family member onto whom much is

projected.
ger.

She is blocked in her expression of most feelings except an-

She feels orphaned in her attempts to separate and she is extreme-

ly angry about this, particuarly at her mother.

One surmises that she
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is ambivalent about her wishes for
satisfying closeness with Father
due

fear of being subject to his fusion
of closeness and sexuality.

to

As interviewer

I

presented myself as someone who would
offer ques-

tions for the family to discuss and

I

promised to honor any wishes to

stop any interaction that the family
wished discontinued.
I

In actuality

violated multiple family rules-by discussing
certain topics, by ques-

tioning family myths and by allowing Donna
to speak.

Yet in the end

I

was largely swayed by the pull of the family
such that my covert behavior reflected my fears of their vulnerability
and their unspoken wishes.
I

was allowed limited access to the family,

to nurture and protect Denise and to bail

when allowed "in" it was

Ralph out of uncomfortable

interactions with his wife.
There is evidence of the interplay between the topics
discussed and
the roles as outlined above.

As interviewer

I

was forced to take on

complimentary roles to each family member's role.
lating is discussed below.

Their manner of re-

To the extent that they developed modes of

interacting with me these reflect information about how each of the
three Clarke fami ly members interact with one another.

Father's and Donna's issues with aggression and impulsivity are

evident in their language throughout the interview.

That is, the con-

tent is riddled with language expressive of both impulsivity and disaster.

These two family members are in fact linked in their impulsive and

aggressive behavior.
sexuality.

Their attempts at closeness have some overlay of

Topics of closeness and sexuality are also expressed sadis-

tically from Father to Daughter.

And one guesses, from Father's projec-

tion of anger onto the interviewer, that Donna may serve too as

a

recep-
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tide

for Father's anger

at

Mother.

To the extent that Father

helps structure events cognitively
for Donna-that is, thinks
through
major problems-the two are close.
To the extent that Donna helps
Father and bails him out of conflicts
with Mother, there is evidence
of

closeness.

And finally, both derive some warmth
by projecting their

neediness onto animals and caring for
the animals.
both nurture themselves.
two.

Thus indirectly they

Separation conflicts are not overt between
the

That is, Father can support Donna's
separation.

However, this is

mitigated against by the loss he would suffer if
she were not available
for sado-masochistic interactions, to "help"
one another, and receive
his anger toward Mother.

Mother and Donna do not have

a

bond over issues of aggression, al-

though to the extent that Mother is herself isolated
Donna must feel

angry at her.

Rather, Denise and Donna interactively play either at

being sisters, or at Mother and Daughter, with Donna playing
Mother.

The only other option for closeness between the two

is

in which Mother reads Donna's mind or speaks for her.

closeness without real mothering.

over the issue of separation.

a

symbiotic one

It is a primitive

Their roles interact in complex ways

Donna's separation from her mother seems

to include an assignation of anger and simultaneous emotional withdrawal.

At the same time Mother sees her daughter's separation as another

in a series of sisterly aspects to their relationship.

Denise identi-

fies with the daughter in the separation process, rather than with the

role of Mother.

She asks for nurturance from Donna in the same way she

did from the interviewer.

Finally, Denise's and Ralph's interaction over these issues reveals
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aspects of their relationship.

Covertly it is clear that both
have is-

sues with aggression and become
very impulsive when close.

The aggres-

sion is mediated against by
Mother's attempt to enter
battles with
Ralph in defense of the children,
rather than having a fight as
two

adults.

Second, her variety of defensive
maneuvers against losing con-

trol of a conflict help tone
down conflicts between the
couple.

Just as
Father sees himself as working for
the interviewer in the first
section,
so does he see himself as working
for, that is living under the
control
of, his wife.

For her part Denise rightfully
may fear the fusion of

sexuality and aggression in her husband.

There is thus little closeness

and simultaneously little structure
for it.

attempts to see herself and Ralph as

a

That is. Mother undercuts

couple.

With regard to separa-

tion issues they are more like parent (Ralph)
and child (Denise).

The Clarke family, then, has two ways to create
homeostasis within
the family system.

Father and Daughter have

and aggressive tie which excludes Mother.

rangement,

a

a

libidinal

("caretaking")

The first homeostatic ar-

Father-Daughter subunit with Mother separate, simultaneous-

ly satisfies Mother's need for isolation and hides
her inability to nur-

ture her daughter.

Father thus can get nurtured by Donna and she can

receive nurturance by caring for animals or another family member.

She

projects her wish to be nurtured onto an animal or person and then responds to this projection with nurturing.

Also they can both project

their anger toward Mother for not nurturing them onto one another.
Such

a

system maintains itself as long as Mother receives some nur-

turnace from outside of the family and as long as the object of Donna's

projected need for nurturance remains present, and the libidinal or ag-
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gressive tie does not become so
strong that Donna or Father
cannot tolerate it.
Overt sexuality between Father
and Daughter, or volatile
aggression, would thus throw the
system out of equilibrium. And
as Donna's nurturance of an animal

or'

family member is

a

requirement for home-

ostasis, the loss of an animal or
cared-for family member could also
cause disequilibrium.
The al:ternative arrangement is one
in which Daughter and MDther
are
tied through their sister-like
interactions.

Such an arrangement with

Mother and Daughter allied against Father
provides Daughter with an ally
against Father's fusion of aggression and
sexuality.

And to the extent

that she can stand the closeness involved,
it provides Denise with mothering from her daughter.

Such an arrangement operates in the present

"separation" because it offers the two "daughters"
a figure

(Mother and Donna)

(Father) with whom to engage in a struggle over
separation.

This arrangement is viable until Father becomes
too needy.
draws Donna back into

a

He then

sexually and aggressively tinged "caretaking"

relationship with him and creates

a

sub-unit with her leaving Mother

separate from them.
The psychological mechanism for maintaining this family system
that of projection.

is

Father projects his anger toward Mother onto Donna,

and Donna her anger toward Mother onto Father.

turance is projected onto Donna.

Mother's wish for nur-

Donna's wish for nurturance is pro-

jected onto animals and to the extent possible onto her aunt and uncle.
In the end the system maintains itself as

long as all members are pres-

ent.

The tumul tuousness of such an arrangement is evident, finally but
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clearly, in the aggressive and
impulsively laden language of the
interactions.
It is language that reflects
the constant possibility of
crisis.

The disasters are seen as outside
of the family and yet the most
potentially volatile explosion is one
which removes a family member from

within the family sphere because then
the objects of the projections

would no longer be available

to each family member.

The Donahues

:

Family History

The Donahue family, to be presented next,
includes Tom and Margaret

Donahue and their son, John.

The couple entered the study while their

son was hospitalized at a Veterans Administration
Hospital

gland.

in New En-

The family history presented below represents the
history of the

family as they view it.

Data were collected in

a

couples'

held at the Donahue home around their kitchen table.

interview

The data were sup-

plemented by information provided in an individual interview
with John.

Margaret and Tom Donahue live alone in their home in Wells,
30 minutes north of a major New England city.

all

left home.

Their five children have

Kevin, the youngest, lives with his male lover in

nearby city; the three oldest children, Peggy, Linda and Tom
my), are married with children of their own.

Jr.

the fourth child born to Tom and Margaret, has lived on
a

a

(Tom-

Peggy and Linda live in

neighboring towns and Tommy, their oldest son, lives in Florida.

ward of

town

a

a

John,

psychiatric

Veterans Hospital since the summer of 1976 when he overdosed

on pills while intoxicated.

The house is

a

small, one-story, two-bedroom house, just comfort-
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table for the t«, of the.
and visiting fa.lly.

u

Is neat as a pin

as

Margaret 11.es her ho.e to be,
and Is decorated in Early
American furniture.
Upon entering the house,
one »Us immediately into
the livingroo. which is Simply
furnished with overstuffed
chairs positioned around
the television on which
sits a large photograph of
Peggy's children.
Beyond the livlngroom is an
Imraculate kitchen.
chen wall

is set 20

The clock on the kit-

minutes ahead, a practice that
used to help the

children get ready for school on
time.
room. twD bedrooms and a den.

A hallway leads you to the bath-

The den is filled with photographs
of

their children and grandchildren.

It

is also remarkable for an
intri-

cately embroidered needlepoint
stool made by Kevin "when he had
emotional

problems several years ago."

And the house is filled with reli-

gious objects-every room 1s decorated
with a prayer,
gious painting.

a

saint or

a

reli-

Margaret looks to specific saints for
guidance on per-

sonal matters.

The Donahue's schedule is very regulated
these days.
works as a sales clerk in a nearby clothing
shop, Tom as

man in a hospital several miles away.
in the yard;

Margaret
a

maintenance

He has Saturdays off and putters

she is off on Tuesdays and does charity work
for the church.

Tom comes home at three and sits and sips tea in the
kitchen until it
time to pick Margaret up from work.

In the

sion and Margaret does her crossword puzzle.

Peggy on the phone.
and anniversaries.

Kevin calls once

a

evenings Tom watches televi-

After supper she speaks to

week and on holidays, birthdays

Occasionally Linda calls or visits.

And on Sunday,

when their son permits it, they visit John at the hospital
to Peggy's for dinner.

is

before going

Tommy and his wife call on Sunday evenings.
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Much to Margaret's credit the
days go by in
fashion.

a

quiet and orderly

But there were days when it
was more difficult to keep order.

And Margaret notes that at times
she felt that if she did not
have regular tasks she would "go crazy."

active and loud.
was a child.

She remembers the Donahue household
as

Life was likewise not so calm
for Margaret when she

Her family was loud and confusing.

four, born to Betty and Bill

She was the oldest of

Bruner, who were themselves born in
the

same town Margaret now lives in
with her family.

Irish but came to Wells as teenagers.

Betty's parents were

Betty was one of ten children,

three of whom died when she was four
or five.

Margaret feels that her

grandmother was greatly affected by this loss
and that Betty Bruner always felt she had been given little by her
mother.
was the only boy of five children.

Margaret's father

He was born to an Irish mother and

German father.

Margaret and her sister Kathy are four years apart
in age.

They

were followed by twins, John and Dick, six years
after Kathy's birth.
The family lived in

a

small

town north of Wells.

Margaret remembers

continual conflict between her mother and father when her
father was
there.

She never recalls him actually living at home for any period
of

time but adds that he must have been there as her mother did have
four
children.

As a child her last memory of him was that he had moved to

Cal ifornia

As the absent parent Bill Bruner was always seen as the villian.
However, Margaret remembers her mother as

a

confused, very dependent

woman who "went out with other men" and "was not much of

a

lady."

She

refused to buy groceries or pick up the welfare check and left Margaret
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to care for the twins.

An important and contrasting
figure in Marga-

refs

life v^s her aunt Mary
(Mother's sister) "who
wai a lady." She
provided the only real support
and caring Margaret received.
She would
descend on the household bringing
the four children clothes
and money
for food.
Margaret did not realize the
extreme rivalry between the two

sisters but as she came into
adolescence her mother began to take
advantage of Mary, trying to get money
from her by encouraging the kids
to

ask for it.

Growing up, Margaret wanted to
become respectful like her

aunt but was caught between the
two women.

She felt guilty that she was

siding with Mary against her mother
who had, after all, been the parent
that had remained with the children.

Margaret went to Catholic School yet
always felt on the outside.
As a child she thought herself inferior
to others.

She was at the

school, tuition free, courtesy of the
nuns, and this and her average

grades made her feel different from other
students.

Outside of school

she spent her remaining time at home caring
for the twins.

people socially except for occasional visits
with

a

She saw few

girlfriend to

a

local dance hall

At age 15, Margaret dropped out of school and went
to work to aid
her family financially.

In

her sister's education.

Kathy, the more intelligent of the two girls,

addition, she had wanted to contribute to

had plans to go on to nursing school and Margaret wanted to
help her do
so.

Margaret, therefore, went to work in
It was a

a

nearby cracker factory.

given in the Bruner home that one went outside the immedi-

ate family for help and support, that conflicts were dealt with by action, or as with her parents, by separation.

Tom's family, by contrast.
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kept issues within the
fa.ily.

Their ^tto was self
sufficiency through

hard work.

Tom was the oldest of four
children born to Louise and
Frank Donahue.
The Donahues, an Irish
couple, were themselves raised
in Wells
where they raised Tom, his
younger sisters Laura and Jane,
and his

younger brother, Frank.

Louise was the oldest of four
children born to

an Irish-born mother and
English father.

Ireland.

Frank's parents were born in

Frank was the fourth of six
children.

Tom's menK-ry of his fa-

ther, Frank, was that he was
a gentle man who always
worked hard.

drove a milk truck for most of his
married life and had

when necessary; he was hardly ever
home.

and the boss of the household.
cepted help from anyone.
ingitis as a child.
retarded.

a

Frank

second job

Tom's mother was strait-laced

A very independent woman, she
rarely ac-

Tom's sister, Laura, was sick was
spinal men-

As she grew up it was soon apparent
that she was

The Donahues kept her difficulty a
family secret.

grew older she went to work.

As she

She remained with her parents for her

adult life going to work daily and returning
home at the same hour each
afternoon.

She was extremely attached to her mother.

Tom and Margaret met at the local bar and dance
hall in Wells when
he was 19 and she 15.

met me."
cially.

He remembers that she quit school

Margaret remembers she had intended to help her family
finanHe drove a truck for his uncle and she worked in the
factory.

He remembers her as a beautiful

kind approach.

dating.
until

"as soon as she

girl; she was attracted to his quiet,

They met several times at the dance hall and then began

They dated for three years— neither was eager to get married—

in the

summer of 1935 Margaret discovered that she was pregnant.
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She was horrified and
immediately went with Tom
to a priest.

by left With the
responsibilities for the household.

made it clear that Margaret
was abandoning the house.

particularly Tom's mother, were
very upset.

She felt

Margaret's nether
The Donahues

and

Tom, however, remembers
his

father asking him if he
"loved Margaret" and, hearing
"yes", gave his
support.
The couple was much relieved.

After calling their marriage
intentions in the church three
times,
the couple was married in
January of 1936. Tom continued
to work, but^
Margaret stopped as Tom did not
want to have his wife working.
They
lived with Tom's parents for
three months and then "set up
housekeeping"
on their own in an apartment
in Wells on Langdon Street.
Here Margaret
became friends with Mrs. White,
an older
v^man who lived next door.

and Mrs. White grew to be
extremely close.

It was Mrs.

She

White who taught

Margaret to cook, clean house and
raise the children.
The Donahues' oldest child, a
girl, was born in July of 1936.

named her after his wife.
in labor for a long time;

ful."

Tom

The pregnancy was uneventful but
Margaret was
she remembers that her daughter was
"beauti-

When Peggy (as they nicknamed her)
was born, Tom went to the hos-

pital with Margaret.

A day later he returned to work leaving
Margaret

to care for the baby under Mrs. White's
tutelage.

daily as well.

Her mother visited

Margaret was pleased with her "first" and proud that

Peggy "did everything early."
The two years after Peggy was born were financially
the most diffi-

cult for the Donahues and Margaret's discovery that
she was pregnant
several months after Peggy's birth did not help matters.

She remembers
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being depressed and hoping
(as she would with each
subsequent pregnancy)
that she was simply missing
a menstrual period.
She accepted it cheerfully when she learned that
she was indeed pregnant.

Linda was born one year and
four days after Peggy.

This delivery

unlike Margaret's first, was
very difficult, and

a

breach birth.

garet worried a great deal
over Linda as she was

a

"sickly infant" who

cried Often.

As a toddler, Linda had
great difficulty when her
parents

left her with someone.
go out."

In

Mar-

Margaret remembers that "she never
wanted us to

addition to her concern over
Linda, Margaret soon discov-

ered that she was pregnant
again.

This time she miscarried after
three

months.

Margaret was admittedly relieved,
but Tom felt "the more the
merrier" and was eager to have more
children.
A month after Linda's birth,
Tom's uncle went bankrupt and this
left the Donahues with no income.

After "loafing

began selling baked goods house
to house.

a

month" Tom says he

He supplemented his income

by working on Saturdays selling milk
with his father.

free milk for the two infants.

Frank gave him

Tom worked from six in the morning until

six at night, Monday through Saturday.

with the girls though he had little.

He tried to find time to spend

He often walked them at night or

took the strollers to the ball park on
Sundays.

In

1941

he began work-

ing in the Navy yard in the big city and
in 1942 began working the night

shift at the yard.

From this point on he hardly saw the children as

Peggy began school in 1941 and Linda was to begin
the next year.

He

would remain on the night shift until 1965.

During the next few years the couples' families began to know
one

another better.

Margaret felt that Tom's mother disliked her.

She did.
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however, socialize a great
deal with his sister, Jane.
Margaret was
wary of Tom's contact with
her family as she felt
they had many emotional problems.
True to Margaret's expectations,
in 1939, Kathy, Margaret's
sister, was in such conflict
with their mother that she
moved in with Tom
and Margaret for several
months while completing high
school.
Two years
later Margaret's brother, John,
then 14, was discovered to
have epilepsy.
The family believes that he
developed epilepsy after a fall
from
the roof of his school.
In 1941 Margaret gave birth
to her first son,
Tom.
He was named by her after her
husband and his father's paternal

grandfather.

Margaret reports

a

short and easy labor with To^y.

^

She

t

remembers him as quiet as an infant
though he was mischievious and ad-

^:

venturesome in his second year.

Tom was excited to finally have

and has always felt Tommy was "just
like" him.

In

a

son

1942 Margaret was

pregnant again and miscarried after three
months.
In

July 1944 Margaret and Tom took their
first vacation together,

at the beach.

This trip was noteworthy for the fact
that Mrs. White's

sister gave Margaret sexy clothes to wear
on the trip.

Their second son

was conceived during this vacation and
to this day Mrs. White's sister

refers to this child as "my baby."

After

a

normal

gave birth to John.

pregnancy, but

a

long and difficult labor, Margaret

Me was named after Margaret's brother.

Mrs. White

minded the other three children, Peggy
(8), Linda (7) and Torrmy

while Margaret was in the hospital.

(4)

She was offered aid by Margaret's

mother who visited every day, although Margaret felt that these
visits
involved caring for Mrs. Bruner rather than receiving help.

In

retro-

spect Margaret remembers that there was "something special" about this
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baby.

As an infant he was very
cuddly and was extremely
quiet.
John
sat up at four or five
months, Margaret reports,
and crawled three
months later. As a young infant
he was closest to his
mother but Linda
helped care for him. At age
one, John began walking.
As she had with
an of her children, Margaret worried
about his wandering away.
Mother
remembers solving the problem
with both boys by putting them
in the
Play yard (playpen) so she could
see them.
Tonw always managed to get
out, but John remained close
to her.
When John was almost one year

fire to the Bruner home.

old his uncle John, then
19, set

Margaret and Tom were at the beach
with the

children at the time and Margaret
took the bus home immediately.

Her

family was so angry that she was not
there earlier that she returned to
the beach.

Her brother was charged with arson
but was not convicted.

He was instead committed to a nearby
hospital and then transferred to

state mental hospital.

He remained there for 20 years until

his death

in 1966.

Margaret's mother, sister Kathy (then in nursing
school), brother
Dick and their dog moved into the Donahue
home on Hancock

remained there while they looked for

a

new house.

Over a period of

months they came and left repeatedly until Betty
found

housekeeper and moved in with her son, Dick.
nursing school, went south for
breakdown."

a

job.

Street and

a

position as

Kathy, having finished

A year later she had a "nervous

Margaret knows little of the details.

Kathy returned to

work and was in psychotherapy for several years.
This period was difficult because Margaret was extremely worried

about Tom's reaction to her family.

a

Tom, however, was home little,

a
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seeing hi.self as the
breadwinner.

He began a practice of
drinking on

Friday night, his night out
alone, and was little affected
by the coition brought on by the Bruners.
He felt that Margaret's
„„ther. who was
always around the house even
after her family noved out.
was "fine with
the kids."

Margaret discovered she was
pregnant when John was about two
years
old.
She miscarried for the third
time after three months.
She became
.pregnant again when John was three
and gave birth to her third
son,
Kevin.
Margaret went to the hospital on
a Thursday at 8:30 a.m. and
Kevin was born at five on Saturday
night.

Margaret remembers telling

John that he was going to have
a baby sister or brother.

Several

hours

before she went into the hospital,
Margaret's mother called and said,
think there's something wrong, I'm coming
over."
knew that Margaret was going to deliver.

"I

She meant that she

While Margaret had wished that

her sister remain with the kids, her
mother arrived and remained with
them, and Kathy, by then

a

nurse, went to the hospital with Margaret.

She remained with her all night.

Margaret remembers that this was

a

normal, uncomplicated delivery though she was
exhausted after three days

of labor.
John recalls that there was a lot of fuss over Kevin.

He remembers

that his mother took the baby to visit relatives and
friends and left

him home with his older sisters.

His clearest memory of Mother's favor-

itism was that he was pushed out of bed by his mother so that she
could
be in her bed alone with the baby.

John out.

In

cut himself.

Mother remembers that Tommy pushed

either event, John fell on

a

spoon he had in his hand and

The cut required several stitches.
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When Kevin was about a year old
the Donahues moved to

project in Wells where they lived
for about five years.

a

housing

They now had

five children, the youngest of
whqm-Kevin and John-were still in
cribs. Margaret liked her role
as Mother.
She particularly liked to
clean and remembers her pride at
getting the children's clothes washed

and sorted in the closet.
mother.

Margaret was

a

very practical and organized

With five children she felt her
contact with them required a

high degree of organization.

She constantly got after them to
clean

their rooms and hang up their clothes.

She even developed a routine

with the kids which she followed religiously
when they were young, with
the aid of

a

clock set ahead 20 minutes.

in the morning for school,

walk to the store.

She readied the oldest three

then took the "babies" out with her for
a

She did this in the company of Mrs. White,
Bill's

sister, Jane, and their children.

In the

afternoon she bathed the kids

and "dressed them up"--a favorite project of
Margaret s--and then lined
'

them up for Tom to see as he left for work at 3:00
p.m.
the children, Margaret had continued obligations

to

In

addition to

her family.

She

spoke to her mother daily and whenever she could visited her
brother

John in the hospital

Tom had little time with the kids.
his time off.

He continued to drink on Friday night and would be quite

drunk when he returned home.

Margaret waited for him on Fridays and

they began to fight every Friday night.
ger.

Usually hard at work, he valued

Tom was confused about her an-

He felt that his drinking was controlled.

up on Saturday morning and go to work.

quite well.

After all he would get

And he could handle the children

He often took them to the local

ice cream parlor and while
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they were having ice crea.
he would secretly slip
next door and have
beer.
Until recently told to the
contrary, he always believed
they

never knew he had "had

a

a

couple."

Margaret's and Tom's relationship
beca„«

»re

conflictual, however.

Although any heavy drinking was
confined to the weekends, Tom
was often
moody and relied on Margaret
to

him.

mke

social visits or phone calls
for

He felt she was the socialite
of the two and that he was very

timid by comparison.

It was only when drunk,

in fact,

that Tom asserted

himsel f

While John was a normally sized
infant, he grew little

and was

very tiny pre-schooler.

a

physically

Linda and Tommy had both been
active

and lively in elementary school
but when John entered parochial
school
at five he was far more timid.
Well behaved, he was selected for
leads
in the school

play and choir, but Mother felt that
he needed coaxing to

participate.
Both John and his mother were ill during
his first three years of

school.

In 1950 John had a hernia operation
and was hospitalized for

one week.

working.

Margaret remembers taking him to the hospital
as Tom was
She was surprised that he rather liked being
there.

was hospitalized herself in 1952 for a thyroid
imbalance.

Margaret

Later that

same year John was hospitalized for three weeks for
what was diagnosed
as "hysterical

weeks for

a

paralysis."

In 1953

Margaret was hospitalized for two

thyroidectomy but as she was physically run downthaydid not

perform the operation and instead made her rest for two weeks.
mon ths later she was rehospital ized.
mo ved.

Six

This time she had her thyroid re-

When they biopsied her thyroid, she was found to have a benign
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tumor.
TO this day. the
conditions surrounding John's
paralysis remain a
mystery to the Donahues. As
Margaret remembers it,

.

.

.he was going to confession
one day and the whnlp

'''' ''''

?or'?ests.-!"'

ru..

^° the hos^Ual

Margaret carried John to the
local hospital; Tom was working.

She was

extremely worried for the next few
weeks as John was tested for,
among
other diseases, polio. She was
relieved to hear that the results
were

negative.
ized.

stand.

Again, to Margaret's surprise,
John enjoyed being hospital-

At this first hospital he
stood up once but was then unable
to

Margaret was advised to take him to

in the city.

a

special diagnostic center

Here the staff noticed him standing
whenever he thought no

one was watching.

The doctor at this hospital called the
Donahues to

his office after a few days and
told them it was "psychological," and

from talking to John all he could figure
out was that the Donahues were
"making too much of

a

baby out of him."

He advised giving John "a lit-

tle more attention" and letting him "stay
up

a

little later."

When the kids were six, nine, thirteen,
sixteen and seventeen, the

Donahues bought their first home, on Henry Street.

eight years.
and moved out.

They lived there for

The girls were teenagers in this house and then
married
The three boys spent their adolescence on Henry Street.

Tom continued to work the evening shift and Margaret remained
at home
with the kids.

As the children were in parochial school she became more
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active in religious and
school -related activities.

She developed close
relationships with the sisters
in her children's
school.
As John grew to be nine and
ten he was aware of an
Increasing fear

of his father.

He had a high voice and
his nickname.

him by his peers, angered
Tom in^nsely.
his mother.

"Squeaky." given

John was quiet and close
to

He was constantly aware of
her desire for him to do
well

academically, to be reserved, and
to be religious.

His years at the

housing project had brought him
into contact with kids who
fought often.
His attempts to be aggressive
and loud always resulted in
his being disliked or beaten up.

However, this same fighting style
worked, at least in part, for his
brother Tommy. Tommy was popular, John
thought, and while he was con-

stantly in trouble with his father for
misbehaving, Father seemed to
like having his boys defend themselves.

In fact,

Tom once took Tommy

to a local boxing ring and entered him
in a fight with another boy.

And

Tom encouraged John to defend himself
physically when people picked on
him.

As Tommy got older, the conflicts with Tom
got worse and this

frightened John.

He was often worried about his brother.

He remembers

one incident when Tom beat Tommy so hard that Margaret
had to pull her

husband off of Tommy.
ther's anger.

With time John began to be the object of his fa-

As a boy, he often had fantasies of killing his father.

Many times he felt that Tom got angry at something that John
could not
identify, and then he would get punished but not comprehend why.

The girls were relatively little problem from both Tom's and Mar-

garet's points of view.

They never had any difficulty disciplining them
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and never got into conflicts
with the. over rules in
the ho.se.
They
Showed both parents respect
and although Linda was
defiant and Peggy far
more well behaved and close
to her mother, neither
was noted to have any
difficulties.
When she was 16, Peggy met
Paul

a

boy in school named Paul.

She dated

through high school and after
graduating, she narried him.

They
lived withf^rgaret and Tom for
several r^jnths and then moved
out and
"set up housekeeping."
Peggy had her first child two
years later. Linda dated a boy that the
family "did not care for." After
graduating

from high school, Linda met and
then married Alan.
child, Alan Jr., one year later.

They built

They had their first

a small

house and lived

with the Donahues for several
months while it was completed.

years in the house on Henry Street were
spent with

a

John and Tommy became similar in many
respects.

reliable and distant from them.

heavily and John worried about this.

was in a car accident.

family of five.
Kevin was serious,

The older boys both had conflicts with

Tom largely over curfews and the use of the
car.

John never discussed his concern.

The last

Tommy began to drink

As his brother kept to himself,

Tommy got his own car and soon after

John also had an accident the first time he bor-

rowed the family car.
In

highihool John met his first and only girlfriend, Maureen.

They dated for several years.

Margaret was very concerned that John

dated Maureen exclusively and tried to encourage him to meet
other
girls.

Finally, aware that he would do what he wanted, she accepted it,

and Maureen soon became part of the Donahue household.

John brought her

over for dinner on Sundays and she often visited the Donahue home.
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The late 1950-s and early
1960-s were difficult years
for Margaret
Her mother became ill in
the mid 1950's and
Margaret wrote to her father in California.
He came East and he
Visited With Margaret.
When
Margaret's mother died in
1958, he came again for the
funeral. Two
years later Margaret was
hospitalized herself when she
was discovered to
have a uterine tumor.
This was a major upset for
her; she was convinced
that she would die.
The recommended hysterectomy
was successful, however; and she has had no
recurrent problems.
In

1961 Tom broke his leg when he
was pinned between two cars.

He

received four months of sick
leave but then had to re^in
out of work
for another seven months.
It was very difficult for
him to be unemployed.
He was concerned about
providing for his family. Finally,
for
financial
work.

reasons, Margaret talked Tom into
allowing her to return to

She was very pleased to .«rk as
a salesperson, and she
continued

to work after Tom returned to
his job.

He was soon laid off, however,

and began working in Wells.

Toward the end of high school. Tommy began
skipping classes regularly.

At the advice of the principal, Tom took
him out of school and

"sent him to work."

At age 16, then. Tommy went to work as

a

printer.

Six years later John graduated and, at Tommy's
suggestion, began working

for the same printing company.
the printing company for about

As his parents remember it he remained in
a

year, until he felt he could no longer

advance there and then joined the service.
John was 20 when he enlisted; Tommy was drafted six
months earlier.
Both Margaret and Tom remember taking the boys to the
induction center.

Tom took Tommy and after dropping him off crept back to watch him
enter
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the bu11d1„g.

To this day he

cHes about their

parting.
Both parents
drove John to the center
after going out for dinner
with hi. and his
girlfriend Maureen. This
separation «as also extremely
difficult, but
becan^ even .oreso when
John was sent to Vietnam.
After a year in the
States, he had been stationed
in Germany.
Then he returned to the
United States for several
™nths. During his stay in Gennany
and on the
base he was very anxious and
depressed and drank heavily.
John then
volunteered for a tour of duty
in Vietnam, and, expecting
for ™ny subsequent weeks to be sent
overseas, he returned hon^ to
Wells weekend after weekend to say goodbye.
During these visits John reports
drinking
heavily.
With each parting, Margaret
became increasingly distressed
until she finally told him
she could not stand it any
more but they con-

tinued the visits until John was
sent into active duty.
John was finally sent to Vietnam
in 1965.
a

While there, he received

letter from Maureen terminating their
relationship.

more depressed and then suicidal.

He became even

That year he purportedly put a loaded

gun to his head and his gun was taken
away from him permanently.

He re-

mained in Vietnam altogether for a
little over a year and then returned
to Wells.

While away, Margaret wrote to her son three
times a week.

ported the goings-on in the family.

Much had happened.

She re-

Immediately be-

fore John left for Vietnam, the Donahues moved
to their present house.

Tom had stopped working the evening shift in 1965
and had taken
of jobs near Wells.
Linda's third.

Peggy and Linda each had

a

a

series

child, Peggy's fifth and

And Margaret's Aunt Mary had died.

In

addition Kevin

had had "emotional problems" related, Margaret reported,
to understand-
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ing that he was gay.

He moved out of the
house and soon after told
both

parents about his homosexuality.

Margaret said she almost
died when he

left home but was not upset
about hvs homosexuality.

Tom, however, was

extremely upset to hear that
his son was gay.
John returned from the service
in July of 1966.
his mother he had arranged
to enroll

was already attending.

dropped out.

in a business school

which Kevin

He remained there for a
few months but then

During his year in business school
he moved out of his

parents' house.

over a year.

Through letters to

He then lived alternately
at home and on his own for

For

a

couple of years (1968 and 1969)
he had no contact

with his parents.
When John returned home from the
service, Tom and Margaret saw he

had changed.

They were concerned about his drinking
and noted

in his attitude toward his

parents.

a

shift

Previously close to Mother and of-

ten uncomfortable with Father, he
returned, having shed his religious

beliefs, distant from Margaret and
extremely friendly toward Tom.

Mar-

garet felt that he always pulled away
from her even as he kissed her
when entering the house.
In

1966 John made suicide attempts,

car by having repeated car accidents.
chiatric ward in

a

Wells hospital.

trying to kill himself in his

John was hospitalized on

psy-

After his discharge he continued to

drink heavily and decided to go into therapy.
1969 to 1972.

a

He saw a therapist from

Much of the therapy centered around feelings about his

father and anger toward him as

a

child.

For the next few years John worked for over 30 firms.

typically become overinvolved

in a job,

He would

get into conflicts with his
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boss, and then quit.

By 1972 his drinking had
resulted in blackouts and

D.T.'s and he required
multiple admissions to
detoxification units.
In the years between
1965 and 1975 both Margaret
and Tom each had
several losses.
In 1966, Margaret's
brother, John, died of a heart
attack in the hospital he had
been in for 20 years. A
year later, Tom's
brother, Frank, also died of
a heart attack.
Margaret's father died in
Los Angeles in 1971 of a heart
attack.
His body was flown East
and he
was waked in Wells. And in
1974 Tom's mother died.
She had been in a
nursing home suffering from a
sciatic hernia of the throat.
She became
increasingly more ill and thin and
then died.
Laura took Betty's death
the hardest.
She remained in the house in
a withdrawn state with her
father.
Frank then took sick and was put
in a nursing home.
Laura dis-

covered

a

lump on her breast and had

a

mastectomy.

in a nursing home herself and
"went down hill

She was then placed

from there."

She died in

1975.
In

1974 John took an overdose of pills and after
a psychiatric hos-

pitalization began treatment with

ministration alcohol abuse center.

a
"

female counselor at

a

Veterans Ad-

He worked in treatment for two years

and in July of 1976 his therapist announced
garet and Tom were simultaneously going on

a
a

vacation for August,
trip to Europe.

Mar-

At the end

of July John's roommate found him unconscious in their
apartment.

He

had overdosed on Valium and Antibuse and he was admitted
to another Vet-

eran's Administration hospital.
John was hospitalized this time from July of 1976 until January
of
1977.

He was treated by his outpatient alcohol counselor and by a
female

psychiatrist on the ward.

He was very withdrawn at first and became
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easily angered by other
patients.

He soon become very
involved with the

staff, adopting one
particularly warm female nurse
as his prinBry staff
person.
When this woman, his
psychiatrist, or alcohol counselor
announced vacations he would
become angry and threaten
suicide.

After six months John was
discharged and returned to
counseling at
the alcohol abuse center.
When several months later
his counselor announced suddenly that she was
resigning, he again threatened
to kill
himself.

Feeling abandoned, and suicidal,
he returned to the hospital.

This time he was described as
having "psychotic symptoms of
loose associations, ambivalence, inappropriate
affect and autism." He began
shaking and pacing and would become
paranoid of new patients on the
ward.

July his therapist left the hospital
and he was transferred to a rale
psychiatrist as his inpatient
administrator. His female psychiatrist
In

continued to treat him at an outpatient
clinic.
vacation

a

When she went on her

month later, he "regressed to bedwetting",
saying at one

point, "I'm feeling like a baby and
you have no right to leave me."

John lived on the ward until April of
1978 visiting his therapist
at the outpatient clinic.

In the hospital

he became a major problem on

the ward as he would repeatedly get drunk
or suicidal whenever there was

talk of discharge.

vacation in January.

He eloped when his inpatient administrator
left for

John flew to Florida at this time, with intentions

to visit his brother Tommy.

tion in Florida.

Coincidently his administrator was to vaca-

Becoming very paranoid while deplaning, he was
flown

back to the Veterans Administration hospital.

angered by his behavior.

The staff was by now very

Some thought he needed to continue staying on

the ward; others felt he should be forced out.

An administrative deci-
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dsion was ™de

that a discharge date
be set.

And if the patient

•showed the staff that he
needed chronic care" he
would be co..itted and
transferred to a "chronic care
facility."
response. John improved
at
first but then as the date
of discharge approached he
began to get suicidal.
He was co^itted by the
court.
Following the co^itr^nt, he

m

be-

came deluded that his
administrator was his brother,
To™y. John was
then transferred to a
chronic care facility/' several
hours away.
For the past two years Tom
and Margaret have visited
John when he
was not allowed off the ward.
When he has had weekend passes
he has
gone home to his parents^ house.
Typically his father would pick him
up
at the bus and bring him home.
He would, with regularity,
kiss his mother hello and shake his father^s
hand, coming and leaving.
While he

watched television in the den,
Margaret would bring him food and wash
and iron his clothes. On Monday
he would return to the hospital.
The family has watched him closely.

It has been lonely for them

because they have shared the fact of
his hospitalization with no one.

Occasionally Tom will jokingly ask Tommy
whether John has arrived in
Florida.

Tom always expects John will visit his
brother.

Kevin and

John have had intermittent contact but
Kevin so angers John that John

rarely initiates any conversations with him.

Peggy sometimes calls her

brother but her constant refrain, John feels,

is that he

mother feel badly.
he is far away.

is

making his

John feels he would be comfortable with Tommy,
yet

It is with Linda that John most identifies.

She has

had marital problems and her oldest daughter has
also had emotional

problems.

Margaret continues to see John as periodically very ill.

She feels
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that he gets worse when he
has to leave the hospital
and she regularly
points out to him that if he
would just be quiet and well
behaved at
these times he would get out.
She often prays to different
saints for
his recovery, a practice
John refers to as her attendance
in the "saint

of the month club."
lem.

Tom thinks the problem is largely

a

drinking prob-

He tells John that if he
would just stop at a few beers he
would

be O.K.

Tom often invites John to move
back in with him and Margaret

and use their home as

a

base from which to find a job.

After John was committed by the court,
Margaret and Tom went to
Florida to visit Tommy. They returned
to find John had been transferred
to another hospital.

Now back to their old schedule of
daily jobs and

dinners on Sunday with Peggy, they
have decided to visit John as often
as possible on weekends.

After all. Margaret adds, she worries that
if

he is not visited he will

not get proper care and may end up like
her

brother— hospitalized for many years.

The Donahues

:

Psychological Testing Data

The next section includes summaries of the
psychological testing
done on the Donahues.

Margaret and Tom Donahue were tested in their

home at the kitchen table.

They were each tested in several sessions,

Mrs. Donahue in three morning meetings and Mr. Donahue in
one afternoon

meeting and at

a

second session on Halloween night.

John Donahue had

been given a battery of projective tests one year prior to his partici-

pation in this study.

He was therefore readministered the WAIS, Ror-

schach and DAP plus several TAT cards not administered previously.

John
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refused to do the DAP drawings,
stating that they reminded
him of upsetting Catholic School
experiences. The psychological
testing battery
was administered to him
in three sessions
while a patient at a New
England Veteran's Administration
Hospital.
As with the Clarkes' tests,
these testing reports are
presented
first individually and then
a comparison of the
family members' styles
of thinking, major affects and
defenses and object relations
are presented.
Mrs. Donahue's testing report
is presented first and
is followed by that of her husband then
that of her son.

Psychological Test Report

^^h^mn^L

:

Mrs

obseryations.

female of Irish and German

.

Donahue

Margaret Donahue is

descent.

a

60-year-old, white

She is a short, neatly dressed

and well-groomed woman with
a figure of someone

20

Her hair, dyed blonde, is permanented
and worn short.

years her junior.
Her fine features

and soft skin suggest a face that
was once very beautiful.

Due to an

operation on her vocal cords that limits the
range and volume of her
speech, Mrs. Donahue speaks in a low, raspy
voice.

This raspiness ap-

pears in striking contrast to her otherwise
soft, yet manicured appearance.

During the three meetings held in the Donahue
home, Mrs. Donahue

presented herself in

a

quiet, polite and organized manner.

each testing session she served coffee and fresh
donuts.

Prior to
Her approach

to the testing was earnest and she was extremely
cooperative and dili-

gent in her attempts to complete the tasks.
the testing, however, had

a

Her quiet composure during

fragile quality to it.

While answering she
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would at t1.es beco^

q.Ue

nervous and question herprcgress.

several occasions, on the
projectives and on the

«IS.

And on

Mrs. Donahue gave

responses that reflected
idiosyncratic thinking or loss
of distance. At
these times she would express
worry over her response
asking if others
gave similar responses.
Often while taking the
projectives, Mrs. Donahue lost
proper distance from the task.
The most striking example of
this was on Rorschach Card VII where she began
by giving the percept,
"Looks like two
women," and added, "and I'm thinking
of my mother and aunt." She
gave
details of their relationship,
explaining that they were "exact
opposites" and explained that they
were therefore standing on two
opposite
ends of the world on the card.
She then began crying about her
rela-

tionship with these two women.
she was,
In

After the episode, she announced that

"O.K. now," and regained her previous
composure.

summary, then, Mrs. Donahue appears
to be an extremely coopera-

tive, polite woman.

Periodically she can become fragile in both her

thinking and emotional state.

At these times her thinking is character-

ized by loss of distance and at times
idiosyncratic thought.

She ap-

pears concerned about her performance and
aware of her fragility and

variable thinking.
Inte llectual functioning

.

Mrs. Donahue's scores on the WAIS place

her in the average range of intelligence.

Her thinking of the WAIS sug-

gests an ongoing though non-acute psychotic process.

Mrs. Donahue's

thinking appears stressed by interpersonal relationships, and
by aggressive, oral and sexually related themes.

At these times her intellectual

functioning is occasionally characterized by bizarre thinking and loss
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of distance.
Mrs. Donahue appears most
stressed by her concerns over
relationships.
For example, on the Picture
;\rrangement Subtest of the WAIS
she

either ordered cards involving
people incorrectly, or ordered
them correctly but gave a story in which
the people had no relation to
one another.

On one occasion (Item 7 of
the Picture Arrangement Subtest)
she

saw an inanimate object as alive.

of

a

And when asked to construct

a puzzle

person's face on the Object Assembly
Subtest, she created an ex-

tremely distorted image.
Mrs. Donahue's functioning is
affected by aggressive, oral and sexual

concerns as well.

At times this interference is reflected
in loss

of distance but it can reach psychotic
proportions and she gives re-

sponses that appear to reflect perceptual
distortions based on her own

idiosyncratic ideas.
Mrs. Donahue, then, shows average intellectual
functioning.

Her

functioning is affected by concerns over relationships
and aggressive,
oral and sexual content.

When stressed on this structured test, her

thinking can reflect loss of distance as well as
occasional bizarre
thinking.

Personality functioning

.

Mrs. Donahue's functioning on the projec-

tive tests suggests a psychotic character, that is,

a

low-level charac-

ter disorder with ongoing, longstanding psychotic features.

Her Ror-

schach record is replete with fabulized combinations, fabulized percepts, symbolic logic and loss of distance.

She appears aware and con-

cerned about her bizarre thinking as evidenced by her attempts to recover her composure after giving bizarre responses.

Nevertheless this
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thinking reflects

a

characterologic ™nne. of
coping «ith affect and
in
pulse, through ideation,
which at ti^es reaches
psychotic proportions
Most typical of Mrs.
Donahue's thinking is her
tendency to conf.se
the ani^te with the
inanimate, to .ake literal
which is concrete
For
example, on Rorschach Card
IV she gave the percept
dogs ..standing" and
facing her (as if alive)
and then noted they were
figures on bookends
She can show less disturbed
thinking through loss of
distance as in her
references to her husband
following the percept "strong
shoulders" on
Card VII and to her daughter's
eagle-adorned garage door, after
giving
"eagle" on Rorschach Card I.
More severe evidence of thought
disorder
(through symbolic logic) appeared
in her notion that her
percept of
"birds" on Card V of the
Rorschach represented "good news."

Affects a;^ defenses

Mrs. Donahue allows herself
minin^l expres-

.

sion of most affect and impulse,
characterologically relying on ideation to block expression of feelings.
There is evidence that this

blocks aggressive affect.
".

For example on Rorschach Card
III she saw,

.two people pulling against each
other-looks like two men."

.

Then

changing her percept she noted, "they
weren.t pulling at each other but
against.

.

.ways of thinking.

trying to get my attention."

.1

.

thought of Kevin and John.

.

.both

Thus she allowed slight hostility (pulling

against one another), then switched to ideation,
through loss of distance.

Outside of this there were only mild references
to aggression

though there was some expression of
sado-masochistic expression of anger.

Mrs. Donahue did however repeatedly introduce highly
sexual con-

tent.

She saw "bears kissing.

.

.that must be the way bears make love,"
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on Rorschach Card

II

and "an1»l organs',
on Card VII.

The affect around

sexual issues appears to
cover feelings of dependency.
Mrs. Donahue's general
defensive style Involves
the blocking of affect through emphasis on
fantasy and Ideation. At
her highest level of
functioning she Is able to
use 1ntellectual1zat1on
but this defense usually falls and she must
rely on defenses of denial
and pn,jection
The evidence of thought
disorder points to the fact
that the denial and
projection often fail as well.

Evidence of denial appeared
in Mrs. Donahue's
pollyannish, childlike percepts of -children.
.glad to see each other"
(Rorschach Card
II) and "a child's stuffed
animal" on Rorschach Card IX.
Projection was
evident in both the unrealistic
attribution of thoughts and feelings
to
her percepts, which gave way
to loss of distance, and
at times a sug.

gested relationship between her
internal thoughts and the blots
themselves.
For example, on Card VII of the
Rorschach, where she saw two
women, she proceeded to lose
distance on the task and discussed
the relationship between her mother and aunt.
Her notion that the two women

quarrelled so extensively that they
were standing on two ends of the

world on the blot suggested movement
from earlier, mildly extensive projection and loss of distance to the more
primitive connection between

extensive fighting and the spacial arrangement
of the blots.

Objecj relations.

Mrs. Donahue's responses on the projectives
sug-

gest that her object relationships are both
primitive and viewed by her
as conflictual.
she lacks

a

While she may superficially show interest in people,

capacity for warm and mature interpersonal relationships.

She perceives herself as well groomed, outwardly, but
beneath this she
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-

Closed. f.a1l and fearful.

She sees herself
a.ong others who are
in

conflict With one another,
are fused or are
unavailable.
In addition
She Views herself as
disturbed about -her own
sexual feelings and specifically as guilty about her
first pregnancy which
was out of wedlock
Repeated stories about guilty
pregnant women, intermingled
with themes
Of separation, may suggest
that this pregnancy
reflects an unresolved
issue over separation.
Mrs. Donahue views women
as needy, unable to give
to or let go of
their daughters and as fused
with them. Alternately she
views the. as
in aggressive conflict
and very distant from one
another.

reflection of the former was
evident

in

A striking

her TAT story on Card 7GF.

she's orobahlv
li' -y : .,V J^" ^ ^ ^oy^ng mother.
afraid
she'll lose her (the daughter).
.the mother's a ierv
''''''' °' '''' little'gin'to
.

.

.

.

lulZ

t'ute?"."'/'^

Women are also seen as in conflict
and on "different ends of the world"
(Card VII) and daughters as "fight(ing)"
when wishing to leave home.
Mrs. Donahue views men as unknown
and frightening figures who are

absent or malevolent.
them.

She expresses a wish, however, to be
nurtured by

On the projectives Mrs.

Donahue's percepts included one in which

she repressed the presence of a male
in the picture (TAT Card 2).

asked about it she said the man was "angry."

When

And on another card she

saw a man who had "strong shoulders" on which
to lean (Rorschach Card
VIII).

There is

a

suggestion that she has boundary problems around re-

lationships with men as evident in her DAP picture
of

a

male wearing

a
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skirt.

Thus Mrs. Donahue .ay
have difficulty regulating
distance between
herself and both .en and
wo.en.
Her^ percepts reflect
wo.en who are
close and clinging or distant
and in conflict.
Men are absent or angry
She views separation as
involving abandonment from
women and views men
as so inconsistent as
to not be available.

Summary.

In

summary, Mrs. Donahue
presents with a low-level cha-

racter disorder typified by
a longstanding
characterologic thinking disturbance.
She shows evidence of
thought disorder on structured
and unstructured tests, relying largely
on ideation to block affect.
She
uses denial and some projection
to defend against anger and
dependent
yearnings associated with separation.

Psychological Test Report

:

Mr

Behavioral observations.

.

Donahue

Tom Donahue is

man with white hair and a thin,
medium frame.

a

64-year-old Caucasian
His long gaunt face re-

flects the strain of hard work and
years of drinking.

decidedly New England accent and walks
with

a

He speaks with a

shuffling, slowed gait.

During the testing sessions he was polite
and generally cooperative.
He offered the examiner tea and chatted
about his work and family.

He

appeared to be tired and depressed much of the
time although his mood
was interrupted by angry concern over how
family members viewed his be-

havior.
ness.

Mr. Donahue's slow, quiet manner was also
punctuated by sad-

He became easily teary when discussing the
geographical distance

between his oldest son's home and his own.

with frustration over John's illness.

He also showed sadness mixed

He pointed out that hard work and
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H-'ted dn-nking was a„ that
was needed
viewed as a dnnking proble..

to cure John's p.oble.
which he

Thus, he saw his son as
sl.ply showing

a

difficulty he himself had had.
Mr. Donahue was
Intermittently capable of humor
though this

reflected both anger and
sadness.

hu^r

When his oldest son Tom
Jr. called and

told his father he had
bought a new house. Mr.
Donahue re^rked, "Make
room for me and Ma. we're
movin' In." And then, ^klng
a joke of John's
periodic elopment from the
hospital, Mr. Donahue laughingly
added. "John
will be down soon."

During the test administration
Mr. Donahue's behavior
reflected extensive passivity.
He gave up on tasks with
which he had the slightest
difficulty (such as the DAP) and
occasionally requested that the
examiner complete the item for him.
In

summary, then, Mr. Donahue's behavior
is superficially charac-

terized by cordial cooperation and
dependency.

He can become easily

moody, however, and this cooperation
gives way to teariness or hostility

and a passive and self-critical
stance.
Intellectual functioning

.

Mr. Donahue received liAIS scores
placing

him slightly below the average range
of intellectual functioning.

rected for age, however, his I.Q. reflects
average intelligence.

CorHe has

difficulty with visual-motor tasks and tasks
involving the learning of
new visually presented material.

These difficulties are associated with

his age and a history of alcohol abuse.

There was no evidence of

thought disorder on the WAIS.
Individual WAIS responses indicate interference of intellectual

functioning by

a

helpless and passive stance coupled with interference
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due to concerns related to
aggressive and sexual theses.
His passivity
was evident on a variety
of WAIS responses. For
example, when asked to

order cards to construct a
n^anlngful story on the Picture
Arrangement
Subtest, Mr. Donahue left the
Ite.s as presented without
even attempting
to put them in the correct
order.

Interference due to concerns over
aggressive issues was evident In
a story about two boys
fighting over a comic book on
the Picture Arrangement Subtest. Ordering the
cards Incorrectly he said:

nave iiKed. ...
la^eTked""'"'"'
l!iT^'f°.l
He told them

-^^^^
I''
'"T a
to make
dr\^ fo£
'

U

Thus he arranged the cards around
impulsive expression of aggression rather than correctly focusing on a
reconciliation between the characters.

There was also a mild suggestion of
interference by sexual themes which
seemed related to confusion about his
own sexuality.
In summary, Mr.

Donahue demonstrates below average intellectual

functioning due, in part, to age and

a

history of alcohol abuse, but

largely to interference by his passive-dependent
stance.
tual

His intellec-

functioning is also affected by his concern over
aggressive issues

as well

as confusion about sexuality.

He shows no evidence of psychotic

thinking on structured tasks.
Personality functioning

.

Mr. Donahue's functioning on the projec-

tives suggests a middle-level character disorder with passive
and ag-

gressive features.

There is no evidence of psychotic functioning on

structured or unstructured tests.

Rather, his thinking is characterized

by a resistance to introspection and a constricted style that often al-
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lows little expression
of ideation or affect.

Affect and defenses.

Within his constricted
style Mr. Donahue can

be vulnerable to both
depressive and aggressive
feelings.

His percepts
included -ferocious wolves"
(Rorschach Card III), -witches"
(Rorschach
Card V), and "mean women
staring" (Rorschach Card VII).
When unable to

maintain his inhibited style
he has poor control of
aggression.
Mr. Donahue is also clearly
sad, as themes of depression
related to

loss and separation on the
projectives indicated.

His stories on the TAT

and Rorschach percepts included
some purely depressive themes
but also
included stories of sadness and
murder associated with separation.
Mr.

Donahue has impulsive wishes to
leave yet alternately feels
stuck.
Beneath this are strong oral dependent
wishes clearly evident in his story
(TAT Card 9BM) of a "hobo jungle"
full of men who drink, dream of
traveling,
sober up and "start (drinking) all
over again."
Mr. Donahue defends against his
strong oral and aggressive affect

by a constricted manner of thinking.

When he tries to rely on formal

reasoning, he often fails and moves to
isolated aspects of his environment, projecting his depression and
anxiety.

Thus, when his constricted

style fails, projection becomes his only
defense and often reaches para-

noid levels.

He projects his feelings of aggression
and sadness onto

his environment and then wishes for protection
from his projected feel-

ings.

He is both sadand angry, but wishes protection
from his own easi-

ly changing affects.

Object relations

.

Mr.

Donahue views relationships as filled with

aggressive conflict and sees himself as impotent, weak and engulfed by
others.

His self portrait on the DAP was of an embryonic figure in a
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female figure he noted
features of the drawing
that were similar to
his own.
Thus he appears confused
about his own sexuality
and particularly about his association
of aggressive behavior
with wo^n and passivity with men.
a

His view of himself is
consistent with his view of
men 1n general
Again, his DAP was sketchy,
formless and armless. He
views fathers as
ineffectual with their sons and
husbands alternately unable
to flee women or rejected by them.

The most striking theme on
the projectives was Mr.
Donahue's view
of women as aggressive and
alternately rejecting.
In response to Rorschach Card III (usually seen
as two women working together)
he focused
on the area of the blot usually
seen as the women's breasts
and gave the
percept "ferocious wolves." TAT
Card 5 involved a "grouchy
^ther" and
Card 7 a "domineering woman." His
view of women as rejecting was
evident in his story of a mother who
asked a boy to "leave the house"
(TAT

Card 5) and one of

a

woman who seduced

a

man and then did not care if he

stayed or left (TAT Card 13MF).

^^^U

-

In

summary, Mr. Donahue presents with

a

mixed, middle-

level character disorder with passive
and aggressive features.

man with a constricted, though non-psychotic
style of thinking.

He is a
He ri-

gidly defends against aggressive and depressive
feelings and as his con-

striction often fails he can be quite moody.

He views relationships as

aggressive and women in particular as angry, hostile or
rejecting.
While capable of relating he views himself as powerless
and shows little
warmth.

This is perhaps due to the imagined aggression interpersonal
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contact brings.

Psychological Test Report

Mr . Donahue

:

BMr^oJser^^.

John Donahue 1s a
32-year-old, thin, white

male whose haggard face
reflects the wear of a man in
his fifties.
His
anxiety is constantly apparent,
expressed by the continuous tapping
of
his foot and the tremulous
tone of his voice.

He speaks in eloquent

tones which provide a striking
contrast to his slow, shuffling
gait and
worn appearance. His blue
jeans and an open-collared shirt
hang loosely
over his thin frame.
Mr.

Donahue usually looks sad and
dejected but he can quickly assume an angry and demanding
demeanor.
He spoke freely with the examiner
taking her almost too quickly into
his confidence as he shared
happenings on the ward and described
those staff members who were understanding and those who were not.

He was acutely conscious of
injustices

waged against him and often dramatically
explained his plans of retribution.

He took much the same stance in
describing his parents.

There is

an extremely frail and needy underside
to this entitlement, however, as
if beneath his demandingness he senses
that he is a neglected and dis-

abled child who cannot fend for himself.
a

And on one occasion following

tirade of anger against his parents, Mr. Donahue
quickly calmed him-

self and sadly noted "My mother is very crazy and no one
knows it."
During the testing Mr. Donahue became increasingly anxious
although
he often attempted to allay his anxiety through humor.

complete

a

When unable to

task he avoided the task by rejecting it completely or asking

for help from the examiner.

At times this stress was expressed through
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loss of distance.

On several occasions
he would lose full credit
by 1„.

eluding personal associations
or anecdotes in his
response.
Notably,
when his responses became
acutely thpught disordered,
Mr. Donahue did
not seem to notice.

inteliectual

On the WAIS Mr. Donahue
received scores

placing him in the low-average
range of intelligence.
I.Q. was lower than his
Verbal

and his avoidant style.

I.Q.

His Performance

due to the effects of
alcohol abuse

On individual questions his
intellectual func-

tioning was quickly stressed by
material related to the impulsive
expression of affect. Mr. Donahue's
issues with impulsivity reflect
an
extremely needy stance and a resulting
wish to be gratified quickly.
In

addition he shows intense concern
over contact with people and

this concern can lead him,
occasionally, to bizarre thinking.

In gen-

eral, however, Mr. Donahue is
capable of abstracting on structured
tasks

Per sonality functioning

suggests

a

.

Mr. Donahue's functioning on the
tests

borderline personality organization.

He is functioning as an

extremely low-level character disorder with
aggressive and depressive
features.

While generally non-psychotic on structured
tests, there is

evidence of acute levels of psychotic thinking
on unstructured tests.
Unable to tolerate aggressive and depressive
concerns over oral-aggressive and oral -receptive wishes, he attempts to fragment
his experience

viewing what is around him in small parts and from

a

distance.

His at-

tempts at doing so often fail and his thinking becomes disordered.

This

was evident in the appearance of loss of distance, self references,
fa-

bulized combinations and contaminations in his Rorschach responses.
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Thus on unstructured tasks
his thinking shows
characteristics typical
of psychotic patients. For
example on Card III of the
Rorschach. Mr.
Donahue gave the following
percept: ,

^:dytd^^Sr?eg'irs,;fif^f^o:
Here, given

a

'

It^^,.

^

-k.

card in which the blot is
constructed from two smaller

disconnected blots, Mr. Donahue
perceived the characters as split
rather than the blot. He was
unable to separate his percept
fro. the inkblot.

On the same card he continued
to show thought disorder as he

viewed part of the

hu^n body from

both interior and exterior
vantage

points.

Mfecti

and defenses

.

Mr. Donahue's thinking is
acutely stressed

by impulsive expression of anger
and by a concern with depressive
themes.
tions.

Accordingly he alternates between passive
and aggressive posiUnderlying these positions, however,

is affect

intense oral -aggressive and oral -receptive
wishes.

associated with

He feels these to be

so intense that he does not know how to
express and control

his affect.

In what was perhaps a story about his
own confusion over expression of

affect, Mr. Donahue told of

a

boy (on TAT Card 7BM) who "has an awful

lot of feelings but doesn't know how to control them."
Mr. Donahue is concerned with impulsive expression
of aggression.

He feels forced into activity and wishes retribution
through anger.

He

showed concern with controlling his aggressive affect on TAT Card
4

where he saw

a

man "angry enough to hurt someone," and added, "I do

think he'll act on his anger but it won't be disasterous.

...

I

think
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h^s anger 1s justified
though acting on It ™lght
not be."

Mr. Donahue'

Impulsive expression of
aggression Is related to
strong underlying oral
aggressive wishes. These were
expressed In pure for. on
the Rorschach
the least structured part
of the tests, through
percepts of nwo sheep
trying to nurse" (Rorschach
Card 11) and "two wolves.
.growling or
looking for a good meal"
(Rorschach Card
.

VII).

Similarly Mr. Donahue Is
capable of purely depressive
affect with
underlying oral -receptive
wishes.
On the more structured
TAT he told
stories about loss and death.
Yet as with his aggressive
feelings,
these feelings of sadness
reflect a more primitive
oral-receptive
Stance.

When possible Mr. Donahue
defends against these strong
oral -aggressive and receptive wishes by
avoidance, but often relies on
projection
at phobic and at times paranoid
levels. Avoidance and paranoid
projection may represent his highest
level of defense and the large
number of
purely aggressive and oral themes
suggests that these maneuvers largely
fail.

Meet

relations
.

by aggressive conflict.

Mr. Donahue views relationships
as characterized

More seriously he associates disintegration

with interpersonal contact.

He is also concerned with depression
asso-

ciated with separation from people.
run away from others.

In

reaction he often attempts to

His responses on the projectives reflected
ag-

gression between people and an autobiographical
story of separating from
the hospital
I'll

staff reflected his fear of separation.

"I'm afraid that

become so depressed I'll want to die" (TAT Card
16).

His avoidance

of people, to defend against these fears, was apparent
in his refusal to
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draw pictures of human figures
on the DAP.
Mr.

Donahue has severe concerns over
issues of bodily disintegra-

tion and serious problems with
differentiation.

On Card II of the Ror-

schach he saw two sheep nursing
and then added:

J-^
The^e's"'nn?l'h^V^^^^
ihere s only half of their
'^^t^
bodies.

...

sheep from halfway down to the
stomach.

I

^^^^'^ bleeding,
could onlv see thP

^

For Mr. Donahue closeness may involve
serious problems differentiating

and at its worst implies to him the
likelihood of his own disintegra-

•

tion.
Mr. Donahue expressed a fear of women.

He views them as fragile

and very easily hurt or as treating others
with indifference.

men as easily out of control of their
aggressive affect.
sees them as capable of caring, in

a

He sees

In addition he

limited way, but more often charac-

terizes them as needy and passive themselves.

At these times he sees

them as distant and without "personalities" (TAT Card
9BM).
His view of people around him reflects little contact.

Women ap-

pear unavailable due to disinterest and their own frailty;
men are un-

controllably aggressive or so needy themselves as to appear distant or
empty.

Summary

.

Mr. Donahue presents with a borderline personality that

represents the lowest type of character organization.

His thinking is

variable with mildthought disorder in structured situations and severe
thought disorder in unstructured situations.

He is acutely stressed by

relationships with others as they bring forth his strong oral-aggressive
and oral-receptive wishes.

He attempts to defend against these issues
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by avoidance and paranoid levels
of projection.

However, these attempts

largely fail

Summary of

tine

Donahue Family Testing

The individual testing on each
family member is reviewed below to

provide

a

foothold in the individual characteristics
that interact to-

gether in the family interview, presented
next.

The Donahues share some

personality characteristics that are similar
to those of the Clarke family.

The presence of impulsivity and wish for
control of aggressive

affects, the presence of unmet needs for
nurturance and boundary problems can be seen in these family members
as well.

Yet, the primary af-

fects, defenses and styles of thinking and the
family members' way of

viewing relationships mesh in somewhat different
ways.

The Donahues' functioning on the WAIS reflects generally
adequate

abstracting ability.
members'

However, within this general ability the family

thinking varies considerably.

to abstract.

Tom Donahue is most clearly able

His constricted style and passive stance result in short

answers and his responses reflect little effort.

Mother and John, how-

ever, become far more involved in the task and give responses that re-

flect their anxiety where present.

They both share

a

tendency, when

stressed, to lose distance on structured tasks.
Both Mother and Son are affected by their concern with interpersonal

issues, and this concern is most severely reflected in several cases

of perceptual distortion on their WAIS protocols.

Underlying this in-

terference are concerns with aggressive and oral issues.

To the extent

that Father allows himself involvement in the task he too shares these
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concerns, particularly the expression
of anger.

Concern over the impulsive expression
of affect in general
a theme

evident on all three family members'
protocols.

dence of angry impulsivity appears on
Father's test.
is less directly able to express
anger on the WAIS and

Blatant evi-

While Mother
to

a

larger de-

gree on the projectives, she introduces
sexual content as she
to control

her impulsive expression of sexual themes.

by contrast with fear of loss of control of
impulses.

surmise that John's fear of loss of control

is

a

is also

is

unable

John is concerned

Again one may

direct reaction to Fa-

ther's inability to teach control of aggression and
Mother's inability
to teach both control of aggressive and sexually related
affect.

On unstructured tasks Father's thinking becomes further
constricted
and he shows little ability for introspection.

When his attempts at

constriction fail, his thinking can reach paranoid proportions.

Both

Mother and Son's thinking, however, is quite disordered on unstructured
tasks and both show

a

range of functioning in their thinking.

Mother's

thinking is at times characterized by loss of distance and at other
times reaches more grossly disordered patterns such as her confusion of
the animate with the inanimate.

When stressed by personal concerns

John's thinking is characterized as well by loss of distance and he can

show more extremely disordered thinking through contamination.
Despite the absence of thought disorder on Father's unstructured
tests, all

three family members tend to fragment their experience in

order to avoid affect.
with this fragmentation.

The Donahues vary in their manner of dealing
Father tends to become paranoid; Mother more

blatantly thought disordered and John both paranoid and thought disor-
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dered.

Nevertheless the fragmenting suggest that
all three are gener-

ally unable to integrate their experiences.
Thus, John may have witnessed both poor
impulse control and few

skills related to integrating his external
experience with internal
needs and wishes.

Control of impulses may have been most lacking
in

Father and Mother's extremely variable thinking may
have left her son

with little chance to observe and integrate his feelings.

While John's

thinking is controlled in situations where structure is
provided externally, he understandably fares less well without structure.

With regard to affects, concerns with depression and aggression are

prominent.

Mother allows herself minimal expression of any affect.

She

appears most concerned with the control of aggression and most impulsive
in her expression of sexually related feelings.

disorder that emerges is

of her sadness and anger.

a

The degree of thought

clue to the amount and the primitive nature

She is extremely needy and her quick tendency

to use ideation may explain her "pulled together" appearance coupled

with

a

fragile quality.

Father expresses his depression and aggression

openly and with poor impulse control when his constriction fails.

He

too is concerned with anger and depression at quite primitive levels as

his percepts reflecting oral -aggressive and oral -receptive issues indi-

cate.

John expresses aggressive and depressive affect in pure form in

mildly unstructured situations, as on the TAT.

On clearly unstructured

tasks his percepts change to more primitive, oral ones.

Thus, as in the

case of both parents, beneath his sadness and anger are far more primitive affects.

The family's defensive styles are similar in their reliance on de-
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nial

and projection.

fense failing

Mother uses ideation where she can,
but this de-

quickly leads to her use of denial and
projection.

Fa-

ther's attempts to constrict affect fail
for him as well and he defends

with paranoid levels of projection.
through avoidance.

John attempts to control affect

When his attempts fail, he can become
paranoid

through his use of projection.

Most striking then, with regard to affects and
defensive styles,
is the primitive nature of affect coupled
with the strong attempts at

constriction in Father and the use of ideation by Mother.

John's level

of thought disorder reflects confusion about whether
aggression is within him or outside of him.

deprivation.

And in addition he shows strong feelings of

These strong infantile needs may reflect the unavailabil-

ity of both parents given their own concerns with control of
affect.

In

other words. Mother is immediately lost in disordered thought when she
begins to experience anxiety associated with her own aggressive or de-

pressive affect.

Father is either explosive in his expression of feel-

ings or extremely constricted.

Thus, one may surmise that neither can

provide much caring.
The Donahues' patterns of object relations may provide further in-

sight into family dynamics.

Mother sees herself as well groomed and

pulled together externally, but beneath this as fragile.

She has unre-

solved issues over separation which she expresses largely through sexually related content.

The oral -dependent underpinnings of this sexual-

izing come through however.

She sees women as needy and fused with

their children or aggressive and distant.

malevolent though she can express

a

She sees men as unknown and

wish for nurturance from them.
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Tom Donahue has difficulty regulating
distance particularly from
women. His solution, constriction,
may reflect the fact that his views

of people include little caring from
either sex.

Women are perceived by

him as rejecting or close and aggressively
devouring.

ineffectual and childlike or as aggressive.

Men are viewed as

His view of himself as em-

pty and powerless leaves him with some wish
for potency.

through contact with men involving aggressive
combat.

He can do this

His other contact

with men is probably through oral, childish
contact, as through drinking,

where he can fantasize having power, as he did on
the TAT.
Finally, at times John avoids people to defend against fear
of dis-

integration.

He views women as fragile or absent and men as out of
con-

trol or needy and narcissistic.

His difficulty with differentiation is

acute as closeness implies bodily harm.
John's view of women parallels his mother's view of herself.
sees herself as fragile or presents

ceives

a

closed exterior, which he per-

(and perhaps has experienced) as unavailability.

aside to the examiner--that his mother is crazy--reveals
the extreme degree of her fragility.

She

And, as his
,

he is aware of

She, however, views men as un-

known and malevolent or, if present, there to provide nurturance for
her.

One might surmise that to the extent that John attempts to gain

nurturance from Mother he will not be gratified.
for nurturance from him.

She instead may wish

Thus when close both are probably vying to be

the child with John fearing disintegration if he gets too close.

Alter-

nately, they may be distant with both viewing the other as unavailable

and Mother additionally seeing her son as malevolent.
John's view of men also parallels his father's view of himself.
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Father sees himself as in aggressive
combat or childlike and John's view
of men is the same. Closeness between
Father and Son may be restricted
to aggressive combat with each man
viewing the other as

sive.

the more aggres-

Or they may have childish, oral contact
with Father viewing John

as ineffectual and John fearing a loss
of boundaries.

The psychological test results further suggest
that the Donahue

couple may be distant from one another.

Mother's inability to accept

her own aggressive feelings and her confusion about
boundaries may leave

her using the defense of projection to view Father as
the aggressive

member of the couple.

He may wish distance to avoid being aggressively

devoured, as he sees women capable of doing.

However, Father wishes to

avoid his feelings of ineffectiveness and may maintain distance and to
feel

potent.
The parents'

relationship may be distant due to another problem,

however— their difficulty with generational confusion of the parent
role.

Mother has

a

general problem regulating distance and Father has

boundary problems particularly with women.
oral

Both parents' underlying

needs coupled with Father's constriction leaves the Donahues wish-

ing for nurturance and unable to give it.

They may be unable to act as

parents as they so wish for parenting themselves.
John's stance is to remain an enraged child who feels his needs are

unmet and is in constant fear of destruction associated with close contact.

This stance may be

a

result of real deprivation of his need for

nurturance as both parents can give little.

One can expect that he will

not provide nurturance for these parents.

Finally, the patterns in the family suggest an important notion
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about separation.

The parents both have difficulty
regulating distance.

Closeness suggests confusion of boundaries,
devouring, and fragility.

When distant, people are viewed as rageful

or "without personalities"

and absent. Such a view of relationships
precludes the notion of dis-

tance coupled with tolerable relatedness
between the distant partners.

There may, therefore, be

myth that separation equals abandonment
in

a

this family.
In summary,

then, one might expect problems with
regulation of

distance in the Donahue family, with

a

tendency to neglect John.

He and

Father may interact by both acting needy and infantile
or by fighting.

Mother may rather appear distant, or fragile, and close (in
an infantile
way) with her son.

All

three family members may view Father as impul-

sive although both of the other family members have almost as much dif-

ficulty with impulse control.
another.

The presence of

ble in their interaction.

a

And, the couple may be distant from one

childlike stance in the parents may be visiFinally their own wish for parenti ng, and oral

needs, coupled with poor boundaries and

a

tendency for both parents to

appear unavailable, may suggest that with regard to separation they wish
John to be close and to nurture them.

If he attempts to truly separate

he may be viewed as neglectful and abandoning.

The Donahues

:

Family Interview

Introduction
Margaret, Tom and John Donahue were interviewed together at the

Veterans Administration Hospital.

I

met the couple in the hospital
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lobby and went with them to their son's
ward.
ed.

John met us as we enter-

He kissed his mother uncomfortably
on the lips and shook his fa-

ther's hand.

Then, he led us to the office of
his ward administrator

where the family seated themselves in

a

circle.

John sat in the chair

he used during meetings with his ward
administrator and his mother chose
the chair closest to him.

and the door.
sat.

This was the chair in which John's administrator
usually

John commented that Father had taken the "head
chair" as he did

at home.

left

Tom took the seat farthest from all others

a

(Tom has his own special chair at the dinner
table.)

I

was

seat between Tom and Margaret.

The interview was conducted in two hours with

During this break John and

I

five-minute break.

a

got coffee for the four of us and Margaret

and Tom, left in the room alone, continued to talk to one another.
had brought donuts for the family and when John and

I

returned we sat

and chatted, and then finishing the coffee and donuts,
last section of the interview.

feedback on the discussion.

I

I

I

conducted the

Following the interview the family gave
then walked back down to the lobby

with

Tom and Margaret.
Unbenownst to his parents John had gotten drunk while on pass from
the hospital the weekend before the interview was scheduled.

returned, he was restricted to the ward in his pajamas.

When he

During the few

days following his return he was reportedly extremely volatile and angry.

Both John and the ward staff considered postponing the meeting.

Finally, after

a

week of conflict with his ward administrator, John and

his therapist decided that he should participate.

At John's request the

drinking incident was not discussed with his parents.

John was given
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permission to dress in street clothes for
the interview.

Throughout the two hours John's affect
was extremely labile.

His

mood changed abruptly, angrily accusing
one minute and scared and teary
the next.

Overall, he gave

a

picture of constant vulnerability.

He ap-

peared to view the meeting as an opportunity
to remind his parents of
past injustices against him.

Yet this accusing posture was clearly

frightening position for him to take.

a

It was also a powerful one inter-

personally, however, as he commented to me prior to entering,
that he

would leave if excessively angered or hurt.
Margaret was neatly and primly
she entered the ward.

dressed and extremely talkative as

She immediately commented that John did not look

well and began. questioning him about his weekend pass.

were ignored.

Her questions

She watched her son carefully during the interview.

Al-

though quiet and reserved during much of the meeting, she often had the
last word on a given topic which she delivered in

a

manner that sug-

gested hers was the accepted opinion.

Tom Donahue arrived and immediately announced that he had not slept
the night before.

During the interview he often remained in the back-

ground looking as though uninvolved in the conversation.

At moments

his posture was of someone who was hard of hearing and uninterested in

what was being said.

However, when he wished, he could become alert

and involved in the interaction.

At the outset

I

noted that the interview would be taperecorded and

that the format would include the introduction of questions followed by

discussion between family members.

I

warned that

I

might stop the con-

versation on the topic under discussion to move on to the next question.
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I

was extremely worried about conducting
the interview due, in part, to

my knowledge of John's difficulty
the week before and to a sense of
ten-

sion among the three family members.

My purchase of the donuts was an

attempt to allay my anxiety and the family's
with the activity of eating.

Secondly

I

hoped to utilize an already established
mechanism of

rapport between the Donahue couple and myself.
In part

to leave.

I

was also concerned about John's vulnerability
and threat

His threat left me worried that he would not
be present for

the entire interview.

In addition to constraints experienced in
re-

sponse to John's posture,
the interview.

felt as though

I

felt extremely blocked by his parents during

Although they responded to all of the questions
I

I

often

was not allowed entrance into the family system.

The

resistance was expressed indirectly, by the forgetting of events, by requests to repeat questions and by coughing or not hearing comments.

The

resistance came from both parents although Mother most often directed

other family members to agree with her.

And her attempts at control

were made increasingly powerful by her neat and composed posture which
gave the impression that she was always accommodating.

drawn and inattentive stance also had

a

Father's with-

benign quality to it.

He often

looked like a lost young boy and therefore questionably responsible for
his own withdrawal.

vousness,

The parents' benign stances highlighted John's ner-

While his vunerability was controlling, his parents' postures

made him appear the only one in distress.

switched topics when John signaled

As interviewer

his distress.

I

repeatedly

While this protection

may have allowed him to feel somewhat safer it unfortunately also under-

scored his position as vulnerable.
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With some minor variations due to the
content that was presented by
the family, the interview proceeded
with questions on the three topics

of rules, dating and closeness, and
separations.
the second and third topics.

The break came between

The discussion between Mother and Father

during the break was recorded.

The content is presented again by sub-

section with the family line presented first
followed by summaries of
the content as viewed by the interviewer.

Family members' roles, inter-

action patterns between family members, and the
interaction patterns between the family and interviewer are summarized after
the presentation

of content.

Section
I

j_:

Rules and Expression of Anger

opened the interview by asking the Donahues, "What type of rules

are there in this family?"

Father responded first by asking what

meant by rules and then noted that in their family, "You had
early."

I

to be home

John commented that you had to know right from wrong and that

you "didn't want to displease my father."

But, he added. Mother would

"cover up for him whenever we did something wrong."

He clarified his

statement by saying that he had meant that Mother covered up for the
kids.

Dad reintroduced his rule, that one had to return home at twelve,

and then added that he insisted that the car was back then as well.

John immediately asserted that he was the only child in the family that

got into trouble with his parents.

Mother noted that John was wrong be-

cause Tommy, his older brother, had on occasion been reprimanded as
well.

John added that Father made the rule but Tom quickly disagreed

saying that often he had not even known if the car was missing.

And,
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he added, he thought that Mother should
have been asked about the use of

the car rather than he.
I

then asked who argued with whom about the
car rule and was told

that John was the only one in need of the car
as Tommy had his own and
Kevin was too young to drive.

John added he had to pay an awful price,

arguing with his father, to get the car.

I
really see it that way. That I had to pay a terrible
price, almost taking a tantrum.
.(He added a moment later) Well I didn't like arguing with my father, ah, my
father
scared me.
.

.

When asked who took sides with whom in arguments over the car John
com-

mented that Father always told him to ask Mother.
gingly let him use the car though.

Father would begrud-

John added that he could not blame

Father's hesitation as John "cracked it up

a

couple of times."

This

brought laughter from Tom and Margaret.
Focusing now on how individual family members expressed their anger, John brought up an example of Mother's anger toward him at age

three and a half.

He recalled that he was lying down in bed with his

mother and that she was looking at his younger brother, Kevin.

She

pushed John out of the way and he fell and cut his head requiring several
stitches.

Mother at first pointed out that Kevin was

a

mere infant and

then stated she did not remember if Kevin was there at all.

She fin-

ally began to cough and looking questioningly at John said she did not

remember the incident.
I

then changed the focus of discussion to Father and Mother's ex-

pression of anger at John, and John stated that Dad's anger was directly
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expressed.

He recalled that as

at him the way he did.
him."

"l

child Tom would tell him not to
look

a

guess it was

a

look that

I

could have killed

Often, John added, he did not understand
what his father was an-

gry about.

His mother, John said, showed anger
with much difficulty.

His parents argued together once

a

week.

At this Mother laughed, re-

alizing that he was referring to their
quarrels on Friday night.

Tom

seemed confused about John's reference
to these fights.

Mother
Father
Mother
Father

Here we go (laughing).
What?
You and I argued!
Where?

Once a week.

Reminded by Mother of his drinking Tom protested vehemently.
could see where

I

was that drunk."

Mother stated that she had

"I

a

never
"thing

about drinking" and, raising her voice, said that she hated anybody
who
drank.

Tom kept pleading with her saying that he was not that bad.

John seeing an argument coming became very agitated.

But

Changing the sub-

ject he began accusing his father of goading his brother Tommy into

fighting at

a

nearby boxing ring when he (Dad) was very drunk.

He was

joined by Mother who acknowledged that it was the "worst" thing Tom ever
had done.

She encouraged Tom to repent by explaining that he had taken

his oldest son to a boxing ring and coaxed him into a fight.

father had "lit" into him when he heard about it.

Tom's own

Tom admitted he had

lied to his father, by telling him he was not drunk.

Interrupting the conversation,

I

then asked Tom how Margaret showed

her anger and he denied that she ever got angry.

When Mother disagreed

he described her anger at him on Friday night saying that she "lit"
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right into him.

I

then asked how Margaret
thought Tom expressed his an-

ger and She said he hollered.

She then stated that he
always worked

nights and maybe did not know
what was going on in the family.

He did,

she recalled, look in on the
children when he came home at
one a.m.

Asked about how the children expressed
their anger, Margaret noted that
Peggy stood up to her parents
although she did not have a temper.
John
tried repeatedly to contradict this
and Mother continued to note that

Kevin (the youngest) also expressed
himself well.

Though Linda, Tommy

and John got quite angry she could always
calm them down.

John had become quite amazed at being
cut off by Mother and re-

turned to his fear of Father's anger, telling
him that he. Father, terrified him.

He described moments when Tom, ridiculed
by Linda or Peggy,

would yell at John about it.

Seeing John as quite upset,

I

intervened

and commented that during this discussion of
anger Mom and John had fre-

quently exchanged glances.

As

I

asked about this nonverbal communica-

tion. Mother became confused and asked whether
gy.

was talking about Peg-

I

She then stated that the glance reflected the fact that she did
not

ever get mad at John.

She said she was confused about what

I

was talk-

ing about anyway.

Moving to the last question in this section

I

asked what the big-

gest fight the family had ever had was and Mother immediately told me
that it was on

a

day that John had wrecked

what he thought too, but John disagreed.

a

car.

John felt that the biggest

fight took place when the kids had brought home
"all

hell

severely.

Tom added that is

a dog.

He stated that

broke loose" when Dad returned home and that he beat Tommy
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John became extremely agitated
and, intervening,

I
noted that initially John had been identified
by Mother as the cause of
the biggest
fight.
I wondered aloud
with the family whether John
was seen or put
himself in the role of being
responsible for catastrophes. This
brought
strong resistance from both Margaret
and Tom.
Tom insisted that all of
the children were "treated the
same," and Margaret said she had
no

sense that he was placed in that
position.

Mother asserted that Tommy

was a troublemaker too and Father added
that John idolized Tommy.
then returned the conversation to
a time John had stolen a car.

Tom
John,

by now very frustrated in his attempts
to present the biggest fight,

returned to the incident with the dog and noted
that he had even watched
his dad beat Tommy.

Mother began to join in on the attack.

vened and announced the end of conversation on
this topic.

I

inter-

Father

agreed we should go on to another topic, although
Mother made it clear
she had more to say on the matter.

In this

first section on rules and expression of anger, the family

presents Father as
rules.

a

scary tyrant who is viewed as the enforcer of the

The rule about the car is one which Father set up and enforced.

Mother covers up for the children when they disobey this rule, and particularly with John feels that she acts as
her husband.

a

buffer between her son and

Mother states clearly that her husband

that she hates drinking.

is

a

drinker and

She adds that he often did not know what was

happening in the family.
With regard to their manner of expressing anger the family presents

Father as out of control in his expression of aggression as well as in
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his drinking.

Margaret, in contrast, is not
impulsive and Father goes

as far as to say she never gets
angry.

Among the children Peggy and

Kevin stand out as reasonable in
their expression of affect although
both could stand up to their parents.

John, Tommy and Linda have tem-

pers but Mother says she could calm
them down.

The family line about the biggest
fight is that it happened when

John cracked up the car.

Although John tries to suggest that the
big-

gest fight occurred when Father beat Tommy,
this is never acknowledged
as the worst conflict.

Mother and Dad both clearly assert that this

does not mean that John is viewed as responsible
for difficulties in the

family, rather that all of the children have always
been treated in the

same manner.
Much is said through content and process in the interview
that con-

tradicts the acceptable family line.

First, while Father is seen as the

enforcer of the rules and is described as the parent who punished the
children. Mother is in effect the spokesperson in the family.
even notes, he often did not even know the rules.

As Father

Mother's control is

expressed through coughs, forgetting incidents and in selectively attending to what is said to her.
Second, all three family members have extremely angry feelings and
in fact have fairly volatile tempers.

This is true despite the myth

that Father holds the anger in the family.

that could kill and though

being explosive.

a

John notes he had

a

look

secret during the interview spent the week

Though Tom states that Mother never gets angry, she is

the only family member who raises her voice during the interview and
it is her interventions that encourage Tom's anger.
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Third, the theme of impulsive
expression of aggression is suggested
in the language used in the Donahues'

interactions with one another.

John remembers "cracking up" the car.
Dad allegedly beat Tommy and sent

him into

a

fight, and Tom describes his father
and wife as lighting

right into him.

Finally John describes himself as pushed
out of bed by

Mother so abruptly that he cuts his head and
needs stitches.

The lan-

guage then suggests the potential for
loss of physical control.
Finally, Margaret and Tom place

a

bind on John around the expres-

sion of anger and poor impulse control.

Laughter accompanies his de-

scriptions of accidents as does general excitement.

While one should

be in control and not drink. Father asks his son
to fight when he (Tom)
is drunk.

Family patterns and roles emerge as well.
and impulsive; Mother is the peacemaker.
to identify with Mother or Father.

Father's role is as angry

John is constantly obligated

In his drinking and dangerous driv-

ing he joins Father as the angry one or the alcoholic, alternately he

kisses Mother and is seated close to her.
gain approval or closeness from both.

It is virtually impossible to

And these constantly changing al-

liances with Mother's or Father's position are controlled largely by
Mother.

She coughs or forgets or disconfirms whenever John speaks.

There is

a

constantly shifting "good guy" and "bad guy" in these identi-

fications.

But regardless of the attribution associated with one or the

other alliance, each alliance serves to keep both parents out of conflict with one another.

When

a

direct confrontation exists between his

parents, John becomes very agitated and often

to create stability

sides with Mother against Father, as Tom plays the role of the angry.
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acting out son.

In effect John's agitation
simultaneously makes

it seem

that the responsibility of their distance
from one another is
his.

Second, John often tries to speak "truths"
that are in direct con-

flict with the family line.

He is in effect saying, "Don't believe
any

of what Mother and Father say.

I'm telling the truth."

he is disconfirmed by Mother and by Father.
is

At these times

The choice he is left with

to agree and be considered part of the family
or to disagree and be

treated as absent.

Father and John's relationship as it begins to unfold suggests that
their contact consists of drinking or fighting.

Each of the two of them

constantly disconfirms the presence of any closeness by projecting the
drinking and aggressive behavior onto the other.

Father says he is not

the tyrant but rather that John gets into accidents.

telling the interviewer something different.

But John may be

John claims he did not

know what he did to encourage his father's wrath but that this wrath affects the family.

And he comments, in remarking on Father's choice of

seats, that though in

a

distant seat he has

a

great deal of control.

Both comments indicate John's recognition that Father's role involves
control of the family in some way.

John's relationship with Mother in this section suggests
ness about which John is extremely uncomfortable.

him but John focuses on seating vis

a

vis Dad.

her, it is on the lips but done with hesitancy.

tionship is angry and rejecting.

opposition to Dad.

a

close-

Mother sits close to

And when John kisses

Alternately their rela-

Their most stable union is to join in

This is evident when Mother joins John in telling
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Dad that taking Tommy to the fights
was the worst thing he has ever

done.

It is important to note that their
affective tie is not to be

commented upon by an outsider.

Thus Mother puts a double bind on John.

She tells him to be close but that she will
not acknowledge it.

And

when the interviewer asks about the glance
noticed between the two, Mother obscures the conversation.

warning not to push Dad but
control
bers.

to

I

suspected that the glance was

return to Mother's side.

•

a

This was

a

issued by her that was not to be commented upon by family
memThe rejecting element in their relationship is also not to
be

commented upon.

When John remembers the incident in bed Mother says

that Kevin was not there and then looks as if she does not remember the

incident anyway.

If in fact Mother and Son have an extremely close tie

(at times), John may as a child have been extremely angry about a sib-

ling (Kevin) intruding on this intense closeness.

Tom and Margaret's interaction thus far most suggests
ship in which she is

a

mother to

a

misbehaving boy.

a

relation-

John's slip that

Mother would cover up for Father (when he meant to say cover up for the
children) may correctly describe an aspect of his parents' relationship.

Father confirms this in his childlike pleading tones that he was not
that bad.

Tom uses the same phrase to describe his father's anger

toward him as he uses in describing his wife's, and indeed they repri-

mand him for his behavior in similar fashion,

tionship is at times very distant, however.
part of the family.

Margaret and Tom's relaIt is as if he were not

His choice of seats reflects the fact that he may

play a part in establishing this position for himself.

Mother's comment

that she hates drinking suggests her part in the rejection of her hus-
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band.

It should be noted that her doing
so simultaneously unites John

and his father as close in oral and needy
behavior.
It is noteworthy that the patterns of
relationships rarely suggest
a

united couple as

separate subsystem.
at times form

a

a

separate subsystem with the children as another
Comments about Peggy and Kevin suggest

subsystem with Margaret and Tom.

that they

Thus there is no real

delineation between the adults and the children in the family
and Mother's unity with John, against Dad when he drinks, as
well as her mo-

thering relationship with Tom, reinforces this.

Of interest as well is

the fact that one gains distance from Mother by drinking and fighting.
In dialogue with the interviewer the family has disclosed addi-

tional information.

Margaret and Tom interact with me at times by dis-

confirming my observations.

Although they are polite and amicable,

their language and behaviors are qualified by messages to stay out of

their business.

While overtly cooperating at the beginning of the in-

terview, Tom's question, "What do you mean by rules?", suggests

sistance to my entrance into the system.
level

honestly cooperative when

up to be the troublemaker.

I

a

re-

Both parents are again at one

ask if John is viewed or sets himself

But in essence their good will

by their denial of this observation.

is

qualified

The parents have in effect blat-

antly distorted my role by refusing to see me as the researcher.

In

fact they put me in an ambiguous situation which does not allow me to be

anyone at all.
John, in the other hand, has made an alliance of sorts with me

through his secret about drinking the weekend before.

In actuality,

however, he is saying, "If you don't protect me, I'll leave."

This is
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important because this bind suggests
other such co^unications In the
family. And this threat of "bad"
behavior reflects his manner of
distancing from Mother.

Section n_:

Dating and Family Bonds

When asked about rules relating to
dating in the Donahue family,

Father responded with, "About what?",
as if not hearing.

As with the

beginning of the interview, however, he had
apparently heard as he was
quick to point out that the girls, the first
of his children to date,
had

a

curfew and gave neither parent any "problem"
with dating.

Mother

echoed this response over John's protestations
which neither parent
heeded.

He was trying to remind them that Linda had
dated a boy "the

family didn't care for."

John added that Peggy, in contrast, had mar-

ried her childhood sweetheart whom Mother liked.

And, he said, Kevin

never "did anything wrong with regard to dating."

Finally overriding

his parents, John continued noting that Tommy had a very
private per-

sonal

life.

The family knew little about his dating patterns with the

exception of one girlfriend, very much liked by Mother.
have enough confidence to sustain the relationship.

Tonmy did not

Asked whether they

felt they needed to know where the children went on dates. Dad said,
"Yes."

Mother, not listening, began commenting on another of Linda's

boyfriends.

Father said he liked him.

Mother only reluctantly agreed.

The family was then questioned about sex education.

Father quickly

commented that, "Nobody would, you wouldn't mention that, any kind of
sex."

Mother echoed the last few words simultaneously with her hus-

band.

Tom said that he never spoke to any of his children about it.
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Mother offered that she had given the
girls
Peggy refused to discuss with her.
already.

a

book about "that" which

Linda said she knew about the topic

Mother giggled at this and went on
to say that she thought

that Tom would speak to Tommy about
sex and he would in turn talk to

John and Kevin.

Mother said that she figured that Tom
probably never

did speak to Tommy, however, and
"figured it was something that came

naturally."
on sex."

John commented that he and his brothers
were "very confused

Tommy, John said, was drunk for most of
his teenage years and

that rather than teaching John anything, John
found

hi msel f

worrying

about his older brother.
I

then asked Margaret and Tom if they felt they
ought to be physi-

cally demonstrative of affection in frcnt of the children.

mented that they did "what came naturally," that is,

a

Mother com-

kiss was ex-

changed between them whenever one of them left or entered the house.
Tom's own parents were not at all affectionate, he said.

parents did not live together for most of her youth.)
to comment on the kiss.

all

demonstrative.

entering or leaving.

He felt that his parents were actually not at
a

kiss when

pointed out that the family members had done

this when we started the meeting.
ti

John was quick

Rather, every family member exchanged
I

(Margaret's

There was no response.

John con-

nued:

.every time you left the house, if you left three times a
day, you might kiss your mother three times a day on the
cheek.
.where I felt left out was no, um, no affection,
there was no bodily contact between us. You know hugging, embracing, there was not much of this at all, in my house between anybody.
.

.

.
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It was merely a courtesy, he went
on to explain, but you would
stop

kissing your father at

a

certain age.

At about ten, Father began kid-

ding his sons about kissing him and
from that point on the boys shook
hands with him when entering and
leaving the house.

John and his mother

exchanged glances over his telling this
and he asked his father if he
remembered the change.
asked again.

Father said he did not understand and
John

Finally, giving up, he said that there
was no more real

closeness between them.

Mother repeatedly interrupted John in his
at-

tempt to engage Father about the handshake.

She tried to explain that

the change signified growing up and pointed
out that it was funny.

said that all of the children still kiss her.

She

Even Linda, Margaret

noted, "if she comes downtown, if she's close enough
to me, she kisses
me."

Dad began interjecting comments about Mother's closeness
to John.
He pointed out that John called her "Mother dear."

And he noted that

Margaret would wash John's clothes when he came home on visits from the
hospital.

John became quite agitated by his father*s comments and re-

vealed that he had "played

a

game" when he came home, pretending that

he was fine.

When I came home the last few years it's been out of guilt,
and it's been out of confused feelings.

John began to cry at this point and both of his parents were quite visibly agitated.
I

Labeling

this as an issue to discuss further in therapy,

suggested we move on to the next topic.
I

then asked the family which family member was allied with which
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other family .en*er.

John, smiling, quickly
announced he already knew

his response and noted that
he and Torany „ere close
as evidenced by Tom-

".ys calling John "crash," a nickname
given him due to his repeated car
accidents. He idolized his older
brother, he said, though he
also often
felt sorry for Tommy.

Asking John then, "Who flirts with
whom in the family?", he repeatedly responded, "Pardon?"
flirts in this family."
"Oh, God"

When asked the third time he said,
"No one

Mom and Dad exchanged glances and Tom
mumbled,

under his breath.

Asked her opinion about this, Margaret
com-

mented that she flirted with Dad and with
Johnny.
I
flirt with Johnny. ...
I
know lots of times I, I, look
at Johnny.
I
don't know, I can't explain it. I always felt
^^°ser to, I always felt as though Johnny was a

special per-

Tom quickly agreed, remembering times when Margaret had
commented that
there was something special about him.

commented earlier on

a

I

reminded Margaret that she had

special closeness to her son when he was an in-

fant.

John interrupted saying that, "It's all between Ma and Kevin."
Kevin was better at everything than he (John) was and dressed and dated
in a manner that pleased his mother.

Kevin reciprocated, however, by

calling and sending Mother cards, two things which were very important
to

her.

And, he often urged John to do the same.

Asked how Linda fit

into the family, John quickly replied, "Poor Linda," adding that he was

Linda's only ally.

Linda and Peggy got along but Peggy dominated this

relationship, John thought.

Mother seemed to disagree.

continued, was always Mother's ally.

Peggy, John

She often pointed out to John and
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the other kids when they did
something to hurt Margaret.

Noting that we were leaving Dad
out,

I

asked about his alliances.

Father echoed that there was an
alliance between Margaret and Kevin,
because he thought of her often with
phone calls.
Tom felt he was "the
same with them all."

Though both parents saw more of
Peggy and Kevin,

Kevin was presently very nice to Tom
and he felt close to him.

added that he (Tom) "was always
they came to me, then

I

shy type of a fellow.

a

could make in, with 'em."

overtly angry, Tom began to say he thought
he was

menting that

I

And

I

But, he

always,

(

Becoming anxious and
good father.

a

was not questioning his competence as

Margaret added that Tom and Peggy were very
close.

a

Com-

father he relaxed

Asked about Tom's

relationship to Tommy he said offhandedly that they
were close too.
"Do you see the triangle over here?" John then
interjected.

have two strong links and two, three, weak links.
in's which is rather strong, and

ble.

Peggy

.

I

.Linda, Tommy and myself."
di_d

"You

see Peggy and Kev-

I

see three that are in lots of trou-

Margaret quickly interjected that

include the couple in "everything."

At this point
get coffee.

I

suggested

a

break and John and

I

left the room to

He noted that he felt that the interview was going well and

was pleased to have made some important statements to his parents.

garet and Tom continued to speak in the room together.
both Kevin and Peggy calling them.

Mar-

They spoke of

Tom noted that John was saying

things he disagreed with and stated that he had only hit Tommy once,

when he deserved it.

Margaret agreed.

would agree with what his father said.

If here, Tom thought. Tommy

Tom also noted that Mother was

right about Tom's closeness to Peggy and both commented on how thought-
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ful

Kevin was.

Tom pointed out that Linda
wasn't mentioned very often.

Tom and Margaret had an obscure
exchange over Linda's recent realizations about the family through her
own daughter's difficulties.
The
conversation stopped as John and I entered
the room.

Over coffee there was talk of Tom's
difficulties taking the day off
for the meeting although John quickly
pointed out that his father had

accumulated 54 sick days.
get the day off.
and

Mother commented that she had demanded
she

As we ate, Mother made references
to the coffee she

had drunk together during her psychological
testing sessions.

I

immediately pointed out that he and

I

had had tea when

I

met with him.

Both Mother and Father's tone softened during
this exchange.
took pains to see that

I

received the donut

I

wanted.

Tom

Mother

Our exchange over

the food was the last in this section of the interview.

The family line suggests that dating is viewed in terms of
whether
it is problematic or not.

problem in this regard.

Mother and Father.

The girls in the family and Kevin were no

John's relationships are not commented on by

The family's approval of relationships, and speci-

fically Mother's, seems to be an accepted part of the children's consid-

erations when they date.

The family states that sex was not discussed due to the cul tural mores
of the time.

The Donahues believe that boys and girls differ in the ex-

tent to which their behavior is ruled by instinct, thus boys do not need
to be educated about sex because they do what "comes naturally."

In

much the same way Mother and Father show affection by what "comes naturally" as Father has not learned about affection from his parents.

Mo-
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ther and Father see themselves
as demonstrative as evidenced
by their
kiss "hello" and "goodbye."
This same manner of expressing
closeness
is used by all family members.
The move into manhood is marked
ritualistically by a change between the
boys and their father from a
kiss to
a

handshake.
With regard to family bonds the family
tells us that the children

were treated in

a

similar manner.

John and between Mother and Dad.

A bond exists between Mother and

Also, according to family line (as ex-

pressed by Mother), Father shows affection
to John.
are seen as close and Peggy and Mother are
close.

Linda and Peggy
Dad notes that Kevin

and Peggy are his allies because they make
efforts to reach out to him.

Margaret confirms that Peggy includes her parents in
everything and that
Kevin calls and sends cards.

When alone (during the break), the most

important ties, those between Tom and Peggy and between Mother
and Peggy, are clearly stated.
In this section on dating and closeness the family line is
almost

obscured by John's valiant attempts to speak directly and openly about
the topics discussed.

His comments coupled with the qualifications com-

municated through style and language by Tom and Margaret give

a

very

different picture than that which the family wishes to be seen by an
outsider, or wishes to acknowledge itself.

There is

a

family rule that sex is taboo.

addressed at all.

Dating is not really

Whatever is said with regard to dating and sex is

always put in terms of control.

Tom immediately focuses on who caused

trouble when dating and Margaret laughingly notes (as if to assure the

interviewer) that the kids did not date "every night!"

There is then an
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underlying sense of impulsivity associated
with sexuality.

While males

are overtly spoken of as impulsive,
that is, they "do what comes natur-

ally," they are in fact not so ruled
by instinct.

As John says during

the interview, he and his brothers
were very confused about sex.

Second, there is

Margaret give

a

a

covertly expressed message that while Tom
and

picture of

a

normal

family in which the parents show

concern over their children and affection is
expressed, this is not the
case.

The kiss is a ritual that is both adaptive
and defensive.

is no affection but there is an appearance
of affection.

There

This rigidity

appears to be provided by Margaret who gives approval
to any relationships outside of the family.

While on the surface her approval of Kevin

seems questionable (as he is openly homosexual) it makes sense
in the

light of his complete acceptance of ritual.
Third, John sheds light on a family rule when he remarks that there
are three weak links and two strong ones.

role of John's "link."
ed together.

Perhaps most painful is the

He is able to see that family members are chain-

By recognizing the chain he is most aware of the system.

The chain, that is, what it means to "be in the family," is quite rigidly defined.

For Mother and Dad closeness means including your parents

in "everything" as Peggy does and ritual istical ly calling as Kevin

does.

In their description of both of these children one senses that

taking care of parents is the only acceptable mode of showing affection.

And in

a

val

he will not have another woman besides her.

as

sense, Kevin's choice of homosexuality insures Mother's appro-

Finally John is absent in this discussion of dating, closeness and

family bonds for several reasons.

First, it indicates that the parents
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consider him

a

child with whom one does not discuss
sex.

Second, he

feels that he no longer has a bond with
Dad due to the family rule that

one does not remain close to another
male.

This rule is also strongly

supported by Mother who is actively involved
in keeping the children for
herself.

When John tries to enlist Dad to discuss
the change in their

relationship, an attempt to make an affective tie
with him, Margaret repeatedly interrupts.
the sexual

John's tie to Mother is no less difficult due
to

connotations she brings to their contact coupled with his un-

willingness to provide closeness as she wishes it, to act
as her parent.
As in the previous section, the true roles of the
family members

continue to unfold.

Father, though spoken of as ruled by instinct, ap-

pears in this section to be isolated, fragile, and somewhat paranoid.
He points out that people need to come to him in order to make contact.

They need to assume an aggressive, active role with him.
is

His isolation

confirmed by the fact that he immediately gets left out in the dis-

cussion about family bonds.

And when alone with Margaret he asks for an

ally, wishing his son Tommy were in the room to give his statements cre-

dibility.

He opens up when he is literally fed by the interviewer.

But

when the discussion about family bonds is focused on him directly he

withdraws, first by not hearing the interviewer and then by directing
the discussion to Mother and John.

When he discusses his need to have

others come to him, he becomes rather suspicious of the interviewer and
begins talking as if

I

were questioning his adequacy as

a

father.

In this section Mother continues to play the role of spokesperson,

even more overtly than before.

She not only controls the interview but

it becomes clearer in this section that she also controls alliances and
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on the basis of these alliances
controls whether one is considered
part

of the family or not.

Mother, however, shows another side
and that is

her extreme neediness and isolation.

She, along with Father, becomes

warm when fed by the interviewer and takes
care of the interviewer by
finding me

a donut.

John is extremely outspoken and in commenting
on the family rules
is making himself vulnerable for expulsion.

The more he comments about

what is really happening in the Donahue family the
less Mother mentions
him as part of the family.
Turning to the interaction between family members one sees
that

Mother and Father volunteer

a bond

around flirting but it does not ring

true as Mother immediately changes the focus to flirting between
her-

self and her son.

Their statement that they show closeness through

kissing when entering and leaving the house also quickly loses it cre-

dibility as John explains that everyone in the family did this in
tualistic manner.

a

ri-

In fact both parents wish to be cared for and neither

appears to do this for the other.

When most stressed, Tom looks to his

oldest son to stand by him and Mother looks to her oldest daughter.
Father and John's relationship in the first section was characterized by closeness through impulsive expression of aggression and through

drinking.

Neither of them even suggests

a bond

between them in this

section although Mother tries to point out that Tom used to put his arm

around John's shoulder.

They cannot be identified as close in this fa-

mily because of Father's fear, often at paranoid levels, about closeness
between men.

Father, in addition, notes that people need to come to him

and as John does not do so, he is left with little warmth from Father.
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John's relationship with his
mother is quite intricately
spelled
out in this section of the
interview. As this topic does
not provide an
opportunity for Margaret and her
son to join against Dad in
accusing hi.
of drinking or being angry, the
tension in the Mother-Son bond
is more
apparent. As noted above, closeness
with Mother is in some ways sexual.
She comments that she flirts
with him and then t^lks about him
as

"special."

There is confusion between sexual
contact and affection be-

tween them.

And he may sense that in addition
she controls the family

alliances.

Thus closeness with Mother is not
only mildly sexual but in

her control.

Finally, Margaret's notion about
closeness can become

quite concrete.

She shows this most blatantly in her
comment that Linda

kisses her "if she's close enough."

She leaves it unclear whether she

means physically close enough or emotionally
comfortable enough to kiss
her.

If she and John are close, this may imply
physical proximity not

emotional closeness.
For his part John refuses to become her parent,
and Mother clearly

wishes that he take care of her.

He speaks rather from

a

stance in

which he is the angry child who has been thrown out of bed.

willing to be

a

When he is

well-behaved little boy, letting her wash his clothes

and calling her "Mother dear" Margaret tolerates his infantile behavior

and they can become close.

He can throw "tantrums," thus gaining dis-

tance from her, if necessary, knowing that she hates this behavior.
In discussing sex with the interviewer Father and Mother treat me

as a child for whom sex is not appropriate.

hear my opening question.

kissing and giving

a

And when

I

Once again Dad does not

comment on the family ritual of

handshake the family merely ignores me.

Their man-
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ner changes, however, at the
close of the interview.

and Margaret, they show warmth
and ally with me.
the family rule that to the
extent that
they express warmth in return.

a

When

I

feed Tom

This in part reflects

child nurtures these parents

Additionally Margaret may have
sensed

my wish to lower my anxiety
through eating.

In any event the break, of-

fers a true accommodation on my
part to a rule in the family
system.
On the part of the Donahues this
reflects a large degree of rigidity.
In

effect they only "let me in" as

a

nurturing child.

An additional aspect about Father
emerges in his paranoid and angry

stance when

I

ask him about his relationships.

he gets mad and paranoid.
down.

if

I

I

ask

I

a

direct question:

then in affect apologize and he
steps

In this interaction he has quickly
put me in a bind, saying that

do not protect him he can become
unstable.

to John's sense of Dad's control

This provides an answer

through his role.

That is, Tom may

threaten Margaret with impulsivity or anger if
she does not protect him.

Section III

:

Separations

The section on separations began with

a

question asked of John.

asked him when he first remembered being separated from his
parents.

remembered two events.

I

He

Once he got lost when wandering away from their

new apartment in the projects on the day that the family moved.

The

second separation he recalled was when he was hospitalized for appendicitis.

This latter separation was very pleasurable, John said, because

he received a great deal of attention from his family.

event was quite frightening, however.

The earlier

He had wandered from the projects

and said about the event, "I got very scared and, um,

I

couldn't even
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holler."

"How did you get home?"
Margaret asked.

walkin' and walkin'."

".

.

.i

j,st kept

Margaret noted that she too
got lost when the

family first moved into the
new neighborhood.

Tom remembered John's first
trip to camp as his earliest
separation
from John.

He also reminded him that
he came back from camp early.

Tom
guessed that it was John's laziness,
his unwillingness to participate
in
chores, that led to his early
departure.
But John remembered that he

was fighting a great deal, behavior
he had learned in his old
neighborhood.
Dad encouraged Margaret to
point out to John that he was not
re-

membering the incident correctly and
Margaret explained what the misunderstanding was and then quickly moved
on to her recollection of the

earliest sep,aration from her son.
She recalled that their first separation
was when she went into the

hospital.

John misheard her, thinking she was speaking
of his visit to

the hospital.

She corrected him and continued.

The day she left to

have tests done on her lungs, one of her children
had broken

milk that she had to clean up before leaving.

a

bottle of

Tom remembered that he

had taken all of the children to church to pray for
their mother.

And

remembering this John excitedly reported that the entire school
had
prayed.

He tearfully added that he did not even know she had
gone away

to a major city.

Margaret noted that this happened when she had her

thyroid operation.

Acknowledging the mistake, John continued noting

how well liked his mother was by the nuns as she was involved in church-

related activities.

And Tom noted that his wife was right, the thyroid

operation was the first big separation from the family.
I

then asked the family members which was the worst separation for
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them.

Mother interjected that

this from John.

When

I

I

was really interested in
hearing about

commented that

was interested in everyone's

I

opinion, Margaret said that when
she had
was going to die.

a

hysterectomy she thought she

John commented that he had
no recollection of this.

His most difficult separation
was when he went into the
service.

noted that this was the worst
separation event for him as well.

commented that there was also

a

two-year

Tom
John

period (after his return from

the service) during which he refused
to speak to his parents.

Selecting the separation caused by
John's leaving work and enlisting in the service,

I

asked the three of them to discuss
this together.

Margaret began by saying that she and Tom
had thought that John's enlistment was

good idea.

a

John tried to interrupt her but was drowned

out by Dad who remembered when his son had
come to him and said he could
learn photography if he enlisted.

stuck with this.

In his defense John commented that he was
accidently

placed in the wrong unit.
he had enlisted.

Tom pointed out that John had not

There was another real reason, he said, that

He had been afraid to tell his father but he had had

great deal of difficulty at his job.

"I

had an author-it- t-tarian type

of boss," he said, his voice catching, "who would yell and make
me
shake.

...

I

wrong with me."
to work drunk.

wasn't doin' the job right and

I

didn't know what was

He revealed that he had begun to drink and often went

Once he had passed out on the job and he believes his

life was saved because

a

nightwatchman had found him drunk under his

car.
I

asked Dad how he had experienced this period of time.

lieved that John was doing the right thing.

He be-

He recalled joining Mar-

a
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garet, John and his girlfriend,
Maureen, on the afternoon
before John
left for basic training.
He and Margaret had
taken John and Maureen out
to dinner, he said.
John said he recalled
little of the details and
returned the discussion to his
difficulties at work. He pointed
out that
he had had problems at school
as well but could never
tell his parents
about them. As if in response,
Margaret denied that John had
had a
drinking problem. She used
to wait up for him to return
every night
from work and would have known
if he were drunk.
then asked Margaret if she
could recall her feelings when
John
enlisted.
She began to cry and stated she
had had to say goodbye numerous times.
"And I said to him, 'John, I
can't say goodbye to you
I

^3^''"-

Y^^^'

John replied.

^

54 days leave, spent most of them drinking,"

He could not recall the separation.

The final question asked of the Donahues
was to describe present

separations.

Margaret commented that she felt safe when
John was in

the hospital.

Asked how she felt saying hello and goodbye she
began to

talk about his progress.

refocused her on her feelings about their

I

present separations and she said,

.1 wish, I often think, if he could come home and
work,
and live a normal life with us.
And I don't want, I
don't mean forever.
.

.

.

.

I

.

asked Tom how he felt about this.

back to Wells."

.

"I

don't think he wants to come

The last time John was planning to leave the hospital,

Tom recalled, he expressed
continued:

.

.

a

wish to move into a half-way house.

Tom
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asked Tom how it felt to say
goodbye to John these days.

I

ing,

i°s?d

[iir

he said,

"I

get very sad."

Mother added that she got sad
when

their visits ended at the hospital.

use his brains more.

Tear-

They both told John that he
should

John remarked that he only had
common sense al-

though Tom stated that John was
his brightest son, even smarter
than
Kevin.

But, he added, John was too
ambitious, citing a period of time

when he worked too many hours and had
no contact with the family.
John was asked how easy it was for

a

Donahue child to leave home.

He answered that everybody wanted to
leave but they were welcome to re-

main home as long as they wished.

.Three of us have had a struggle ever since.
(Linda, Tommy, and himself)
Kevin is gay.
So I would say four out of
five of us have some problems.
Being gay isn't a problem.
Kevin had psychological problems.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

I

.

asked John if he felt his parents pulled the kids to stay
or pushed

them to leave home.
the kids had left.

He stated that his parents were happier now that

And yet they wish, he said, that the family were

closer because, "we're not really too close."

His mother would like the

children to accept things better, he thought.

And his father wished the

children with problems would "hold together."

Margaret began to cry,

stating that this was her wish,
he was not trying to hurt her.

John quickly responded by saying that
I

commented that perhaps his mother had
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feelings that were separate from
John's for which he was not
responsible.
Their wish was for the best,
he continued, but it "hasn't
worked
out that way.
They're frustrated over it.
And my sister and brother
and I feel guilty." with this
the interview ended.

In viewing this third and
final

section of the Donahues' interview

we will again focus initially on the
family line.

At the beginning of

the discussion, permission given
to John, by me, allows him
to give his

own views on his first separation.

Father contradicts his view noting

that his recollection of their first
separation was when John went away
to camp.

He suggests that John failed at this
separation because he

did not do camp chores.
the projects.

Margaret then suggests that she too got lost
in

Thus the family line that emerges is that
the issue is

neither fear or need for attention.

labeling

Father suggests that what John is

as fear associated with separation may be
a way of avoiding

responsibility.

Mother notes that it was just an example of her simi-

larity to her son.
A discussion of difficulties with separation involves

their son.

He, they believe, has difficulty, they do not.

a

focus on

When all

are asked to think about difficult separations, John and Father state
that his entry into the service was the most difficult.

Mother main-

tains that her hysterectomy was the most difficult.

John's enlistment

into the army reflected his wish to leave and follow

a

graphy.

career in photo-

And, contradicting John's strong statement to the contrary.

Mother notes that he did not have
trance into the service.

a

drinking problem prior to his en-

This separation, Tom goes on to say, was a
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family event 1n which he and
his wife took John and
his girlfriend out
to dinner.

Presently the family believes
John is safest in the hospital
although both Tom and Margaret
feel sad when they part from
him.
They
sense that his intelligence
coupled with a decrease in his
ambition
could aid him in leaving the
hospital and successfully moving
back into
their home. Once home, he might
find a job in a nearby city and
commute
to work as his father did for many
years.

Once again, closer examination of
the interaction reveals

complex picture.

a

more

First, separation in the Donahue
family brings forth

themes of neediness and resulting fusion
between Mother and Son.

Mar-

garet suggests that she gets lost, just
as her child did, and in doing
so suggests a fused relationship between
herself and John.

She points

out further that the family provided little
support for her in her

worst separation.

Even as she left for the hospital, someone
spilled

milk and she had to clean it up.
lated from John and Tom.

Thus, there are times when she is iso-

She competes as the needy child and John de-

nies her neediness in response.

ber her hospitalization for

a

He states that he does not even remem-

hysterectomy.

And when she mentions an

earlier hospitalization he gets confused thinking she

is

speaking about

his hospitalization.
Tom, in contrast, appears to deny his own neediness, but offers the

solution (by recommending it to John) of staying with one's parents and

spending all of one's time at work away from home.

He advocates pas-

sivity (not moving) and simultaneously isolating oneself away from
home.
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Second, separations are viewed
as tragic.

The separations suggest-

ed by the Donahues involve
fear, illness, fighting and
drinking.

and John both bring up
hospitalizations.

Mother

John recalls that going away

to camp resulted in fights
with the other children.

Unless when one

separates one gets attention, as
John did when he was hospitalized

one
fills the neediness with alcohol
as he and Father did as adults,
or releases tension by fighting, as John
did as a child.
In addition to general

themes associated with separation,
the

family members reveal additional
aspects about their roles in the family.

Mother shows her sadness and fragility
associated with separations.

Her association to the most difficult
separation brings forth
of fearing death.

While she

is

a

memory

able to use cognitive skills in the

discussion, sorting out John's and Tom's misunderstanding,
this skill is
used only temporarily and is quickly followed by

a

refocusing on her

experiences with separation.
Father primarily reveals his defensive structure in this
section.

When the topic of separation is brought up he talks about
work.
recommends this defense to his son.

In effect,

And he

he says, if you take a

passive stance and remain home but are industrious you can avoid the
sadness associated with leaving.
bitious.

But, he warns, one cannot be too am-

When John cut off all contact with his parents, he worked con-

stantly and lived away from home.

This type of solution (moving far

away) is "too ambitious."

John's role with regard to separations is to become impulsive and

regressed or isolated.

When he separated as

vered attention from his family.

a

child he fought or maneu-

As he approached adulthood and went to
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work away fro. ho.e he drank
so as not to co.e
into conflict with his
boss.
The alternative as John
sees it is total withdrawal
from the
family.
In the last few years
he has either been sick
and hospitalized
or refused to speak to his
parents for an extended
period of time.
But
John also expresses his extreme
sense of isolation as he grew
up.
He
feared school, he failed at work
and when he began to drink
he was unable to share any of these
difficulties with his parents.
Several aspects about the family
members' relationships are revealed.
And their manner of interacting
with the interviewer and my

response reveals dynamics of the family
as well.
time, an ununited couple.

We see, for the third

The interactions in this section
are almost

entirely between John and his mother
or between John and Father.
and Margaret do not focus on their
feelings as

a

Tom

couple separating from

their children; they wish the children
to remain children.

Thus, when

John states that they are happier without the
children at home, Mother

begins to cry about John.
Several aspects of John's and Tom's relationship
emerge as well.
First, Tom appears to respond to John's difficulties
by not noticing
them.

Although he discussed John's decision to go into the service,
he

was unaware of any difficulties his son was having.

And he wishes John

pulled himself together, walling off feelings related to his difficulties.

Yet despite this isolated quality to their contact Tom has an

ability to experience sadness related to separating from his son and can

become teary.

He may wish not to separate, that is, have John move back

home, and defend against sadness as his father does, with an isolated,

work-filled stance.
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Their interaction in this
section suggests a second
quality, an
identification between the two
^n.
explaining to John how to
leave
the family. To. suggests
how he has dealt with
this present family
^ay be that John^s statement
that "everyone" wanted to
leave speaks to
his father's feelings as
well as those of the
children. This identification goes one step further.
Tom confuses his feelings with
those of
his son and speaks about
John's wishes about separation
when asked about

m

u

his own,

Mother and John both regress in
their interaction about separations.
Their interaction at times
involves competition to be the
needy
child as when he and Mother each
pull the focus away from one
another
and onto themselves.
In addition, there is a
loss of boundaries evident
in Mother's notion that she knew
better than her son whether or not
he
was drinking and that they both got
lost.

They are. therefore, on the

one hand, unclearly separated and both
childlike.

Alternately, however,

there is the theme of abandonment and
loss associated with separation.
He still cries thinking of her in the
hospital and recalling that he

did not know where she was.

When she parts she imagines dying.

When

he wishes to move out of the house he does
not speak to them for over

three years.

They may both feel

a

choice between

a

regressed and fused

stance (whereby neither gets nurtured) and complete
abandonment.
In the family's

interactions with me, the Donahues allowed some

entrance into the family system in the discussion about
separation.
role

I

was allowed was that of

a

caretaker.

I

acted to identify Fa-

ther's confusion of his feelings with those of John and at the end of
the interview

I

commented to John that he was not responsible for his

The
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mother's sadness.

Permission to enter the family
system in such

reflects two wishes.

a

way

First, the family members,
as they did during the

break, respond to being nurtured,
thus the supportive aspect
fulfills
the wish for nurturance.
Second, they appear to fear
enmeshment enough
to allow my entrance into the
system to clarify that they are
separate

people.

Summary
The family interview has again offered

a

vehicle through which to

observe family roles and the rules of the
family system.
to roles in the family.

With regard

Father, seen as a tyrant and enforcer,
is also

seen as encouraging separation by teaching
the values of hard work.

In

actuality he is Isolated and fragile and at times
becomes paranoid in
response to women.

While ostensibly teaching John to separate, he (Tom)

has difficulty doing so.

He expects his children to take an active

role in getting close to him and he may fear closeness
as he has diffi-

culty establishing boundaries between himself and others.

Mother is seen as never angry and as the compromiser negotiating
differences between her husband and the three "angry" children.

Overtly

she shows sadness at her children's difficulties and wishes to foster

harmony and closeness.
of all family alliances.

Covertly she is the spokesperson and in control
She does this by disqualifying, projecting,

and cuing family members when to speak.

She is herself isolated and ex-

tremely needy and wishes nurturance from her children.

In addition she

is at risk for becoming extremely concrete in her thinking.

This vul-

nerability is manifested in severe problems with negotiating boundaries.
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She also fears abandonment
which she equates with
separation.
Fear of
her own vulnerability and
of abandonment leads to
her wish for tight
control over family bonds.

John is labelled as among
the angry children.

discussed with regard to sex,
but is said to have

Overtly he is not
a

"special closeness"

With Mother and the prodding
support (an arm around his
shoulder) from
Dad.
The pressures on John are
enormous as the covert aspects
of the
interactions reveal. He feels
unnurtured from an early age.
His memory of Mother is of rejecting
and abandoning him, and he
feels distant
from Father. He is maintained
as an unisexual child.
And he in turn
refuses to give up his attempts
to regain the parenting he
feels he deserves.
While repeatedly asking for this
nurturance to which he feels
entitled, he finds himself out of
the family, at best a weak
link.
He

continues to feel isolated; however,
the alternative, closeness, leads
to an uncomfortable feeling when
with Mother and appears little toler-

ated by his father.
As interviewer

I

overtly was asking the family to discuss

a

variety

of issues and promised to curtail discussion
that belonged properly in
the realm of therapy.

Covertly

I

violated this promise at the beginning

of the interview by making explicit
not to be commented upon.

I

a

variety of family rules that are

was initially denied any access into the

system except by John who asked for protection in
exchange for not acting impulsively.
I

By feeding the family in the middle of the interview,

gained closeness to Mother and Father.

The position that

I

was al-

lowed was one most often taken by Peggy in the family, that of
caretaker

of Tom and Margaret.

In addition

I

helped the family avoid

a

loss of
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boundaries by clarifying family
.embers' feelings as
separate.
As the topics were discussed
both overtly and covertly,
the roles
outlined above came into
interplay with one another.
As in any family

system the family members
interact in such

a

way as to create homeosta-

sis.

The arrangements of subsystems
are composed of intricately
balanced pairs of relationships
between the family members.

Tom and John are both needy
and isolated from one another
yet
strongly identified. The content
of their identification is
aggressive
and impulsive behavior.
In their interaction they
project their impulsively expressed anger and accuse
one another of anger, rather
than
seeing it in themselves.

Alternately they meet their wish for
nurtur-

ance by feeding themselves with
alcohol.

John reveals that historically

Father was extremely aggressive toward
him.

One might surmise that this

was punishment for not meeting Father's
demands to be fathered by his
son,

Tom and John's identification extends beyond
content, however.
They both maintain distance with their
impulsivity.

Both men are bound

by the family rule against closeness between
men, and both fear engulf-

ment with women.

They maintain distance from Mother by exchanging
pro-

tection by Mother for not completely withdrawing from
her.
they are much like two regressed

one another.

yet isolated

men

standing close to

And Tom wishes that John "separate" by remaining physical-

ly present but affectively isolated through work.

control

As a pair

Doing so provides

(through manipulation of Mother), avoids engulfment by her,

avoids separation between Tom and John and has the semblance of being
adult.
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Mother and John have an
extremely complex relationship.
tact can involve sexualization
and a loss of boundaries.

John fears en-

gulfment but the alternative,
as he and Mother perceive
it,
ment.

He distances from her
through impulsivity.

her own anger, must project
it onto men.

impulsivity is tolerable to her.

Their con-

is

abandon-

She, unable to stand

Therefore limited aggressive

As John is the child who is
most fused

with Mother, he is the one most
sensitive to the chain around the
family, that is Mother's tight
control of the boundary around
the system.

And although she often protects
him in exchange for his presence
in the
family, there is

a

way that he also protects her.

vulnerable and that his attempts to escape
will put her in jeopardy.

is

The two have two safe ways of relating.

trolling aggression.

That is, they can form

all of their impulsive behavior onto
Dad.

One is
a

a

tie based on con-

subunit by projecting

Alternately, when distant

from one another, they act like two needy
children.
is

John knows that she

At this time Mother

probably nurtured by Peggy and John distances from
her and joins Fa-

ther.

In both cases,

united or apart, neither John nor Mother parents

the other.

Tom and Margaret's relationship is largely one of strangement.
They are never

a

subunit in the family.

neither provides parenting for the other.

another with regard to anger
pulsivity.

is

Both wish to be parented and

Their stance vis

a

vis one

that she exemplifies control and he im-

This allows Tom the role of playing out the myth of family

enforcer, and allows Margaret to control the bonds and rituals, which
she needs to do to avoid being vulnerable.

with

a

In addition it provides Tom

way of avoiding engulfment from Margaret and gaining the isola-
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tion he Wishes.

He promises not to leave
her completely 1„ exchange
for

her permission to let him act
impulsively and get protected
by her.
The pairs of relationships
above come into interplay in
a way that
meets the fears and wishes of
the family members.
Such a homeostasis

within the family system has the
effect of keeping Mother from
becoming
vulnerable and yet not abandoned.
The system must keep Father from
growing so isolated that he leaves,
but on the other hand not vulnerable
to being engulfed by Mother.

And it must provide both parents
with par-

anting.
The Donahue family demonstrates two
primary ways to maintain these
needs.

These two arrangements of subunits involve
Mother and John uni-

ted against Father and Father and John
united against Mother.

John thus

switches from seeing Mother in the role of good
parent to seeing Father
in this role.

The first such homeostatic arrangement is one in
which John and Mother unite against Father.

Both Mother and John project their anger on-

to Tom under such an arrangement and Tom acts like
the misbehaving son

maintaining that he

is not "that bad."

Mother offers her husband some

protection when John gets too angry at his father.

The arrangement

breaks down when John and Mother begin to fear becoming too close.

The

solution at this time is for John to distance from Mother by aggressive
or impulsive behavior moving the family into the second arrangement.
In this arrangement John and Father are closely identified and Mo-

ther is separate.

Such

a

system works until Father becomes aggressive

toward John for not parenting him.
ther.

This leads John to run back to Mo-

It is also unstable if Mother is needy and not parented by an-
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other family .ember.

She in this case

win

try to pull John back,
us-

ually by playing into his
regressed role of little boy.
or by Identifying with him as a needy
child.
It is clear that other family
rules must be present in order
to al-

low these two arrangements to
function.

First, some amount of aggres-

sion and drinking must be tolerated
without notice in such

family.
This is because Father and
John's tie is based on such
behavior, and because if it is tolerated then Mother
is free of her aggressive
feelings

through the process of projection.

a

Finally, as long as this behavior
is

not extreme, it is necessary because
it is a way of gaining distance.

Second, such a system involves

of closeness.

Ritual

a

rigidly defined ritualistic manner

is needed to keep the chain around
the family.

And any semblance of order keeps Mother,
especial ly when she is united

against by John and Tom, from becoming
vulnerable.
Third, children must to some degree be
maintained as children in
this family so that they are available to
parent Tom and Margaret.
in fact is one of the ways in which the family
uses rituals.

members parent by weekly phone calls, cards and daily
visits.

This

Family
The two

children who are the "strong links," Peggy and Kevin, provide
this
function.

Finally such

a

system requires that one child move back and forth

between the parents to provide

a

way of regulating the parents' affect

and be responsible for the distance between them.

And this child, John,

is responsible for having difficulty separating.

He embodies Tom's fear

of separating, by playing the angry alcoholic who

is

isolated but re-

mains at home, and he embodies Mother's unacknowledged fear of abandon-
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ment by remaining fused with
her.
Finally interaction with the
interviewer confirms some
aspects of
these two arrangements of
subsystems and the supporting
family rules.
In interacting with me the
family menters were provided
with a new participant in their family dynamics.
In addition my presence
provided
some information about how
outsiders are perceived.
In their interactions with me. Mother and Father's
demands of and response to a care-

takerwere clear.
I

This was supported by their
distortion of my role when

did not fit into the ritualistic
role to which

I

was assigned.

parents also pulled me back and forth
between them once

playing the role.

I

Both

conceded to

In addition Mother and John,
and Father and John both

expressed relief at my interruptions when
their subsystems became unstable.

Finally both Father and John successfully
manipulated me into

protecting them by threatening aggressive and
impulsive behavior or by
leaving.

CHAPTER

IV

DISCUSSION

Introduction
In this study two families
were viewed in three different
contexts.

The historical-developmental
interview offered each family's
own story
of its history. Through
psychological testing family members
were
studied as separate individuals
to allow for an understanding
of their
intra-psychic make-up.

Finally each family was observed
in an interac-

tional context to illuminate the
rules that govern their interactions

and observe how these rules define
the role of each family member
and

support subunits formed within the family
system.
Eight major themes emerged as consistently
present within all three
contexts.

These themes appear to form the most
reliable areas for fu-

ture study of such families.

Below, these themes are discussed with

a

focus on how they appear within the three
contexts across the two families.

They are additionally discussed as they
provide evidence support-

ing or inconsistent with previous studies and
the trends expected from

the data.

Eight Themes Common to the Famil ies

Inadequate Cognitive Structuring
One of the major themes apparent in the two families studied is
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inadequate cognitive structuring of
affects and behaviors.

Cognitive
structuring is meant here to include
perception, judgment, memory, and
attention plus adequate control of
affect to allow for the use of
ideation to integrate experience.

The data show parental difficulty
with

some of these tasks coupled with
inadequate transmission of the tasks
to

the child.

Historically this theme

is

evident in

a

variety of ways.

First, a description of family
development shows perceptual distortions
and poor judgment and these in turn
interfere with the integration of

new and old experiences.

The parents also show little control of
affect

(this is further discussed in theme four
on poor impulse control).

Sec-

ond, while these cognitive deficits appear
in the parents, such deficits

are viewed by the parents as present in the
borderline adult and not in

themselves.

And third, in the absence of teaching cognitive
tasks, the

parents (and particularly the mothers) utilize ritual
as

a

defensive

maneuver for providing some type of cognitive structure.
The intra-psychic data confirm cognitive deficits in all three
family members.

As middle and low-level characters their moral sense is

somewhat impaired and they are prone to more difficulty in interpersonal
relationships.

As these difficulties are not experienced as upsetting

parental distortions and relational conflicts tend not to be communi-

cated to the child as problematic.

In addition each family member has

some degree of disordered thinking on unstructured tasks which is like-

wise not perceived as disordered.

The fact that affect is not control-

led by the parents and that the child is not taught to control affect

are evident in the patients' wish for more control.

Finally, the interactional data suggest that the ritualistic behav-
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lor (seen 1„ the history
and observable 1n the
fan,i,y Interview)
falls
as a .eans of structuring
fa.ily ,ife.
does not adequately serve
as

u

.ethod taught to the child
to aid hi. i„ the
interpretation of his experience.
It is, in actuality,
used to aid the .others
when feeling
vulnerable to disordered thinking
or to aid .other in controlling
faa

ther.

The historical-developmental

interview demonstrates the
Clarke cou-

ple's inability to both use
and transmit tasks associated
with cognitive
structuring.
This is coupled with the
notion that Donna has a cognitive
problem.
In addition ritual is used
as a substitute for teaching
structuring.
Father's taperecording of phone
conversations, his practical
jokes, his confusion over who is
responsible for behavior and his use of

alcohol and drugs show both distorted
perception of interpersonal rela-

tionships and poor judgment.

Mother's inability to recall events
unless

noted on lists and her caricature-like
descriptions of other people also

reflect deficits in these areas.

In the Clarke family ritualistic
list-

making, the taperecording of family events,
and the setting of clocks
are a means by which behavior and experience
are seen as under control.
The only cognitive difficulty openly recognized
by the family is Donna's

strange behavior noticed for the first time at age
18.

Rather than

linking her difficulty to their own, they see Donna's
Aunt Sally as re-

sponsible for their daughter's bizarre behavior.
Mrs. Donahue notes her vulnerability for poor cognitive structuring
in her offhand remark that order saves her from going
crazy.

hue's drinking and angry outbursts reflect poor judgment.

Tom Dona-

Both parents

distort experience, unable for example to recognize their children's be-
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havior problems.

The Donahue family also
offers ritualis. defensively,

and considers it John's role
to have

a

thinking problem.

Mother functions at her best when cleaning
house and dressing the children
up to
greet Father as he leaves for
work.
While she ostensibly sets the
clock
back to help the children its
continued use suggests that such
structure
serves other purposes. This
ritualistic behavior, largely the
work of

Margaret, offers her

a

way

to avoid

overt thought disorder and helps
her

to maintain control

over Tom.

the service, then,

although both parents have shown
longstanding prob-

John is viewed as going crazy
while in

lems with judgment and perception.

On the psychological tests all three
Clarkes demonstrate

disturbance.

a

thinking

Their diagnoses as character disorders
are derived in part

from Father's ego-syntonic (i.e., not
experienced as disturbing) paranoia and Mother's caricature-like perception
of others and the ease with

which her thinking

is

affected and controlled by feelings.

Clarke family each family member

is

In the

vulnerable to disordered thinking.

When provided from outside the system, structure
helps the Clarkes.

Neither parent-Mother due to her free-association-like
thinking and
Father due to his poor impulse control— can teach or model
cognitive

structuring of experience.
in theme four)

Donna's wish for control

(discussed further

indicates that the parents have not taught control of af-

fect needed to allow for

a

focus on cognitive structuring.

The Donahue family members also show poor judgment and distortion
in interpersonal

relationships.

While on the unstructured psychological

tests Father does not give thought disordered responses, his psychological

testing shows such resistance to introspection and such constric-
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tion that he cannot offer
much contact of any kind.

Even when given

structure his passive stance
interferes with his use of his
cognitive
skills.
To complement this, Mrs.
Donahue is in a constant struggle
trying to hide her idiosyncratic
thought.

John can abstract on structured

tasks but understandably confuses
his internal and external
experiences.
Again, John's wish for control
indicates that he has not experienced

adequate external control of his
feelings nor been taught a means of
doing so himself. Again both parents,
diagnosed as character disorders,
make use of primitive defenses, denial
and projection and are little
able to teach intellectualization or other
higher level cognitive maneuvers

Finally, in an interactional context one
sees the interplay of the

thinking difficulties in all family members and
their attempts at dealing with their emotional

experience through ritualistic behavior.

In

the Clarke family the parent who is supposedly
providing structure and

teaching control

(Father) often provides the impulsive affect while ask-

ing Mother to offer the control.

structure with her lists.
ther's image of

a

At these times she tries to provide

She even asks to do so at the interview.

powderkeg under

a

Fa-

seesaw suggests that when he is im-

pulsive Mother is busily trying to create order through listmaking in
the face of

a

likely explosion.

Rather than serve as

a

means of teach-

ing control. Mother's listmaking at best calms her and gives her the

pretense of exercising order over chaos.

But, as she admits in the in-

terview, this is a very personal method and she often cannot link the

method to the particular disaster it was meant to control.
tries to control Father's impulsivity with arguments

She often

over dates.

At
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ti.es he uses ritual as an
avenue for expressing his
affect, yet ™>st
often his impulslvlty overrides
his attempted control.

Father Intermittently agrees
to take on the role of
thinker (Mother tells us that he helps
with "big problems"); however,
one sees In
this interview that when
doing so he can become paranoid.
His ability
to teach cognitive structuring
Is thus hindered by
perceptual distortion and by his explosiveness

Margaret Donahue actually becomes
thought disordered in an interview in which her son is ostensibly
the "patient."
In interaction with
her family she distorts the role
of interviewer and blatantly
confuses
emotional distance with physical
distance.

Her disconfirmation of what

others say and her distortion in
relationships suggest that often this

mother not only does not structure, but
offers distortions and interpretations based on her own sense of reality.

Nevertheless the family

line states that Father is in control when
Mother is in fact the one who

we see able to structure an interaction

in

the interview.

While she can

occasionally sort out some confusion in impulsive
interactions between
John and her husband, she often fails and

is

left with ritualistic kiss-

ing and phone calls to order her experience.

Father, as observed in the interview, can become emotionally
absent.

John's admitted inability to discuss his difficulty at work with

his father reflects this absence.
feel

Tom's anger and passivity make John

that his father, although capable, is not available.

Some of the literature related to cognitive functioning of borderlines and their parents suggests that the parents are borderline (Mas-
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terson , Rinsley, ,975).
fall

mto

The two families studied
here 1n depth do not

the diagnosis of borderline
although both .others and one
fa-

ther do Show thinking that
Is characteristic of
borderline pathology.
As hypothesized, rather,
the parents have diagnoses
of a characterologic
nature with evidence of
psychotic thinking in one parent
(Mother) in the
Donahue family and of both parents
in the Clarke family.
However, as

middle and low-level characters,
to the extent that the
parents distort
in Interpersonal situations,
show impaired
judgment, or are stressed

(Intellectually) by affect, these
behaviors are not experienced as
disturbing or they may not be discriminated
from other more adaptive behavior.

Singer and Wynne's notion that one
parent actually distorts and the
other corrects these distortions was not
directly tested as the families

were not given group Rorschachs.

Evidence of what these authors define

as communication deviances did not show
up on their individual Rorschach

responses.

However, given the type and arrangement of the
thinking pat-

terns of those parents studied, intermittent
distortions and corrections

are likely.

Rather than one severely disturbed parent correcting

a

disturbed parent one sees ritualistic behavior offered and
viewed as
means of structuring.

less
a

When effective it serves to control the disorder-

ed thinking in the mothers or the impulsivity in the fathers.

The sys-

tem thus offers a means for limiting thinking difficulties in the parents

.

As the offering or absence of cognitive structure appears closely

tied to dynamics in the family,

a

child's chance to gain such learning

is not necessarily regulated by his need to be taught such cognitive
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structuring at

given time.

a

For example. «hen not vulnerable
a mother

might be able to offer some control,
as might

a

father when not too

withdrawn, paranoid or depressed.
The teaching of cognitive structuring
is part, then, of

a

larger

interplay of dynamics and may be used
and taught only when certain interpersonal arrangements are effected.

against affect,

a

The role of affect, defense

constantly changing pattern of alliances
and

for impulsivity in the system all play
as discussed below,

the presence of

a

need

a

role in family dynamics.

two major affects

And,

and the inter-

mittent lack of cognitive control over affectare
necessary for the maintenance of the family system.

Presence of Aggression and Depression as Primary Affects
A second major theme present in the three contexts
in which these

families were studied is the predominance of anger and
secondarily de-

pression as major affects.

Previously identified as characteristic of

borderlines, these affects appear at the family level and play
role in family history and development.

a

major

They are evident as well in the

family members* intra-psychic make-up and in their interaction.

Aggres-

sion and depression appear intertwined in family events and are histor-

ically associated with the rapprochement phase of development.

Intra-

psychically each family member has difficulty controlling both of these
affects and anger associated with loss is

relationships.

a

primary component in object

Depression over loss and oral rage are consistent themes

in the interaction between members of subunits in the family.

These are

formed out of needs related to feelings of depression and anger.

The
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fact that the arrangement of
subunits 1s related to these
affects i s refleeted 1n the language used
between family members.
In addition, anger
1s both introjected and
projected and both borderline
patients are bound

around issues of aggression.
The Clarke family has, as far
back as the marriage of the
couple,
been defined as composed of
tv« types of families.
The Tremonts represent closeness and dependency and
the Clarkes are angry.
The aggression
from Father's family is believed
to have been transmitted through
Ralph
as the closeness was through
Denise.
Not only is aggression historic-

ally present, it continues through
aggressive contact betv^en Father and
his children.

In

like fashion Mother's family history
reflects loss and

associated depression, from Mime's mother's
loss of her children through
Denise's caretaking and then loss of her
grandfather and onto Donna's
loss of her uncle.

Second, aggressive affect and depression
associated with loss sur-

round Donna's infancy between the ages of one
and a half to two years of
age.

While retrospectively one cannot know each parent's
minute to

minute response, it appears that Father was seen as an
"ogre," and Mother and Donna having lost Meme clung together at this time.

In

Illi-

nois Donna was viewed as angry and purposefully sick and Father
was seen
as a childbeater.

The Donahues' family history reflects somewhat similar though less

dichotomous patterns.

There is an assignation of angry and impulsive

behavior on Mother's side of the family, as well as

a

history of loss.

John is historically tied to these as he is named after Mother's brother.

The Bruners'

relationship is characterized as explosive.

Tom's
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family is mythically reflective
of ™.re closeness; however
his sister is
seen as slow and clinging
to her .other.
Ton's drinking and passivity
with regard to daily family
activities reflect both
depression and impulsivity. John's rapprochement
phase took place at the time
of the
firesetting. Father's absence
and confusion related to
Mother's family.
The history of more recent
family life reflects this theme
in the series
of hospitalizations, drinking
and aggressive outbursts between
Tom and
his sons.

Aggression and depression are the
primary affects evident in all
three Clarke family members'
intra -psychic
make-up.

While all individ-

uals v«)uld experience these
affects, the Clarke family exercises
extreme

energy in the expression and control
of anger and sadness to the exclusion of more ideational
is

involvement.

Mother's intellectual functioning

stressed by aggressive and depressive
affect and these feelings are

easily stimulated.

Her depression is related to not feeling
satisfied.

She largely projects aggression.

Ralph's major personality characteris-

tic is his impulsive expression of
aggression.

He projects his aggres-

sive affect but beneath this is depressive
neediness.

And Donna

is

able of emotional outbursts of any kind but
especially aggression.

depressive symptomatology
terologic factors.

is

associated with

a

capHer

recent loss and charac-

Loneliness and unmet needs as well as aggression

pervade the Clarkes' view of themselves and others.
The Donahues also have aggressive and oral concerns.

Mother, dif-

ferent than the other five participants in the study, relies on ideation; however this often fails and she gives thought disordered percepts

that are both depressive and aggressive in content.

John has concerns
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with anger and depressive
themes as well.
In an

interactional context the tie
between these two primary
affects and the systemic family
arrangement becomes clearer.
Not only
have anger and depression
defined the past but they
provide the glue
that forms the present family
bonds.
The Clarke family interaction
involves a bind on Donna around
issues of aggression.
Expression of aggression is both asked for and
discouraged in her. The content
of Donna's tie to her father is
alternately based on her nurturance
of him (to
defend against his depression) and
on drinking.
Mother and Donna's tie
is based on a regressive stand
reflective of their underlying wish
to
be nurtured.

Donna is alternately viewed as angry
and tied to Father or

childlike and tied to Mother.
in theme six)

The act of separating (further
discussed

is tied to both anger, as the
biggest fight is also the

worst separation, and to depression as
Mother becomes depressed and Donna loses weight

(see Clarke family interview,
pp.

The Donahues'

interaction reflects similar patterns.

John is also

bound in both his expression of sadness and
neediness and of aggression.
He is asked to drink but not too much and
to fight but not to have car

accidents.

The content of his bond with Mother consists of
regressive

attempts to be nurtured and with Father both aggressive and
depressively
related behavior.
In addition,

the actual content of interaction between these three

family members (as among the Clarkes) is primarily composed of sadness
a nd anger.
fith
wi

At points this content becomes so vivid as to become primary

the process secondary.

Through projection, anger and depression

become assigned to John by his parents or one another when Mother and
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Father cannot tolerate the
affect.

That is, one fa.ily .e.ber
is seen

as "the angry one" or
another as responsible for
causing Mother's sadness.
And John fluctuates betv^en
an aggressive and depressive
tie with

Father and a regressive tie
with Mother.

The literature on borderline
pathology has traditionally viewed
aggressive and depressive affect
as primary components of
the syndrome.
Deutsch initially responded
to an affective disturbance
in her description of the as-if personality.
Kernberg saw borderlines as having
large
amounts of aggression and authors
before and since have seen
borderlines
as dysphoric.
Psychological testing shows diffuse
affect in borderlines
on unstructured tests.

preting

a

Interactionally parents have been seen
as inter-

previously agreed upon event through
assigning different af-

fective connotations.
As suggested, there was evidence of
hostility, dependency and sadness in the history, psychological testing
and interactional data.

notion of

a

The

strange quality to the borderline's affect,
diffuse connota-

tions and differences in interpretation of
already focused upon aspects

of the environment may be explained by the
major role of anger and depression in the family.
sage of family life.

That is, they form both the medium and the mes-

It is as

if the borderline has learned that con-

tact with another, by definition, involves anger,
neediness and sadness

whether the situation warrants these feelings or not.
well

The parents may

attend to the same experience but the constant struggle controlling

aggression and depression may lead to the attribution of differing affective connotations to the same experience.
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Finally, then, it is not
only the lack of cognitive
interpretation
to Which the borderline
is exposed.
He is additionally
exposed to overwhelming feelings as well as
differing affective
interpretations of his
experience.
One means he and his
family use to combat affect
is through
their defensive structures.
These fonn yet another
pattern in the two
families studied. As with
affects these structures
function systemically as well as intra
-psychical ly, and have historical
roots in the development of the family.

Ihe Use of Proiectio^
Denial and projection appear in
both families' histories.

This is

manifest in the parents' external
ization of difficulties as outside
of
the family and the complementary
denial of their presence within it.
Both defenses form the primary
manner for family members to block the

expression of their own feared feelings
and impulses.

Intra-psychically

they show little flexibility in their
use of defenses often relying on
these in primitive form.

These defenses operate in minute to minute
in-

teraction between each of the three family
members

in the two

families.

They appear needed to maintain the relational
ties within the system.
In

describing the development of their family, Denise
and Ralph

Clarke make repeated and extensive use of both
projection and denial.
Paul and Donna are viewed as aggressive babies.

Both parents view Sally

as having introduced Donna to drugs and alcohol.
Donna holds the role of

"mourner" when Uncle Lawrence died, and when depressed, Ralph
sees Donna
as causing his depression, thus viewing his own impotence
as a result of

her depression.

In each case this

perception involves a denial of the
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parents'

aggression, depression and
Impulsive behavior while
viewing
these as outside of themselves.

Historically such use of defenses
is not limited to other
people.
The Clarke family also uses
animals and objects as the
recipients of denied and projected feelings.
Donna and Dad project their
needs for nurturance onto animals and then,
identifying with their now
projected
needs, care for them. The
alcohol bottle serves a similar
function; rather than self regulation
alcohol is used to lower sexual
and aggressive
impulses.
Finally, Mother initially sees
the clocks as keeping her at
home rather than attributing her
behavior to internal conflicts.

Though less obvious, the Donahues'
historical use of these defenses
is

often more severe.

John has, in effect, acted out the
denied and

projected affect of his parents.

First, he has acted out the role
asso-

ciated with his name, thus becoming Mother's
lost brother.

At first he

plays "good John" following Uncle John's
burning of his home, and later
he replaces him in the role of the
"sick" family member.

Father, deny-

ing his own passivity, projects it onto John
and then responds to it

when angered by John's high voice.

Finally, by enlisting in the ser-

vice, John in effect takes the externalized and
denied impulses of both

parents and goes into battle expressing his parents'
anger and impulsivity.

Intra-psychically there
for all three Clarkes.

is

evidence that these defenses are primary

Mother utilizes few other defenses, relying on

paranoid levels of projection when overwhelmed by depression.

Ralph

projects impul sivity and depression and responds as if surrounded by

suspicious characters.

Donna's confusion about whether affects are in-
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Side or outside of her
is dealt with by
projecting affect in pure
for.
These defenses also play
a ^Jor role in the
Clarkes^ object relations
Mother and Donna see .en as
violent and other »n,en as
needy.
Ralph
views wo.en as aggressive
and, denying control of
impulses in hi.self.
views women as responsible
for controlling his
impulsive behavior.
The Donahue men rely on
projection at paranoid levels
and primitive
denial as well.
Mrs. Donahue Initially
defends through her own fantasy
but quickly falls back on
denial and projection when
her ideation fails
as a defense. As are the
Clarkes, the Donahues are capable
of little
flexibility on their use of defensive
maneuvers.

interaction with one another the
Clarkes utilize these defenses
in a variety of ways.
First, the parents appear to
project unacceptable
affects onto Donna, particularly
around issues of separation, and
then
respond to aspects of their own
projection. Second, Donna and her parents project impulses and affects
onto animate and inanimate aspects of
their environment. And finally, as
a system, certain feelings and
exIn

periences are denied so completely as
to leave family members believing
they never existed.
This first use of denial and projection
is difficult to identify

interactional ly.

Ralph notes, for example, that he ran away many
times

as a teenager but does not acknowledge the
degree of difficulty with

separating this behavior suggests.

Rather, Mother views Donna as sep-

arating "badly" when she attempts to leave in the same
way and Father
even denies that it is a separation.

Meme's as

a

"good" separation.

Mother speaks of Donna's move to

Mother projects her dependency (her own

wish to move home to the Tremonts) onto Donna and then responds posi-
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tively to the move.
The general projection
and denial of affects is
evident when Mother
states that Father is the
angry family member and
she is not and when
Father tells Mother that the
interviewer wants Mother to
"keep her mouth
shut,- when he in fact wishes
her to do so.
Father and Donna both project their anger onto Mother,
viewing her as unreasonable
about their
impulsive behavior. When feeling
anxious and deserted by Mother,
Donna
strikes the cat.
Father jumps up to care for the
car and the heating
system when worried about "blowing
his cool."
The family uses denial in

their secrecy about sexual feelings
and they speak of Donna's move
to
Meme's as a separation, denying
that she spends most of her time
at her
parents' house.

The process of projecting unwanted
affect onto their child and then
responding to it in him is evident in the
Donahue family as well.

Fa-

ther's wish that John act like Tom (e.g.,
that he handle separation as

Tom would) exemplifies this process.

He responds with anger to his

son's unwillingness to come home and
commute to work.

Mother also re-

sponds angrily to John's refusal to separate according
to her wishes,

that is, to move out but call or visit daily.
Most blatant in this family, however,

disconfirmation and distortion.

is

the use of denial through

Mother's constant denial of John's ob-

servations was evident as well between Donna and Denise.

But in this

family denial goes beyond refusing to acknowledge an impulse.
the Donahues will

Rather,

distort and deny someone's role in the family if the

family member refuses to play the mythical role assigned to him.

In

fusing to parent Tom and Margaret, John is behaviorally attempting to

re-
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speak a "truth" about the fa.ily.
is a truth

For example, his comment about
links

in its acknowledgement
of the chain Margaret and Tom
wish to

maintain around the family.

The consequences of this truth
telling is

to be threatened with the loss
of family membership.

That is, one can

be psychologically banned for
telling the truth.

The literature on defensive
operations notes the presence of denial
and projection in borderlines through
the mechanisms of splitting (dis-

cussed below) and projective identification.
been noted on the family level

This second process has

(Zinner & Shapiro, 1975) with the obser-

vation that parents project their unacceptable
feelings about separation
onto the child and then respond to them.

This process was consistent

with expected trends in the data and was
also apparent
tional

in the

interac-

interview.

Generally the defenses of projection and denial are
seen to be encompassing dynamics

in the family,

although the Clarkes make more exten-

sive use of projection and the Donahues more of denial.

As expected,

the intra-psychic data show these defenses to exist at primitive
levels.

Most importantly, the two families use these defenses to maintain the

borderline in the role of identified patient.

They utilize them to

identify characteristics "transmitted" from the families of origin, to
perceive and confirm these characteristics in the child as he grows up,
and to interpret the child's environment.
in each

They are the major defenses

family member's intra-psychic make-up and interactional ly they

are the method through which behavioral connotations are made and roles
are defined.
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Components of Splitting
The next theme to be
discussed is the defense of
splitting. This
defense ^chanism was described
by Kernberg in 1967
as the keeping apart
of conflicting aggressive
and loving representations
of objects. He
noted that this tendency was
reinforced by denial as evidenced
by the
borderlines' tendency to describe
another person in an angry manner
and
then later to describe hin,
in a positive manner
while denying earlier
aggression. The data on the two
families do not consistently show
this
entire pattern in the three
contexts. However, as components
of this
process were apparent in studying
the tw families, they seemed
worthy

of comment.
The family histories suggest that
aspects of underlying mechanisms

needed to combine good and bad
qualities into one's concept of self and
others are lacking in these families.
In addition, affective, defensive
and cognitive aspects of the parents'
individual personalities may have

served as components for the mechanism of
splitting.

Finally, in inter-

action, the patients appeared to be positively
linked alternately to one
parent and then the other in

a

manner that may have implications for the

process of splitting.

Donna's developmental history is striking for the
difference in her
first 15 months and subsequent year.

Following an extreme amount of at-

tention from two mothering figures (Meme and her own mother),
she experienced what was probably stranger anxiety when she first met
her father.
It

is

possible that hers was

a

strong reaction to Father's threat to an

extremely close relationship (physically and even linguistically) with
these two maternal figures.

Her response to Father was interpreted by
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her parents as angry, as they
saw her as purposefully
vomiting,
addition. Father was noted to be
the "ogre," and Mother a
calming influence.
While it is impossible to rely
fully on this retrospective
data
the history does suggest strong
negative affect associated with
Father
and more positive, clinging
behavior with Mother.

m

There is also historical evidence
of

a

as "good" or "bad" in the
Clarke family.

tradition of viewing people

Father speaks of siding com-

pletely with his own father at the
time of his parents' divorce and
with
his mother presently.
Sally was seen
as "good" at first and later was

seen in a negative light as if she
had always taken over Denise's
role.
In

more recent history Donna has created

a

negatively viewed one in her own father.

good father in Lawrence and

a

And when Donna was on the ward

she viewed staff members as "good"
or "bad" and set up conflicts between

them.

The Donahues' early family life reflects
attributions of
side of the family and a "good" side.

In

a

addition, Mother lost

prior to John's birth and following his birth.

"bad"
a

child

One can guess that her

notion of "specialness" associated with John as an
infant reflects an

extremely close tie with this son.

John's rapprochement phase high-

lights several components of splitting.

At the time John reached the

rapprochement phase of development, his namesake (Mother's brother) set
the Bruner family home on fire and Mother's family moved in with
the

Donahues.

At this time Father, already somewhat absent from home, began

to drink and work nights.

One might speculate that John also associated

rage with his father and close, positive contact with Mother.

Mother

says of his infancy, latency, and adolescence that John loved her and
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hated his father.

More recent history suggests
that John, though alternating
the assignation Of positive and negative
feelings to his parents, continues
to
see one in a good light and the
other in a bad one. His repeated
splitting of staff members reflects
the fact that the assigning of
positive
and negative attributes is an
internalized aspect of his personality

Structure.

Intra-psychic data offer additional
evidence of components of
splitting.

The Clarkes' psychological testing
shows extreme and unmodu-

lated expression of aggression and
depression associated with need for

nurturance.

Both parents also utilize denial and
projection.

Thus,

Donna has had aspects of her experience denied
as well as being the re-

cipient of projected aggressive and depressive
affect.

In

addition, as

discussed previously, she was taught little cognitive
structuring of affect.

The Donahues also show the components of unmodulated
affect, pro-

jection and denial, and little ability to use cognitive structuring.
Again, the presence of these components and their use in interaction
between each parent and John suggest his acting as the recipient of pro-

jected and denied affect.
The interactional data reflect

a

pattern (discussed more extensive-

ly in theme eight) of unstable one-to-one relationships in which the

borderline sides and identifies with one parent and then the other, in
rapid succession.

The Clarkes' interview begins with an example of

quickly changing identifications when Donna asks if we want "instant

coffee or instant beer."

She is also referred to as similar to one par-
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ent or the other during
the interview.

Often Donna is the recipient
of

her father's or mother's
projection of their own
aggression or need for
nurturance.
In addition her
feelings are disconfirmed by
her parents.
John Donahue also allies
positively with one parent and
then with
the other. The family
interview supports the notion
of split-off affect
first by describing Father
as "angry" and Mother as
"never angry" and
later in the myth that boys
are not affectionate to
fathers after age 10
but show affection toward
their mothers. That he is the
recipient of
the projection of "bad"
qualities is clear in his description
of himself
as a weak link.
In addition, his
disconfirmation through Mother's denial and Father's emotional
and physical absence may have
left John with
no way to learn how to integrate
differing affects.

In summary,

then, while both John and Donna
appear to function

without splitting in superficial
relationships, for example in contact
with coworkers, their present close
relationships are characterized by

components of, and at times the entire mechanism
of, what has been labeled splitting.

Broken down into component parts this process
involves

projection by the borderline of intense, singular
affect onto another
person and the denial of this affect in himself.

Then the borderline

shows feelings of a complementary nature to the
one projected.

followed by

a

This is

quick change to the projection of an opposing affect, de-

nial of it in the self, and a complementary feeling to
that which was

just projected.

Finally this last process is coupled with an inability

to cognitively recall the previous relational, affective tie.

servation of the two families shows all of these components.

Close ob-

The par-
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ents projected affect and
denied It In themselves.

projected affect In

a

comple„.ntary way.

tary and Changing alliances.

They responded to

They offered unstable,
momen-

Finally they disconflrmed
feelings 1n the

patient and offered little
cognitive structuring of
affective experience.
They have also historically
provided a pattern of early
association Of intense anger to
one parent and needlness
to the other.
Poor Impulse Control
Perhaps the most consistent
trait of the two families
studied is
their impulsive expression of
affect.
Historically there is evidence of
repeated impulsive behavior in
the families of origin as
well as in the
present families.
In relating their history
the parents, through their
use of language as well as their
description of events, suggest a threat
of disaster both from within and
outside of the home.
Intra-psychic
data suggest that all six family
members have difficulty with impulse

control.

In

addition impulsive behavior is not only
tolerated but cer-

tain amounts go unnoticed in these
families.

pulsive behavior serves as

a

And, interactionally, im-

mode through which family members distance

from one another and gain closeness.
Upon entering the Clarke home one is immediately
struck by this

family's most potent metaphor for

constant ticking of clocks.

a

sense of impending disaster-the

Father's family history emphasizes clashes

between his parents and between his father and himself.

In recounting

their courtship Ralph speaks of having "nailed" Denise and
he also reports having been suspected of beating his daughter.

Finally, the fami-

ly history includes beating the children and loud fights between
the
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parents.

Where actual Impulsive
behavior is not present,
the couple interprets it as present.
Their children are
described as throwing tantrums, purposefully holding
their breath and acting
aggressively. However, a certain degree
of impulsivity is tolerated
and even taught
For
this reason drug use and
alcoholism are not "recognized"
in Donna until
age 18.
The Donahue household,
though now quiet, was at one
time loud and
disorganized. Mother's family
of origin is conflictual and
her history
includes a violent fire,
m interactions with the children Tom loses
his temper and this and his
drinking speak to his poor
impulse control.
In addition, both Tommy's
and John's early drinking,
accidents and
fights are not initially seen as
worthy of concern. Thus as a boy
John
shows poor control without gaining
notice from either parent. Tom's
concern, on the contrary, is that
his son be able to fight and
speak in
a

manly tone.

And when John begins to drink heavily
and to fear his

boss he cannot show this "weakness"
to his father.

The psychological tests show the
Clarkes to share poor impulse control although historically Father
appears most volatile.

Ralph and De-

nise are both ruled by impulse, though he
more than she, and Donna's

wish for control is coupled with violent
aggressive percepts.

Tom Donahue, like Ralph Clarke,
maintain

a

distant stance.

is

impulsive when he can no longer

Margaret's impulsivity is expressed primari-

ly through sexual content and John's, through impulsive
expression of

anger.
It is perhaps the impulsively laden language that most character-

izes the Clarke family interview.

Father refers to "the taming of the
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Shrew," Wishing not to
-blow his cool" and
Mother's sitting on a
"powderkeg...
During the interview they
begin to argue about
their biggest
fight.
Thematically, i.pulsivity is
linked to the topics of
aggression
family bonds and separation.
The content in the
interaction is riddled
with references to beatings,
accidents and thrown objects.
Most importantly relational ties appear
negotiated through impulsivity.
Donna's
alliance with Father is over
competition for reckless driving
and drinking.
Donna has gained distance by
suicide attempts and she and
Father
gain some distance from
Mother by their angry outbursts.

The stage is set for the
family interview with the
Donahues by an
impulsive act of John's. This
interview includes a recounting
of Father's explosive temper and his
encouragement of oldest son Tommy to
fight.
In discussing sex Mother
speaks in terms of control. Once
again, both Father and Son maintain
a tie through impulsivity and
both
gain distance from Mother through
their impulsive acts.
It appears, as
well, that both men have an unspoken
agreement to be allowed

certain

a

degree of impulsive behavior in
exchange for not fleeing entirely.

Over 10 years ago, Kernberg identified impulse
neurosis as
nostic criteria of borderline pathology
(Kernberg, 1967).

In

a

diag-

1978, Gun-

derson and Kolb have identified impulsive
behavior as one of the most

enduring patterns of borderline personality structure.

As expected im-

pulsive behavior pervades historical intra-psychic and
interactional aspects of the families. In these families the theme
appears most clearly
in

the fathers but exists to a lesser extent in the
mothers.
In

addition impulsivity

is

not only expressed in connection with
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leaving or joining, but
appears to be
tance.

a

n^chanis. for regulating dis-

There is. therefore, a
tolerance for

a

certain degree of i.pul-

sivity as it is necessary
to regulate closeness.

The final three therms are
directly related to fa.ily
roles and the
organization of the fa.ily syste..
The first of these the.es.
the projection of loss and separation
onto the borderline, suggests
that the
two patients act as recipients
of their parents' issues over
loss and
separation. And these two sets
of issues are generational
ly linked.
The second theme, generational
confusion of parenting, suggests
that an

ongoing confusion about the role
of parent can be traced historically
through each of the mothers' families
and that this is complemented by
Father's absence and inability
to parent.

Finally in the section on un-

stable parent-child subunits the
pattern of shifting alliances between
the borderline and each parent is
discussed.

Projection of Loss and Separation onto the
Borderline
Careful observation of the data in the three
contexts in which

these two families were studied shows that the
borderline patient is
born into a family in which conflict over
separation and loss are manifest.

The borderline

is

made to feel that a parental loss is his own,

and he becomes the recipient of parental issues over
separation.

His-

torically identification of the borderline individual as "sick"
coincides with loss for the mother.

His illness in part involves his role

as mourner for her. and in some cases for father as well.

The developmental histories also indicate a connection between par-
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ental loss and the borderline's
attempts at separation.

history suggests

a

The mother's

pattern of inadequate nurturance
(discussed more

fully in the next theme) and
incomplete separation which may
be rioted
in a loss in an earlier
generation. The Cher's wish for
nurturance,
if exaccerbated at the child's
rapprochement phase, reinforces a
symbiotic tie between mother and
borderline child.
It is possible that the

mother-child interaction serves to
continue problems with this historical loss and resulting inadequate
mothering. At the time of separation
from the family, in late adolescence,
the borderline patient is needed
(among other reasons) to continue a
role related to mother's problems
with loss and separation.

Intra-psychic data show that both parents have
unresolved issues

over separation and loss and that the children
show issues of loss at
superficial level.

a

For them this covers their more pervasive
concern,

unmet needs for nurturance.
In

interaction, the mechanisms needed for the transfer
of issues of

loss and separation are visible.

That is, the confusion of boundaries

needed to support the borderline as acting for his parents
is apparent.

And in discussing separation the parents confuse whether
they or their
child is separating.
separation in

a

This is apparent as they label the attempts at

way that reflects their own conflicts over separating

from their famil ies.
As the Clarke family tells

its

and a history of loss are evident.

when her Mother lost her sight.

history, conflict over separation

The role of caretaker became Meme's

Denise's role of caretaker and mourner

for her father when his father died suggests that she played a part in
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her parents' issues over
loss.

Conflict over separation also
existed

between Mime and Denise with
Denise .aking ineffectual
attempts at leaving.
Denise's pregnancy with Donna,
out of wedlock, effected a
separation from her mother.
However it did so only temporarily
as she moved
back home with the infant.

for a few months.
the service.

She attempted again when
she went to work

Denise separated physically
when Ralph returned from

This may have affected her
attitude toward Donna and in

turn led to Donna's difficult
rapprochement phase.

Donna Clarke's move into the
role of "sick" family member
coincides

with Denise Clarke's loss of her
closest sibling, Lawrence.

Donna's

role as mourner primarily for
Mother is evident in the fact that she

cared for Sally after Lawrence became
comatose.

However, she mourned

for her father as well when she tore
up a picture of Father's brother,

Roger, following his refusal to attend
the funeral.

Denise and Ralph,

by comparison, took the death with
far less upset even though Ralph felt

Lawrence to be like

a

brother to him.

It was not until

forced to do so

in the family therapy sessions that
Donna's parents openly shared their

grief over Lawrence's death.
Historically Donna has played the role of dependent
child for Der
nise when she (Donna) moved into the apartment above
the Tremonts.

And

she replicated the role of runaway for Ralph through
her moves in and

out of Sally's home.

Mother's dictum, "You can go anywhere in the coun-

try but not across town unescorted," a restatement of Denise's
concept

of separation, becomes her daughter's rule and
is close by

a

family rule.

When one

(across town) one is with another person but once far away,

one is alone.
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Just as the relationship
between Denise and Meme is
characterized
by conflict over separation
and a history of loss so is
that between
Margaret Donahue and her mother.
Her first pregnancy marks an
attempt
to separate from her own mother
for whom she cared for many years.
Mrs.

Donahue thus experienced loss of
mothering and Mrs. Bruner's daily visits experienced as burdensome by
Margaret reflects their unresolved
sep-

aration.

John's birth between two miscarriages
and the "special" close-

ness between himself and his mother
also demonstrates the backdrop of

loss during his infancy.

The rapprochement phase also carries
the

themes of loss (the houseburning and
hospitalization of Uncle John) and
a

rekindling of Margaret and her mother's
unresolved separation (Mother

moves in with her daughter).

John's illness has been overtly dated by his
parents to the loss of
his girlfriend while in the service.

ever, to Mother's loss of Aunt Mary

caring mother.

His illness also corresponds,

whom Margaret saw

in the

how-

role of a

His hospitalizations between 1965 and 1975 correspond
as

well to the death of his namesake (Uncle John), Tom's
brother, Margaret's

father and finally Tom's mother and sister.

These tremendous losses,

little mourned by the parents, then, come at the same time that
John is
seen as "going crazy" over the loss of a girlfriend.

During the years that John chose to live alone he separated in

manner totally unacceptable to his parents.
with them.

a

He chose to have no contact

This type of separating represents the epitomy of desertion

in Margaret's eyes.

His earlier weekend visits while in the Army,

though difficulty for Margaret, replicate

expected of her children.

the acceptable weekly contact

And it was probably for this reason that
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neither parent noticed that
John was drunk much of the
time.
The psychological test
results confim Denise Clarke's
confusion
over whether feelings are hers
or another person's. Her
self-i.age as
young and sad show her to be
capable of remaining as an
unseparated, depressed, child. And the fact
that her identity is stn^ngly
linked to
her children provides the arena
for needing her children to
remain in
the home.

Ralph Clarke's confusion over
the boundaries between Donna's

depression and his own and his
tendency to project also suggest
is

vulnerable to viewing his own conflicts
as Donna's.

that he

His orientation

toward separation (viewing it as
escape), his sense of abandonment by

a

maternal figure, and his general
problems negotiating boundaries indicate that he can as well be vulnerable
to viewing another person's

leavetaking in

a

distorted manner.

Donna, in complementary fashion,

shows an acute depression related to
a preoccupation with the loss of

Lawrence.

Beneath this she is depressed over unmet
oral needs.

self image reflects each parent's issues over
separation.

Her

Like her fa-

ther who felt wanted by neither parent, Donna
perceives herself as an
orphan.

Alternately she views herself as needed

in the family.

And

this (arising out of her symbiotic attachment to her
own mother) re-

flects Mother's failed attempts at separating.

The psychological test results of the Donahue family show Margaret
Donahue to be preoccupied with abandonment, to have unresolved issues

over separation, and to use projection.
distance also suggest
with her son's.

a

Her severe problems negotiating

vulnerability toward confusing her own issues

Tom Donahue also defends by projection and

by issues with loss and separation.

is

His depressed behavioral

affected
style, his
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unmet wishes for nurturance
and his association of murder
with separation an serve as evidence for
vulnerability in these areas. While
John
tells stories about loss and
death, on the psychological
tests this concern serves as an overlay
for his primary concern,
unmet oral needs.

Interactionally, one sees little
mention of loss in the Clarkes'
discussion with one another.
Nevertheless, the confusion of boundaries
which provides the mechanism for
placing Donna in the role of mourner
is
present.

That is. Mother can read Donna's
mind and Father uses Donna in

the role of his parent.

And in their discussion of separations
the par-

ents label Donna's separations as if
coimenting on aspects of their own

failed attempts.

Mother stops Donna's comnents about how
her parents

hinder her separations, thus not only
reading her mind but actively con-

trolling her words.

Father simply does not recognize his daughter's

first attempt at separating (he did not see
his own running away as such
either).
a

Mother actively labels

a

move back to her own mother's home as

"good" separation.

Again, loss is not directly discussed between the Donahues,
but the

confusion of roles is apparent between Mother and John and Father
and
John.

Mother controls his words and confuses her sadness with that of

her son.

Tom even begins work in a hospital following his son's hos-

pitalization.
well.

Both parents interpret John's separations historically as

Father tells John that his fear of separation at camp was actual-

ly lack of responsibility and Mother tells him that his fear of separa-

tion when lost was tantamount to her own.

Presently, Father wishes John

to separate in a way that exactly mimics Tom's role in the Donahue home.

Mother wishes him to separate with daily contact, as she did from her
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mother.

The literature on borderline
pathology speaks to the
projection of
issues over separation (Shapiro
et ai., 1975) but does not
indicate the
possible historic and intra-psychic
place of the theme of loss and
separation in families of borderlines.
As expected the couple's functi
oning prior to birth of their
first child includes issues of
unfinished
separation between the parents and
their parents. The others' histories also include the theme of
loss in the two families studied.
In
both cases there was a change
in the relationship between
mother and maternal grandmother at the
rapprochement phase of the borderline
child,

which reflects both the themes of
loss and separation.

The psycholog-

ical testing shows conflict over
closeness and autonomy in the parents

and issues of loss as an overlay to
wishes for nurturance in the child.
In

present interaction the parents' intra-psychic
difficulties with loss

and separation become coupled with a poor
notion of boundaries.

provides

a

This

framework for the placement of the patient as the
recipient

of parental issues concerned with these conflicts.
Generational Confusion of Parenting
The generational confusion of parenting is perhaps the
most striking process typifying the organization of the family
system.

The par-

ents in the two families show an inability to parent, coupled
with a

wish for parenting from their children.

This is tied to themes of loss

and failed separation in the parents.

The history of Denise Clarke's family suggests a confusion about
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the role of mother that can
be traced back several
generations.
Her
maternal grandmother's loss of
her sight, Denise reports,
resulted in
Mime's adoption of the role of
caretaker at an early age. This
switch
in role from daughter to
mother appears a result of Meme's
loss of her
own mother in a parenting role.
Denise attempted to gain nurturance
by
projecting her need onto her
grandfather and younger brother and
caring
for them.
However. Denise (Meme's only
daughter), little mothered by
Meme. maintained the role of
daughter beyond adolescence.

In her con-

tinued attempts to receive mothering
she also sought nurturance from
Donna; she became a daughter to
Donna and Donna

mother to her.

a

Thus,

there is historic evidence of projection
of wishes for nurturance and
the seeking of nurturance from daughters
by mothers.

Evidence for this generational confusion of
parenting appears
the history.

Denise became pregnant to effect

ther but returned to her when Donna was born.

a

in

separation from her mo-

She says of Donna that it

was as if another daughter had been born to the
Tremonts.

The role of

mothering becomes placed on Meme in Donna's early years
to continue
myth of mothering while protecting Denise's inability
to mother.

a

This

inability to mother continues in her difficulty in "cutting the
apron
strings" with Donald (see Clarke family history,
p.

Meme teaches

91).

Donna French, gives her her own daughter's first name (as

a

middle name),

tells Donna of her brother Paul's birth and cares for her after school.

Finally it is Donna who returns to the Tremont house under the guise of
a

"good" separation.

Ralph supports grandmother's role and finds it

helpful as he is repeatedly ill and thus absent as

The theme of parental confusion tied to

a

a

parent himself.

loss in the mother's
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family of origin appears in
Margaret Donahue's history
as well
Although the actual affect
of the loss in the
Bruner home is less clear,
Margaret reports that her
grandmother's loss of children
precedes Betty
Bruner's sense of inadequate
parenting. Margaret also
reports that
early on she acted as parent
to her own mother.
Her own wish for parenting results in an attempt
to find a substitute
maternal figure in
Aunt Mary and later in Mrs.
White.

Again the family history reveals

confusion about the role of mo-

ther, and complementary lack
of parenting in the father.

As a

child,

Margaret cared for her twin brothers,
picked up the welfare checks and
bought the groceries.
Little parented herself, she may
have separated
by her pregnancy with Peggy
(named after her). Thus Grandmother
Bruner,
growing up under

a

cannot mother John.

period of loss, did not mother Margaret,
who

During John's infancy Margaret is
visited daily by

her mother but finds her more needy than
helpful.

mother's role as

a

in turn

Tom supports Grand-

good caretaker, feeling therefore little
need to be

home himself.

The psychological test results suggest that
the Clarke couple view

themselves as children.
for oral supplies.

In

Denise sees women as young and in competition
her percepts of daughters and mothers she sees the

maternal figure as cold and angry.

Father's notion that daughters

should care for their fathers reflects his wish to parentify
Donna.

To

complement this. Donna sees mothers as fragile, ineffective and unable
to provide nurturance and fathers as requiring parenting from
daughters.

Margaret Donahue's psychological testing reflects

a

childlike

stance in her pollyannish denial and her self image as frail.

Tom views
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himself as embryonic and ineffectual
and views the world as
dominated by
women.
Neither suggest the notion that
they are adult parenting figures.

John views mothers as unavailable
and needy, fathers as absent,
and himself as a neglected
child.

The Clarke family interview
suggests that Ralph and Denise
consider
themselves to be children, not parents.
Mother's "hats" do not include
the role of parent (see the Clark
family interview, p.

);

Denise

's

interactions with Donna rather suggest
reversed mother-daughter roles

alternating with

a

pattern in which she and her daughter
are sisters.

And in the interaction Denise attempts
to parentify the interviewer.

Father and Donna have

a

quasi -sexual ized relationship which often
in-

volves Donna's nurturance of Father.

The Donahue interview also lacks
roles.

a

delineation of adult and child

Rather, Tom, Margaret and John are in massive
competition for

the role of child.

The children's sense of being "in the family" is
de-

fined by parentification,

a

role with which Peggy and Kevin comply while

Tom Jr. and Linda agree to parent their parents periodically.

Masterson and Rinsley's (1975) notion that the parents of borderline patients experienced

a

lack of parenting is confirmed in these

families in the mothers' families of origin.

While the histories were

not as clear in the fathers' families their own inability and unwilling-

ness to parent

is

clear.

As expected the mothers had a general conflict with regard to sep-

aration at the time of the birth of their first child.

However, more

specifically there was an inability to mother that spanned several gen-
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erations.

This pattern has questionable
roots in

a

ations prior to the birth of
the borderline patient.

loss several generIn the last theme,

it was suggested that some
change occurred between mother
and maternal

grandmother at the rapprochement
phase of the borderline infant.
In the
Donahue family Margaret may
have once again had to parent
her mother
when Mother Bruner moved in just
as
she had as a child and at this
time

she increased the symbiotic tie
with John, projecting her needs
to gain

support from her mother whom she
had to parent instead.

Denise Clarke

lost some degree of contact with
her mother and may for this reason
have
increased the intensity of her tie
with Donna.
In both families the fathers
supported the strong symbiotic tie be-

tween mother and child.

While it is culturally reinforced that
fathers

parent less, these fathers' absences
became acutely important because of
the prolonged symbiosis between child and
mother.

not help the mother separate from the child.

These two fathers did

One may assume that any

subsequent developmental steps would have been
affected by this.
Though not previously predicted the psychological testing
not only
shows conflict over separation in the parents but
generational confusion

about the role of parenting, with both parents viewing themselves
as
children.

The two families differ in the patient's response to this.

One borderline patient accepts the parentified role; the other does not.
Interactional data suggest no parental subunit, mild to explicit demands
to parentify the child and childlike regressed behavior on the part of

the parents.
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Unstable Parent-Child Subunits
The final theme to be discussed,
the unstable parent-child
subunits,
focuses most directly on the
systemic arrangement in the families.
In
each family the two parents and
child relate in an ongoing rotating
sys-

tem of alliances in which the child
allies with one parent against the
other and quickly switches to an
alliance with the second parent against
the first.
The historical data show some
evidence of this in the families of origin.

However, the bulk of the evidence for
this pattern ap-

pears in the psychological testing and
the family interview.

The Clarke family history shows some
historical roots for unstable

one-to-one relationships.

As a child Ralph moves from parent to
parent

following their divorce, and makes repeated but
unsuccessful attempts to
run away.

Denise's relationship with and proximity to her
parents also

involves repeated closeness and distance.

In

infancy

a

tie to one par-

ent is established early on, as Ralph is in the
service for the first
one and a half years of Donna's life.

Later on. Father reports his re-

lationship with his children as unstable and Donna perceives him as
absent while involved with his clocks.

Margaret Donahue's family of origin includes an absent father who
returns unexpectedly from time to time.

In

addition to Margaret's un-

stable relationship with her father, she experiences periodic mothering
from Aunt Mary and establishes

with one or the other.
clear.
a

a

good and bad mother, needing to side

Tom's relationship with his family is less

His mother's cold stance and her close tie to his sister suggest

closer alliance between Tom and his father, Frank.

and Mother are close.

Historically John

John and Father's relationship is unstable due to
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John's fear of

Ton,

and Ton's repeated and
prolonged absences while work-

ing.

The testing data on the
Clarke family suggest a
consistent problem
with regulating distance. The
content of their responses on the
pro-

jectives shows both parents to
fear engulfment by others, and
alternately to view others as cold and
distant.
Denise finds other people
frightening and intrusive or cold
and distant. Ralph is capable of
intermittent close contact but when
close distorts relationships and is
prone to sexual or sado-masochistic
contact.
tween sadistic and masochistic
contact.

Donna also alternates be-

Behaviorally she is withholding

and alternately close, but when
stressed by closeness becomes angry and

withdraws.
The Donahue parents share

a

difficulty regulating distance.

garet's difficulties with boundaries lead

close for prolonged periods of time.
donment.

Mar-

to her wish not to get too

She perceives separation as aban-

When close she sexual izes her contact but
soon her fear of in-

trusion leads to marked distortion in the relationship
and she distances
through ideation.

Tom shares Margaret's fear of engulfment and he dis-

tances much of the time.

integration.

John not only fears engulfment but total dis-

As a result of this fear he finds it difficult to separate

and relies instead on unstable contact with others.
In the family interview the Clarkes

actively and continuously ar-

range themselves such that Father and Donna are

a

subunit separate from

Denise or Mother and Donna are a subunit separate from Ralph.

ther-Daughter subunit

is a sexual ized,

times is sado-masochistic.

The Fa-

aggressively based tie which at

Beneath this are regressed ways of relating.
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When Donna's and Ralph's fear
of closeness ovenvhelms
them, they distance from one another (as
noted above by impulsive
behavior) and the

Mother-Daughter bond, with Father
outside, replaces it.

This subunit is

sister-like unit at its highest
level of functioning but both
Mother
and Daughter can become far
more needy and regressed in their
contact.
a

The Donahues share this ongoing
unstable system of alliances.

John
and Mother unite in a sexual
ized and alternately regressed tie
with Father outside. Alternately, John
and Tom form a subunit based on
aggression and childlike neediness.

Modell

(1963) has described the borderline's
characteristic way of

relating by referring to Schopenhauer's
story of the freezing porcupines
(see Introduction,

p.

This image can be aptly applied to the

9).

family system as a whole.

The Donahue and Clarke family systems show
an

ongoing rotation of alliances which changes with
marked regularity.

The

borderline alternately unites with the parent of
the opposite sex in

a

sexual ized, in some instances sado-masochistic,
way but beneath this is
a

regressed tie.

Alternately the borderline unites with the same-sexed

parent in a tie based on

a

sibling-like relationship.

These alliances share several characteristics.

parent-child alliance there is
This may or may not be
is

a

a role

a

First, in each

wish for parentification of the child.

accepted by the child.

Second where there

sexual ized or sado-masochistic alliance in the tie between the

borderline and opposite-sexed parent this covers

gressed alliance.
contact

is

It

is possible that the

a

more needy and re-

superficially higher-level

sustained for as long as possible but that the wish for nur-
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turance results in .ore
closeness and

engulf.ent and then distancing.

is

quickly followed by fear of

Third, the unstable
parent-child sub-

units require that all
three fa.ily .embers be
present.

Thus there is
systemic rule that the patient
not only remain present
to fulfill certain roles (such as mourner
or unseparated family
member) but that he
remain present to maintain
the channel needed for
the expression of
family roles and the content
of communications.
a

Finally, the theme of unstable
parent-child subunits suggests

more speculative notion about
borderline pathology.
derline patient may use these
unstable units as
quent close relationships.

a

a

That is, the bor-

paradigm for subse-

He may take with him the
pattern of two al-

ternating, dyadic alliances into
new, one-to-one relationships.

Thus,
just as all three family members
are needed to be present in the
family

system, so may the borderline relate
to another as if to two parents.
He may become close to a therapist,
for example, as if with the opposite

sexed parent, in

a

range of alliances (from pseudo-sexual
to more primi-

tive) and then distance through impulsive
behavior.
as if in a tie with the same sexed
parent.

He may then relate

If so, this may explain some

of the affectively bizarre experiences of treating
the borderline patient.

The therapist often senses that the patient
suddenly switches to

an opposing affect and that the patient cannot
cognitively recall a pre-

vious relational affective tie.

This may, in part, be explained by the

fact that there are, in transference, two relational ties
and two sets

of associated feelings.

Before summarizing it should be noted that there are several dif-
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ferences between the two
families.

First, the Donahues have
the

™st

thought disordered (1n
Margaret) and least thought
disordered (In Ton)
parents of the four studied.
When functioning together,
neither couple
can provide cognitive
structuring for their children
with regularity
but Margaret's distortion
of ^les and her need to
disqualify John in
order to maintain her view
of her environment has a
major effect on the
family. This is reflected
in John's need to speak
the "truth" about
family myths.
Second, with regard to affects
and defenses, the Clarke
family shows more overt anger
and the Donahues more depression,
and use

projection more extensively, while
the Donahues use denial

™re

exten-

sively.

These two differences are
consistent with the m,re muted quality to the Donahue home and the
distortion prevalent in the Donahue
family system. Third, while both
fathers are extremely impulsive,
Ralph's impulsivity

is

closer to the surface than is Tom's.

however, be a result of age difference.

This may.

Fourth, while both families

show generational confusion of parenting.
Donna periodically accepts the
role of parent while John Donahue does
not.

Again this may be related

to the difference in parental cognitive
functioning.

That is. Donna com-

plies more but has fewer distortions with
which to contend than does
John.

Finally, while both groups of three family members
alternate in

subunlts there is a higher level of functioning evident
at times

in the

Clarke parent-child bonds than in those of the Donahues.
Summary of Themes
Despite the differences there appear to be multiple interrelated'
themes that characterize both the Donahues and the Clarkes.

The parents
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in both families show
intermittent perceptual

ment and an inability to
delay impulses

structuring of experience.

distortions, poor judge-

which impede

cognitive

As characterological
ly disturbed, these

parents do not experience
such cognitive deficits
as ego dystonic and
they may therefore not be
communicated as distortions to the
child.

While the distribution of
such deficits between the
mother and father
differed in the two families,
their presence in both family
systems was
noted.

Ritualism was offered by the
mothers as

a

defensive maneuver.

The ritualism served relational
needs within the system, rather
than
serving as a skill taught to help
the child integrate his experience.

Depression and aggression were seen
as primary affects for all
family members.

Psychological tests showed these feelings
to be rooted

in unmet needs for nurturance
in both parents.

In

contrast the two pa-

tients showed depression and anger
to be related superficially to loss
and beneath this to wishes for closeness
and to caretaking that they did

not experience as given them by their
parents.

Second these affects

were part of a mechanism for defining past
behaviors, were the basis (in
content) of present relational ties in the family
and through projection

were used to define future behavior.
Defenses of projection and denial singularly and as
components of

splitting also characterized the family members' psychological
make-up.

These defenses were used as

a

mechanism for transforming the unwanted

feelings of the parents onto the child.

Thus the defensive maneuvers

served to connect generational themes.
While the defenses of projection and denial were connecting chan-

nels

for generational themes, their use as components of splitting
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along with the impulsive
expression of affect served
as systemic regulat
ing mechanisms within
these families.
Historically and in present interaction, both splitting and
impulsivity provided a way for
family members to remain within the
boundaries of the family system
and yet avoid
a loss of boundaries
with other family members.
The impulsive expression of affect was used
largely in dyadic relationships
as a distancing
maneuver.
It was a mechanism used
by both fathers to remain
within the
family yet avoid getting too
close to their wives. The
developmental
history and interactional interviews
showed some degree of impulsivity
to be tolerated and in fact
promoted in the family.

The components of

splitting were evident at the family
level and appeared to have origins
during rapprochement. Here they
served as a mechanism providing a system of alliances between all three
family members at

a

time of stress.

The themes of projection of loss and
separation and of generational

confusion of parenting reflected the roles
within the families.

The

data suggested that the borderline was born
into a family in which issues of loss and separation were present and
that the borderline was
vu Inerable to the roles of 'mourner' and

'unseparated child.'

The roles

we re determined through the projection of parental
anger and sadness re-

lated to their own issues of separation and loss.

Wishing to be par-

ented themselves the parents in the two families both showed an inability to parent their child.

the borderline.

They made overt requests for parenting from

Such a request was responded to within the system by

the borderline or another child.

The roles, generational themes, and regulatory mechanisms combined
in the last theme,

the systemic arrangement of family members into un-
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stable rotating parent-child
subunits.

The borderlines were seen
to

unite with the parent of the
opposite sex in

a

sexualized, sado-™so-

chistic way and with the
same-sexed parent in a sibling-like
^nner.
Beneath both ties was a more
regressed type of contact.
It appeared
that within these two families,
through the mechanisms of
projection and
denial, the themes of loss
and unfinished separation were
played out in
dyadic alliances. The bonds
and alternately the need for
distance
through impulsive behavior
appeared to reinforce such a rotating
system
and the structure in turn
supported the content of the alliances.
Such
a systemic arrangement also
kept the borderline patient
within the systern and thus unseparated.

Perhaps the most striking aspect
of the eight themes was the way
in

which they were linked to one another
within the family systems.

The

lack of cognitive structuring, in part
typified by poor impulse control,

was linked to an established systemic need
for impulsivity, the need
to

regulate distance between family members.

The distortion of perception

and poor judgement evident in the parents
were linked to individual but

historically validated issues with loss and unfinished
separation for
the parents from their families of origin.

For example, cognitive dis-

tortion provided a manner of managing intense depressive and
aggressive
affect.

Poor impulse control reflected a manner of discharging such af-

fect quickly.

The ritualism, offered in place of cognitive structuring,

was linked to poor impulse control in that it appeared to be present
(in part) to help the mothers control

the

fathers'

impulsive behavior.

The themes of aggression and depression were also integrally tied
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to the other then.s.

First, these .ajor
affects were expressions in
the
present of the.es of loss
and wish for parenting
in the parents.
To the
extent that these feelings
reflected un^t wishes for
nurturance they
were linked to the confusion
over parenting typical of
these two families.
The parents continued to
express intense affect in
uncontrollable
ways, and they passed their
own issues onto their borderline
offspring

through projection.

Through the use of the defense
of denial the par-

ents were able to intermittently
free themselves of their own
overpowering feelings.

The child's adoption of the
projected roles reinforced the
defenses
used to support these roles.

The ultimate role adoption was
that of

sick family member, of "borderline"
patient.

In doing so the child

adopted themes characteristic of the
family system as his own symptoms.
It is not surprising that many
of the symptoms on the DIB parallel

themes identified as typical of the
two families.

the

Familial themes of

poor impulse control parallel the
impulse-action patterns, cognitive

distortions parallel the symptoms related to
psychosis and anger and depressive affects parallel those symptoms suggested by
the affective
patterns.
It is problematic to put structure on such
an

family characteristics for several reasons.

interconnected web of

First, through ordering

such themes one loses some of the richness of the connections.

In addi-

tion, as noted in the introduction, there are certain factors
such as

genetic factors that are not considered and second the study is
limited
by the theoretical

framework within which it was constructed.

Finally,

as it is based on only two families this study can merely indicate areas
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for further exploration with

a

larger population,

with such reserva-

tions in m-nd, however, an
historical sundry of the themes
of the two
families is presented below.

The parents in these two
families bring multiple issues
into the
system, from their families
of origin. The .others appear
to bring an
unfinished separation and with this
un^t oral needs. In addition they
show an historically traceable
loss of parenting several
generations before the birth of the borderline
offspring. This loss may have led to
a

pattern of confusion of parenting
in the mother.

The fathers bring im-

pulsive expression of affect as well
as unmet oral needs to the family.
In each

case the couples have separated from
their families of ori-

gin through a pregnancy and never
formed a separate couples unit prior
to attempts at being parents.

Thus both have become parents while con-

tinuing to wish for parenting themselves.

This wish brings with it

strong aggressive and depressive feelings
and these parents as individuals tend to view such feelings as outside
of themselves when they are

experienced as intolerable.
It

is to be

expected that such affects and defenses are present in

the interaction between the four parents and any of
their children.

However the two patients differed from the other children with
regard to
how intensely certain themes were experienced by their parents
at certain stages in the child's development.

Their lives also differed in

the manner in which systemic needs were or were not met within the family and by outside support systems.

Although due to

a

different series of events the mother and border-

line child in each family appeared to have a prolonged symbiosis.

Mar-
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garet held onto John because
of the pull for nurturance
fro. her .other
at the time of the fire.
This holding may have been
mul tidetermined.
She held onto a son with the
same name as the sibling
she was losing,
she held onto a new baby in
the midst of multiple
miscarriages and she
held onto an object when wishing
perhaps to be parented by her
own mother and being asked instead
to mother Mrs. Bruner.
Denise Clarke returned home, in Ralph's absence,
to her own mother, was cared
for by her
and then lost her when her husband
returned.
She had to respond to Donna's fear of her father, and
she had to meet her own nurturance
needs as
she had experienced a loss of
mothering when Donna was beginning
to separate from her.
In both families the absence
of the father exacerbated
the mother's unmet needs for nurturance.

The lack of couple bonding

left each parent of the opposite sex
to develop a sexually linked rela-

tionship with the child.

Though overtly sexual ized between Father and

Donna and only hinted at between Mother and
John, this tie represented
a far

more primitive need masked by sexuality.

Both children had an ag-

gressive tie with the father in part related to unmet
wishes for nurturance of the father by the child.

In

part it was related to the impul-

sivity characteristic of these two fathers.
Finally, there was a pattern established of experiencing
one's own

wish for caretaking by caring for another object.

This was a pattern

rooted in the parents' use of their child as such an object during rap-

prochement.

And the pattern was replicated by the child's use of bro-

thers, uncles, animals, drugs and at times his own parents in the same
way.

It

is

noteworthy that developmentally defenses of denial and pro-

jection are tied to symbiosis and that object constancy (achieved at the
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completed rapprochement phase)
is necessary for the
internalization of
cognitive structures. That
the borderline patient
uses the defenses in
the pattern just described,
in part because of his
prolonged symbiotic
relationship, cannot be supported
or refuted by these data.
The data do
suggest, however, that cognitive
structuring cannot have been learned
with consistency from these
parents with or without a prolonged
symbiotic phase. They are typified
as a couple as having poor
judgement and
cognitive distortions of a paranoid
or free-association-like nature.
In

addition, as mentioned above, the
defensive structures of projection

and denial typified the parents
as individuals separate from how
they
interact in the family.
The systemic rules between each of
the three family members, rooted
in the families of origin and
developed during the rapprochement phase,

continued through the child's development.

Prior to the adolescent's

attempt to separate there was evidence of
the affects, defenses, absence

of parenting, and
child.

a

mechanism for transmitting issues from parent to

These were apparent in the families' descriptions
of "quasi-

separations" such as attempts to go to school, to attend
camp or to
travel with relatives.

In large part the

symbiotic tie between border-

line and mother was clear and father's role was largely
to remain out-

side of this alliance.

Though

a

change in alliance was always possible

one would guess that the one-to-one homeostatic relationship most
often

effected was that
allied.

in

which father was outside and mother and child were

Ralph spoke of Donna and Denise as ganging up on him and the

Donahues reported that John always loved his mother and hated his father.

Such a stable homeostasis was made possible by other family sup-
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ports.

When not met by Donna
the Clarkes^ wish for
parenting was .et by
Meme, by Ralph's relationship
with his ^ther, by anin^ls
and by Lawrence's support Of Ralph.
In the Donahue family
Peggy supported and mothered Margaret along with
Mrs. White and Aunt Mary.
Tom's distance was
maintained by his job in the
city and his self-feeding of
alcohol.
The "illnesses" of both
borderline children coincided with
the
breakdown of supports, within
and outside of their families,
that were
needed for homeostasis. When
Uncle Lawrence died multiple blows
were

inflicted upon the Clarke family
system.

One would suspect that such a

loss increased, Denise's wish
for nurturance from her mother.

Donna was

forced more intensely into the
job of recipient of her parents'
issues

related to loss and need for parenting
as she became mourner and unsep-

arated child.

Donna lost two important objects
(Blackie and Lawrence)

onto which she had projected her
un.met needs for nurturance.
sponse, she separated from her mother by
an impulsive act
tempt).

(a

In re-

suicide at-

But it must be remembered that distancing
in such a way was a

longstanding tradition in the family.

While in the hospital her tie

with Father increased, largely through his
initiating contact with his

daughter through the social worker.

When Donna could no longer tolerate

the closeness she called their alliance incest and
gained distance from

Father.

John's illness was defined over

a

longer period of time but also

happened coincidentally with an intensification of both parents'
issues
with nurturance.
ents.

Mother lost

a

mothering figure and one of her own par-

Tom lost his distance-providing job and

a

parent.

Through let-

ters Margaret represented to John an alliance with Kevin whom John asso-
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ciated with interrupting his
own closeness with her.

Though little

data were given by the family
about his relationship with
Maureen it ^y
have represented the
displacement of unmet needs for
nurturance. John
lost her as well during this
period. He distanced from flother
through
an attempted suicide and
returned to the United States hating
Mother and
liking Father.
In the case of both families
when the parents were

stressed and the systemic supports
change^ the mechanisms already established and readily available
for viewing pathology in the child
were
effected.
Thus a male and female patient
hospitalized in different hospitals
in different decades

similar families.

in actuality presented the
themes of two somewhat

The families were characterized by
anger and sadness

over lost parenting and by ongoing attempts
to regain that parenting
through

fear of

a
a

member of the next generation.

They were characterized by

a

loss of boundaries and by attempts to
establish limits by im-

pulsive behavior.

They were characterized by

a

variety of relational

maneuvers that have together been called splitting.

Finally they were

characterized by a systemic arrangement of dyadic bonds that
quickly
changed yet required the presence of mother, father and
borderline
patient.

Impl ications for Research with Famil ies of_ Borderl ines

The data and subsequent discussion suggest several avenues for fur-

ther research.

First, each of the eight themes evident in the study of

the two families should be validated over

a

larger population.

Some of

these family themes would be most easily explored from the perspective
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Of individual Character
structure.

Specifically problems in
jud..ent

and perceptual distortion
characteristic of the parents
need further Investigation to see if they are
present in a large nu.ber of
parents of
borderlines.
Lpulsivity .Ight also be
investigated over a large number
of parents through checking
the presence of behaviors
that were Identified in this study.
For example, evidence
of drug and alcohol abuse, accidents, fights, and physical
abuse of family members may
well exist to
higher degrees among parents
of borderlines than among
parents of other
diagnostic groups.

addition to those themes that
are accessible to research that
focuses on symptomatology, the
importance of psychological testing
of
parents appears to be a useful
and underutilized approach for
research
with these families.
It could be particularly useful
as a tool with
In

which to identify major defensive
maneuvers in the parents and for further exploration of the themes of
loss and generational confusion of
parenting.

The superficial and more deeply
underlying themes related to

affects can be gleaned from such testing.

Psychological tests thus pro-

vide the investigator the opportunity
to judge those issues which are

superficial and may have been projected onto the
patient by the parents
versus those which are of true primary concern
for the patient.

Those themes related to roles and the systemic arrangement
within
the family require more intensive study through
interactional approaches,

rather than symptom related or intrapsychic approaches.
rely on

a

Questions that

patient's or parent's report in the area of relationships are

difficult to translate into symptoms.
by distortion that they are not useful.

Responses are often so confounded
It appears

important therefore
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to continue .0 observe the
themes of one-to-one
alternation of subunits
and the projection of
generational themes in these
families by observing
family interactional patterns
in a large number of
families.
The large amounts of
data available to the
investigator in single
case studies is often lost
due to the time involved
in such investigations.
This difficulty might be
decreased through pooling families
from
multiple research projects.
This v«uld require a jointly
agreed upon

screening device used to identify
the patients prior to family
involvement.
Through joint screening the
results from single case studies
would be more compatible with
one another.
Finally several implications for
therapy with borderline patients
are suggested by this study.

First it appears important to treat
bor-

derline patients individually and
where possible simultaneously

family setting.

in a

This is because the role of the
borderline is linked to

parental denial of their issues with
loss and lack of nurturance.
cus on the re-owning of conflicts as
within the parents seems

part of any therapeutic intervention with
the family.
goal

a

A fo-

vital

It should be the

of the family therapist to aid in establishing
the parental subunit

as separate from the child.

However, to do so without regard for the

content of the already present parent-child alliances
appears fruitless
as the systemic arrangement and content of those
alliances are so inter-

twined.
Individual sessions with borderline patients may be aided by ex-

plaining and predicting the transference.

Specifically such patients

might benefit if the therapist predicts that the patient might use him
as if both parents

(or two different allies) were present.

In

addition
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this study suggests that
these patients distance fro.
other people by
impulsive behavior. The
prediction that this behavior
might occur and
that It would represent a
distancing „«neuver would help
the patient
predict impulsive acts. This
approach would of necessity be
coupled
with the teaching of alternative
maneuvers.

summary data derived through
the use of both family systems
theory and an intra-psychic
framework appear to be instructive
for reIn

search and therapy with families
of borderlines.

As with the study of

schizophrenia the pathology expressed
through the symptoms of borderline
personality organization can be seen
as representing themes of the families of origin.

The large amount of data available
in intensive study

of such families should be used to
extract themes that can later be

studied over larger numbers of families
through symptom related approaches.

This is especially needed at a time
when the syndrome, from

a family perspective,

is

in formative stages

of theoretical development.

CHAPTER

VI

SUMMARY
The primary purpose of this
thesis was to generate hypotheses
about
families of patients diagnosed
as borderline.
The study was an in-depth
examination of two families from
three differing vantage points
suggested by the literature on borderline
pathology.
Data were collected on
the families' own view of their
history through an historical -develop-

mental

interview.

Each family member was also studied
as an individual

through psychological testing from
an ego-analytic perspective.
ly,

Final-

relying on a family systems framework
the family members were inter-

viewed together to gather data on family
interaction.

It was the goal

of this study to examine the interface
of these areas, to look for evid-

ence supporting or inconsistent with existent
theories about families of

borderlines, and to explore themes evident within
all three contexts.
The two families studied each included a mother,
father and borderline offspring.

therapist and

a

The patients had been diagnosed as borderline by their

therapy supervisor while hospitalized in one of two in-

patient psychiatric units in large New England hospitals.

They were

screened for participation on the basis of their score on the Diagnostic
Interview for Borderlines.
full

Each family member was then administered a

battery of psychological tests, the couples were given

a

structured

interview focusing on their families of origin and on the history of

their present family.

The three family members were given an unstruc-
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tured family Interview in which
they discussed anger, rules
and discipline, dating and family bonds,
and events of separation.
The literature on borderline
personality organization suggested
that families of borderlines
had been little studied.

The literature

to date had viewed the
borderline from three perspectives:

the histori

cal -developmental, the
intrapsychic, and more recently in the
family

context from an interactional
standpoint.

As information from these

three arenas had not been tied
to one another this study proposed
to
view two families intensively to
extract themes common to both in all

three contexts..
cal -developmental

The content of the questions asked
from the histori-

interview focused on multiple generations.

Such an

approach was suggested by research on families
of schizophrenics (an

ex-

tensive area of research) along with present
theories of borderlines.

These studies noted that parental issues of
separation from their parents and the birth of the child might be linked.

The interview focused

as well on the rapprochement phase of the child, seen
in the literature
to be a developmental period critical to the child's
notion of relation-

ships.

As borderlines had been hypothesized as having parents
who were

borderline themselves, evidence of such pathology was sought
tory.
all

in the his-

However it was expected that the parents would show some but not

aspects of borderline pathology.
The intra-psychic data included

a

full

battery of tests as the

literature on psychological testing predicted no evidence of thought

disorder on structured tests and evidence of thought disorder on unstructured tests.

The full battery was also used to determine presence

of borderline syndrome versus other pathology in the parents.

In addi-
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tion primary affects, defenses
and characteristics of
object relatiionShips identified by the
present literature on
borderlines were predicted
In the tests of patient
and parents.

Finally the literature
suggested the importance of
isolating issues
related to aggression and
libidinal drive.
It was expected that
issues
Of separation would be tied
to anger and issues of
closeness.
In addition evidence of impulsive
expression of affect, evidence
of devaluation, sado-masochistic patterns
and manipulation were predicted
to be
present in family interaction.
Interactional patterns, predicted
on the
basis of the literature on
families of borderlines suggested
unstable
subunits as typical of these two
families as well as a systemic structure that required that the
borderline not separate from his parents.
Due to the complex nature of the
interview the study also left open the

possibility of unpredicted patterns of
interaction.
In general

all of the expected trends were
evident in the data.

These and other findings were summarized
into major themes that typified
the families.

In all,

eight themes were seen as consistent among
the

two families in all three contexts studied.

First the parents showed

difficulty with several tasks associated with
cognitive structuring of
experience.

Specifically at least one parent in each family showed
per-

ceptual distortion, poor judgment and little control of
impulsivity,

tasks needed to allow for the integration of experience.

The parents

were unable to communicate these tasks to the child and instead
the

mothers offered ritualism as
showed

a

a

defensive maneuver.

Second, the families

predominance of anger and depression as major affects, which in

turn appeared to be associated with issues of loss and unmet wishes for
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nurturance in the parents.

These affects were important
as they formed

much of the content of
alliances between family members.

The families
were also characterized by the
use of primitive defenses,
denial and
projection which were utilized
as mechanisms for transfering
themes from
one generation to the next and
for mintaining the relational
ties in

the family.

The purity of the expression
of affects and the use of

primitive defenses were viewed
together in another theme, the components
of splitting.
Impulsive expression of affect was
also seen to characterize the fathers and somewhat less
the mothers in the two families.
Two major themes related to roles
in the family emerged from the
data.

The borderline in each family appeared
to take on the role of mourner
and to be the recipient of parental

issues over separation.

Second,

tied to the parents' issues with loss and
failed separation from their
own parents, the parents in the two families
showed an inability to parent.

Instead they requested parenting from their
children.

The final

theme, unstable parent-child subunits, suggested
that the two parents

and child related in an ongoing rotating system of
alliances in which
the child allied with one parent and then quickly
switched to an alli-

ance with the second.

Such alliances were often changed through impul-

sive behavior used to obtain distance.

These alliances reflected a wish

for parenting from the child, and required the borderline's
presence in
the family.
Several avenues for research are suggested by the results of this
study.

Those themes identified now require substantiation through re-

search involving larger populations.

While some of this research can be

done through observing or reporting overt behavior, others require far
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mr.

subtle observation of fa.ily
interaction.

The wealth of data that
one can glean from such
intensive study through
observation of interaction as well as psychological
testing must be used in
conjunction with
more focused studies with larger
populations.
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APPENDIX A

Diagnostic Interview for Borderlines
(DIB)^
INSTRUCTIONS:
1

The interview collects data in
five areas, each of which is consid
ered an important diagnostic
criterion fo^ Borderline
Rating
are based onlx on behaviors which
occur within that t me framework
which is given in parentheses at the
beginning of each sec^^on

^'

'^^'"^'^^ °^
^"^^^^ he is enwhatever further information is renT.Ji
I
quired ito make
the necessary judgements.
Because many judgements
in the psychosis and interpersonal
relations sections are subtle
the inquiries provided are a framework
which is not expected to be
sufficient. Sometimes optional answers are
specified in parentheses for a given question; please circle
the best answer.
'
couSLd"^rnrnhpV''?'"f
^"^^^^^ ^""^

^

3.

Statements to be scored are capitalized. Score
statements by circling one of the numbers in the right-hand margin.
At the end of
each of the five sections these ratings are added
and a statement
score IS recorded. These scores are in turn scaled
as a 2, 1, or
0 according to the directions and also recorded.
Both the statement and the scaled section scores are totaled at the
conclusion
of the interview.

4.

The scoring system unless otherwise specified is always:
= probable, 0 = no.
1

2 =

yes,

BACKGROUND
1.

Patient's Name

2.

Date of Interview

3.

Number of previous psychiatric hospitalizations

4.

Rater's Name
Relationship to patient (therapist, researcher, administrator, other)

5.

Patient's hospital status

Age

Sex (M

F)

Date of Admission or clinic appearance

^Not for citation or publication without consulting John Gunderson,
M.D., McLean Hospital, Belmont, Massachusetts.
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6.

I.

Pre-Interview diagnosis if known by interviewer
Diagnosis made by (admitting doctor, referring
physician,

etc.)

SOCIAL ADAPTATION

Achievement Record

(2

What has your (school
two years?

1

4.
5.

occupational) record been like over the past

Good*

OK*

Poor*

(2)

(1)

(0)

Type/level
occupation

IZZIIIIIIZIZZZZII~~~~~~

mos. ago
yr. ago
1
2 yrs. ago
5 yrs., ago

ZZZZZZZZZZIZZillZm

3

Comments

~~

"

current
.

2.
3.

,

year framework)

'

—

"

*good = steady and progressive, OK
failing

~

=

~

steady, poor = erratic or

6.

Can you continue to work effectively despite personal distress?
(Look for periods in which extra-vocational functioning was
negligible but patient was still working well) (2,1,0)

7.

Is your work or school function better
in structured situations (i.e., authoritarian, merit systems, traditional, clear
accountability)?
(2,1,0)

8.

S.l

THE PATIENT HAS SHOWN REASONABLE STABILITY IN
WORK OR AT SCHOOL EVEN IF AT A LOW LEVEL— DURING
THE PAST TWO YEARS.

0

2,

1,

2,

1, 0

Special Achievements (2 year framework)
9.

talents or skins--areas in
which particular ability has been shown or ascribed
Indicate areas
to you by others?
(2,1,0)
Do you have any special

10.

Have there been periods when you were particularly
(2,1,0)
effective in school or work?

n.

S.2 THE PATIENT HAS AREAS OR PERIODS OF SPECIAL
ACHIEVEMENT, EFFECTIVENESS?

Social Activity
12.

(1

year framework)

How often do you participate in social activities
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outside your immediate family?
wk, 2 =

0 = <
"

> 3/wk

1/wk

'

1

=

1-3/

13.

Do you get along and feel comfortable
in social
groups (e.g. work, parties, clubs)?
(2,1,0)

14.

Do you find it easy to meet new people?

15.

S.3 THE PATIENT HAS AN ACTIVE SOCIAL LIFE
INVOLVING
GROUPS OF PEOPLE.

Social Presentation (current:
during interview)
16.

(2,1,0)

Based on observations

Has the patient any noticeable physical defect or
(2,1,0)
If so, What

ailment?

17.

Is patient noticeably attractive, appealing or unusually attired?
(Judge whether the patient evokes the
interviewer's interest)
(2,1,0)

18.

patient noticeably withdrawn, bizarre, or unapproachable?
(Judge whether the patient actively
creates distance)
(2,1,0)

19.

Is patient aware of social conventions—even if in
defiance of them?
(2,1,0)

20.

Is

21.

S.4 THIS PERSON GENERALLY WOULD (AND HAS) APPEAR
APPROPRIATE AND CONVENTIONAL WITH THEIR SOCIOECONOMIC PEERS.

Is

the person reasonably polite?

(2,1,0)

2,

1,

SOCIAL ADAPTATION— 2 if the score is 4 or more
--1 if the score is 2 or 3
STATEMENT SCORE
0 if the score is 1 or less
22.
SCALED SCORE 2, 1

0

—

II.

,

0

IMPULSE ACTION PATTERNS (2 year framework)
Now I'm going to ask you about some behaviors which commonly lead
to psychiatric hospitalization (or bring people to the clinic):
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INQUIRY-probe for specifics about any "yes" an^^^^^

SCORING— score "Yes"

COMMENT

only if present to a
pathological degree
(2 = >4/yr, 1 = <4/yr,
0 = absent)

frequency

Have you ever behaved self-destructi vely?
Co

How about overdos1

ngr

inreatening uo k
yoursel f
nuri seiT otner

90.

9c;
cO

man
cu

.

i

i

i

suiciue.'

haa sexua aitai rs
wi Ln persons you nao
MULic rclaUlOilbmp
\.n* fh?
w un
useu
licit arugs
Dccil proilc
QuCI"

.

,

23.
24.

25.

i

1

97
CI
9R
CO

overdosing
sui cide
threats
selfmutilation

1

:

rion +Lb
c ?J
Ucll

promiscuity 26.
drug abuse 27.
accident
proneness
28.

na ve you ueen uesi-rucLive towards others?
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.

34.

35.

Ever assaulted
someone?
Threatened to assault?
Broken property?

What are your dri nking habits like?
Have you ever been
dependent on any
drug?
What are your sexual practices like?
Anything unusual?
Have you had any
trouble with the
law?

36.

assaults

29.

threats
property
destruction
alcohol
abuse

30.
31

32.

drug
dependency

33.

sexual
devi ation

34.

antisocial
actions

35.

S.5 THE PATIENT HAS SLASHED HER WRIST OR OTHERWISE SELF
)
(THE STATED REASON WAS
MUTILATED HERSELF.

2,

1

,

0
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PATIENT HAS MADE A f^NIPULATIVE SUICIDE
THREAT
OR EFFORT:
DEFINED AS ANY SUICIDE ATTEMPT OR GESTURE
MADE IN CIRCUMSTANCES IN WHICH SOMEONE
PROBABLY WOULD
KNOW OF THE EFFORT, I.E., SEEMS PRIMARILY
DESIGNED TO
RESPONSE FROM SOMEONE. THIS CAN INCLUDE WRISTc^ncuL^
^"^^
DONE TWICE OR MORE
^
mTu
WITH !nc'n«^x^2^^
THE PAST TWO YEARS, OR MORE THAN THREE TIMES
IN

^™

38.

S.7 THE PATIENT HAS ABUSED DRUGS.
DO NOT INCLUDE
OCCASIONAL USAGE OF MARIJUANA OR ALCOHOL. DESCRIBE
TYPE AND PATTERN OF ABUSE.

2,1,0
39.

S.8 THE PATIENT HAS A PATTERN OF: PROMISCUITY,
HOMOSEXUALITY OR REPETITIVE SEXUAL DEVIANT PRACTICES.
DESCRIBE
2,

40.

1,

0

S.9 THE PATIENT HAS AN IMPULSIVE PATTERN NOT INCLUDED IN S5-S8.
(E.G. RUNAWAY, ASSAULTS, TROUBLE
WITH THE LAW), DESCRIBE
2, 1, 0

STATEMENT SCORE
IMPULSE ACTION PATTERN SC0RE--2 if score is 6 or more
--1 if score is 3-5
--0 if score is 2 or less
41.
SCALED SCORE

III.

AFFECTS

Observed Affects (based on observations during interview)
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.

depressed, sad face
(2,1,0)
tearfulness
(2,1,0)
hostility
(2,1,0)
irritability
(2,1,0)
sarcasm
(2,1,0)
anxiety
(2,1,0)
fear
(2,1,0)
restlessness
(2,1,0)
joyous, elated mood
(2,1,0)
cheerful
(2,1,0)
blank, expressionless face
(2,1,0)
little or no emotion
(2,1,0)

Depression (3 month framework)

2,

1,

0
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54.

Have you felt more depressed or sad
than usual during the
past three months?
(2,1,0)
Ask:

How much of the time (score 2--much,
not significant)

55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.

Have
Have
Have
Have
Have
Have
Have

62.

What causes the depression:

you
you
you
you
you
you
you

1— some

0—

cried?
(2,1,0)
changed weight?
(2,1,0)
had sleep problems?
(2,1,0)
early morning awakening?
(2,1,0)
felt better evenings?
(2,1,0)
brooded over death?
(2,1,0)
felt life was not worth living?
(2,1,0)

^^

loneliness
(2
loss
(2,1,0)
guilt
(2,1,0)

1

0)

65.

Have you ever had periods of depression in the
(2,1,0)

66.

S.IO THE PATIENT APPEARS DEPRESSED OR REPORTS RECENT OR
CHRONIC SYMPTOMS OF DEPRESSION.

Anger
67.

past"?

~

(3

How much of the time?

2--much, l--some, 0--none

72.
73.

74.

S.ll

75.

Has impatience or demandingness gotten you in trouble?
(2,1,0)

76.

S.12

you
you
you
you
you
you

expressed your anger?
(2,1,0)
lost your temper?
(2,1,0)
been irritable?
(2,1,0)
been argumentative?
(2,1,0)
been sarcastic?
(2,1,0)
been assaultive?
(2,1,0)

THE PATIENT IS ANGRY, OR HOT TEMPERED OR SARCASTIC. 2, 1, 0

THE PATIENT IS DEMANDING OR ENTITLED.

Other Affects

78.

0

month framework)

Have
Have
Have
Have
Have
Have

77.

1,

Have you felt more angry or hostile than usual during
the past three months?
(2,1,0)
Ask:

68.
69.
70.
71.

2,

Have you felt more anxious or nervous than usual during
the past three months?
(2,1,0)
How would you describe your usual feeling state?
Do you suffer chronic feel-

2,

1,

0
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79.

ings of emptiness or loneliness?
(2,1 0)
Do you experience times when you
feel satisfied or fulfilied?
(2,1,0)
[^'^^^^^ COMPLAINS OF CHRONIC FEELINGS OF DYSDunnr
PHORIAJl^n
OR ANHEDONIA OR EMPTINESS OR LONELINESS.

2,

1,

0

2,

1,

0

Have you had periods in the past three months
when you
felt:

81.
82.
83.

elated?
(2,1,0)
full of energy?
(2,1,0)
as if you could do almost anything?

84.

S.14 THE PATIENT IS NOTED TO BE FLAT OR TO HAVE BEEN
ELATED.

STATEMENT SCORE
more (2 of which is from
SIO or S13 and 2 of which is from Sll or S12)
if the score is 4 (either Sll, S12, combined
1

Arrrrx SC0RE--2
cnr.nr
o
AFFECT
if the score

—

(2,1,0)

i

s

4 or

or SIO, S13)
if the score is 2 or less "yes"

—0
85.

IV.

SCALED SCORE

PSYCHOSIS

Dissociative Ego States (3 month framework)
86.
87.
88.

Have you felt things around you were unreal?
(2,1,0)
Like they were changing size or shape?
(2,1,0)
As if you were in a dream or that something was between
you and what you were seeing— like a window?
(2,1,0)

89.

S.15 THE PATIENT EXPERIENCES DEREALIZATION (SCORE 4 IF
SEVERE AND/OR CONTINUOUS).
4, 2, 1, 0

90.
91.

Have you ever felt unreal yourself?
(2,1,0)
Like your body or part of it was strange, changing when
it really wasn't?
(2,1,0)
Have you felt like you were outside yourself looking from
a distance?
(2,1,0)
Have you felt physically separated from your feelings?

92.
93.

(2,1,0)
94.

S.16

THE PATIENT EXPERIENCES DEPERSONALIZATION (SCORE

4 IF SEVERE AND/OR CONTINUOUS).

4,

2,

1

,

0
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Psychotic Experience (3 month framework)
Inquire about the following psychotic
symptoms:

psychotic experience-1
definite psychotic experience--2
Continuous or severe psychotic experience-4
R^^oi''^%'H^;^^!^^.°2"'^.^
Brief mild but

Qc
9b.

96.

97.

98.

99.

100.

101.

102.

103.

104.

u
Have

u

Severity*

^

you heard any strange sounds
like voices when no one is present?
Have you seen strange sights or
shapes like visions?
Have you felt like your thoughts
are being interfered with or
thoughts are being put in your
mind that aren't your own?
Do you ever feel like your actions or speech are controlled by
something other than yourself?
Do you feel your thoughts are being broadcast so that others know
what you are thinking? Do you
ever seem to hear your thoughts
spoken aloud?
Do people seem to talk about you
or laugh at you? Do you get suspicious about other peoples' intentions towards you like they
might be following or wanting to
hurt you?
Do you worry that you've hurt
someone, feel guilty about anything-- like a crime you didn't
commit? Feel worthless? or
hopeless?
Do you feel like your body is
dying, rotting or you're dead,
dissolved, or you're missing some
part of your body?
Have you felt like you are special, like you were chosen for
some mission or given some special
abil i ti es— 1 ike a religious person?
Have you had any strange or dramatic sexual or religious experiences or adventures?

—
'
'

'

curring only on
drugs (type frequency etc')
Comm ent**
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Note whether any delusions found
above are:
105.
106.

realistically possible?
(2,1,0)
ego dystonia?
(2,1 ,0)
0)^^^ (affecting many areas of the patient's life)?

^2^f
108.

109.

110.

111.

S.17 THE PATIENT HAS DRUG-FREE, BRIEF PSYCHOTIC
DEPRESSED EXPERIENCES.
(SOCRE SUSTAINED FEELINGS OF HOPELESSNESS/WORTHLESSNESS AS A ONE (1) (ITEM 98, ABOVE)

2,

1, 0

S.18 THE PATIENT HAS DRUG-FREE, BRIEF PARANOID
EXPERIENCES.
(ITEM 95, 97 ABOVE)

2,

1,

0

S.19 THE PATIENT HAS HAD PSYCHOTIC EXPERIENCES ON
MARIJUANA OR ALCOHOL OR PERSISTING PSYCHOTIC SYMPTOMS
AFTER PSYCHOTOMIMETICS (E.G., AMPHETAMINES, LSD)

2,

1,

0

S.20 THE PATIENT HAS DRUG-FREE HALLUCINATIONS (ITEMS
.92, 93 ABOVE), OR NIHILISTIC DELUSIONS (ITEM 99) OR
GRANDIOSE DELUSIONS (ITEM 100), OR BIZARRE DELUSIONS
(ITEM 101)

—

Q,-U-2

Previous Psychiatric Contacts (lifelong)
112.

Have you had previous hospitalizations?
= <6 mo's, 0 = no)
1
For what reason?

113.

Was there a period when you got worse?
In
(2,1 ,0)
what way?
Have you had previous psychotherapy?
1
(2 = >1 yr.
<1 yr., 0 = no)
For what reason?
Was there a period when you got worse?
Tn
(2,1 ,0)
what way?

114.
115.

116.

117.

(2 = >6 mo's,

,

S.21

=

IF THE PATIENT HAS HAD MANIC EPISODES OR PERIODS

OF PERSISTENT WIDESPREAD DELUSIONS OR HALLUCINATIONS.

0,-1 ,-2

S.22 THE PATIENT HAS HAD TRANSIENT PSYCHOTIC EXPERIENCES WHICH DEVELOPED IN PSYCHOTHERAPY OR A CLEAR BEHAVIORAL REGRESSION AFTER HOSPITALIZATION.

2, 1, 0

STATEMENT SCORE
PSYCHOSIS SCORE— 2 if the score is 4 or more
--1 if the score is 2 or 3
—0 if the score is 1 or less or there are
psychotic experiences which are well -organized, stable, enduring, widespread
SCALED SCORE
118.

2,

1,

0
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V.

INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS (3 year framework)

Quantity of Relationships
119.
120.
21.
122.
123.

124.
125.
126.

127.

128.

*Note in this section
scoring means 2 = much,
^

°

=

Do you associate with a lot of people?
(2,1 0)
How much of your time do you spend with
people?
(2 10)
Do you feel a need to have people around
you?
(2,1 'o)
Does it bother you to be alone?
(2,1,0)
How much time do you actually elect to spend
alone each
day?
(2,1,0)
Do you have close friends?
(2,1,0)
Do you keep in contact?
(2,1,0)
How long has your closest friendship lasted?
Are your close friendships stable?
(2,1 ,0)

S.23 PATIENT IS ALMOST ALWAYS WITH PEOPLE OR PATIENT ACTIVELY TRIES TO AVOID BEING ALONE.

~

S.24

PATIENT IS SOCIALLY ISOLATED, A "LONER."

2,

1,0

o,-i,-2

Quality of Relationships
129.

130.
131.
132.
133.

134.
135.
136.

137.
138.

139.

Do you tend to feel

sorry for people (or animals)?
(2,1,0)
Do you try to take care of others?
(2,1,0)
Do you like to have others take care of you?
(2,1,0)
Does it particularly bother you to be taken care of?
(2,1,0)
Is there anyone in your life who you feel you need?
Who?
(2,1,0)
Does your ability to function depend on this person?
(2,1,0)
Would you say your life depends on this person?
(2,1,0)
Does this person take actual care of you in some ways?
(2,1,0)
Do you feel self-sufficient?
(2,1,0)
Is there someone in your life who would be lost or functionless if you died?
Who would it hurt the
(2,1,0)
most if you died?

S.25 THE PATIENT ACTIVELY SEEKS A RELATIONSHIP IN WHICH
HE/SHE TAKES CARE OF OTHERS (E.G. NURSE, VETERINARIAN,
HOUSEKEEPER) OR IS IN ACTIVE CONFLICT ABOUT GIVING AND
RECEIVING CARE.
2,

140.

Do you find you can't live comfortably with your family?

141.

(2,1,0)
Does your attitude to your parents vary greatly depending
How?
(2,1,0)
upon whether you are with them?

1,

0
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Who have you been most involved with recentl
y--outside of ^vour
biological family?
142.
143.

Has that relationship lasted more than
one year?
(2,1,0)
Has it been troubled by recurrent breakups?
(2,1,0)'

Determine who patient's closest recent relationship
is with
If
unclear or if patient is adolescent, use the mother.
(Note who
)

..

^'^^^^^^^^

What kind of problems exist in that relations hi p?
144.

In what ways, if any, do you depend on
him/her (e.g. care giving, decision
making, directions )?_

145.

Does he/she complain that you are too
demanding, or jealous, or greedy? Ex-

146.

147.

148.

SCORE-based on judgement
of pathological degree.
Information obtained elsewhere in interview should
be utilized in making
judgements.
Dependency
(2,1 ,0)
(The patient's relationships are anaclitic)

Demandingness
(2,1,0)
(Demands are inappropriplai n
ate and unrealistic)
Do you often find that you are hurt,
Masochism
(2,1,0)
abused, or feel victimized in close
(Repeatedly, knowingly
relationshi ps?
9"^^ avoidably gets hurt)
Does he/she complain that you are mean? Sadism
(2,1,0)
How?
(e.g., teasing, beating, withhold- (Repeatedly and knowingly
i ng
hurt others)
)
Can you get him/her or others to do
Manipulation
(2,1,0)
what you want without asking or telling
(Uses covert ways to condirectly? How?
(e.g., somatizing,
trol
gain support from
misleading, provoking)
others)
,

149,

150,

Do you tend to bear bad feelings toward
those who you've once been close to?
Can you describe good qualities in him/

Devaluation
(2,1,0)
(Discredits or ignores
other's strengths and
personal significance)

her?
What about bad
qua! i ties?
Does he/she effect you personally in any Idealization
(2,1,0)
hulpful way?
(Exaggerates good qualities and ignores weakAny harmful ways?_
nesses of others)

Judge whether this relationship:
151.
152.

similar to a past parental relationship (mother,
father)
(2,1,0)
follows a pattern found in other non-family relationships
(2,1,0); is an effort to substitute for a similar previous relationship (within family, otherwise)
is

(2,1,0)
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153.

154.

155.

S.26 THE PATIENT FORMS INTENSE UNSTABLE
ONE-TO-ONE
LATIONSHIPS

RE-

2,

1,

0

S.27 PROBLEMS WITH DEVALUATION, MANIPULATION
AND HOSTILITY RECUR IN THE PATIENT'S CLOSE RELATIONSHIPS.

2,

1,

0

S.28 PROBLEMS WITH DEPENDENCY AND MASOCHISM RECUR
THE PATIENT'S CLOSE RELATIONSHIPS.

2,

1,

0

IN

Psychiatric Relationships
156.

157.

Have you presented particular problems to the hospital
staff on treatment units where you have been hospitalized?
(2,1,10)
If yes, describe
Have you developed special relationships with any of the
staff or psychotherapists you've been involved with?
If "yes" describe
(2,1,0)

Judge whether the patient relates to the interviewer:
158.

Helplessly (e.g. patient elicits protective responses,
interviewer finds self explaining, giving support)

159.

Suspiciously (e.g. patient shows concern about interviewer's intent, confidentiality)
(2,1,0)
Control lingly (e.g., patient repeats questions, requests
definitions, resists interruptions)
(2,1,0)
As unreliable informant (e.g. patient thought to withhold
information, to lie, or to be deluded, disorganized)

(2,1,0)

160.

161.

162.

163.

(2,1,0)
With good rapport (e.g. patient is affective, spontaneous; interviewer feels liked, warmth)
(2,1,0)

S.29 THE PATIENT HAS INVOLVED STAFF SPLITTING, OR FORMED
"SPECIAL" RELATIONSHIPS, OR HAS EVOKED NOTEWORTHY COUNTERTRANSFERENCE PROBLEMS BY A THERAPIST.
(HOSPITAL RECORDS
OR PSYCHOTHERAPIST REPORTS SHOULD BE UTILIZED WHEN AVAILABLE
IN SCORING THIS.)
2, 1, 0

INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS SCORE-2 if the score

-1

~0
164.

STATEMENT SCORE
is 6 or more

if the score is 3-5
if the score is 2 or less
SCALE SCORE

2,

1, 0
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CONCLUSIONS

1.

Time taken for interview (30, 45,
60, 75, 90, 105 minutes)

2.

Comments about patient

3.

Diagnostic impression after interview (note reasons if
it differs
from a known pre- interview diagnosis)

Certainty (circle most appropriate answer):

certain, likely,

uncertain
4.

Certainty of Diagnosis of Borderline (circle most appropriate number)

7.

Definite

6.
5.

Probable

4.
3,

Possible

2.
1

5.

.

Definitely Not

Scoring Pattern (review scores for each section from the right and
left columns respectively)

Soc. Adapt.

Statement
Score

Impulse

Affect

Psychosis

Total

Int. Pel's
=

(0-14)

Scaled
Score
(0.

1,

=
2)
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APPENDIX B
Psychological Testing

Participants:

1)

2)
I.

Tests Administered:
A.
B.

C.

D.
II

.

Investigator and hospitalized patient*
Investigator and each parent alone

Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale
Thematic Apperception Test
Draw-A-Person Test
Rorschach

Report Format:
A.

B.

Behavioral Observations
1.
behavioral reactions to testing
2.
appearance and demeanor
3.
reactions to examiner
4.
non-verbal style
Intellectual Functioning
1.

I.Q.

level

Interference with intellectual functioning by personality
characteri sties
Personality Functioning
primary diagnosis and characteristics of thinking
1.
2.
primary affects and defenses
3.
object relations
Summary of Data
2.

C.

D.

*Data supplemented by previous psychological testing data.
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APPENDIX

C

Rapaport Scoring System
Area of Response
W:
D:

all or nearly all

of the blot.
portions of the blot which are relatively large, clearly
set
off and frequently interpreted.
Dd:
small but not tiny areas, clearly set off from the bulk
of
the blot.
Dr:
tiny areas, or relatively large areas which are neither
clearly
set off nor frequently interpreted.
De:
interpretation of a contour line.
a relatively large white area in or around the blot,
s:
a relatively small white area.
Do:
interpreting an area frequently seen as a part of a larger
area, and retaining the same content for the smaller area as
it would have in the larger, frequent interpretation.
Do-tendency (additional score only):
initial or partial fragmentation
of responses, even if they are not common responses.
DW:
reasoning from a part of the blot to the entire blot without
checking the conclusion against the actual appearance of the
entire blot.

Determinants
F:

an interpretation based solely on the formal configuration of
an area:
all F responses (also M, FM, Fs, FC, F(C), FC and
FCh) are scored for form level, as below.

F+:
F-:

a

CF:

form response of acceptable or superior accuracy.
a form response of inferior accuracy; may be vague or arbitrarily organized.
a basically acceptable form response with some minor inaccuracy.
a basically inaccurate form response with some saving features.
a response in which a complete or nearly complete human figure
is seen in action or in some position of tension.
an M response with weak emphasis on motion or tension, with
animal -like features stressed, or with animals in human-like
activity,
an M response using a relatively small area.
a response using form and color, with color subordinate or
equal to form as a determinant.
a response using form and color, with form subordinate to co-

C;

a

F^:
F^:
M:

FM:

Ms:
FC:

lor.

response based on color alone.
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F/C:

using form and color, based primarily
on form and
with^^o?^ '"^"^'^ a-^tificially
e.g., "A colored map of Norway."
FC a-^bitrary:
arbitr.rv
l.lT
assigning inappropriate color to a form
without rationali,

C/F:

zing It as artificial, e.g., "A
blue horse."
a response using form and color,
based

primarily on artificial
vague "colored map."
F(C):
a form response in which variations
of shading are important in
defining the outline or important inner details;
may also signify the use of the texture in colored
areas,
(C)F:
a vague F(C), i.e., one with
nonspecific or poorly articulated
form; may also signify the use of the texture
in colored areas,
FC:
a response based on form and black,
gray, or white color, with
these colors subordinate or equal to form as a determinant,
CF:
a response in which black, gray or white color
is dominant over
form.
C:
a response based on black, gray or white color
alone,
FCh:
a response based on form and shading, with shading
subordinate
or equal to form as a determinant.
ChF:
a response in which shading outweighs form as a determinant,
Ch:
a response based on shading alone.
Combined scores: where more than one score is applicable, they will be
combined, the dominant or diagnostical ly more significant determinant being listed first. Thus, "smoke and fire" on Card
II might be scored CC'F, signifying that it combines a CF and
a C'F, and "dancing Negroes" on Card III might be scored MC,
signifying that it combines an M and an FC. Scores listed
after the first will be tallied "additional" in the score summary.
use of color, e.g.,

a

Content

Hd:
(Hd):

animal figure
animal detail
full human figure
human-like figure
human detail
human-like detail

Obj:

object

A:
Ad:
H:
(H):

full

Cg:
Dec:
At:
Geog:
Geol

Arch:
Ldsc:

clothing
decoration
anatomy
geography
geology
archi tecture
landscape

Miscel laneous
P:

Orig:

popular responses, given by at least one out of every five subjects; (P) denotes a minor variation in a popular response,
original response, found no more than once in every hundred
records
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Thought Disorder Scores
Combination:
combination response in which two or more interpretations
are meaningfully related.
Fabulized Combination:
combination response in which two spatially contiguous interpretations are arbitrarily (but not elaborately)
related.
Tabulation:
feelings, motives, qualities or events are alluded to with
marginal support in the blot.
Confabulation:
extensive and arbitrary associative elaboration without
objective support.
Confabulation tendency: extreme Tabulations or minor Confabulations,
and full Confabulations verbalized with a trace of self-conscious, critical distance.
Contamination:
two interpretations fused into one, or the same area
simultaneously stands for two interdependent but logically
separate interpretations.
Peculiar:
verbalization of response is unsuccessful communication because of illogical, cryptic or incomplete formulation; also
manifestation in the response of unrealistic evaluation of the
role of subjective processes or of the objective stimulus.
Deterioration C:
pure C responses using bland pink, orange or yellow
colors or involving "morbid" content.
Absurd:
form aspect of response is extremely arbitrary.
Symbolic:
explicit use of form or other determinant to represent an abstract idea.
Confusion:
severe breakdown or fluidity or orientation to the perceptual, associative and/or recall aspects of a response.
Fluid:
lapses of train of thought or verbalization, and distorted recall of responses and blots.
Reference Idea: arbitrarily setting up or emphasizing formal relationships between different areas of an inkblot or between different inkblots.
Autistic Logic:
illogical, autistic efforts to derive a response or a
meaning "logically."

Summary Scores
R:

EB:

W%:
D%:
DR%:
F%:

total number of responses.
ratio of M+FM+Ms to FC+CF+C (sum C) with weights of .5 given to
F/C and C/F are
FM and FC, 1 to M, Ms and CF, and 1.5 to C.
added secondarily onto the basic sum C score; thus in a record
with 2M, 3CF, and IC/F, the EB will read 2-3(4).
percent of W responses in entire record (R).
percent of D responses in entire record.
percent of Dr+De+S+s in entire record.
first part expresses percent of all pure form responses in entire record; second part exoresses percent of responses with
strong form (F, M, FM, Ms, FC, F(C), FC, FCh) in entire rec-

ord.
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F+%:

A%:
H/o:

P%:

Orig%:

first paipt expresses percent of all pure form responses
scored
F+ or F-;
second part expresses percent of all responses with
strong form scored + or
percent of A+Ad responses in entire record.
percent of H+Hd responses in entire record; this is secondarily
extended to include the (H) + (Hd) scores.
percent of popular responses in entire record; this is secondarily extended to include (P) scores.
percent of original responses in enti re record.
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APPENDIX

D

Interviews

I.

Interview #l--Introduction
Participants:
Patient, mother, father, and investigator
A.

B.

Introductions
1.
Demographic data on family
2.
Therapist's background and credentials
Rationale for Study
Paucity of literature on families of patients with certain
1.
di fficul ties

Aid in treatment of families and patients
Description of Study
1.
Psychological testing of parents
2.
Couples interview
3.
Family interview
4.
Audio- taping
Confidentiality
1.
Information to treatment teams
2.
Change of identifying data
Schedule of Testing Sessions and Next Interview
2.

C.

D.

E.

II.

Interview #2— Developmental Data, Early Separations, and Physical
Separation of Family Members
Participants: Mother, father, and investigator
A.

Developmental Data
Prior to the birth of son or daughter
1.
a.
When did you get married?
b.
How many children are there in the family? List the
birth-order and ages of these children
What other people have lived in the home up to the
c.
present?
d.
How did you feel about the expected birth of this son
or daughter?
Describe the family situation when you became pregnant
e.
If not, did you want to
f.
Were either of you working?
be?

How did you each feel about this pregnancy? Was it ex
pected?
Pregnancy and delivery
What difficulties or complications accompanied this
a.
pregnancy and/or birth?
Who was this child named after?
b.
What, if any, was the father's role in the birth?
c.
How did you each feel after your son's/daughter's
d.
g.

2.
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bi rth?
Were there other caretakers of this child or
other
children after his/her birth?
f.
How did his/her birth affect your relationship with
one
another?
Early infancy (0 to 4 or 5 months)
3.
a.
Who cared primarily for this child? Who fed him/her?
Who changed him/her?
b.
Who did the child appear most attached to as an infant?
How did the other spouse feel about this?
c.
Did he/she cry a great deal? Was he/she demanding?
d.
Was it difficult to calm him/her when he/she was upset?
e.
(To mother)
How did you feel about your husband's degree of involvement with the baby?
f.
(To father)
How did you feel about your wife's degree
of involvement with the baby?
Developmental Mi lestones--Separation/indi viduation through mobility
When did your son/daughter first talk, sit up, crawl, walk
1.
and become toilet trained?
a.
Can you recreate when he/she first could crawl away on
his/her own? How did each of you feel? Did you follow
after him/her? As he/she was able to crawl on his/her
own, did he/she get into unsafe situations?
If so, how
did each of you handle this?
How did he/she react to
strangers at this time? How did you each feel about
his/her reaction?
b.
Can you recreate when he/she first walked? How did you
each feel? Did you follow him/her?
In instances after
that, how did you handle his/her moving around on his/
her own? How did he/she react to strangers he/she met?
How did you feel about his/her reaction?
c.
How was he/she toilet trained? By whom? Were there
any difficulties with this?
If so, how were they
handled?
2.
Did your child have a special toy, blanket, bottle or other
object that he/she carried around with him/her? How did
he/she use this? Were there any family interactions around
this important object?
3.
As a young toddler, did your son/daughter have tantrums?
When? Who handled these and how? How did his/her type or
amount of tantrums differ from your other children's tantrums?
Physical Separations
1.
What was the first time each of you were separated from
your child?
What other experiences of separation have each of you had
2.
from him, together or separately?
Hospitalizations of parent, sibling, or child?
a.
Nursery school?
b.
Babysitters?
c.

e.

B.

C.
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Camp?
Elementary school?
f.
Running away from home?
Marital separation?
g.
h.
Vacations?
i.
Father's and/or mother's employment?
College?
j.
k.
Enlistment in the service?
1.
Marriage?
m.
You son's/daughter's decision to move to a separate
dwel 1 ing?
n.
Other?
In each case of the above:
a.
Who initiated the separation? Why? Was it anticipated or explained?
b.
How did each of you feel about it?
c.
What was your son's/daughter's reaction?
d.
How did this affect your marital relationship?
e.
How did the father-child or mother-child relationship
change when the separation ended?
What was the most difficult separation from your son/daughter?

d.

e.

3.

.

4.

Interview #2b--Issues involving Anger, Sexuality, and Separation
Participants:
Mother, father, patient, and investigator
Anger, Rules and Discipline
1.
Rules and discipline
What type of rules are there in this family?
a.
How do each of you feel about these rules?
b.
Who makes the rules?
c.
d.
How strictly are they or were they enforced?
Do you ever find yourselves arguing about the rules?
e.
f.
Who argues with whom?
Who? With whom?
Do people ever take sides?
g.
son/daughter)
2.
Parents' anger (to the
Do your parents ever get angry with you?
a.
b.
How does your mother show her anger?
How does your father show his anger?
c.
What
d.
Do or did your parents argue with one another?
about? How did you feel about these arguments?
Patient's expression of anger:
3.
What did or does your son/daughter get angry about?
a.
b.
How does he/she show you that he/she is angry?
4.
Family anger:
What is the biggest fight your family ever had? Can
a.
each of you talk about this?
(A.) Alternate Question--Anger, Rules and Discipline
seem
(1.) I notice that in our conversation together you (Mom)
famithe
in
true
Is this always
to speak for the family.
A.
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(2.)

ly?
How do each of you feel about this?
(To father and son/daughter)
One rule that I notice in
here is that you two can't have a conversation that excludes Mom.
Is that always so?

Sexuality, Dating and Closeness
(To the son/daughter)
1.
Did you date?
If so,
a.
When did you first go out on a date?
b.
What were the rules about dating?
c.
Did your parents expect to know where you were going?
d.
Did you have a steady relationship?
e.
Where did you learn about sex?
f.
Were the rules about dating the same for your brothers
and sisters? Why or why not?
2.
(To the parents)
Do you believe in being demonstrative
about affection in front of the kids? Why or why not?
3.
People in families usually have "special" family members,
who is closest to whom in the family?
a.
Who teases whom in this family?
b.
Who flirts with whom?
(B.) Alternate Question— Sexual ity. Dating and Closeness
I
notice that you (son/daughter) and
(1.) (To the son/daughter)
your Dad just looked at one another before you spoke. What
were you feeling at that moment? Dad?
The two of you just flirted with one an(2.) (To the parents)
other when we were discussing your son's/daughter's dat(To the
ing.
How did each of you feel at that point?
son/daughter) How did it feel to see Mom and Dad flirtB.

.

ing?
C.

Separation
1.

2.

3.

I've asked your parents this, but
(To the son/daughter)
before they give their opinion, when was the first time you
remember being separated from them? How did that feel?
What was the first time you each re(To the parents)
a.
member being separated from your son/daughter?
What was the worst separation you've ever had from one another? The longest?
Could you talk about this event together for a few
a.
minutes?
When you separate from one another these days, what is that
like for each of you?
How did you each experience your son's/daughter's decia.
sion to go into the service, leave home for college,
move into his/her own home?
How did you each experience his/her coming into the
b.

hospital?
How easy is it for someone to leave your home? Who makes
4.
this difficult or easy to do?
Could you discuss this together for a few minutes?
a.
(C.) Alternate Question— Separation
to see
With your son/daughter in the hospital, you are able
)
(1
you
of
each
for
felt
it
him/her only on weekends. How has
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(2.)

when it's time for you (son/daughter) to leave?
I'd like to recreate with you a separation that your
family
^
has had.

Example
Bill
a.
b.
c.

Let's recreate the conversation that you had when
(son) announced that he had enlisted in the Army.
Where were you all at that time? Who sat where? Who
started the conversation? How did each of you respond?
Now I'd like to replay the scene as if it were happening in the present.
Now stop.
Mom, how were you feeling when Bill said he
was leaving? Dad? Bill?
:
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Patient's Consent Form
Veteran's Administration Hospital and University of Mass., Amherst
Eva Schoenfeld, Principal Investigator
Human Studies Consent Form

Explanation
You are being asked to participate in a study designed to gather information about the families of people who seek help with problems in psychological adjustment.
By conducting such an investigation, I hope to
gather information that will be useful in the treatment of individuals
like yourself in the future.
This study involves interviews with family
members concerning the history of the family, individual interviews used
to assess reasons why people seek psychiatric help, and standardized
tests of the type which are widely used in studying personality adjustment in this and other hospitals.

You will be asked to take standardized psychological tests as well as
participate in an individual interview with a psychologist about the
reasons you may have sought psychiatric help.
In addition, you will be
asked to participate in an interview with your parents. This interview
will involve answering questions about events in family life. The standardized tests will last approximately five hours, the individual interview, 1-1/2 hours, and the interview with your parents will last approximately 1-1/2 hours.

Your parents will be asked to take standardized psychological tests and
will participate in a couples interview together as well as in the
family interview with you.

Confi dentiali ty

With your consent, the interview with your parents will be audio-taped
and all standardized testing sessions will be audio-taped. You may lisDisclosures of the taped material will only
ten to the taped material.
At the end of the study, all tapes will
permission.
your
with
made
be
be erased.
With the expectation that information may be of use in your treatment
planning, a copy of the report on your standardized testing will be
shared with your therapist. However, you may request that this report
You are free to ask questions
be kept confidential from your therapist.
you
regarding the study and your participation in it. In the event that
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wish to restrict information from your therapist or wish to withdraw
from the study, you may do so without affecting your treatment in any
way.

Statement of Consent
I
have carefully read and discussed with Ms. Schoenfeld the purpose and
procedure of this study and I agree to participate in it and have my
parents participate as well.

Signature

Date

I
do/do not (please circle one) agree to have the standardized testing
report made available to my therapist.

Signature

Date
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Parents' Consent Form
Veteran's Administration Hospital and University of Mass.,
Amherst
Eva Schoenfeld, Principal Investigator
Human Studies Consent Form

Expl anation

You are being asked to participate in a study designed to gather information about the families of people who seek help with problems in psychological adjustment.
By conducting such an investigation, I hope to
gather information that will be useful in the treatment of individuals
like your son/daughter in the future. This study involves interviews
with family members concerning the history of the family, and individualized standardized tests of the nature widely used in studying personality adjustment in this and other hospitals.
You will be asked to participate in standardized psychological tests and
will be involved in an interview with your spouse in which the history
of the development of your present family will be reviewed. You will
also be asked to participate in an interview with your son/daughter.
This interview will involve discussion about events in family life.
The
standardized tests will last approximately five hours, the couples' interview 1-1/2 hours, and the interview with your son/daughter will last
approximately 1-1/2 hours.

Your son/daughter will be asked to take standardized psychological
tests, and an individual interview about reasons why he/she sought to
get psychiatric help, as well as participate in the interview with you.

Confidential i ty
With your consent, both of the interviews in which you will participate
will be audio-taped and the standardized testing session will be audioDisclosure of the taped
taped. You may listen to the taped material.
material will only be made with your permission. At the end of the
study, all tapes will be erased.
With the expectation that information may be of use in your son's/daughter's treatment, a copy of the report on your son's/daughter's standardized testing will be made available to the therapist. However, you may
request that this report be kept confidential from the therapist. You
are free to ask questions regarding the study and your participation in
In the event that you wish to restrict information from the therait.
pist or wish to withdraw from the study, you may do so without affecting
your son's/daughter's treatment in any way.
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Statement of Consent
I
have carefully read and discussed with Ms. Schoenfeld the purpose and
procedure of this study and I agree to participate in it.

Signature

~

Date

do/do not (please circle one) agree to have the testing report on my
son/daughter made available to his/her therapist.
I

Signature

Date
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Taping Consent Form
Veteran's Administration Hospital and University of Mass., Amherst
Eva Schoenfeld, Principal Investigator
Human Studies Consent Form

In order to conduct this study, the standardized psychological tests administered will be audio- taped, an interview with the parents in the
family will be audio-taped and a family interview will be audio-taped.

You may listen to the taped material.
These tapes will be available
only to Ms. Schoenfeld and to two supervisors of the study (Cynthia
Wild Cowgill, Ph.D., and Alvin Winder, Ph.D.). At the completion of the
study all tapes will be erased.
I
have carefully read and discussed with Ms. Schoenfeld the use of taping for this study and agree that only she and those named above may
hear the taped recordings used in the study.

Si

gnature

Date
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Patient's Consent Form
A New England Hospital and University of Mass., Amherst
Eva Schoenfeld, Principle Investigator

Human Studies Consent Form

Explanation
You are being asked to participate in a study designed to gather information about the families of people who seek help with problems in psychological adjustment.
By conducting such an investigation, I hope to
gather information that will be useful in the treatment of individuals
like yourself in the future.
This study involves interviews with family
members concerning the history of the family, individual interviews used
to assess reasons why people seek psychiatric help, and standardized
tests of the type which are widely used in studying personality adjustment in this and other hospitals.

You will be asked to take standardized psychological tests as well as
participate in an individual interview with a psychologist about the
reasons you may have sought psychiatric help.
In addition, you will be
asked to participate in an interview with your parents. This interview
will involve answering questions about events in family life. The standardized tests will last approximately five hours, the individual interview, 1-1/2 hours, and the interview with your parents will last approximately 1 -1/2 hours

Your parents will be asked to take standardized psychological tests and
will participate in a couples interview together as well as in the
family interview with you.

Confidentiality
With your consent, your individual interview and the interview with your
parents will be audio-taped and all standardized testing sessions will
Disclosures of
You may listen to the taped material.
be audio-taped.
the taped material will only be made with your permission. At the end
of the study, all tapes will be erased.

With the expectation that information may be of use in your treatment
planning, a copy of the report on your standardized testing will be
shared with your therapist. However, you may request that this report
You are free to ask questions
be kept confidential from your therapist.
In the event that you
regarding the study and your participation in it.
wish to restrict information from your therapist or wish to withdraw
from the study, you may do so without affecting your treatment in any
way.
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Statement of Consent
I
have carefully read and discussed with Ms. Schoenfeld the purpose and
procedure of this study and I agree to participate in it and have my
parents participate as well.

Signature

(Pati ent)

Date

Signature

(Therapist)

Date

Signature

(Principal

Investigator)

Date

I do/do not
(please circle one) agree to have the standardized testing
report made available to my therapist.

Signature

(Patient)

Date
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Parents' Consent Form
A New England Hospital and University of Mass., Amherst
Eva Schoenfeld, Principal Investigator
Human Studies Consent Form

Explanation
You are being asked to participate in a study designed to gather information about the families of people who seek help with problems in psychological adjustment.
By conducting such an investigation, I hope to
gather information that will be useful in the treatment of individuals
like your son/daughter in the future.
This study involves interviews
with family members concerning the history of the family, and individualized standardized tests of the nature widely used in studying personality adjustment in this and other hospitals.
You will be asked to participate in standardized psychological tests
and will be involved in an interview with your spouse in which the history of the development of your present family will be reviewed. You
will also be asked to participate in an interview with your son/daughter.
This interview will involve discussion about events in family
The standardized tests will last approximately five hours, the
life.
couples' interview 1-1/2 hours and the interview with your son/daughter
will last approximately 1-1/2 hours.

Your son/daughter will be asked to take standardized psychological
tests, and an individual interview about reasons why he/she sought to
get psychiatric help, as well as participate in the interview with you.

Confidentiality
With your consent, both of the interviews in which you will participate
will be audio-taped and the standardized testing session will be audioYou may listen to the taped material. Disclosure of the taped
taped.
material will only be made with your permission. At the end of the
study, all tapes will be erased.
With the expectation that information may be of use in your son's/daughter's treatment, a copy of the report on your son's/daughter's standardized testing will be made available to the therapist. However, you may
request that this report be kept confidential from the therapist. You
are free to ask questions regarding the study and your participation in
In the event that you wish to restrict information from the therait.
pist or wish to withdraw from the study, you may do so without affecting your son's/daughter's treatment in any way.
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Statement of Consent
I
have carefully read and discussed with Ms. Schoenfeld the purpose and
procedure of this study and I agree to participate in it.

Signature

Si

gnature

Signature

(Parent)

Date

(Therapist)

Date

(Principal

Investigator)

Date

I
do/do not (please circle one) agree to have the testing report on my
son/daughter made available to his/her therapist.

Signature

Date
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Taping Consent Form
A New England Hospital and University of Mass., Amherst
Eva Schoenfeld, Principal Investigator
Human Subjects Consent Form

In order to conduct this study, the standardized psychological tests administered will be audio-taped, an interview with the parents in the
family will be audio- taped and a family interview will be audio- taped.

You may listen to the taped material. These tapes will be available
only to Ms. Schoenfeld and to two supervisors of the study (Cynthia
Wild Cowgill, Ph.D., and Alvin Winder, Ph.D.). At the completion of
the study all tapes will be erased.
have carefully read and discussed with Ms. Schoenfeld the use of taping for this study and agree that only she and those named above may
hear the tape recordings used in the study.
I

Signature

(Patient/Parent)

Date

Signature

(Principal Investigator)

Date

